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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 
Nullity's Shadow: T. S. Eliot's Unreal in Theory, Drama, and the work of Henry James  
 
 
By 
 
Andrew Franklin Foust 
 
Doctor of Philosophy in English 
 
 University of California, Irvine, 2019 
 
Professor Andrzej Warminski, Chair 
 
This dissertation concerns itself with the philosophical category of the unreal, defined in 
the doctoral dissertation of T. S. Eliot, charted through an extended etymology from 1605-1958, 
and employed as a hermeneutical lens for T. S. Eliot's The Family Reunion and Henry James's 
"The Altar of the Dead."  
Beginning by tracing the origins of the word in Shakespeare and Milton, I identify an 
etymological split in the uses of the term "unreal." Whereas Shakespeare's Macbeth employs the 
term to foreclose the reality of Banquo's "horrible shadow," Milton's Tetrachordon deploys the 
word to indicate the existence of higher realities beyond the "unreal nullity" of our everyday 
world. My first chapter examines Eliot's synthesis of these two etymological trajectories in his 
1916 dissertation on Knowledge and Experience, where "unreal" is used both to designate an 
inexistent nullity and to cast authentic reality in opposition to a negated unreal. My second 
chapter applies Eliot's conclusions to the contemporary philosophies of W. V. Quine, Graham 
Harman, and Fredric Jameson, arguing the unreal represents the possibility of an ontological 
liberation from the strictures of present configurations of reality. I argue this liberation exhibits 
the modality of a denied and rejected unreal returning from abnegation. As T. S. Eliot turned 
from philosophy to drama, my final two chapters seek to understand what new tools literature 
might provide for crafting a reading of the unreal's return. Chapter Three delineates the 
realization of the unreal within Eliot's later drama The Family Reunion according to three forms: 
	 viii	
as an alternative temporality where time anticipates the return of what has been lost, as a new 
concept of subjectivity where the denial of freedom generates new ontological horizons, and in a 
new vision of dramaturgy as a vehicle to transform the perception of the audience. Chapter Four 
reads the unreal in the actions of George Stransom, who in Henry James's "The Altar of the 
Dead" denies his former friend a place on his altar to the dead, only to find the exclusion must be 
reversed in order for his construction of reality to be complete.  
The recurrent theme of this dissertation is the ambivalence within the concept of 
unreality: unreality represents a nullification of possible realities, even as this closure betokens 
the shadow of a promise of their eventual return.  
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Chapter ø: 
The Legibility of Nothing: An Etymology of Unreality from Shakespeare to T. S. Eliot 
 
If traditional metaphysics considered Being to be the most universal and self-evident of 
conceptual categories1, this universality is perhaps overshadowed in ordinary speech by a prior 
presumption of an all-encompassing real to which Being belongs. To be is to be part of the real. 
Though pronouncements as to what is or is not real are expected to vary with the speaker, our 
ordinary linguistic usage is accustomed to ask what is real, rather than what reality is. The reality 
of this or that testimonial claim, hypothesis, or truth statement may be in question, but the 
reference to an all-encompassing reality is itself unquestionable. What is subject to question, 
however, is precisely the universality of reality when confronted with the fictional or voided 
status of what we judge to be non-real. A chink in the armor of the purported transcendental 
universality of the real may here be formulated according to the question: how can it be that we 
may name, signify, or speak of that in which all reality is lacking? How are we able to give a 
narrative to nothing? 
Perhaps we can enlist Plato2 to dismantle the question through an ontological division 
between the immediacy of reality and the attenuated essence of fiction: to be non-real is to be less 
real, as though reality were the diminishing light of the dark descent into a cave of delusion. The 
falsity of fiction is to be overcome by the rising illuminations of a reasoned reality. But if this is 
so, must we not first account for the origins of the unreal, the conceptual category for that which 
is denied reality, within literature itself, exiled and excluded as an unwelcome exception to the 
reality of the fictional world? If we are to have any hope of elaborating the universality of the 
real, we must begin with an account of its obscure and mysterious negation: the unreal, as a 
neologism in the plays of Shakespeare, as an abiding concern in the poetic drama of T. S. Eliot, 																																																								
1 Cf. Heidegger, Being and Time, pp. 22-23. 
2 Cf. The Republic, in particular Book III. 
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and as a realized promise of the modernism of Henry James. Attention to the unreal provides an 
opportunity to explore systems of narrative according to their founding exclusions, to what is set 
aside as ineligible for reality; and yet, it opens an opportunity for scholars of literature to ask 
whether the modernist response of Eliot and James provides a means for reversing the exclusion 
and bringing back what has been lost. 
 It is possible to formulate the problem of unreality as a paradox of phrases denoting 
which yet denote nothing, and to undertake a historical unraveling of the etymological context of 
the term "unreal," the linguistic knot through which these strange denotations of nothing have 
been threaded. It is well to specify, however, that the language by which we have formulated this 
paradox is also the final fruit this etymological tree is to bear, for this language of "phrases 
denoting which yet denote nothing" emerges from Knowledge and Experience, the dissertation 
submitted for a Doctoral Degree in philosophy by Thomas Stearns Eliot in 1916 (Knowledge and 
Experience, 130).  
Eliot brings a sustained and scientific definition to unreality as a necessary element 
within his larger study of the real as a process of selection and construction, and his 
instrumentalization of the term unreal provides a useful point terminus both to ground and to 
actualize an investigation into the linguistic problem of unreality. Eliot's dissertation on reality is 
additionally a terminus in the evolutionary sense, for it signaled the end of his philosophical 
career and the beginning of his turn to literary modernism. Yet the problem of unreality was 
preserved through this transition, occupying both his philosophical and his later literary writings. 
As a philosopher, the paradox looked to be easily resolved, for Knowledge and Experience 
concludes there can be no real without an opposing unreal: 
The process of development of a real world, as we are apt to forget in our 
theories, works in two directions; we have not first a real world to which we add 
our imaginings, nor have we a real world out of which we select our 'real' world, 
but the real and the unreal develop side by side. (KE, 136) 
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An immediate and easy solution to the mystery of unreality seemingly lends itself to the side-by-
side, parallel development that Eliot suggests. The real and unreal operate according to an 
essential reciprocity, just as the positive and negative poles of a magnet coexist, opposite and 
conjoined, within a single unified sphere of attraction. When we construct a reality, we define the 
boundaries of what is real, and we equally designate what is outside those boundaries as unreal. 
When we denote the nullity of the unreal, we merely assert the rule or re-invoke the convention 
for what is allowed to be real, and we negate the unreal as an aberration of this rule. For every 
rule of reality, there is an implied negation of all that will not abide by this rule; for every real, 
there is an opposite (albeit unequal) unreal. An etymology of unreality would thus seek to track 
appearances of the unreal as indices of the invocation of rules for inclusion and exclusion within a 
particular schema of reality. 
 Two consequences for the unreal follow upon a reading of Eliot's parallel development as 
a sheer reciprocity: the unreal is an indeterminate negation3, it is merely not-real, possessing no 
definitive attributes of its own. Additionally and accordingly, the unreal is always auxiliary to the 
real as an aberration, a distortion, and a negation. These consequences preserve the real in its 
ontological primacy and purity, and they cast the universality of the real as the function of a 
mimetic leap: the unreal object referentially points back to the normative standard it defies, and 
unreality is made into a speech-act by which the rule of the real is enunciated. The ordinary-
speech understanding of the real as "all inclusive experience outside of which nothing shall fall" 
is preserved, and the final shape of our etymological cartography shall be a magnetized symmetry 
in which every unreal is paired with the opposite standard of reality to which it refers (Knowledge 
and Experience, 31). 
																																																								
3 The meaning of the term "indeterminate negation" here and throughout this dissertation is derived from 
Hegel; see especially his discussion of Being in Section 132 of the Science of Logic as: 
without any further determination. In its indeterminate immediacy it is equal only to 
itself. It is also not unequal relatively to an other; it has no diversity within itself nor any 
with a reference outwards. 
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 This etymological plan as derived from Eliot's unequal-and-opposite pairing is, however, 
doomed before it begins, for Eliot's dissertation will not sustain this reading. Eliot desires to 
maintain the ordinary-language understanding of reality, admitting we are not accustomed "to 
treat unreal objects as objects simpliciter," as objects of ontological primacy and purity. Yet Eliot 
feels compelled to execute a "reversal" of procedure, to define the unreal object as the "bare 
intention," the beginning of the object's reality, the starting point from which the real object 
subsequently emerges (KE, 131). To be real, Eliot's objects must demonstrate and advance their 
reality beyond this bare point of origin—whereas unreal objects, to be unreal, must merely remain 
as such. We find it is at the inception of the object's reality that the unreal is most at home; we 
find the purest ontic fruit of ontology to be the nullity of the inexistent unreal. 
 By its own criteria, Knowledge and Experience, while regarded by Josiah Royce as the 
work of an "expert," is in danger of dissolution through failing to fulfill its promise: for its final 
move is one of inertia, unable to develop beyond a final, unresolvable paradox (qtd. in KE, 10). 
Eliot's 1964 publication ends on an incomplete sentence: having identified the telos of the 
relativity of our knowledge to be the Absolute, the typescript of the dissertation concludes, "For if 
all objectivity and all knowledge is relative"—and the sentence remains uncompleted (KE, 
endnote for page 169, 176). Eliot, it would seem, could not reconcile the reference to the 
Absolute with the absolute relativity of knowledge. The weight of critical consensus regards 
Eliot's dissertation as a failure, irrelevant to philosophy, and merely indicative of his true calling 
as a poet4. And yet, are we to call every turning an extinction? Eliot's persistent tarrying with the 
unreal within his poetry and his poetic drama may cast his conversion to literary modernism in a 
different light: as a change in medium and method, rather than in motivation. If so, what changed 
with the new tools that were now available to the philosopher turned poet? An examination of the 																																																								
4 See page 26 of Chapter I: "Unreal Abstraction" for an expanded discussion of the critical dismissal of 
Eliot's dissertation in the writings of Richard Wollheim, John D. Margolis, Edward Lobb, and T. S. Eliot 
himself, and for the attempts by Donald Childs and Jane Mallinson to fully subsume Eliot's philosophy as 
preparation for his later literary flowering. 
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tactics Eliot employed to understand the unreal indicates, perhaps, that the descriptive warrant of 
philosophy was exchanged for the performative power of literature. Eliot, having only been able 
to formulate the paradox of the unreality of the Absolute in Knowledge and Experience, 
exchanged the tools of philosophy for those of poetry and drama, and so was able to reformulate 
the paradox of the philosophical Absolute as a challenge of representation. This shift is perhaps 
fitting, for it was within the medium of drama that the term unreal first made its mark on the 
English literary lexicon in the works of Shakespeare. 
In 1799, the word "unreal" appeared twelve times in the eighth edition of Samuel 
Johnson's Dictionary of the English Language; of these entries, seven refer explicitly or obliquely 
to Shakespeare, who twice used the word, and to whom the etymological primacy of place should 
be given. "Unreal" appears in the later romance of The Winter's Tale, where it refers to unfounded 
jealously: "With what's unreal thou co-active art / and fellowst nothing" (Winter's Tale, I.2.220-
221). Already there is a strange intertwining between unreality and nothing in which nothing, 
when it is re-christened as unreality, can be named and addressed as a specific, determinate 
nothing. For the sake of speech, unreality translates indeterminate nothing into a determinate 
negation.  
The Winter's Tale reference is most productively paired with Shakespeare's more 
pronounced and enduring evocation of the term in the third act of Macbeth. Macbeth Act III, 
Scene 4 features the titular slayer, now a multiple murderer of Duncan and Banquo, unable to 
enjoy his banquet because of an oversight in the seating arrangements. The ghost of Banquo, 
invisible to all save his slayer, occupies the place reserved for the new king, and the maddened 
usurper is compelled to give birth to the term unreal: 
 MACBETH 
Take any shape but that, and my firm nerves 
Shall never tremble: or be alive again, 
And dare me to the desert with thy sword; 
If trembling I inhabit then, protest me 
The baby of a girl. Hence, horrible shadow! 
Unreal mockery, hence! 
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GHOST OF BANQUO vanishes 
Why, so: being gone, 
I am a man again. (Macbeth 3.4.124-129) 
 
The meaning of "unreal" in its immediate context is, unsurprisingly, not-real; it is an adjective 
that denies reality to the shadowy apparition of the uninvited guest. And yet, it is here a form of 
address to a specific entity, almost in the style of a command: you are unreal! It works like a 
performative utterance, immediately banishing—permanently—the unholy specter, and 
returning—momentarily—Macbeth to sanity, the reality of his manhood reasserted. The 
permanence is of note, for Banquo's ghost has once before been dispatched, dispelled, and 
departed (SD 3.4.87), only to return (SD 3.4.107.1). To invoke the unreal has the discursive 
power of an exorcism, to deny a place in reality, and to banish. Yet there is something inherently 
paradoxical in the very denomination of the specter as unreal, for it must be acknowledged in 
language in ordered to be disallowed in reality: the very reference to the apparition as an object 
implies some semblance of existence under the predication of erasure. In Shakespeare, the 
concept of unreality is created in the very act by which its precipitating cause (Banquo's specter) 
is negated, and though the invocation of the term is wholly within the literary sphere, the reach of 
the word will not adhere to the strict boundaries of fiction, for it soon finds its way into the 
discourse of cosmology. 
 Shakespeare had given the English language, in the first notable usage of the term unreal, 
a word with the power to banish that which lacks reality from the real. In the generation 
succeeding Shakespeare it was John Milton who ensured the etymological legacy of the term 
would be both capacious and divided. In Book II of Paradise Lost, Milton's Satan dares a 
tortuous journey through primordial chaos in search of Eden; in Book X, the arch-fiend narrates 
his journey as his having "Voyag'd th' unreal, unbounded deep/Of horrible confusion (PL Book 
X, ll. 471-2). This is not, however, Milton's sole evocation of the unreal, and his second 
mobilization is, if less literary, more etymologically interesting. It appears in a polemical context, 
in the third division of the Tetrachordon, where Milton argues for the permissibility of divorce 
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despite the apparent prohibitions within the Gospel of Matthew. If the unhappy Christian insists 
on remaining within a loveless marriage and maintains "the grievous observance of a miserable 
wedloc," then for the sake of legalistic obedience the miserable soul: 
debars himself the happy existence of all godly, which is peaceful conversation 
with his family, to live a contentious, and unchristian life…only for the fals 
keeping of a most unreal nullity, a marriage that hath no affinity with God's 
intention, a daring phantasm, a meer toy of terror awing weak senses, to the 
lamentable superstition of ruining themselves. (Tetrachordon, 324) 
 
One need not look far to find an oblique reference to Macbeth's unreal mockery in Milton's 
syntactically parallel unreal nullity, the "daring phantasm" and spectral "superstition." The 
rhetorical motivation for such a parallelism is readily apparent: Milton links servile marriage to 
the superstitious, haunting, and unnecessary fidelity to the Law over Grace, a law made by human 
hands, the "false creation" (Macbeth 2.1.50) of creaturely vanity.  
Beneath Milton's rhetorical intentions, however, it is possible to discern the development 
and evolution of the term beyond the original Shakespearian usage. There is a strange excess, 
almost a redundancy, to the phrase unreal nullity. Why not merely say, "nullity?" Surely "unreal 
nullity" runs the risk of misapprehension as a double negative: it could be taken to mean "a 
nullity that is unreal," a non-real nullity, and thus a real actuality—a something, rather than a 
nothing. Why then does Milton need the word unreal? A comparison with the Shakespearian 
archetype is revealing. In the movement from unreal mockery to unreal nullity, the object of the 
unreality loses its substance: Macbeth sees the horrible shadow—Milton does not see the loveless 
marriage. A miserable wedlock is not even a mockery, because in the sight of God, it is nothing at 
all. Yet clearly, in the eyes of mere mortals, it is something—otherwise Milton would not have 
been yoked to Mary Powell. Shakespeare's unreality dispelled a mockery, but Milton's unreal 
reveals a nullity. Unreal is less an adjective than a verb that moves our point of perspective from 
the terrestrial to the celestial: what we see as real, as something, is actually a nullity, a nothing 
when seen from the vantage of God; unreal designates the shift by which the terrestrial comes to 
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be seen as the optical illusions we mistakenly discern "through a glass darkly" (1 Corinthians 
13:12). 
 Shakespeare's use of the term unreal was actually preempted by Samuel Daniel’s 
"Ulysses and the Siren," in his Certaine Small Poems (1605), published two decades prior to 
Macbeth's appearance in the First Folio (1623). Daniel's usage of the word unreal is not, to my 
knowledge, ever referenced in the subsequent usages of the term, in contrast to the frequent 
evocations of Macbeth's shadow of "unreal mockery," or to the later smattering of references to 
Milton's "unreal nullity." Although Samuel Daniel's use of the term failed to pack the 
etymological punch of either Shakespeare or Milton, it is instructive to compare Milton and 
Shakespeare with Daniel, for it enables us to see a way in which the polarities of Milton and 
Shakespeare might actually be intertwined. In "Ulysses and the Siren," the Siren deploys the term 
unreal as a slur against Ulysses's conception of honor, declaring "this honor is a thing 
conceiv'd/and rests on others' fame:" an "unreal name," enjoining toil instead of rest ("Ulysses 
and the Siren," ll. 18-24). The Siren's rhetorical strategy is to equate reality with the wholly 
material: luxury is real, reputation is chimerical. Unreal is deployed as a falsehood to convert 
Ulysses to a wholly materialist ontology in which—ironically—words of fame or kleos are 
without value. The Siren tries to use the power of a word to neutralize the puissance of language: 
the Siren's very charge of "unreal" renders the word's rhetorical force non-existent.  
In Daniel's poem the power of Macbeth's exorcizing "unreal!" will not engage, and the 
unreal has no ability to transcend the terrestrial—indeed, it indicates an untrue disbelief in the 
transcendental power of language. Since Daniel's employment of the word is meant to undercut 
its rhetorical ability, its failure to leave any etymological legacy is understandable—but in noting 
its deviation from both Milton and Shakespeare, a curious possibility suggests itself. Daniel's 
powerless unreal contrasts strongly with both Shakespeare and Milton: in some sense, the unreals 
of Shakespeare and Milton are linked, for a reduction of the capacity of the unreal to banish is 
also a negation of its transcendental power. In the triadic etymological foundation of the word's 
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entry into the English language, we are faced with two antagonistic strands that appear to be 
somehow secretly intertwined. 
 The definitions within Samuel Johnson's Dictionary of the English Language provide a 
vantage onto the development of the term unreal within the Eighteenth century. Such definitions 
indicate that Shakespeare's unreal, employed like a gate to foreclose or deny reality to some 
entity, is conceptually or ideologically eclipsed by Milton's deployment of the word as a window 
to expand our conception of reality beyond the merely terrestrial and into the celestial. Yet even 
as Shakespearian references are given Miltonic inflections, the curious intertwining intimated in 
Daniel's poem begins to fulfill its promise. The unreal first appears5 in the entry for "Fantastick": 
Unreal; apparent only; having the nature of phantoms which only assume visible 
forms occasionally. 
Are ye fantastical, or that indeed   
which outwardly ye shew?  Shakesp. Macbeth.  
 
As with Milton's unreal nullity, the reality of the fantastical is "apparent only." It is visible, but it 
is only visible; beneath the visible there lies no real substance. The unreal is a visibility that 
comes to reveal that visibility itself is an unreliable guide to reality; the outward show 
demonstrates by its very inadequacy that there are extra-visual criteria for reality that it cannot 
claim to possess. 
 The Miltonic inclination of the Dictionary is confirmed by its definition of "vain" as 
"empty, unreal, shadowy," and by its definition of "shadow": 
Any thing perceptible only to the sight; a ghost ; a spirit; a spirit, or shade. 
Hence, horrible shadow!  
Unreal mockery, hence! ~ Shakespeare  
 
Although Macbeth is again employed for this definition, the conception of shadow is purely 
Miltonic, "perceptible only to the sight," visible, yet unreal, precisely because it is merely visible. 
It is only a shadow, an effect of false-light or erring sight; in reality it is nothing. In effect, what 																																																								
5 The first appearance of unreal, that is, aside from extraneous, accidental quotations of the term in lines 
lifted from The Winter's Tale to contextualize "coactive" and "fellowst." 
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we see is the unreal employed for its property of reversal, towards what we might call the 
creation of depth: we see a thing, but what we see is only the sensible surface, and without a 
greater elaboration of the super-sensible reality within its depth, it will cease to be real.  
 The implication of the Miltonic conception of the unreal is that our world itself is unreal, 
an illusion that lures us by our sight into thinking this world is more real than the eternal spiritual 
realm that lies beyond our physical sight. The epitome of this Miltonic cosmology is perhaps 
reached in a passage from Hannah More's collection of Sacred Dramas (1783), in the 
"Reflections of King Hezekiah": 
Wisdom views with an indifferent eye 
All finite joys, all blessings born to die. 
The soul on earth is an immortal guest 
Compelled to starve at an unreal feast; 
A spark, which upwards tends by nature's force 
A stream, diverted from its parent course 
A drop, dissever'd from the boundless sea 
A moment, parted from eternity 
A pilgrim panting for the rest to come 
An exile, anxious for his native home. (More, 263-264) 
 
This is the fullest compass of the Miltonic unreal—although can we doubt that the 'unreal feast' 
pays at least a passing homage to Banquo and the banquet? What we physically see is unreal, for 
the true reality lies beyond; unreality, when it is named as such, opens, rather than forecloses, the 
possibility of the transcendent. The unreal is a window that enables us to see that the visible is not 
all, that our "unreal feast" starves us of our true reality, until and unless we reverse the polarity, 
and find that the real (the true) is in the unreal (faith in God's invisible eternity), and that the truly 
unreal (the false and illusory) is what our skeptical eyes take to be the real. We are called to 
embrace what, a century later, the heroine of Dickens's Bleak House (1853) would observe in the 
shifting realities of the London fog: "that the unreal things were more substantial than the real" 
(Dickens, 755). 
 The eighteenth-century developments of the unreal would seem so far to have favored 
Milton's modality of opening contra Shakespeare's inflection of foreclosure. We note the 
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beginnings of a shift, however, as the century moves towards its close, in writings both Gothic 
and Romantic. Ann Radcliffe's Romance of the Forest (1791) presents a notable crossover or 
admixture between the Shakespearian and Miltonic unreals, opening Chapter 11 with an epigraph 
from William Collins's "Ode to Fear": 
 
Thou! to whom the world unknown 
With all its shadowy shapes is shown; 
Who seest appall'd th' unreal scene, 
While fancy lifts the veil between; 
Ah, Fear! ah, frantic Fear! (qtd. in Radcliffe, 152) 
 
Unreality is the being of the realm of the world's "shadowy shapes," a window that "lifts the veil" 
unto a deeper reality beyond the reach of ordinary rational sense—and yet such is hardly the 
refulgent celestial realm of divine vision; it represents almost a pathology of anxiety, a distortion 
of the higher faculties, a rain of terrors from the fancy. The mechanism of the Miltonic unreal is 
present, but the being of the unreal is closer to Macbeth's mockery, sans the power to dispel it. 
Indeed, if Collins's unreal is to be categorized into our previous etymological entries, it appears 
closest kin to Daniel's Siren: a weaponized unreal. Such is the version of the unreal that is made 
explicit midway through the chapter, after Adelaide has failed in her escape from the Marquis, is 
returned to his dwelling, and hears, like Ulysses, "music such as charmeth sleep": 
Life's a varied, bright illusion,  
Joy and sorrow — light and shade;  
Turn from sorrow's dark suffusion,  
Catch the pleasures ere they fade.  
 
Fancy paints with hues unreal,  
Smile of bliss, and sorrow's mood;  
If they both are but ideal,  
Why reject the seeming good? (Radcliffe, 157-158) 
Here it is not the falsity of fame but rather the apathy of relativism that is at stake; if the world is 
but "illusion," then why resist the temptations of luxury? One finds almost a parody (perhaps 
unintended) of Hannah More's world of unreality, here instrumentalized as a seducer's technique 
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of libertinage: if all is unreal, how can one render any moral judgments at all? Yet it is at the 
same time the fancy that paints, as it were, the unreal scene of Collins's earlier ode—the earlier 
epigraph hints, perhaps, at a cure for the accusations of this seductive song. There is the hint that 
the unreal may be isolated, quarantined, and confined to the pathology of a particular fancy: and, 
if the fancy can be controlled, the unreal may be expunged.  
 Developments at the very end of the eighteenth century and into the nineteenth would 
fully rehabilitate the Shakespearian lineage of the unreal-as-foreclosure into a cure for the 
pathology of the fancy as symptomized by Radcliffe. Here the unreal's disavowal and dismissal is 
parleyed into a form of Aufklärung, a making-clear or enlightening of our terrestrial vision; to 
purge the unreal is to see, as Matthew Arnold would later say, "the object as in itself it really is" 
(Arnold, 3). Such is the new guise we find for the unreal in Schlegel's 1828-1829 lectures on 
"The Philosophy of Language"; Schlegel is, of course, lecturing in German, but I would venture 
the translator's rendering of Nichtwirklichen as "unreal" to be both literally and conceptually 
justified. When we attend to an object, we frequently find our perceptions to be incorrect 
(unrichtig). Milton, Johnson, and More would consider the error to be one of incompleteness: we 
know only the visual, while the true reality (or lack of reality) of the object is unknown to us, 
privy only to God. Schlegel, however, considers our erroneous perception "comprises much that 
is not found in the object itself"; the error is one of excess, not of negativity. That which "is not 
contained in the object itself is, so far as it is concerned, unreal and does not belong to it" 
(Schlegel, 552). The unreal is an excess, not within the object, but in our perception of the object; 
the unreal designates a failure on the part of our vision, an occlusion of the perceptual medium: 
we bring the unreal into reality, and such impairment must be "necessarily excluded from the 
notion of the thought of a real object, since otherwise it would be a thinking of what is unreal" 
(Schlegel, 553). The unreal is the shadow of obscurity to be dispelled by an apodictic illumination 
of enlightened vision. 
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 Schlegel's pathology of the unreal would set the tone for much of the scientific discourse 
of the nineteenth century. Thomas Upham's Elements of Mental Philosophy (1841) is one 
example among many. In the chapter on "Partial Insanity," the "healthy sensation" is contrasted to 
the pathology that "necessarily gives to the inward mental state the character, as compared with 
other sensations, of being unreal, visionary, and deceptive" (Upham, 432). The unreal is the 
symptom of a failure to apprehend reality, the visual or sensory reality of the terrestrial world. At 
the same time, one should also take note of the intriguing and prescient admixture of the Miltonic 
and Shakespearian inflections of the unreal suggested as early as 1826, in Edward Bancroft's 
introduction to an obscure lecture delivered years earlier to the College of Physicians on the 
nosology of yellow fever: 
If diseases do appear, and they will not fail to annoy the world, they may 
manifest themselves under new forms. How unavailing our knowledge and our 
reading! Former realities have become unreal, and our science vanishes like the 
dream of a feverous moment. (Bancroft, xix) 
 
Bancroft's implications are really quite startling: the present conclusions of science are, from the 
temporal perspective of posterity, as unreal as the feverous dreams they seek to heal. The unreal 
as false or phantom here merges with the unreal-as-window: the reality of the present is imagined 
as part of a endless parade of progressively derealizing vantages of knowledge, not unlike 
Macbeth's vision of endless proliferating kings. The unreal is the mechanism by which science 
consistently revolutionizes itself, viewing the present conception as but a contingent convenience 
that is valid only as long as the state of knowledge has not more fully advanced. Unreality is, in 
this reckoning, the mechanism by which knowledge must consistently and progressively 
transcend its own reality as the real comes to be replaced by the more real. 
 If the scientific, Macbeth-inflected lineage of the unreal showed signs of a rapprochement 
with the Miltonic genealogy within the self-transcendence discussed by Bancroft, the same might 
be said—according to different formulae of synthesis—for its literary developments in the later 
nineteenth century. Hawthorne's House of the Seven Gables (1851) makes repeated reference to 
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the unreal, but one in particular is worthy of notice. Phoebe, the saintly descendent of the 
accursed Colonel Pyncheon, joins the household of the Seven Gables centuries after her ancestor 
had been cursed by the falsely accused Matthew Maul. 
But, instead of a response from Hepzibah, she seemed to hear the murmur of an 
unknown voice.  It was strangely indistinct, however, and less like articulate 
words than an unshaped sound, such as would be the utterance of feeling and 
sympathy, rather than of the intellect.  So vague was it, that its impression or 
echo in Phoebe's mind was that of unreality.  She concluded that she must have 
mistaken some other sound for that of the human voice; or else that it was 
altogether in her fancy. (Hawthorne, 300) 
 
One detects the pathology of medicinal unreal here—unreality is but the fanciful hallucinations of 
an unwell or a mistuned mind. Yet there is, perhaps, a deeper, an older conception that peeks 
through—something dangerous, something monstrous: but also an entryway into a more spectral 
reality. Maul's curse takes the form of a sound that is inhuman, yet somehow primordial: "less 
like articulate words than an unshaped sound"; less than speech, but more than mere noise, like 
some obscene and unholy voice that attempts to be human, but fails. In fact, we later learn the 
unshaped utterance came from Phoebe's cousin Clifford, his faculties and humanity dulled and 
marred by years of unjust imprisonment. This unreal is both a lack and an excess; it is an excess 
of sound that is not filtered, the unhewn and unshaped raw-material from which phonetics are 
harvested, yet lacking the fully developed reality of human speech. It appears as a contamination, 
an aberration of speech that is, somehow, also present in the primordial sound of speech itself.  
 A somewhat more traditional inflection of the unreal-as-foreclosure appears in the 
aftermath of one of the more famous scenes in Charlotte Brontë's Jane Eyre (1847), the encounter 
between Jane and Bertha, the madwoman in the attic. The next evening, Jane confides her 
uncertain encounter to Mr. Rochester, who dismisses Jane's nightly visitor as but "the creature of 
an over-stimulated brain," a symptom of the delicacy of the lady's nerves. Jane replies: 
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"Mental terrors, sir!  I wish I could believe them to be only such: I wish it more 
now than ever; since even you cannot explain to me the mystery of that awful 
visitant.” 
 
“And since I cannot do it, Jane, it must have been unreal." (Brontë, 243) 
 
Rochester assumes that, if an authoritative figure such as himself cannot lend reality to an event, 
then the event must be denied reality—it is unreal, for Mr. Rochester has pronounced it so. One 
almost hears the echo of Macbeth's exorcism of the ghost with the deployment of "unreal'' as a 
command of banishment. Yet such a formula for exorcism will simply not hold in the world of 
Jane Eyre, as readers of that text well know. We glimpse, perhaps, a different, more vengeful 
valence in an earlier moment of the conversation: when Jane confessed, given all the strange 
events of late, that everything "in life seems unreal," Rochester rejoined that he, himself, was 
"substantial enough," with the implication that she should build the solidity of her reality around 
him. A man of such literary tastes might have better remembered Macbeth, for invocations of 
unreality can be double-edged daggers. Rochester declared himself responsible for imparting 
reality to the unreal world—and received, for his trouble, Jane's pithy pronouncement that, "You, 
sir, are the most phantom-like of all" (Brontë, 238). 
 Hawthorne's unreality pointed to an ontological contamination by the primordial, a 
strange halfway existence between vocalization and speech; Brontë's double evocation of it 
implied an ontological quarantine in which the agent of the quarantine was himself infected with 
the unreal. Herman Melville's usage would then seem an apt note upon which to close our 
discussion of representative samples of literary unreality in the nineteenth century, for the unreal 
in Benito Cereno (1856) combines both primordial terror and the derealization of the ontological. 
Benito Cereno is by definition a tale most unreal: Amasa Delano, an American merchant captain, 
renders assistance to the San Dominick, a Spanish slave-ship where the slaves, unbeknownst to 
Delano, have overpowered the Spanish crew, and have engineered a spectacle of normalcy to 
allay Delano's suspicions. Delano's first introduction to the masquerade is described as follows:  
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Always upon first boarding a large and populous ship at sea, especially a foreign 
one, with a nondescript crew such as Lascars or Manilla men, the impression 
varies in a peculiar way from that produced by first entering a strange house with 
strange inmates in a strange land. Both house and ship—the one by its walls and 
blinds, the other by its high bulwarks like ramparts—hoard from view their 
interiors till the last moment: but in the case of the ship there is this addition; that 
the living spectacle it contains, upon its sudden and complete disclosure, has, in 
contrast with the blank ocean which zones it, something of the effect of 
enchantment. The ship seems unreal; these strange costumes, gestures, and faces, 
but a shadowy tableau just emerged from the deep, which directly must receive 
back what it gave. (Melville, 117-118) 
 
Given the eventual revelations of Benito Cereno, Captain Delano's feelings of unreality are quite 
justified, as the scene that confronts him is decidedly artificially constructed. The passage itself, 
however, links the unreality rather to the emergence of the ship from the "blank ocean" around it, 
as an effect of spontaneous generation, rather than of theater. In this moment, before the 
unfolding of the plot localizes the unreal to the level of the masquerade, it is existence itself that 
appears unreal; confronted by the halcyon blankness of oceanic nothing, there suddenly appears a 
something, an apparition of existence unnatural in its very being. And yet, the apparition of this 
"shadowy tableau" seems unable to escape the blank nothing which created it, and "which 
directly must receive back what it gave"; existence ex nihilo is unreal, but this unreal then 
reverses itself, turning into an inner force of nullity that must eventually reclaim the something it 
has become. We are confronted with a new vision of the Miltonic unreal, in a world that is 
steadily derealizing itself; we are returned to the Shakespearian archetype, in the unreal that 
appears, an aberration, as a strange something in the place of nothing.  
 In these nineteenth-century examples there was thus a curious blend of the Miltonic and 
Shakespearian impulses even as there came to be a divergence between scientific and literary 
meanings of the term. This tendency towards a disciplinary or generic separation with a 
concomitant intertwining of etymological roots would continue into the twentieth century. T. S. 
Eliot's own philosophical engagement with the unreal has already been identified as an 
etymological terminus, but it is useful to pair Eliot's later literary unreal with another literary 
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adoption, in order to frame the conceptual fault-line in terms of the relationship between unreality 
and the Absolute.  
Jorge Luis Borges, most saliently in his 1958 short story "Everything and Nothing," 
portrays the absolute relativity of reality by means of the unreal, and so provides a possible 
solution to the final unresolvable paradox that concludes the 1964 publication of Knowledge and 
Experience. In the story, an actor, whom we find to be William Shakespeare himself, discovers 
that he is no one: that there is no real subjectivity beyond the contingency of the theatrical 
personae du jour. Shakespeare learns that in being no one lies the capacity to be anyone; when 
each theatrical role is concluded, "when the last line was delivered and the last dead man 
applauded off the stage, the hated taste of unreality would assail him" (Borges, 115). This is an 
intriguing variation upon the Melville motif: here it is the unreality of the subject that generates, 
in the place of nothing, the possibility for multiplicity; the unreality of the subject makes possible 
the donning of many masks. And yet unreality is also the undoing of each persona's attempt at 
final or true reality, for unreality is the condition to which each thespian iteration must inevitably 
return. The unreal acts like a bookend between minute pockets of reality, enabling the momentary 
inhabitation of a someone—and yet ensuring, by the very inevitability of the return to unreality, 
that this iteration will fail at being real, leaving room for yet another transient iteration of reality. 
Milton's unreal was the doorway or the vantage out onto a greater reality; the unreality stopped, 
its ontological proliferation was checked by the assurance of an ultimately stable reality within 
the realm of deity; Borges's cosmology removes this final check: there is no final reality, only 
cosmic unreality. Still, Borges's vision provides for temporary bubbles of reality within the 
personae of subjectivity; permanent subjectivity is unreal, but each inhabited persona provides a 
temporary refuge for reality.  
There is much to recommend the Borgesian unreal, especially for the philosopher-Eliot as 
we shall see: Knowledge and Experience needed to account for an unreal that was both a negation 
of the real and more ontologically primary than the real. Borges solves this paradox by making of 
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the unreal an indeterminate negation (as the mere nullification of any absolute real), even as it 
precedes each and every real as the vacuum which that real is invited to fill. Even the incomplete 
ending of Eliot's dissertation is resolvable by "Everything and Nothing": for if all objectivity and 
knowledge is relative, then the Absolute is the negative force that un-realizes and de-centers all 
realities as non-Absolute. The Absolute is merely the assurance that each aspiring reality will fail 
at being the ultimate reality; the Absolute is defined as its own axiomatic impossibility. 
 Should we then take Borges's "Everything and Nothing" to be the last word on the 
twentieth-century understanding of the unreal? We must still account for the countervailing 
deployment of the term in the poetry and the drama of T. S. Eliot, for he did not choose Borges's 
relativizing pathway—and it is, after all, Eliot whose "The Waste Land" most enshrined the word 
"unreal" within the modernist literary canon. Twice he invokes the unreal as the Unreal City (ll. 
60, 207) of London, and finally as the climax to a stanza of urban collapse: 
Murmur of maternal lamentation 
Who are those hooded hordes swarming 
Over endless plains, stumbling in cracked earth 
Ringed by the flat horizon only 
What is the city over the mountains 
Cracks and reforms and bursts in the violet air 
Falling towers 
Jerusalem Athens Alexandria 
Vienna London 
Unreal  ("The Waste Land," ll. 367-377) 
 
Eliot's unreal is more readily contextualized within the environment of his plays—
Murder in the Cathedral (1935), The Family Reunion (1939), and The Cocktail Party (1949) —
where the term can be approached from many vantages and through multiple characters and 
contexts, permitting a fuller image of its deployment. However, a brief comparison of its 
manifestation in "The Waste Land" with "Everything and Nothing" can indicate the reasons for 
prioritizing Eliot's modernistic inflection over the surrealism of Borges. The unreality of "The 
Waste Land" is not of the subject: subjects appear in this stanza as an amorphous, impersonal 
"hooded horde" without identity or personality; rather, the unreality is found within the 
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succession of crumbling and reforming and collapsing cities (Jerusalem, Athens, Alexandria, 
Vienna, London) that rise and fall, signifying, as Macbeth might say, nothing—an unreality of 
nothing, of constant re-realization and inevitable dissolution into the Absolute negative of an 
unreal that is less a medium for expression than the refrain of the lamentations of history.  
The position of the Unreal City in "The Waste Land" is productively charted in light of a 
passage from Murder in the Cathedral:  
Man's life is a cheat and a disappointment;  
All things are unreal,  
Unreal or disappointing:  
The Catherine wheel, the pantomime cat,  
The prizes given at the children's party.  
The prize awarded for the English Essay,  
The scholar's degree, the statesman's decoration.  
All things become less real, man passes  
From unreality to unreality.  
This man is obstinate, blind, intent  
On self-destruction.  
Passing from deception to deception,  
From grandeur to grandeur to final illusion. (Murder in the Cathedral, 28) 
 
In Eliot's earlier, more optimistic graduate-student essay on "Degrees of Reality" (1913), Eliot 
claimed our construction of reality is "a process from the less real to the more real" ("Degrees," 
58). By 1935, he saw rather a steady erosion of reality wherein "all things become less real." In 
contrast to Borges, there are no momentary punctuations of subjective reality amidst a field of 
unreality—here subjectivity is expressed only in the indices of false awards and pantomime 
simulations, from the child's bauble to the scholar's accolade: all unreal. We move, in a steady 
waning of progressive diminution, from unreality to unreality; the end-point of "final illusion" is 
the same as in Borges, but here there is no theatrical balm to assuage the unreality of the cosmos 
with intermittent realities, however brief.  We can only hide behind deception after deception; 
while we may, like Macbeth, dispel the unreal with pantomime deceptions of reality, we 
eventually must face the unreality we have denied as we encounter the unreal as Absolute. Small 
wonder Eliot's Beckett professed: 
Human kind cannot bear very much reality. (MC, 43) 
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In Borges, Shakespeare's theatrical realities were real, but fleeting; in the mature Eliot, 
pantomime realities are always already false. Borges, perhaps in opposition to the tenors of 
Eurocentric modernism, eschews any construction of a universal or non-relative reality; Eliot, 
while jettisoning any absolute reality, nonetheless makes of the unreal an unwelcome and 
problematic Absolute. Borges can instrumentalize the unreal as an indeterminate negation, an 
amorphous and unqualified background enabling one reality to easily and naturally supplant 
another. Eliot's unreal is determinate, if unknowable: a singular substantive negative that (like 
Banquo) prevents all other relative realities from asserting themselves within the space allotted to 
the unreal. 	
 Borges's unreal is a negating vacuum whose absences make literary inhabitations and 
constructions of reality possible; Eliot's unreal is a baleful and mysterious Absolute whose Being 
literature is impelled to reveal. If Borges's solution subtracts Macbeth from Milton to leave a pure 
unreality cum transcendence that erases itself, Eliot embraces fully the simultaneity of both 
Milton's transcendence and Shakespeare's repression. Eliot's unreality attempts to re-find what 
has been excluded or exorcized in Macbeth and, in reading this unreal as an Absolute, to make 
Milton's tool for transcendence into the goal of that transcendence. 
 This dissertation will explore the consequences, both literary and philosophical, of the 
etymological finds just detailed. The first aim of any analysis must be the setting forth of a 
definition or a foundation for its terminology; the first chapter accordingly examines Eliot's 
philosophical attempt to describe reality with the aid of a negativized unreal, for it is there that 
such a definition will be found.   Knowledge and Experience is a complex, nuanced, and palpably 
chaotic text; within its intricacies and seeming contradictions, however, it is possible to revolve 
Eliot's conflicting vantages around a conceptualization of the real by way of the unreal. Although 
Eliot's guiding goal was ostensibly a relativized reading of the real, his approach could not help 
but to admit that "without the unreal, as without the element of negation, you cannot have a world 
of finite experience at all" (KE, 89). Ultimately, drawing upon Jane Mallinson's thorough and 
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expansive critique of the successes and failings of Eliot's dissertation, I embrace her contention 
that Eliot's philosophical career ends with the impossible conclusion that the Absolute is, in 
effect, unreal. Yet could this unreality signal less an ending to a philosophical project than the 
beginning to a literary endeavor to understand the depths and the consequences of an Absolute 
identified as the unreal? 
 Chapter II seeks to probe the resonances of Eliot's unreal Absolute in the works of three 
contemporary practitioners of realist philosophy: the empirical yet relativistic philosophy of 
language in W. V. Quine, the radical speculative realism of Graham Harman, and in the literary 
history of Fredric Jameson. Though these philosophers differ widely in methods, genres, and 
aims, Eliot's distillation of the problematic of the unreal provides a common terrain for these 
philosophies to be translated and juxtaposed. Moreover, the philosophies of Quine, Harman, and 
Jameson present a continuum whereby the stakes of Eliot's transition from a philosophical to a 
literary approach to the unreal may be charted.  
W. V. Quine's discussion of the ontological meaning of utterances in "Translation and 
Meaning" enables a transposition of Eliot's loftier claims into a rigorous and empirical 
formulation within the discourse of the philosophy of language; at the same time, Quine's 
encounter with a linguistic event he ultimately considers unnamable—shocked silence—indicates 
the form Eliot's unreal might take within an empirical epistemology. Might Quine's approach to 
realism echo the philosophical Eliot's encounter with the unreal as a force that is both pre-
discursive and disruptive of any realist claim to universality? Graham Harman's speculative 
realism announces a broad and sharp rejection of the anthropocentric approach of traditional 
philosophy and demonstrates, perhaps, the negative-stakes of Eliot's break with Anglo-American 
philosophy. Through Harman's rejection of traditional philosophy it is possible to chart the 
benefits of Eliot's liberation from a philosophic approach grounded in the horizon of the 
transcendental investigative subject. At the same time, Harman's radically pluralistic approach to 
ontology, making of every object a separate reality, strongly contrasts with Eliot's impulse to read 
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the unreal as a determinative, negative Absolute. Harman provides a philosophical 
implementation of the pluralistic realism of Borges's vacuum of unreality and so serves to 
illustrate the ontological necessity that drove Eliot to maintain the unreal as a non-relative 
Absolute.The work of Fredric Jameson, which tells the history of literary realism through the 
strange dance of narrative and the affect that escapes and undermines narrative, comes the closest 
to fulfilling the conditions of Eliot's unreal. Although the ontology of Harman hints at the 
generative capacity of the unreal to mediate between the creation and destruction of separate 
realities, it is in the literary readings Jameson provides that the possibilities of a modernist unreal 
fully emerge. To read Jameson's affect alongside the untapped literary potential of Eliot's 
philosophical unreal is to create a powerful critical and interpretative lens for tracing the 
emergence of the unreal within Eliot's later drama, and in the formative modernism of Henry 
James. 
My third chapter examines Eliot's attempt to construct a performative solution to the 
philosophical problem of the unreal Absolute within The Family Reunion (1939), a drama of 
ghosts and homecomings. Although Eliot came to distance himself from this and his other mid-
Thirties drama in later years, the play may nonetheless be read in light of Eliot's stated desire in 
Poetry and Drama for the transformation of the "unreal world in which poetry is tolerated" into 
the "suddenly illuminated and transfigured" worlds of the audience (PD, 31-32). At the same 
time, The Family Reunion may be read as seeking a language to express the unreal world on the 
stage. Eliot's curious and critically noted fixation on modalities of temporality here and in his 
poetry furnishes an opportunity to position the unreal against a temporality of realism—that is, 
against an approach in which time, either linear or cyclical, is made to be the natural and ultimate 
horizon for the progression of the drama. An unreal inflection of time, in which time appears in 
the service of the realization of some repressed or excluded and undeveloped reality, provides the 
means to understand time as a performative unfolding. 
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 If time in Eliot's drama may be understood according to an unveiling of the unreal, it 
seems plausible to apply this performative dimension of unreality to the subjectivity of Harry 
Monchensey, the protagonist of The Family Reunion. If Harry is lensed as Eliot's attempt to 
construct a subjectivity out of the unreal—as a subject whose very existence is at odds with the 
constructed reality of Wishwood manor, his ancestral home—then it seems plausible to 
understand the alienated subjectivity of modernity as an extension and an implementation of 
Eliot's unreal Absolute. If so, would it not be possible to understand the alienation in Jamesonian 
terms, as the striving for the creation of a new kind of reality suited to the subject who does not 
and cannot belong to this world? Eliot's unreal subjectivity could then be construed as a break 
with the genealogical and biological determinism of realism: the subject is the seed of the world, 
not a biological or sociological derivation of the environmental circumstances of that world.  
Despite their prominence and promise in the elaboration of Eliot's dramaturgical unreal, it 
is neither time nor the self but rather the frightful Eumenides, the pseudo-visible specters that 
haunt Harry's homecoming, who are the true stars of The Family Reunion. It is in the tortuous 
history of the performance and staging of these ghosts that the fullest dimensions of Eliot's 
literary liaison with the unreal should be understood. Eliot and his director, E. Martin Browne, 
found themselves unable to effectively stage the Eumenides, and it is this impossibility, much like 
the irresolution of Knowledge and Experience, that led Eliot to characterize The Family Reunion 
in such negative terms6. Yet The Family Reunion has enjoyed, in the innovative and effective 
stagings of Peter Brook (1956) and Michael Elliott (1966, 1973, and 1979), a theatrical 
renaissance, widely attributed to their successful presentation of the Eumenides. Eliot's solution 
to the problem of the unreal was not to solve the problem, but to translate it from a question of 
ontology into a problem of literary representation: how are the Eumenides, representative of the 
radical transformative reversals of the unreal, to be staged so that they might transform the world 																																																								
6 See, for example, Poetry and Drama pp. 36, where Eliot calls his play "a failure of adjustment" between 
the ancient and the modern. 
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of their audience? Peter Brook and Michael Elliott created the conditions of possibility where the 
formal problem of representation could be solved and, in so doing, they brought a measure of 
dramaturgical closure to the paradox of unreality that Eliot so successfully converted from a 
philosophical impasse into a performative obstacle. 
When T. S. Eliot wrote The Family Reunion, his concern was with the deployment of the 
transformative power of unreality to influence his audience; half a century earlier, Henry James 
could enact his own realization of the unreal without concern for its implementation outside of 
the confines of its literary vehicle. "The Altar of the Dead" provides a perfect text for my fourth 
chapter to explore an earlier modernist approach to the realization of the unreal within a closed 
textual system—to mark the return of the unreal within the lives of the literary characters, without 
reference to the effect upon the audience. Yet for all its self-enclosure, "Altar" ends in the 
protagonist's realization that he must make room on his sacred altar of the dead for his deceased 
and hitherto excluded nemesis—a moment that may be read as a textual openness to the internal 
unreality it has excluded and denied. Only in this final move are the polarities of real and unreal 
reversed, and only then, perhaps, can the two trajectories of the unreal—to open, and to close—
achieve their synthesis in a radical openness to the other that simultaneously achieves the 
transcendental closure of the reality of the unreal.  
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Chapter I: 
"Unreal Abstraction": Charting the Reality of T. S. Eliot's Knowledge and Experience 
 
 Knowledge and Experience in the philosophy of F. H. Bradley, a dissertation submitted 
by Thomas Stearns Eliot in 1916 in partial fulfillment for his Doctor of Philosophy degree from 
Harvard University, has admittedly never been a popular text, even with the most dedicated of 
Eliot specialists; it is perhaps worthy of analysis to ask why. The neglect prior to 1964 is readily 
understandable, for it was only then that Professor Anne C. Bolgan, supported by Eliot's second 
wife, convinced Eliot to publish the manuscript that had lain, virtually undisturbed, in a Harvard 
vault for fifty years—where it had remained ever since Eliot declined to defend it, or to continue 
his career in philosophy. Even after its publication, George Whiteside's 1967 review in ELH 
proved prophetic: "I daresay only a handful of people have read the book, and no doubt a handful 
ever will" (Whiteside, 400).  Richard Wollheim, who also reviewed Knowledge and Experience, 
pronounced that Eliot's graduate philosophical work could be safely disregarded, for the 
philosopher-turned-poet was merely "toying" with the questions of serious philosophy within his 
poetry and criticism (qtd. in Mallinson, 3). John D. Margolis declared in T. S. Eliot's Intellectual 
Development (1972) that "there is hardly need here once again to examine Eliot's dissertation," 
and Edward Lobb dismissed Eliot's entire system of philosophy as "second-hand Bradley" (qtd. in 
Childs, 3). However, there is no critic more damning of Knowledge and Experience than its 
author himself; in the very preface to the Faber & Faber 1964 publication, Eliot did worse than to 
repudiate his first foray into philosophical writing—he declared it irrelevant: 
Forty-six years after my academic philosophizing came to an end, I find myself 
unable to think in the terminology of this essay. Indeed, I do not pretend to 
understand it. As philosophizing, it may appear to most modern philosophers to 
be quaintly antiquated. I can present this book only as a curiosity of biographical 
interest, which shows, as my wife observed at once, how closely my own prose 
style was formed on that of Bradley and how little it has changed in all these 
years. (10-11) 
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 Both of Eliot's remarks were prescient. The few intrepid critics who have braved the 
recondite terminology of turn-of-the-century Anglo-American philosophy have largely 
abandoned the project of reading Knowledge and Experience as a system of philosophy in its own 
right, and instead regard the text as a cryptographic key for unraveling Eliot's later philosophical 
poetry. Donald Childs's From Philosophy to Poetry: T. S. Eliot's Study of Knowledge and 
Experience (2001) is, as the name implies, a prime example of this exegetical approach, taking 
Knowledge and Experience seriously—but only as a lens through which to view Eliot's later 
"mystical" poetry. The exceptions to this approach, those interpretations seeking to understand 
Knowledge and Experience as a fully developed metaphysical system worthy of analysis in its 
own right, are slim. "We must accept," wrote Richard Wollheim in his chapter on "Eliot and F.H. 
Bradley: An Account" in On Art and the Mind (1973), "that Knowledge and Experience is a 
painfully obscure work," and those who wish to employ it as a reference for Eliot's intellectual 
development are "likely, fairly soon, to admit bewilderment" ("Account," 170).  
 In contrast to this critical trajectory, and in the vein of Jane Mallinson's recent and 
intriguing attempt to spark interest in Knowledge and Experience through a series of essays on 
the subject, this chapter queries the stakes for a reading of Knowledge and Experience as a 
complete metaphysical system comprehensible in itself. Might not it be possible to consider 
Knowledge and Experience as the root of the later fruits borne by Eliot's metaphysical poetry and 
drama? What would emerge from a reversal of the traditional strategy whereby critics are 
encouraged to "reverse the enterprise and to use the poetry and the criticism as a gloss on, or as a 
key to, the philosophy" ("An Account," 170)? Perhaps what shall emerge is the fact that, while 
there is no denying Eliot's later repudiation of the work, the persistence of the problem of the 
unreal in Eliot's poetry and drama is equally undeniable: and that it is here, in Knowledge and 
Experience, where the first and most sustained inquiry into this new philosophical category of the 
unreal is to be found.  
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 In Knowledge and Experience, Eliot must resort, almost against his will, to the concept of 
the unreal in order to suture an analysis of reality that would otherwise remain fragmented and 
incomplete; Eliot's unreal provided both a crucial counter-point and an essential glue to his 
account of the real. Eliot accordingly dedicates his fifth chapter to "unreal objects," "objects of 
hallucination, objects of imagination, and objects denoted, but apparently neither believed in nor 
assumed" (112), although his utilization—both explicit and implied—of unreality is present in his 
dissertation from the first. In order to understand Eliot's work as a holistic system, my reading of 
Knowledge and Experience begins with the foundational axioms of Eliot's theory of degrees of 
reality, which serve to place the real and the unreal on the opposites ends of a continuum of 
reality. Such a theory considers the unreal to be a mere marker of the absence of the real (as 
darkness is understood to be but the absence of light)—but would a different interpretation make 
any difference to the final paradoxes Knowledge and Experience is unable to solve? This 
alternative reading, enacted in concert with Jane Mallinson's own interpretation of Eliot's obscure 
and mysterious Absolute, enables a reading of Knowledge of Experience in which the unreal 
centers and clarifies many of the impasses of an oftentimes difficult and complicated text.  
 Before beginning, it is well to establish the import of the criticism directed against 
Knowledge and Experience, in order to gauge how a reading of the unreal can respond to the 
traditional critiques of the work. Richard Wollheim speaks for many when he labels Eliot's 
dissertation "a painfully obscure work," but he remains uncertain whether the abstruseness is 
"inherent, residing in the prose itself, or whether time has not done as much as Eliot to cloud his 
meaning from us" ("An Account," 170). At the onset, one might suggest that, while Knowledge 
and Experience does propound a complete system of knowledge, it itself is not a systematic text. 
Eliot's approach is desultory and meandering—occasionally it resembles nothing so much as the 
quintessential modernist stream-of-consciousness novel. Perhaps the problem lies not in the 
diction, nor in any will-to-obscurity on the part of the author. Perhaps Wollheim has instead 
signaled that any attempt to delineate Eliot's argument paragraph-by-paragraph, or even chapter-
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by-chapter, will only reveal that Eliot's terminology, references, and thematic terrain vary by the 
page, and sometimes by the sentence. As with much of the literature that would characterize the 
later inter-war years, Eliot circumambulates the same event or concept from multiple angles and 
varying perspectives in order to illuminate, with each additional vantage, an ulterior valence for 
the same object. My analysis, accordingly, employs a more thematic approach to Eliot's 
dissertation, linking similar observations through and across their common implications for his 
discussion of the unreal. All the same, it remains useful to reference, whenever possible, the 
broad trajectory of Eliot's text, as his final chapters distill much of the paradoxicality latent earlier 
in the work, and his first chapter, though its discussion of immediate experience seems out of step 
with the rest of Knowledge and Experience, foreshadows much of the remainder of his text in 
miniature. It is therefore with this first chapter and concerning the question of immediate 
experience that my reading of Eliot's system begins, as a gentle introduction to Eliot's method, a 
preview of the general shape of the analysis to come, and a preface to Eliot's system for a reality 
of the unreal.  
 
I. The Mediation of Immediate Experience 
The full title of Eliot's dissertation is Knowledge and Experience in the philosophy of F. 
H. Bradley; Bradley was a British idealist philosopher most active in the fin-de-siècle, and his 
influence on the young Eliot was formative—although not absolute. Eliot's first chapter, "On Our 
Knowledge of Immediate Experience," remains largely faithful to Bradley's definition of 
immediate experience as "the starting point of our knowledge" (157), and likewise defends 
Bradley's elaboration of immediate experience as "the general condition before distinctions and 
relations have been developed, and where as yet neither subject nor object exists" (qtd. 16). These 
characterizations of immediate experience have led at least one critic of Knowledge and 
Experience, George Whiteside, to presume that immediate experience "designated unthinking 																																																								
7 All unattributed references in this chapter refer to Knowledge and Experience (Faber & Faber, 1964). 
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acts of experiencing; it designated feeling," and, moreover, "the term designated raw reality, that 
is, reality undistorted by thought" (Whiteside, 402).  
Whiteside envisions Eliot as a metaphysic neophyte who "wanted to believe" Bradley's 
sacred writ, and struggled with the doubt of a wavering convert. If Whiteside's argument is 
correct, Eliot's ultimate aim in Knowledge and Experience is to vindicate this "raw reality" as 
some form of Absolute—and his final admission that "all objectivity and all knowledge is 
relative" points to a text divided against itself (169). Eliot's first chapter, however, tells a different 
story. Although Bradley himself wavered over the synonymy of immediate experience and 
feeling, Eliot warns we must "be on our guard" against such an easy slippage of terms (15). 
Immediate experience is emphatically not "sensation," nor a phenomenally pure "panorama 
passing before a reviewer," nor the flux of an "élan vital," nor the Cartesian res cogito of "the 
content or substance of a mind" (159). Eliot is equally adamant (contra Whiteside) in affirming 
Bradley's contention that experience "is not a stage which shows itself at the bottom" of all later 
experience "and disappears, but it remains at the bottom throughout" (qtd. 16).  
Immediate experience cannot be said to be a "raw reality" that comes to be corrupted or 
vitiated by subjective cognition, for "it contains," Bradley makes clear, "in itself every 
development which in a sense transcends it" (qtd. 16). Immediate experience is not merely a first 
stage prior to cognition—it is every stage. Eliot leverages this definition to finally conclude, in 
his summation at the end of his first chapter, that immediate experience is "an all-inclusive 
experience outside of which nothing shall fall"; at the same time, this experience is radically 
withdrawn and absent—by the "failure of any experience to be merely immediate, by its lack of 
harmony and cohesion, we find ourselves as conscious souls in a world of objects": we find that 
subject and object are always already divided (31).  
The beginnings of the paradoxical turns in Knowledge and Experience are visible here at 
the onset—but so too, in embryo, are the etymological trajectories observed in the word "unreal." 
Immediate experience is fractured between a radical openness as an imagined point of origin, like 
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a prelapsarian or Edenic state of oneness prior to the split of experience into subjects and objects. 
At the same time, our very failure to be within immediate experience forecloses our access to this 
transcendental beginning, even as we postulate such a reunion as the final goal of our knowledge, 
to heal the rift between our knowledge and our experience.  
Eliot's effort to resolve the bifurcation within immediate experience begins by 
acknowledging the paradox. "We are forced," Eliot (almost apologetically) confesses, "in 
building up our theory of knowledge, to postulate something given upon which knowledge is 
founded"; this something given is immediate experience (17). This always-already given is not, 
however, merely an inexistent inert, or an epistemologically uncaused cause. Bradley's definition 
that immediate experience "contains in-itself every development which in a sense transcends it" 
hints that immediate experience exists in the fact of its own self-transcendence. We have, as it 
were, a recapitulation of Milton's transcendental unreal that acts by enunciating a greater reality 
beyond itself, here applied to our striving towards a return to immediate experience, the 
"foundation and goal of our knowing" (18). Yet to the Miltonic transcendence an extra wrinkle is 
added, for the transcendence is simultaneously a return. The reality in which we find ourselves—
non-immediate experience, or mediated experience—is the mid-point suspended between 
immediate experience as a beginning and immediate experience as an end-point or destination. 
Immediate experience surrounds us—as imagined origin and as telos of final destination—but, 
when we are within it, it is not present to us, for we find ourselves in a world where subject and 
object are no longer one.  
An early answer to the ultimate paradox of Knowledge and Experience—the ontological 
status of the Absolute if all objectivity and knowledge is relative—appears if we consider the 
Absolute to be immediate experience, for immediate experience is both the goal of all our 
knowing and made inaccessible by the ineluctable relativity of our fallen condition: because 
subject and object can never be one, no absolute objectivity can ever be possible. This reading, 
this answer, lends itself quite apparently to Borges, for the inaccessibility of the Absolute merely 
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ensures the perpetual relativity of our experience. But given that Eliot's later approach to the 
Absolute disallows this solution, what is it that prevents him from simply making immediate 
experience into the infinitely deferred Absolute? A single question, it would seem: if immediate 
experience is "all-encompassing," how can it contain within itself the very division that rends its 
unity asunder? If immediate experience is everywhere and everything, how does it include the 
very fault-line that fractures its universality? 
The question of immediate experience has morphed into a query with which we are 
already familiar, the universality of the real. For this reason, it should not be overly surprising 
that Eliot introduces the terminology of unreal abstractions to answer the paradox of shattered 
immediate experience (18). We find ourselves as subjects in a world of objects, we construct an 
axis of division between the knower and known, and then find this line itself "can nowhere be 
clearly drawn" (18). There is no "lower stage" at which immediate experience can be isolated as 
experiential raw material, and we are not at a "higher stage" which has moved beyond immediate 
experience. We are not within immediate experience—but we have no way of expressing our 
exclusion without recourse to artificial (ideal) constructions or "unreal abstractions":  
There is no absolute point of view from which real and ideal can be finally 
separated and labeled. All our terms turn out to be unreal abstractions, but we can 
defend them, and give them a kind of reality and validity by showing that they 
express the theory of knowledge which is implicit in all our practical activity. 
(18) 
 
 Eliot introduces the phrase unreal abstractions to account for the division within 
immediate experience that separates us from immediate experience. Because such a division must 
be imagined as external to immediate experience (as a crack is external to the window it shatters), 
it is an abstract, ideal construction. And because immediate experience assumes some level of 
synonymy with reality, this external account of its sundering is styled unreal. These unreal 
abstractions are only temporary, however—Eliot can give them "reality" by redeeming their place 
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within our practical pursuit of knowledge. This should be understood in terms of Eliot's final 
sentences of Knowledge and Experience: 
And this emphasis upon practice—upon the relativity and the instrumentality of 
knowledge—is what impels us toward the Absolute. For if all objectivity and all 
knowledge is relative… (Reconstructed by combining fragments on 169 and 176) 
Our practical activity mobilizes unreal abstractions in order to impel us towards the Absolute; the 
unreal abstractions are redeemed by pointing beyond themselves, beyond their relativity and 
towards their instrumental or mimetic function in the service of the search for the Absolute. The 
unreality of our exclusion from immediate experience leads us onward to want to heal the breach; 
Eliot introduces the unreal to account for both our separation from immediate experience and our 
desire to overcome this separation. His introduction of "unreal abstractions" is a stopgap, a 
temporary measure, a philosophical spare-tire to enable the rest of the work of Knowledge and 
Experience to continue. Very well—the space is now cleared for Eliot to expand his conceptual 
system, his wissenschaft of reality. But given that Eliot was compelled to introduce the unreal 
once to keep his conception of immediate experience whole, it seems logical to anticipate and to 
prepare for Knowledge and Experience to call upon unreality yet again.  
II. The Reality of the Real 
Our entryway into the structure of the young Eliot's system of reality occurs at the 
midpoint of his dissertation, in the fourth chapter's treatment of "The Epistemologist's Theory of 
Knowledge," where he puts forward an explicit "criterion" for ascertaining the reality of any 
object. This examination of reality is by no means the first: Eliot has already discussed reality as 
immediate experience (Chapter I), as a conjunction and confusion of the ideal and the real 
(Chapter II), and as irreducible to the apprehensions of the psychical apparatus (Chapter III). Nor 
is Chapter IV's "criterion" Eliot's last word on the real, nor even his most definitive definition of 
what he means by "reality." It is, however, an apt introduction to the hermeneutical method Eliot 
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employs when faced with difficult metaphysical choices, and it provides a crucial foundation for 
us to build upon in subsequent passages on the reality of the real.  
In Chapter IV, Eliot considers whether objects are constitutionally imminent or 
transcendent: from where do objects get their reality? If objects are imminent, then their reality 
comes from themselves—they are 'out there' (somewhere), waiting to be found by exploration, 
and their reality (qua objects) is external to us as observers, and internal to them as objects. To be 
an object is to already be real. If, by contrast, objects receive their reality only as correlatives of 
human perception—if, whatever the noumenal thing might be, we can only know it according to 
the categories of human comprehension—then the reality of the object is transcendent, purveyed 
onto the object from its apprehension by the observer. An object is only real because we think it 
is real. Eliot (with, one can only hope, a certain tongue-in-cheek demeanor) answers simply: "all 
objects are equally imminent and equally transcendent" (91). Before Eliot's answer is dismissed 
as either flippant mockery or the irony of despair, we might consider Eliot's hermeneutical 
method, which Jewel Brooker and William Charron have traced throughout Eliot's earlier 
graduate-student classwork in Harvard. In this work, Eliot, faced with any binary opposition, 
"treats the core opposites as correlative opposites": that is, not only does each opposite "enter into 
the definition of the other, but the occurrence of either in a subject implies the occurrence of the 
opposing property in a different subject" (Brooker and Charron, 49). For example, one can say 
that some number is "not 5"—the number could be any number other than 5. But to say "X is not 
even" means X must be odd: in the latter case, if the numeral is not even, it is odd; this is what 
Eliot meant to get across with correlative opposites.  
Given his earlier recourse to correlative opposites, could it be that Eliot is not rejecting 
the binary of imminent/transcendent itself, but rather presumes that each side of the binary is 
undercut by an internal reliance upon the opposite point of view? Could it be that Eliot considers 
correlationist and anti-correlationist positions to be, if not two sides of the same coin, both cut 
from the same sheet? We find Eliot rejects the correlationist dictum of no object without a 
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(human) subject out of hand: the "criterion of reality" is not to be found "in the relation of the 
object to the subject" (91). Our cognition of the object does not make it real. Lest physicalists or 
empiricists or object-oriented partisans rejoice, however, Eliot equally rejects the autonomy of the 
object. Rather, the "criterion of reality" is to be found "in the directness with which the object is 
relatable to the intended world" (91). This is a key declaration for understanding reality in Eliot. 
Objects do not and cannot exist autonomously: they are always already vis-à-vis the "intended 
world" of one or another reality, the reality to which the object is said to belong. To be an object 
is to be in a relationship with reality. In effect, Eliot has identified the tacit presupposition within 
the imminent/transcendent (or anti-correlationist/correlationist) debate: in either case, the object 
is related to reality in a certain way—either the object is part of reality by dint of its ideal 
attributes (e.g., the Kantian categories) or by way of its internal incorporation of some imminent 
material that is in itself real (such as atoms in the Epicurean model).  
Eliot takes as his premise that the object has an interaction with reality—an object's 
reality is the degree to which it can be directly related to its own reality. This does not appear to 
be, on the surface, particularly promising. But to dismiss Eliot here would be to utterly misread 
the nuance of his position. It is the directness of the act of relating an object to its world of reality 
that provides the crucial criteria. Although the object is always in a relationship with a reality, it 
does not necessarily have its reality de facto; some process must be accomplished, some distance 
must be traversed in order to relate the object to its intended world of reality. There is the object, 
and there is its intended world—the pocket of reality to which it is said to belong, if it can reach 
it. I see an object under the microscope, and assume it to be real—but in order to be real, it must 
earn its reality, and the ease with which it can attain its reality is, concomitantly, the degree of its 
reality. 
Eliot has hewn an ontology for reality out of his initial chapter's desire to redeem or "give 
reality" to his unreal abstractions: the reality of an object is a function of how easily we can find 
the intended world to which it belongs—to move it out of the non-reality of abstraction and 
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towards the concrete classification of its proper reality, into its rightful ontological place. This 
distance or gap that must be traversed for an object to earn its reality is expressed, in the fullest 
contextualization of Eliot's definition of a criterion for reality, by a separation of spheres: 
The criterion of reality, therefore, is to be found, not in the relation of the object 
to the subject, but in the directness with which the object is relatable to the 
intended world—for it is not always the same sphere of reality to which we refer 
our objects. (91) 
 
The meaning of the phrase "the same sphere of reality" is somewhat unclear. Eliot could mean to 
say, "different objects have different spheres of reality," and this would be perfectly in keeping 
with the interpretation we have advanced—that each object has its own pocket of reality, to which 
it must comport itself. However, this is not the only place where Eliot invokes multiple "spheres" 
of reality—and, unfortunately, nowhere in Knowledge and Experience does the concept receive 
explicit definition.  
As it is crucial to specify Eliot's meaning of such a central concept to his systemization of 
reality, we must turn elsewhere to see how the term is first deployed. In Chapter II, "On the 
Distinction between Real and Ideal," Eliot introduces the concept of spheres in order to discuss 
two different kinds of reality, in a critical terminological move. Suppose we take the simplest of 
subject-predicate proposition: the sky is blue. "Sky" is the subject, and "blue" is the predicate. 
When we say this, we have already assigned the subject "sky" to a place in the universal, all-
encompassing real: when we say that "X" is "Y," we have already included "X" within the realm 
of reality. This observation is not new—it was present, in obscured form, when Macbeth had to 
address Banquo's ghost as a subject in order to assign the predicate of unreality to the apparition. 
Eliot, however, tackles the implied problem directly: what happens if we say, "the sky is real"—
or, for that matter, that "gnomes are unreal"? The automatic assumption of the reality of the 
grammatical subject is undercut by the act of affirming or negating this reality within the force of 
the predicate. If the subject "sky" is already real, what is the necessity—or even the meaning—of 
saying that the already-real sky "is real"? 
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It is in order to answer this quandary that Eliot introduces the concept of the two spheres 
of reality: the key to understanding the meaning of the "sphere of reality" in Chapter IV lies in 
Eliot's proposal of this geometrical terminology in Chapter II: 
In this Judgment the [grammatical] subject is not a presentation that we call real 
or leave in the void. It is already largely placed and determined. It is already 
predicated of a world which has two spheres, and the question is: through which 
of the two it shall be related to the whole. The titular subject is already real, and 
the adjectival reality is only the assertion of one sphere in which it belongs. (38, 
emphasis added) 
 
Eliot's use of the terms "adjectival reality" and "real" is not the clearest, but his argument can be 
reconstructed: all grammatical ("titular") subjects are "already real": they are part of what might 
be termed "the Real" as an all-encompassing total reality of all things, whatever their true 
ontological status. To be the grammatical subject of a proposition is to be already included within 
this Real. There is also another tier or sphere of reality called "adjectival reality," and this does 
not automatically belong to all things: it is this secondary, adjectival reality that is asserted (or 
rejected) in statements like "the sky is real" (or "gnomes are not real").  
We should not conceive of these two spheres as separate—rather, in a footnote to page 
37, Eliot quotes Bradley in a way that implies the relationship of these two spheres, the Real and 
adjectival reality, are overlapping: one "means, from time to 
time, by reality some one region of the Real." The adjectival 
reality sphere is a subset of the Real: all things adjectivally 
real are part of the Real, but not all items within the Real are 
adjectivally real (see diagram at left). If we take these two 
realities—the Real and the adjectival real—as two spheres, 
we conclude that entry into the first sphere is automatic, and 
that admission to the second sphere of adjectival reality 
(which is contained within the Real) is by no means so certain. This distance, then—between the 
Real and the adjectival real—is the distance between the object and its "intended world;" the 
Figure 1: T. S. Eliot's Schema of 
the Real and the Adjectival Real 
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object's "intended world" is the adjectival reality to which it belongs. This premise is so valuable 
because of the questions it invites: what changes in the movement from the Real to the adjectival 
real? Is this movement spontaneous, and how it is accomplished? Finally, is there a third, 
phantom sphere to handle objects that fail to make the transition—objects that become, in failing 
to be otherwise than Real…un-real? 
 The answer to the three questions concerning Eliot's bifurcation of reality into Real and 
adjectival real has been suggested in Jewel Brooker and William Charron's essay on "T. S. Eliot's 
Theory of Opposites: Kant and the Subversion of Epistemology," a close reading of Eliot's early 
graduate work on Kant. "Although," Brooker and Charron summarize, "Kant appreciates the 
relativity of objects of subjects, and facts and truths to an interpretative frame, he does not 
appreciate the relativity of the interpretative frame itself" (Brooker and Charron, 55). Eliot's 
desire for a Real out of which no experience or object should fall prompted him to construct the 
interpretative frame of spheres of reality: a larger, all-inclusive Real, and a smaller adjectival 
real—a secondary sphere into which objects, to be real, would have to move. Eliot does not, 
however, make the adjectival real sphere into an Absolute. In other words, the adjectival real does 
not correspond to Kant's conception of the noumenon—in Eliot, there is no ultimate object in-
itself to fully or finally "know." It would be impossible to say, "we know 50% of what there is to 
know about this object, therefore we have gone half the distance into the adjectival real." Eliot is 
adamant on this point: the "presentation" of the object to the apprehending subject "is identical 
with the object from the point of view of the experiencing subject, and from this point of view 
you have, in metaphysics, no appeal;" the object is its presentation, and the phenomena is 
identical with the noumenon (61). The object is no more nor no less than that which presents 
itself to us. 
So far, this is in complete keeping with Eliot's desire for relativism—and yet, Eliot is 
equally determined to maintain some reference to the Absolute: he does not want to leave the 
empirical sciences without any way of judging between states of knowledge. Accordingly, Eliot 
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adapts his notion of the adjectival real into a concept he invented during his earlier scholastic 
career, a theory of degrees of reality: 
If we come to find anything more real (as common sense tells us that we must), 
our criterion will not be an arbitrary division of experience and an arbitrary 
neglect of the individual, but a theory of degrees of reality. (61) 
 
 'Degrees of reality' are frequently evoked in Knowledge and Experience, but never 
precisely defined; fortunately, they received a fuller elaboration in an essay entitled "Degrees of 
Reality," composed by Eliot at Harvard in the spring of 1913. Indeed, one may trace the transition 
between "Degrees of Reality" and the somewhat modified concept of spheres of the Real and 
adjectival reality in Knowledge and Experience. Eliot's earlier essay begins by asserting there are 
"degrees of reality, but not degrees of Gegenständlichkeit," of objectivity or object-ness 
("Degrees," 57). "Objectivity or object-ness" appears as an early form of the all-encompassing 
Real advanced in Chapter II of Knowledge and Experience; it follows that "degrees of reality" 
refer to the degree to which the object has attained the adjectivally real or, to use the language of 
Chapter IV, the directness to which the object has been adapted to its "intended world."  
In order to appreciate fully the difference between the degree of an object's reality (which 
is variable) and objectivity (which is binary—something is either an object or it is nothing), we 
need to establish precisely what Eliot means when he speaks of "an object," for once an object is 
defined, the criteria for the fuller acquisition of its reality can be better understood. An object is 
defined in "Degrees of Reality" by "the capacity of anything to be, or to be the fringe of, a point 
of attention" ("Degrees," 58). By attention, Eliot means "selective attention," a focalization upon 
one point of interest to the exclusion of other possible points of interest—something like the 
impossible limit of M. Merleau-Ponty's phenomenology of perception, "a segment of the world 
precisely delimited, surrounded by a zone of blackness" (Merleau-Ponty, 5). In Chapter II of 
Knowledge and Experience, Eliot spoke of the all-encompassing Real into which the object is 
automatically included the moment it is made into a grammatical subject. Does the same principle 
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hold true for the selective attention discussed in "Degrees of Reality"? Might these two 
conceptions—selective attention granting object-ness, and automatic inclusion within the Real—
express a version of the same thought?  
Applying attention to a particular point—for example, placing a sample under the 
laboratory microscope—is indeed an epistemological version of grammatical nomination: in 
either case, we presume there to be a something at the center of our attention. The difference 
emerges in Eliot's conception of the relationship between the selective attention in "Degrees of 
Reality" and the Real of Knowledge and Experience, for in the case of the former, selective 
attention implies some measure of scientific or intellectual "interest," and this interest represents 
"the first evidence of degrees of reality" ("Degrees," 58). To be a point of selective attention is to 
be already en route to fully-fledged reality, to have already ascended the first rung on the ladder 
of the degrees of reality. In Knowledge and Experience, the relationship between being Real and 
moving towards adjectival reality is much less clear—indeed, when Knowledge and Experience 
declares that "adjectival reality is only the assertion of one sphere," it appears that something new 
has entered into the equation. Something has changed—Knowledge and Experience now 
acknowledges a possibility that is unforeseen and unaddressed in "Degrees of Reality": what if 
the selective attention designates no true object? What if we encounter the experience of Oedipa 
Maas in The Crying of Lot 49, when she believes she sees a piston move minutely—when in fact 
she "had seen only a retinal twitch, a misfired cell" (Pynchon, 86)? Mere selection or grammatical 
nomination does not imply or imbue any degree of reality. What has changed? What has changed 
is precisely the introduction of another sphere—an alternative sphere to cover cases where an 
element of the Real has no hope of entering into the adjectival real. This supplementation of an 
extra sphere may be likened to the addition of negative numbers to the number line. Although this 
sphere is not here named, it does not seem reckless to suggest a title of "the unreal." 
Within Knowledge and Experience, the relation between the Real and the adjectival real 
has become more problematic. The earlier essay on "Degrees of Reality" expressed a simple 
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relation between increased perception and greater reality: "in any perception or judgment there is 
a process from the less real to the more real" ("Degrees," 58). Eliot does not feel called to 
elaborate the meaning of this "more real" within "Degrees," although it does seem clear that the 
"more real" is always relative: to be more real is not a place, it is a direction, a vector. Within the 
more rigorous analysis of his dissertation, however, Eliot does feel the need to define what it 
means to increase an object's degree of reality, which he does by speaking of the criteria for 
reality as "the criterion of consistency and inclusiveness" (47). To be "more real" is to be more 
consistent and more inclusive than ever before. 
The criterion with which we began, that of the "directness" of relation between the object 
and its "intended world," can be measured as an index of that object's consistency of self-
cohesion and inclusivity. On the face of it, these two criteria are, if not rankly incompatible, 
highly heterogeneous; consistency would seem to indicate an internal stability as measured by a 
resistance to change, whereas inclusiveness bespeaks an inherent ductility and the openness to 
alien attributes. In Eliot's seventh, concluding chapter, he makes the crucial connection between 
the objectivity of the object, the degree of the object's reality, and the confluence of consistency 
and inclusivity. Eliot's theory "simply asserts that a reality, a that, may persist under different 
conditions of whatness, though the that be indefinable, i.e. though we do not know what that it is 
that has persisted" (166). Eliot's somewhat confusing use of 'that' and 'what' is steeped in the 
traditions of the philosophy of language, and his terms have been helpfully translated by Jane 
Mallinson: thatness "means the bare existence of any object," while whatness "means the content 
of the 'thatness' which gives those particular qualities which distinguish one object from another" 
(Mallinson, 13). Thatness refers to the bare denotation of the object ("the sky"), and whatness 
indicates its content, its particular characteristics ("is blue"). To Eliot, the that subsists as an 
"ideal identity which persists between experiences," experiences that reveal the specifics of 
whatness, "and it is this identity, together with the transcendence, which gives us degrees of 
truth" (166). The that persists between a series of experiences that reveal the object in its several 
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presentations or guises (whatnesses), and each guise is terminated by a self-transcendence that 
changes the what of the object's appearance into a different what, while remaining true to the 
same that. The sky is the same that, even though it might be characterized, at different points of 
the day and night, by whatnesses of amber, blue, white, and black. 
Might this terminology of thatness, whatness, and self-transcendence shed any light upon 
Eliot's revised understanding of the degrees of reality in Knowledge and Experience? Perhaps: 
each transcendence aims to be 'more real' than the last, and the thatness of the object, which 
Eliot's Chapter VII definition associates with "a reality," forms the trajectory or line upon which 
these whats are populated. The more whats an object (the that) has, the more self-consistency and 
inclusivity the object demonstrates, because in order to include more whats it must have the 
robustness to still assert itself as the same that. Eliot's object "grows" in reality as it accumulates 
greater and greater whatnesses to its fundamental identity as a that—"more real" refers not to 
some higher degree of knowledge of the object's veiled and mysterious essence, but merely 
signals that the object can now include more whatnesses than ever before. 
Eliot's theory of thatness and whatness is a powerful key towards understanding the 
vision of reality he is painting, for it successfully translates Eliot's neologistic separation of 
spheres into the more conventional philosophical terminology of that and what. To be a that is 
merely a matter of being named—that is, denominated as an object of grammatical attention 
("sky", "gnomes"). To be a that provides no assurance that the object will be a what—but the 
object, to be a what, must already have been identified as a that. In "Degrees of Reality," to be 
given the selective attention of a that was to already possess some degree of initial whatness. In 
Knowledge and Experience, that assumption is deftly circumvented: Eliot has added the 
possibility of a that without a what, something which is in the Real but lacks any adjectival 
reality. However, this move returns Eliot to an old problem, a variation on the challenge 
encountered in the first chapter of Knowledge and Experience, where Eliot had to account for 
immediate experience including within itself its own division. If the gulf between an initial that 
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and a reality-purveying what is so great, how may we account for the first transcendence of the 
initially what-less that? If being a that is so very different from having a what, how does a that 
manage to attain its very first what? 
Before approaching the path by which Eliot came to answer—or rather to reformulate—
this question in Knowledge and Experience, "Degrees of Reality" should be consulted for its own 
earlier approach to the problem of the transition between an initial thatness and the subsequent 
whatness. In "Degrees of Reality," as we have said, the process is automatic—but the automatism 
involves an operation of immediate transcendence. In "saying that the that is not simply a that, 
but a what, you have posited the that to deny it, to assert that the truth is something more 
complete" ("Degrees," 61). When we move from saying "the sky" to "the sky is blue," "a process 
takes place during which a hypothetical point of attention is rejected and 'the blue sky' substituted 
for it"; the initial point of selective attention is, in other words, "outside of the judgment itself," 
even though "the whole judgment or perception is predicated about this point" ("Degrees," 61).  
"Degrees of Reality" thus makes two moves: one of replacement, and one of expansion; 
together, the two make up the definition for transcendence in "Degrees of Reality." When we 
move from "the sky" to "the sky is blue," we do not mean precisely the same thing—the blueness 
of the sky is a what which is outside of the initial that of "the sky." And yet both objects are, in a 
sense, the whole of the judgment: the "blue sky" completes the bare "sky," even as the former 
transcends the latter; the best model here is perhaps the classical Hegelian formula for Aufheben: 
to preserve, to transcend, and to annul. To transcend means to move beyond, and to cancel, and to 
expand the initial that with the combination of a that and a what.  
What is implied—and what, perhaps, goes unnoticed in "Degrees of Reality," is that the 
motor by which this transition or transcendence or sublation occurs is time. There is an 
assumption that time automatically expands our understanding of "the sky" to include "the sky is 
blue": as the duration of our knowledge of a selective point of attention increases, the degree of 
our knowledge of the object automatically rises. The upshot of this assumption is that "Degrees of 
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Reality" seems to demonstrate a belief that the degrees of reality are not entirely relative: that this 
ladder of steps towards the "more real" possesses a discrete and finite end-point where the object 
under observation could be truly and definitively known. Thus with each additional accumulation 
of whatness the object draws "nearer to being a self-consistent, self-containing whole, than the 
last," a statement which implies some maximum limit of self-consistency could be reached 
("Degrees," 60). Knowledge and Experience, however, is much more dubious that this end-point 
could ever be achieved. 
The shift from "Degrees of Reality" to Knowledge and Experience involves a change in 
the relationship between the initial thatness and the subsequent accumulations of whatness. The 
thatness of "Degrees" is an initial point of selective attention that comes to bring in other, 
supplementary vantages on this original point of attention. In a sense, the "blue sky" replaces the 
bare "sky." In Knowledge and Experience, the initial thatness is more of a jumping-off point for 
the forming of supplementary relations between whatnesses; the that is the medium through 
which whatnesses come to mingle, and it is the container in which their cohabitation is housed. 
The bare "sky" contains definitive whatnesses of "the sky is blue," "the sky is a confection of 
gasses," "the sky is grey," "the sky is dark without the sun;" these whatnesses are like beads upon 
a thread of the seminal thatness of "the sky."  
Yet there is something more, something added to Knowledge and Experience that 
destabilizes the easy and automatic connection between thatness and whatness that we find in 
Eliot's earlier essay—or perhaps it is actually that something has been taken away. In "Degrees of 
Reality," we can speculate that the evolution from "the sky" to "the sky is blue" occurs not in the 
sky, but in the (human) observer who views the sky. At this stage of his thought, Eliot assumes 
the presence of a human-like investigator who notices the initial specimen and subsequently 
accumulates additional data (whatnesses) over some duration of time. This makes sense, for as 
Aristotle says, our desire to know is linked to the operation of our senses (Aristotle, ll. 980a). The 
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human sensory apparatus is always taking in new data; the duration of time over which the object 
becomes "more real" is the time it takes for my senses to learn more about the object before me. 
For "Degrees of Reality," "the sky" is, in a sense, already a what, for it is conceived 
within the framework of the human subject—that is, it can be expressed in either 
phenomenological or neuro-biological terms as a sense-datum. To say "the sky is a blue sky" is to 
delve into an extant patch of sensory data that is already present-to-hand. The additional reality to 
be gleaned, the "more real" of the rising degrees of reality, is actually a matter of finding more of 
the same—a greater degree of sense-data for an object that has already been identified as a what 
within a field of sensory information. This is, perhaps, why Eliot's that is so quickly subsumed 
into a what, for it was never a that in its own right—it was a what within the field of the human 
observer's thatness. We thus find that Eliot's later claim that the correlationalist position 
seemingly transposes itself into the anti-correlationalist stance is demonstrated within "Degrees of 
Reality": to view the object as an absolute, as possessing a limit to its self-completion, as fully 
knowable in time, is correlative to our construction of the object out of our own cognition, out of 
our own sense-data or phenomenological apperception.  
It goes without saying that the implicit homo-mensura, the presumption of a human 
apparatus of measurement, is no longer possible within Knowledge and Experience—the 
"criterion of reality, therefore, is…not in the relation of the object to the subject" (91). Clearly, 
Eliot's evolved position in Knowledge and Experience needs to locate a different lens through 
which the evolving reality of the object is to be focused. We can begin to glean the new strategy 
Knowledge and Experience employs through his evocation of a strange and mysterious 
reciprocity that at first seems to violate all our traditional conceptions of temporality: 
On the one hand the selection of certain experiences as real and the rejection of 
others builds up the world, and on the other hand the assumption of a real world 
gives a standard for such choice. (90) 
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Great care should be paid to the nuances of wording. On the one hand, Eliot still speaks of a 
"selector," as though a human agent were parsing through objective experiences to piece-together 
an intended world, which has been elsewhere defined as a reality. On the other hand, it is the 
assumption—and not the reality—of the real world (the world as reality) that provides the warrant 
for our selections. This indicates a significant transition from "Degrees of Reality," for there Eliot 
asserts "we never really know the origins of our perceptions or judgments," and the value of each 
particular perception or judgment "is only true or false in relation to a subsequent perception or 
judgment": this lends itself to the first element of the above quotation, for it links advancement in 
time to the construction of a reality, of a world. At the same time, "Degrees" also exhibits a 
hint—and it is only a subtle whisper—of the second element of the quotation from Knowledge 
and Experience, for the younger Eliot also wants to claim that "the image," or objective-image, 
"is not that image until it has received in some way attribution to reality," which exhibits some 
degree of kinship with the claim that it is the "assumption" of a reality that lends credence to our 
construction of an object's reality. The deviation from "Degrees of Reality" soon becomes clear, 
for Eliot immediately expresses "doubt whether a pure image exists" (60). This is the difference. 
In Knowledge and Experience, the pure object does exist: the pure object is what is encountered 
in the quote as "the assumption of a real world," of a reality prior to the existence of the object 
itself. 
 We can begin to reconstruct the quotation from Knowledge and Experience. On the one 
hand, the object's thatness comes to be defined by a process of selecting applicable whatnesses—
the sky is blue, the sky is not green. But what is the basis of such choices? Not the object in-itself, 
for Knowledge and Experience makes clear the presentation of the object "is identical with the 
object from the point of view of the experiencing subject," and equally not within the object, for 
the object is just this process of selection and construction. The basis of our selection is the 
assumption of the reality of the object, and the reality of the object is the production of our 
constructions. A paradox—but not a contradiction, for we can notionally separate these two 
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events across a temporal divide: not time (measured as duration), but temporal anticipation and 
retrospection. At the beginning of an object's reality, there can be no basis for selection, because 
no criteria can be given. It is no longer as case, as in "Degrees of Reality," of delving through 
already-extant sensory data. The object qua whatness is simply not there. But if we could advance 
to the future, to the object once it has already been given content and whatness, once the process 
of its move towards the adjectivally real is already underway—then we would find the object has 
whatness but no thatness: it has predications, but no origin. We have an origin with no content, 
and a content with no origin.  
Eliot's solution is—the two lacks cancel each other out. The origin of the object, its bare 
thatness, is nothing but the assumption that there is a reality to which it may one day belong—
that there are whatnesses to find. Likewise, in the midst of its construction, the developing object 
retroactively envisions the moment of its origin, in a process not unlike Benedict Anderson's 
theorization of imagined communities. If we consider the "present" to be the bare thatness of the 
object and the "future" to be the object's whatnesses without an origin, we could say that the 
present anticipates the future, and the future retroactively constructs the past. The present 
"borrows" from an imaginary future, and the future "borrows" from an artificial past. At the locus 
of this strange and mysterious temporal disjunction lies the thatness of the object, or the "pure 
image" of the object that "Degrees of Reality" was unable (or perhaps unwilling) to envisage. The 
thatness is the ontological crystallization of a radical temporal disjunction, as though 
foreshadowing and hindsight could take form as a reciprocal synthesis. This, then, is the meaning 
of Eliot's claim that because we think there is a standard, there is a reality, and because there is a 
reality, we have justification for our standard.  
Is there not a danger that the bizarre model of temporality just advanced is too far-
fetched? It does seem a risky claim to ground on such an ambiguous quote from Knowledge and 
Experience. Fortunately, it is far from the only elucidation Eliot gives of such a crucial point, for 
Eliot broadens this strange modality of temporal expansion to define the entirety of reality itself: 
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Reality is simply that which is intended and the ideal is that which intends; and 
ultimately—for we have no reason to stop—the intending is the totality of 
intending, and the intended is the whole of reality. (36) 
 
What is reality? Reality is that which we intend as an ideal construction—that is, as something 
which is not yet realized. How is it that we can intend this ideal reality? Because the reality that 
we have intended enables us to do so. A circular argument—one that provides the productive 
energy of a self-recirculating cycle.  
As strange as it might sound on its own account, Eliot's circularity does perfectly account 
for the question we have been endeavoring to answer, the transition between initial thatness and 
subsequent extensions of whatness. Thatness anticipates its own whatness: to be a that is to have 
already created the ideal (that is, the anticipated or intended) pocket of reality, or intended world, 
within which a forthcoming series of whatnesses are to dwell. A thatness is a thread awaiting its 
beads. The relations between whatnesses consist of selections that evolve and change over time, 
but are always painted upon the background of an object's evolving construction of its reality, its 
march towards the adjectival real. The ideal construction of the object's first thatness looks 
forward to its ultimate realization—this would be a complete realization of the object's intended 
world, the final attainment of its fullest reality. In this sense, the object's thatness is its final 
intended reality, but it is simultaneously the impulse towards that intended reality, and the 
distance that separates its present, incomplete collection of whatnesses from that intended world. 
Thatness has always already anticipated its own self-transcendence, because it is at once the 
beginning, middle, and ending of itself. Thatness is, as we have said all along, the thread which 
binds all iterations of whatness together; we merely must imagine the string between beads as 
extending itself over time or, from another point of view, collapsing all the temporal modulations 
of the object into a single loop of being in time.  
 In the above characterization, it seems there is no real content to the thatness of the 
object, merely its intention to be a reality, and the retroactive origin it presents for subsequent 
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whatnesses to accumulate around, like the old tale of the making of nail or stone soup8. But in a 
certain sense, thatness does have a content, a special kind of content Eliot has already introduced 
in Chapter I. Thatness is an unreal abstraction, inasmuch as the unreal abstraction "borrows" 
from its future realization, from the "reality and validity" it is to achieve within its future 
developments (18). Thatness may truly be said to function as a perfect case of unreal abstraction, 
to be redeemed later, in the fully developed form of its final reality. Eliot's movement from 
"Degrees of Reality" to Knowledge and Experience could therefore be seen as an introduction of 
the concept of unreality into the essence of thatness, for without the ideality furnished by the 
unreal abstraction, there is nothing to bridge the nullity of the thatness with its anticipated future 
reality of whatnesses. 
 At this point, having introduced unreality as the bridge between thatness and whatness—
indeed, as the very being of pure thatness—it might be best to qualify, or at least provide some 
degree of scaffolding, for the term. What precisely is the unreal, qua thatness? Simply the identity 
of the that with its future reality, a reality which has been constructed out of selected and layered 
whats. Unreality is the original self-identity of the object its future guises. How then does Eliot 
define such identity? Eliot finds that "identity is only the assumption of one world" (44, emphasis 
added). This is perhaps the most crucial point in all of Knowledge and Experience. The unreal 
abstraction of thatness creates the intention that, through all the whatnesses of the object's 
permutations and evolutions, there will be, in the end, but one intended world, a single adjectival 
reality to which all sundry whatnesses shall belong. The power of the unreal abstraction is the 
power to make of multiplicity a singularity, to create the ideal of one reality-world, the nexus 
through which all the modalities and iterations of the object are to be routed.  
The fullest implications of Eliot's stress upon the identity of the object's thatnesses as the 
exclusive singularity of one reality, of one intended world, should not be overlooked, for they 
mean that the intentions of the that will never reach their goal. For in order for the object's 																																																								
8 Many versions of this narrative exists, among them the Yeats play entitled A Pot of Broth (1904). 
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intended reality truly to be the one and only reality, the object would have to enclose the 
plentitude of all relations of the cosmos within itself. That is the ultimate meaning and telos of the 
that, and it is the final destination to which all movement towards maximum adjectival reality 
aspires. The that aspires to be, in itself, All. As the poet says— 
Little flower—but if I could understand  
What you are, root and all, and all in all,          
I should know what God and man is. (Tennyson, ll. 4-6) 
 
To know (really, fully, entirely know) the original that, the that would have to enter into relations 
with everything else that is, was, and ever could be. This is what Eliot came to realize in the 
interstice between "Degrees of Reality" and his dissertation: for our knowledge of any object to 
achieve self-completion, our own knowledge must aspire towards literal omniscience. 
It seems a shame to deflate such a lofty aspiration, for of course, no knower is 
omniscient, and no object is expected to expand itself to cover the whole of the cosmos (aside, 
perhaps, from the subjective idealism of Bishop George Berkeley). Nonetheless, Eliot contends, 
this singular world is the phantasy of the "intended world" with which every adjectival real 
begins. The object, once selected, aims to be internally one, and to be internally one, it attempts to 
recast the Real (which is generic and multiple) into its own adjectival real (which is singular and 
idiosyncratic, expressed in terms of relations to itself). Such a desire is not unique to inert 
objects—Eliot identifies the assumption of one reality or one world with the starting point of our 
search for knowledge, yet he draws a crucial distinction between its epistemological and 
metaphysical (or ontological) dimensions: 
And I may be at some pains to suggest what is essentially indefinable, what this 
real world IS, why it is tempting as a starting-point for epistemology, why it is 
unreal inside a metaphysical system, yet presupposed by every system. (89) 
 
From the perspective of epistemology, the assumption of one world is the starting point of the 
object, even as the totality of this singular world is the full and final thatness to which the object 
aspires. At the same time, when viewed metaphysically, from the standpoint of the being of the 
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existent, this real can never be fully known, for it very truly does not exist: it is an intention, an 
assumption of unity which intertwines the present with the future through an ideal, unreal 
abstraction. One begins to see a way towards the resolution of Eliot's final paradox, for the 
Absolute is both relative and Absolute—relative because the unity of one intended reality is both 
contingent and chimerical, but Absolute in that it means or promises to be Absolute—or, in 
Eliot's terminology, it "impels us towards the Absolute," it creates the ideal abstraction of the 
Absolute (169). And—from this conclusion there seems to be little in the way of escape—if this 
is so, then Eliot's final incomplete sentence, "if all objectivity and all knowledge is relative," 
should be completed with the words, "then the Absolute itself is none other than the unreal 
abstraction that the Absolute could ever be one."  
Metaphysically, all of our realities turn out to be one in being likewise unreal. 
 
III. The Unreality of the Real, and the Reality of the Unreal 
Knowledge and Experience has established that a "reality intended need not itself be 
actual," provided "its actuality be presupposed in the reality of the intention" (90). This "reality of 
intention" is the fact that we "intend, from our divers limited points of view, a single real world, 
and we forget that metaphysically this real world is only real so far as it finds realization through 
these points of view" (90). That this single real world is the unreal abstraction of thatness has 
formed the fulcrum of the previous section—however, it needs to be admitted that Eliot has not 
explicitly equated unreal abstraction with thatness. There are other things that have been left 
unsaid: we have left aside, or approached only tangentially, the process by which an object 
actually develops a reality—a cocoon of whatnesses—for itself. This process involves selection—
but in what does selection consist? Does the unreal play any role in the process of selection, and 
if so, how may this role be reconciled with the part it plays in creating the conditions of 
possibility for thatness itself? Both these lacunae are significant and should be rectified, yet there 
is another, possibly more damning charge that may be laid against both my reading of Eliot and 
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against Eliot's dissertation itself. "Degrees of Reality" provided an easy solution to the question of 
"before the beginning," or what is the being of objects, before they are objects? Within that essay, 
an object could be anything in the universe, provided it was eventually encoded into a human 
sensory observation, and made the object of selective attention. Before the object was an object it 
was—merely uninteresting, like Virginia Woolf's mark on the wall, before the January when she 
first noticed it (Woolf, 41).  
The simple solution of "Degrees of Reality" will, of course, hardly do for Knowledge and 
Experience, nor will any materialistic conception of pre-existent, "brute" matter, or raw 
ontological material. Yet we should still be guided by our previous methodology, and see the 
answer given by Knowledge and Experience against the backdrop of Eliot's previous engagement 
with the question in his earlier works. In a 1914 term paper on "Objects: Content, Objectivity, and 
Existence," Eliot puts forward two incompatible yet, he finds, equally indispensible views. Both 
views presume that the origin of an object of scientific inquiry is ultimately unknowable, but for 
opposite reasons. The first view finds that the sciences, as constructed systems, take "their objects 
out of their complete context in which alone they are wholly real": an object exists within a web 
of many relations 'out there' and, when the object is isolated by scientific research, it exchanges 
these relations for an alien web of unnatural and artificial scientific valuations ("Objects," 166). 
When I put an amoeba under the microscope, it ceases to be an amoeba and becomes—a 
specimen. This view lends itself to the "Degrees of Reality" branch of Eliot's thought, for it 
implies a more traditional phenomenal/noumenal divide: to know the object it must have been 
irreparably translated into an object of scientific cognition. Such a translation or transformation 
amounts to the assumption that the only reality is that of the laboratory, to the presumption that 
there is one exclusive language of scientific discourse, and to the reduction of the object's 
multiplicity into an impoverished and inert singularity and passivity. The object truly has an 
origin aside from its scientific dissection—but this pre-scientific origin can never be known. As 
an amoeba, the amoeba was defined by its many environmental interactions, by the integral part it 
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played within its ecosystem; as a specimen, an amoeba is only a collection of biological 
mechanisms, atomic elements, and physical forces.  
 Simultaneously, Eliot's paper suggests another view, barely expressible, and rather vague 
in the immediate context of its promulgation: 
But there is another point of view, obtained by standing this one upon its head, 
which I find equally necessary to insist upon. From this point of view, it may be 
suggested that the absolute is the one thing in the world which isn’t real. Reality 
is the one thing which doesn’t exist. The sciences present tenuated positions of 
reality; yet this presentation is an attempt and a partially successful attempt to 
constitute reality, and so far as they are true, so far their objects are real. 
("Objects," 166) 
 
The second view is much closer to what we find in the thatness of Knowledge and Experience: 
reality is a construction—there are no noumenal objects in themselves, only the products of 
scientific discourse. There is no point accusing science of mutilating its objects, because those 
objects were simply not there before they were enunciated within the discourse of scientific 
inquiry. An amoeba is only an amoeba because science has constituted it as such. What was an 
amoeba before it was an Amoeba proteus? Here Eliot's essay on "Objects" begins to falter, but out 
of that faltering comes the introduction of the unreal into Eliot's pre-dissertation speculations, in 
the guise of an Absolute which "isn't real." The Absolute is not real: therefore every object exists 
only within the relative, microscopic, 'pocket reality' within which it has been constructed. This 
solution should be familiar, for it is that of Borges's "Everything and Nothing." What or who is 
Borges's Shakespeare between theatrical personae? No one. What is the Absolute reality, what is 
the raw material of matter out of which scientific objects are hewn? Nothing. "Reality is the one 
thing which doesn’t exist." 
 Intriguingly, and somewhat strangely, both readings of "objects before they are 
objects" appear within Knowledge and Experience, even as Eliot seems to lapse into an 
understanding of objects that is much closer to his position in "Degrees of Reality": 
The poorer an object is in relations, the less it is object, and the limiting case of 
pseudo-existence is an object with no relations—this would be the only purely 
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imaginary object, and would of course not be an object at all, but a feeling, which 
as such, would have its relations of another sort. (94) 
 
"Relations" refers to whatnesses, and Eliot seems to be saying that objects, before they are 
objects, are mere "feelings," which heavily implies an understanding of objects as existing only in 
the minds of their human observers. Is this a contradiction of Eliot's earlier insistence that the 
criterion of reality is not to be found "in the relation of the object to the subject" (91)? Perhaps 
there is another way of understanding Eliot, focusing instead of the seeming internal 
contradiction of this passage, between an object which has "no relations" and yet also "relations 
of another sort." An object with "no relations" would be a that without a what, which is the purest 
form of an object, what Eliot has called "objects simpliciter," the "bare intention, the object-
moment" (131). In other words, the most plausible reading would be that Eliot here speaks of an 
object with 'negative relations,' or of the object before it is even a that, before it is the bare 
intention of a reality; these 'negative relations' or 'relations before it is a that' are the "relations of 
a different sort."  
We can now unpack the blatant anthropocentrism implied in Eliot's deployment of 
"feeling" in this passage. Before the object is an object, it is only a whatness for me—that is, 
because Eliot cannot speculate beyond this limit-case, he uses human experience as an example: 
before an object is autonomous, it is a what for my that. It is a feeling, in the sense that it has yet 
to assert itself as a separate object, as a reality in its own right. Before it is an object, an object 
still has relations—but only as a whatness for another that, whether that other that be my 
cognition, or another object's thatness. Before a cloud is a that, it is merely one of the sky's whats.  
Eliot's first alternative in his essay on "Objects," that the object loses its place in an extant 
web of relations when it is brought into scientific discourse, aligns nicely with the translation 
Knowledge and Experience here presents, from pseudo-object—a mere relation in another 
object's orbit—to an object of selective attention and full-fledged relations of its own. If this is the 
case, we can give a greater depth of clarity to the action or event by which an unreal abstraction 
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creates the thatness of the object's one-world. When the pseudo-object is taken out of the orbit of 
the other thatness to which it originally belonged, it is given the chance to form a world all its 
own. It is no longer a mere element in another object's reality, it has been given the chance to 
manifest its own, singular reality.  
It is in this context that the unreal emerges for the first time in its fullest paradoxical 
caliber, although we find the paradox has already largely been resolved. At its onset, in its 
beginning, the object is an unreal abstraction, for it has yet to make any move towards its 
development into a full-fledged constellation of whatnesses. Yet without this ideal foreshadowing 
of the reality it intends to become, the object is nothing at all—or rather, it is merely a contingent 
whatness in another object's thatness. This is how Eliot's "reversal" of the conventional 
understanding of the unreal should be understood: 
Now commonly we do not treat unreal objects as objects simpliciter: the 
common-sense solution is to treat our 'real' objects simpliciter, and our unreal or 
imaginary objects as more immediately continuous with experience. Yet when 
we come to préciser we find ourselves reversing the procedure for we discover 
that it was just this continuity with experience, this fullness of relations, which 
gave us what we call our real objects, and just the discontinuity, the mere 
intention, which gave us our unreal objects. The 'unreal' object, qua object, is just 
the bare intention, the object-moment; whereas the 'real' object is real because it 
has so much to draw upon. (131) 
 
Eliot's comments here are of signal importance for understanding the role of the unreal within his 
philosophy of reality. Qua pure object—as a thatness without any whatness—all things are 
unreal, for they represent the ideal (presently inexistent) reality of the object's intended world. 
Although this reality is ontologically or metaphysically impossible—for the object can never fully 
incorporate every whatness within the cosmos—it is the foundation for our epistemic knowledge 
of the object: it provides the credit, as it were, for the object to borrow against, in order for it to 
have a container to unify subsequent relations of whatness. Objects simpliciter, in their 
ontological purity, are the mere intention or temporal anticipation of their future reality, and their 
discontinuity (that they are not "continuous with experience") is the rupture by which they are 
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given birth as the expectation of a single world: that is, the break in continuity that signals their 
seminal thatness ex nihilo.  
We might well enact a terminological shift of terrain: the Real, the all-encompassing 
universal to which Eliot referred in Chapter II of Knowledge and Experience, is in fact the 
unreality of initial thatness: grammatical focalization (nomination of some object as a 
grammatical subject) creates the expectation of a single world, presently unrealized. This is one 
sense of the unreal, but Eliot begins here to also employ the term in a more traditional sense: for 
once the object begins to develop (or not to develop, as the case may be), the unreal comes to be 
repurposed as the denial of (adjectival) reality to the object. So far, the conception of unreality—
as unreal abstraction, and as germinal thatness—has been Miltonic, indicating a measure of 
transcendence, a movement between realms of reality. As Milton's unreal created the expectation 
of an auxiliary and superlunary celestial realm, so does the object's unreal instantiation create the 
expectation of a new and singular reality to which it belongs. But the Shakespearian 
understanding—the unreal as a move of foreclosure, whereby reality is forcibly denied—is by no 
means absent from Eliot's dissertation.  
On the same page as the discussion of unreal objects simpliciter, a mere two sentences 
later, Eliot reveals the awaited revival of Macbeth's banishment of the unreal mockery: 
Both real object and unreal object are, qua object, both equally real when, so to 
speak, they are both at the fovea. It is only when we cease to consider either 
simply as an object, that one appears to be real and the other unreal. (131) 
 
By "simply as an object" and "at the fovea," Eliot means "as only a bare that." To cease to 
consider the object as only an object is to query the object's web of relations of whatnesses, or its 
degree of adjectival reality. In this understanding, the object is said to be unreal if it fails to 
develop sufficient whatness to begin to realize the expectation of the reality out of which its 
thatness is formed. The object has to pay its debts by proving that it has what it takes to be real.  
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 This valence to Eliot's use of the unreal has profound implications for our understanding 
of Eliot's concept of time. In its Miltonic guise, in its role as the creator of objects, the unreal 
suspends time, or rather enables a strange cyclicality of time, whereby the object's creation in the 
present is 'borrowed' against the expectation of its reality in the future. In the above passage by 
Eliot, time proceeds in a linear direction, and it has the power to expose the object as merely 
unreal. Eliot declares that "what we call [the object's] unreality will appear from subsequent 
relations and not from the immediate presentations" (121). In employing the qualifier "what we 
call its unreality," it seems likely Eliot is drawing a distinction between his conception of the 
unreal in the Miltonic sense (as creative, unreal abstraction) and unreality in the vernacular sense, 
as the Macbeth-like denial of adjectival reality. The temporal implications of subsequently 
indicate that the object is judged by its ability (or inability) to garner sufficient whatnesses over 
some set interval of time; Eliot confirms on his previous page that these whatnesses are the web 
of relations that contextualize (and, in an empirical sense, substantiate) the object's initial 
thatness: "unreality is not of [objects] qua objects, but because of certain other relations into 
which (in their reality otherwise than as objects) they fail to enter" (121).  
 Rendered according to the language Eliot deploys in his first chapter's discussion of 
immediate experience, objects that fail to enter into sufficient relations of whatness will not attain 
to the "reality and validity" that has been promised and intended by their initial thatness (18). 
What should be emphasized, however, is that the unreality that is attributed to their non-
development was already there: the object began in unreality, and this exposed or temporally 
educed unreality is merely the result of a failure to gain reality, to achieve sufficient whatnesses. 
To become real, an object must conceal or veil or displace its initial unreality. The form this 
veiling takes is positive movement towards greater and greater self-consistency: more relations of 
whatness, and a stronger sense of placement within the object's intended reality. Eliot can 
accordingly define the state of unreality as occurring when "there is no reality to which [the 
object] should correspond to and does not" (55). The object is revealed to be unreal when it fails 
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to correspond with its own reality. And yet, is there not the danger of a contradiction here? We 
have defined the thatness of the original object as an unreal abstraction corresponding to the ideal 
anticipated construction of the object's full-fledged reality, but here unreality is linked to a 
separation or a barring of the underdeveloped object from its intended reality. Our analysis—and 
Eliot's project as a whole—are in danger of losing the promise of their reality until this 
contradiction can be resolved. 
To be precise, the contradiction is that the unreal appears both as the ideal construction of 
the object's one-world of intended reality and, contrariwise, it indicates the unrealized object's 
distance or exile from that promised reality. It is true that by indicating this contradiction we have 
merely reiterated a fundamental divide that has been present within the unreal from its seminal 
etymological split between Milton and Shakespeare. It is equally true that the difficulty of this 
divide replicates the reason for Eliot's first introduction of the phrase unreal abstraction in his 
chapter on immediate experience: immediate experience is the beginning, but we must also 
account for our separation from immediate experience. Neither of these truths is of much comfort, 
however, when confronted with this present impasse in Eliot's formulation of the unreal. That 
being said, the connection between the persistence of the unreal and the longevity of immediate 
experience which "is not a stage which shows itself at the bottom and disappears, but it remains at 
the bottom throughout," is at least a place to begin (qtd. 16).  
The unreal remains as a persistent doom throughout the lifespan of the object, for as the 
object never ceases to enter into relations of whatness, there must be a concomitant and perpetual 
threat of failing to enter into these relations. If this persistent sword of Damocles were not the 
case, Eliot's theory would be unable to account for moments of scientific revision and progress, as 
in the replacement of phlogiston with the presence of oxygen in the atmosphere. Viewed in this 
light, a possible resolution to Eliot's contradiction declares itself. We have said the fullest 
realization of the object's reality is ultimately impossible, for the object would have to enter into 
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relations of whatness with every entity in the cosmos, and it would have to do so as the sole 
object, as the one world to bind all other objects as mere whatnesses of itself.  
In this sense, the final fate of every object cannot be other than the unreality of failing to 
enter into its fully realized universality of whatness. No object will ever be the sole object-world 
in the universe. Unreality would then be the alpha and the omega of the object, signaling its 
beginning, and ensuring its ultimate dissolution. We pass, as Eliot wrote in Murder in the 
Cathedral, "from unreality to unreality;" the fate of all things is the "Unreal" of "The Waste 
Land." Eliot appears to confirm this view in his concluding chapter, when he speaks of the 
lifetime of objects as a "rise and decay" (156). The unreality that eventually catches up with the 
object is—the final metaphysical nullity that the object fundamentally is; unreality is the true 
reality of every object, and of course reality "is the one thing which doesn’t exist" ("Objects," 
166). The true reality of the object is its inevitable dissolution into unreality.  
This solution, if moribund, does settle the difficulty—with one caveat. It is not entirely 
clear whether it can account for a version of Anselm's ontological argument, in the form of: if all 
is unreality, if there can be no true reality for the object—how is it we can talk about reality at 
all? In a way, we have come full circle, having started with question of how we can speak of the 
unreal, and having arrived at the problem of, if all is unreal, how can we even speak of the real? 
We can reformulate this problem specific to the way in which Eliot defines reality, as the self-
consistency or self-identity of the object: as the notion that there is or can be only one world to 
which the object's reality belongs. How, then, does the object, over the course of its realization, 
enable or enforce its self-identity within and among its varying degrees of whatness? To take a 
real-life example, how can we say that a block of ice, the rain in the gutter, and the steam from a 
kettle are all modalities of the same water?  
The problem of the persistence of identity troubles Eliot greatly, and he formulates it 
according to a difficulty familiar to readers of Plato's Parmenides, and its critique of the theory of 
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the forms9. We observe the same object twice—perhaps it appears to change, perhaps it does not. 
How do we know it was the same object that we observed? From a biological perspective, given 
the evanescent change of cells, the neurons with which I once perceived the object will have 
changed when I observe it a second time. If I take multiple emission spectra of the object, it will 
not be the same energy with which my sample's atomic quanta are brought to an excited state. 
The problem is not, in other words, a false one. Call the two perspectives upon the object P0 and 
P1, separated by some arbitrary interval of time. We presume that P0 and P1 refer to the same 
object, but in order for us to establish "an element of identity, or of identical reference" to the 
common object, we require a P2, a "third point of view, which somehow contains the first and 
second" (121). Once I have observed the "same" object twice, I need to step back and say, 
"actually these two perspectives are identical, it was the same object I saw": but this thought, this 
synthesis of P0 and P1, is yet another perspective, for it stands outside each of the two items it 
seeks to synthesize. Readers well versed in paradoxes will appreciate the difficulty: in order to 
establish that P2 contains P0 and P1, we need to invoke yet another perspective, a P3, to say "P2 
contains and synthesizes P0 and P1," which opens the door for a P4, and a P5, and onward to an ad 
absurdum P∞ (and beyond). Eliot's comments refer to our observation of the object, but it is difficult to 
see how they do not also apply to the object's assertion of its own self-identity, for the object will 
always be one step behind the synthesis required to self-enclose every additional whatness.  
One avenue of approach to answer the problem is to adopt Eliot's earlier response to 
controversy—to take the problem and, rather than solve it, use the problem as a solution to some 																																																								
9 Cf Parmenides, section 132. The critique of Parmenides is reproduced below, as it is perhaps the best 
corollary for comprehending Eliot on this point: 
You see a number of great objects, and when you look at them there seems to you to be 
one and the same idea (or nature) in them all; hence you conceive of greatness as one. 
And if you go on and allow your mind in like manner to embrace in one view the idea of 
greatness and of great things which are not the idea, and to compare them, will not 
another greatness arise, which will appear to be the source of all these?  
Then another idea of greatness now comes into view over and above absolute greatness, 
and the individuals which partake of it; and then another, over and above all these, by 
virtue of which they will all be great, and so each idea instead of being one will be 
infinitely multiplied. (Plato, 92-93) 
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other conundrum, as Eliot has done with the divide between transcendent and imminent objects. 
In this case, we know the object is automatically impelled towards self-transcendence, and must 
consistently reformulate itself to include a wider and wider perspective: why not see this inherent 
contradiction between synthesized points of view as precisely the motive force that causes the 
object to endlessly seek wider and wider realities? If the present configuration of the object is Pn, 
then the object, to keep itself from dissolution, must perpetually seek for a Pn+1; failure to attain 
this perspective would mean a failure of self-completion or a breakdown of unity, and it would 
shatter the singularity of the reality of the object, which we have defined as the measure of its 
internal unity and cohesion. This accounts for the otherwise inexplicable requirement for the 
object to continually expand its whatness, but it still does not address how each additional Pn can 
temporarily stabilize and establish the object's unity. Even if the object's unity must be 
perpetually re-achieved, we must still account for how it can be achieved at all.  
Our answer comes in the form of one crucial exception from a most unlikely place, 
tucked within the discussion of error in Knowledge and Experience: 
The only case in which it is possible in any sense to say that a perception is 
'mistaken' is when there is actually before us an object closely enough resembling 
the object of the erroneous perception to justify our saying that it was this object 
which we perceived and from which we made false inferences, so that the degree 
of error which we recognize is in inverse ratio to the degree of similarity between 
the first and the second perception. The error is thus error because we are able in 
practice to assume that it was the true object that we perceived the whole time. 
(116, emphasis added) 
 
To say that a perception is mistaken is to presume a reference to identity: to say "you are 
mistaken—our appointment was for Wednesday, not Thursday" is to mean "we both intended 
the same identical object, and one of us is in error." This is the one exception to the impossibility 
of identity. If we have two perspectives PTrue and PFalse, we can identify them with the same 
object O once we introduce the presence of error E. Error E provides a common reference point 
that enables all four variables—Object O, Error E, and perspectives PTrue and PFalse—to cohabit 
the same plane of reality. PFalse is what happens when we add Error E to PTrue; PFalse = PTrue + E. A 
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quick transposition gives us PTrue = PFalse – E. Once I have isolated a persistent E, I can take any 
number of P's (P1, P2, P3…), subtract E from each one, and be assured of the identity of their 
common reference to the fundamental object O. (P1 – E) + (P2 – E) + (P3– E) = O.  
 This formula is provisional, but it does provide a context to understand the example by 
which Eliot illustrates the principle, through the example of hallucination. I know the room I see 
is empty, then I hallucinate a specter (perhaps the ghost of Banquo?) into that empty space. PTrue 
is the empty room, PFalse is the room plus the unreal mockery. If I can subtract the original empty 
room from the room plus the specter, "the fact that it is the same room gives us warrant for 
affirming error" (117). Once I can isolate the hallucination as a definitive difference, I can speak 
of the degree of identity between two objects.  
 What does this have to do with the problem of the self-identity of Eliot's objects? It 
means that the object can establish its own self-identity by reference to a standard candle, as it 
were, of error, or of difference. We know the object undergoes development—that it adds 
whatness to itself. There is a difference over time between the object as it was, and the object as 
it is. That difference is the addition of relations of whatness. By comparing its present condition 
Pn to its prior condition of Pn-1, the object can identify the whatness it has gained in the 
differential between the two. The whatness it has gained, the difference between what it is and 
what it was, between Pn and Pn-1, defines the self-consistency it has gained, and indicates how far 
it has advanced towards self-realization. The object advances its reality by labeling its prior state 
as the error which it has transcended; it is the same object, because it has the warrant to say that 
it has advanced by such-and-such a degree of whatness. As Bancroft said in our earlier 
discussion of the etymology of the unreal, science advances by propounding new realities, while 
former realities "become unreal" (Bancroft, xix). 
The ideality of the object is thus preserved in the fact that it is constantly comparing its 
newfound greater reality to a past state of itself that is, by comparison, less real. The idea 
perhaps receives its most explicit formulation in "Degrees of Reality," where we are assured that 
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"the process toward greater reality is at the same time a process away from reality" ("Degrees," 
62). The identity of the object with itself comes from labeling all its past forms (which might be 
termed 'atavistic avatars,' discarded past states) retroactively unreal—erroneous caricatures of 
itself that it has transcended. The implications for the role of the unreal as atavistic avatar—as 
the metric by which the developing object's reality is measured, and the means by which the 
self-identity of the object is asserted—indicates that the unreal is not a static or inert force, but 
rather something like a running record that is consistently being updated. This is how we should 
read Eliot's characterization of the unreal as developing in a side-by-side, parallel relation to the 
real: 
The process of development of a real world, as we are apt to forget in our 
theories, works in two directions; we have not first a real world to which we add 
our imaginings, nor have we a real world out of which we select our 'real' world, 
but the real and the unreal develop side by side. (136) 
 
The unreal forms a permanent negative record of the past history of the realizing object, 
developing in tandem with the object's reality. But how, we might interject, does this 
development, and this self-comparison, occur? That is to say—objects are not necessarily 
agential, and even objects with self-cognition do not, as a rule, inveterately and automatically 
strive to assert self-identity by making their past unreal. The answer is that Eliot's system is to be 
understood, not allegorically, but ontologically: this is how reality works, if we could step 
outside of time and space to see its development in motion. Fair enough—if this is how objects 
develop ontologically, how does the act of becoming unreal, or derealization10, take place?  
The language Eliot provides indicates the mechanism through which realities are 
constructed and formed is one of selection: that is, through a series of judgments: "in every 
judgment there arises the contrast between reality and unreality" (138). We might reverse-read 
this statement to mean that it is within the context of judgments that the selection process 
between reality and unreality occurs, as Eliot defines our "world of finite experience" to be a 																																																								
10 The term is that of Jameson. Cf. The Antinomies of Realism, pp. 69. 
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world of "selection and emphasis" (89). Accordingly, we should consider judgments as to what 
is and is not real to be the building blocks of reality—and these judgments to take the form of 
allowed or disallowed relations of whatness. Eliot illustrates the process with respect to the 
example of the sea-anemone which, in accepting or rejecting "a proffered morsel is thereby 
relating an idea to the sea-anemone's world" (44). Readers of Proust will perhaps recall the 
analogous moment in his Overture to Swann's Way when he speaks of the experience of the 
dreamer, in which "the subject of my book would separate itself from me, leaving me free to 
choose whether I would form part of it or no" (Proust, 3). Of course, the process in real-life need 
not involve any conscious or agential act of choosing. Fundamentally, "judgment" for Eliot 
signifies that one alternative has been accepted and all other alternatives foreclosed. A judgment 
indicates predicate X is real, and not X is unreal. When we speak of the object asserting its self-
identity by relegating its past states to unreality, we are therefore speaking of the object having 
taken one developmental path and none other. Unreality, conceived as a running record of 
atavistic avatars, is really a bundle of discarded "might have been's," an ever-widening collection 
of "roads not taken."  
It is now possible to relate the role of the unreal as a running record of rejected pathways 
to its initial role as the unreal abstraction out of which the object is created as the presumption of 
a singular world; it is now possible to merge the unreal of Milton with the unreal of 
Shakespeare. In both cases a singularity-of-world is being asserted. When the object chooses 
one path to the exclusion of all others, it replaces a multiplicity (of possibility) with a singularity 
(of actual development). Many roads were possible, but the object's actual reality retroactively 
assumes that the chosen road was inevitable. In the moment a choice is made, the formative role 
of the unreal is reprised, for the singularity of the object's one-world is asserted. The unreal 
record of the object's march towards reality is comprised of moments of contraction where 
possibility was transmuted into actuality.  
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The transition between Eliot's conceptions of the unreal—the unreal as the beginning of 
the object's thatness, and the unreal as the negations necessary for the object's development of 
whatness—can now be understood as a difference between the unreal as a function of space, and 
the unreal as a function of time. When the unreal is understood only spatially, it amounts to the 
contraction of selective attention by which the object's initial thatness is turned into the one-
reality of a single intended world. In this sense, the thatness of the object is timeless, or rather 
time turns-in upon itself, as the future existence of the object is used to assert the beginning of 
the object's thatness in the present. The erasure or the anticipation or the intertwining of present 
and future is what is known as unreal abstraction. But once the object is considered as a function 
of time—as evolving (or failing to evolve) relations of whatness over the course of time—the 
unreal comes to represent the effect of the linear progress of time. As time passes, the object 
must pursue expansion and self-identity, or else remain unreal, a mere ideality without realized 
reality. As the object develops, the passages of time are encoded into the series of choices or 
judgments or selections by which the object defines its progress towards reality against a 
disallowed or foreclosed unreal. The forward progress of time in Eliot is synonymous with the 
contraction of possibility, or the continual reassertion of the one world of the object's intended 
reality through the nullification or foreclosure of alternative possible paths or worlds. The action 
by which the unreal abstraction creates a thatness out of an intention of singularity continues as 
the unreal, in disavowing itself, enables the singularity of the object's developmental pathway. 
Because all other developmental paths have been rendered unreal, there is only one world 
towards which the object is to develop.  
By foreclosing its own possibility, the unreal opens and keeps open the object's ability to 
appear to progress towards its realization as a single, unified object in a singular, self-cohesive 
reality. Eliot's model has healed the etymological divide between Shakespearian foreclosure and 
Milton's transcendental openness, and enabled him to conceive of each object as progressing 
towards a reality which it considers to be Absolute, but which is, when viewed from an external 
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perspective of metaphysics, wholly relative, and utterly unreal. Much has been answered, but the 
question of the relationship between objects and their monistic realities remains unsolved. By 
the logic of Eliot's construction, objects are ensconced within their private, almost solipsistic 
bubbles—and yet objects interact, they are created and destroyed, and the whatnesses of objects 
are ever passing into and out of the seeds of the thatness of autonomous objects and realities. 
How is this transition between different realities possible? What is the nature of the all 
encompassing Real—or rather, unreal—that contains all of Eliot's reality-monads? And what, if 
anything, can be said of the Absolute to which every object's relative and transient Absolute is 
purported to belong? In short—in what common reality, unreality, or plane do all of Eliot's 
separate and self-absorbed objects dwell? 
 
IV. Unreality and the Absolute 
 Eliot turns to the unreal in-itself in the second-half of his fifth chapter, after he has used 
the case of the hallucination to demonstrate the preservation of identity through a common 
reference to error. This final category of the unreal in-itself does not appear as an adjunct to a 
wider process of reality-deployment, nor as an imagined origin for a presently inexistent object, 
nor as a series of waystations to differentiate the evolving object from the atavistic avatars of its 
past. Instead, the unreal here appears in its purest form: we have at last come to the root of the 
problem of the unreal qua objects that "are neither believed in nor partially believed in, but are 
intended objects of denoting phrases which denote nothing" (126). And it is here—strange as it 
might seem to conventional ontologies—that the clearest narrative of Eliot's Absolute begins to 
show itself.  
There is no reality to which unreal objects of 'nothing' can or should belong—there is not 
even a question of their once having been thought real (as with the hallucination). These unreal 
objects of nothing never evolve past their mere intention, and that intention itself does not 
presume their eventual realization. This is the root of the dilemma, for it threatens the 
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understanding of the unreal as an unreal abstraction by which the intention of bare that to become 
a fully-fledged series of whatnesses is asserted. Fortunately, Eliot provides a handful of examples 
(derived from discussions of unreality in Bertrand Russell and Alexius Meinong) to contextualize 
the claim that certain objects lack any intention to be realized. Eliot takes, as Exhibit A, the classic 
case of the King of France's coiffure—is the present King of France bald? There is no present 
King of France—so how can one predicate a judgment of that which does not exist? Eliot 
describes this as a scenario where something "is asserted to be, which is not; though in order to 
assert the being of an object we must in some way perceive it" (120) Upon examination of this 
description, we find precisely the case of a that which is unable to develop into a series of 
whatnesses. The "present King of France" is made the grammatical subject through selective 
linguistic attention: the present King of France does exist, in the sense that we can talk about 
him—we are just unable to assign any whatnesses to him. In other words, the moment we take the 
grammatical subject and place him into the wider context of the question of his hairdo—we find 
he is unreal. But we only found him to be unreal after we granted him the Real status as a that, as 
an object of a grammatical reference. For this reason, were the sentence to have assumed a 
different course, the outcome could have been different. If the sentence were changed into, "it is 
1793, and the present King of France, Louis XVI, is about to mount the scaffold," and the 
question "is he bald?" were asked, there would be no difficulty, as his head would have been 
shaved as a prelude to execution. This example in no way contravenes the model for unreality 
that Eliot has constructed—in fact, it affirms it. 
Eliot's other example is, however, more difficult—and hence, much more revelatory: "the 
round square" (112). The round square is an object that I can name, but which cannot, and could 
not, exist in any possible permutation of reality, for roundness and straightness are axiomatically 
mutually exclusive. Before proceeding, it is well to remark how this particular passage in Eliot 
has been critically understood, in order to determine what is at stake in the interpretation. It was a 
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crucial point for George Whiteside, who used it as the primary evidence of Eliot's inconsistency, 
and of the general failure of Knowledge and Experience: 
Next, Eliot considered “objects denoted, but apparently neither believed in nor 
assumed.” A round square is such an object. Are they really, as such, objects, 
then? Eliot says yes. Whatever you can have an idea of must be an object, he 
held. But here his definition of the word idea conflicts with his definition of the 
word object. For he held that objects emerge out of immediate experience. But 
what experiences are the source of a round square? None. So Eliot should have 
said the round square qua object does not exist. (Whiteside, 415) 
 
Whiteside's criticism derives from his earlier reading of immediate experience: that immediate 
experience is the "raw" form of reality or, in this case, the pure source of the object. It goes 
without saying that Eliot never claimed that objects emerge out of immediate experience—
instead, he finds that they emerge out of selective attention, a selective attention that creates the 
intention for there to be one and only one world, of which the focal point of the attention is the 
object. This discrepancy accounts for the misalignment between Whiteside and Eliot apropos the 
round square, and for this reason we should understand selective attention as the key to 
understanding the unreal existence of this curious anomaly of geometry, as Eliot makes clear in 
his proposed solution to the paradox:  
While it is true that the round square is both square and round, it is not true to say 
that it is both round and not round, although square may imply, in other contexts, 
not-round. This is to confuse two planes of reality; so far as the object exists at all 
it is both square and round, but the squareness and roundness which it has are the 
squareness and roundness of that degree of reality; the object is not present upon 
that level of reality upon which square and round are contradictory, though it is 
none the less, qua object, real.  (130, emphasis added) 
 
The round square is not a single unreal object, but two real objects—or rather, a single unreal 
object bestriding two incompatible but parallel realities; it is as though the round square is at the 
cusp of two worlds, highlighting in its impossibility the selective fissure by which each separate 
reality establishes its axial criteria. That is, both the square and the circle exist by excluding a 
certain property (roundness and squareness, respectively); the impossibility of the round square is 
a crystallization of these exclusions qua their rejection from reality. The round square—which 
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can be conceived as an object, because it can be denoted—is "not present upon that level of 
reality upon which square and round are contradictory" precisely because this conjunction goes 
against the 'one world' presumed by the process of selection. Roundness presumes one world, 
where the criteria is "not square," and squareness presumes a singular world whose selective 
criteria is "not round." The square circle "exists" precisely because it designates two worlds at the 
same time. It is has been traditionally construed as unreal because its own one world—which 
would be the synthesis of 'square' and 'round'—attempts to make a reality of two parallel unreals, 
the unreality of squareness within the circle-world, and the unreality of circularity inside the 
square-world. The round square reveals the impossibility of multiplicity, but in so doing it unveils 
the nature of unreality as bestriding the singularity of the world in the moment that a prior 
multiplicity has been nullified. The round square is a frozen snapshot of the moment where the 
circle and the square, in their beginnings, mutually excommunicated each other. 
 Eliot's answer to the round square paradox is echoed in his extended response to the Bald 
King of France conundrum. Like the round square, "the present King of France will both exist 
and not exist, the round square will be round and not round," for "to say the present King of 
France both exists and not exists is no more false than to say that my typewriter both exists and 
not exists inasmuch as it now exists for me who am looking at it, and not for Mr. Russell who is 
looking at something else" (55). Eliot's example of the typewriter is revealing: existence can 
become non-existence when two separate reality-constructions (Eliot's and Bertrand Russell's) are 
made to reveal their inherent incompatibility. It is this moment of incompatibility, in which a 
single contradiction (existence/non-existence) is separated into two different, singular reality-
worlds (existence for Eliot/non-existence for Mr. Russell), that defines the moment of the unreal 
as such. 
 In the beginning of his fifth chapter on the unreal, Eliot casts the relationship between 
error, reality, and the unreal in a certain light. "The error, the hallucination, and the reality, will 
all be equally real in themselves, and perhaps ultimately harmonious; but we are in practice 
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concerned only with a very restricted field of reality"; this field of reality, which appears 
synonymous with Eliot's sphere of the adjectival real, comes about when "we assume complex a-
b-c-d, and we exclude x-B fragments of a different alphabet, because we prefer the alphabet of 
which we have the more letters—" these excluded letters become "the debris of our own" 
construction, the portion of the whole which we "relegate to unreality" (118). The unreal is the 
result of a contraction of possibility—this we have already seen, but here the assumption of 
unreality is cast as the deliberate exclusion of particular "letters"; yet, when we encounter the 
unreal—as in the round square, or in the ambi-existant King of France, or with the phantom 
typewriter—it is as though we get those excluded letters back, but only in the guise of an 
incompatibility with the authorized alphabet we have come to accept.  
 We can understand Eliot's discussion of the round square as a unique window into the 
liminality of the unreal. The unreal works by a selective attention in which an a priori 
multiplicity is collapsed into the ideal of one reality; at the same time, the unreal serves as a 
record of its own foreclosure. We have been accustomed to treat the latter case as occurring only 
within the history of the object, but it would seem in certain special objects—the round square—
we are able to catch, as it were, a glimpse into the swirling, mysterious Real within which all 
objective-realities are housed, like the moment we see the physical material of the film in the 
interstices of celluloid frames. The round square points to an impossible multiplicity: it is 
impossible because our understanding of reality is built upon assumptions of singularity. One 
might be so bold as to say, in line with Eliot's earlier comment that reality "is the one thing which 
doesn’t exist," that it is only objects like the round square which truly are, for they point to the 
wider Real of colliding, mutually incompatible reality-worlds from which our singular 
experiences of reality are hewn. That out of which they are hewn—the strange, contradictory 
world into which the unreality-in-itself of the round square is a window—is what is ultimately at 
stake in T. S. Eliot's reading of the Absolute.  
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"Reality," summarizes Eliot, "contains irreducible contradictions and irreconcilable 
points of view," yet is at the same time "consistent with a monistic," that is, singular, 
"metaphysic" (112). On the face of it, Eliot's statement seems absurd—but it is a very special kind 
of absurdity, the absurdity of the round square. Eliot's use of "reality" here designates, it would 
appear, a wide and vast field—something like the Real, a plane where multiple, diverse realities 
all reside: the All, if one may employ such a phrase. Like the round square, this All appears, from 
our perspective and within our language, as impossible: a multiplicitous singularity, on par with 
the Absolute, both relative and absolute, with which Eliot's dissertation jarringly ends. Before 
proceeding, it is well to take account of at least one account of this strange and contradictory 
Absolute, to see how it is rendered in the work of Jane Mallinson, and to note where her reading 
joins itself to the reading that has been offered within this chapter. 
Jane Mallinson's 2002 compendium of seven essays on T. S. Eliot's Interpretation of F. 
H. Bradley is most remarkable for its first essay on Objects of Knowledge, where she discusses 
Eliot's desperate attempt to remain faithful to his mentor's concept of the "all-inclusive Reality of 
the Absolute," an ontological finality Mallinson terms "the omega to the alpha of immediate 
experience." She goes on to say that, while Eliot remains faithful to the necessity of referencing 
the term, it remains, for him, an "unreal abstraction" (Mallinson, 11). By "unreal abstraction," 
Mallinson means that Eliot's Absolute, while necessary out of loyalty to Bradley, has been 
"rejected" by Eliot "as wishful thinking" (Mallinson, 11). Mallinson reads "unreal abstraction" as 
Eliot's murmur of lamentation, a wail of ontological angst. Perhaps: Eliot's break or transition 
away from philosophy would certainly indicate some sense of disappointment with the tools the 
Anglo-American idealist legacy of Bradley had provided. At the same time, is it not possible to 
take Mallinson's description of the Absolute as "unreal abstraction" literally, and to trace the 
consequences of an unreal which is raised to the maximal ontological status of the Absolute? 
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To prosecute her claim for Eliot's difficulty and frustration with the Absolute, Mallinson 
cites the following paragraph, and argues Eliot here equates the Absolute with immediate 
experience:  
If anyone object that mere experience at the beginning and complete experience 
at the end are hypothetical limits, I can say not a word in refutation for this would 
be just the reverse side of what opinions I hold. And if anyone assert that 
immediate experience, at either the beginning or end of our journey, is 
annihilation and utter night, I cordially agree. (KE 30, qtd. in Mallinson, 11) 
 
Mallinson makes clear that she has taken Eliot's immediate experience to stand-in for Bradley's 
Absolute when she further writes that Bradley's degrees of reality are "dependent upon the all-
inclusive Reality of 'the Absolute,' which Eliot describes as an 'all-inclusive experience outside of 
which nothing shall fall' (K.E., p. 31)" (Mallinson, 11). Mallinson's equation is neither right nor 
wrong—it is a way of understanding Eliot's Absolute, which remains ever-murky within 
Knowledge and Experience, by way of the terminology which Eliot does elucidate. But if 
immediate experience is the Absolute, how can this Absolute also be the "unreal abstraction" 
which, we earlier noted, serves to explain our fall out of immediate experience, describes our 
inability to achieve the desired synthesis between subject and object, and evinces the 
unbridgeable gap between knower and known?  
 Our analysis of the dual-role of the unreal provides an answer to this problem, for the 
unreal both appears at the creation of the object and provides the negative-force through which 
the object is propelled to seek greater and greater reality. If the Absolute is immediate experience, 
immediate experience appears as an ideal before it is a reality: it begins as an unreal abstraction, 
and provides us with the possibility, the promise that sufficient effort will result in its eventual 
realization. This then is the fullest sense in which we should read the final complete sentence of 
Knowledge and Experience, "And this emphasis upon practice—upon the relativity and the 
instrumentality of knowledge—is what impels us toward the Absolute" (169).  
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With this reading of the Absolute in mind, we can sift and refine the scattered 
characterizations of the Absolute in Knowledge and Experience, starting with Eliot's qualified 
appropriation of Bradley's notion of finite centers. A recurrent reference in Knowledge and 
Experience, finite centers are unfortunately never precisely defined. They appear on the second 
page of the dissertation in a quote by Bradley apropos "the immediate unity of a finite psychical 
center," (16), and they seem to refer to the human subject inasmuch as it constructs its own 
private world of reality. It might be better to conceive of finite centers as the thatness of the 
object's unity, when conceived as a lynchpin or a point-de-caption through which all the object's 
whatnesses are woven. There is an additional element to these finite centers, however, for their 
very name signals that they are not to be regarded as Absolutes, for they are finite, and they are 
multiple (centers). Although an object perceives its thatness as indicating the one, true, and only 
singular reality to which it belongs, deployment of the term "finite centres" indicates we are to 
approach these mini-Absolutes metaphysically, as though viewed from a position external to the 
object. When we see each object's private reality as one finite center among other finite centers, 
we perhaps grasp what Eliot has in mind for his conception of the All, a "manifold" which 
corresponds to "the reality of the one world which all objects suppose" (142). 
 To see the manifold of the Real from some imaginary external point of view, "reality 
would contain nothing but finite centres and their several presentations; but from the point of 
view of each centre, there is an objective world upon which several points of view are trained, 
and to which they all refer" (142). This is the closest Eliot comes to a full description of his 
cosmology—and, not surprisingly, it can easily be construed as a contradiction to his earlier claim 
that objects take their rise from their intended identity, which is "only the assumption of one 
world" (44). Is there one world, or many? Richard Wollheim considered this contradiction an 
error of "yoking" together "the different worlds in which the different 'finite centres' live," and he 
concludes that on "this point, Eliot's argument is extremely obscure" ("Knowledge," 5). However, 
a careful consideration of Eliot reveals his claims to be remarkably consistent. What is the one 
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common principle all objects share, irregardless of their individual whatnesses or the nature of the 
diverse realities they have constructed? Clearly, that they each hold to the belief of their own 
singularity, the one world of reality to which they belong. If we could view all finite centers side 
by side, we would see the manifold of the All "swarming with what are, from a metaphysical 
point of view, insoluble contradictions"—just like the round square (136). If Eliot's descriptions 
of this manifold All are abstruse, it is because he is seeking to describe a phenomenon as counter-
intuitive as the round square. In Chapter VI, Eliot introduces the term "Nature" to describe this 
manifold—and it must be confessed the new term does not make the situation any clearer. Finite 
centers (or "selves," as Eliot confusingly begins to call them) "find themselves from the start in 
common dependence upon one indifferent Nature." This Nature "assumes, inevitably, a different 
aspect to each point of view"; every finite center apprehends a different Nature, "yet each centre 
has pressed upon it the fact that from the one Nature it with all its neighbours sprang" (145).  
Wollheim's review of Knowledge and Experience, although understandably baffled, 
draws a crucial conclusion here, and enables us to make sense of Eliot on this point: 
Can we postulate an identity between any objects in my world and certain objects 
in your world? Eliot's first point is that any such identity can only be “ideal”: 
“there is one world because one world is intended” (p. 144). But is there a reason 
why we are able to intend one world? On this point Eliot's argument is extremely 
obscure. ("Knowledge," 5) 
 
The ideal identity of Nature (or the manifold of finite centers, the All, or the Absolute) exists, as 
an ideality, because all finite centers presume they each belong to only one world—even though 
they each assume that they themselves are that one world, and so remain incompatible with each 
other. Every object's thatness begins with an unreal abstraction. That unreal abstraction is the 
belief that there is one Nature. To be sure, each object considers itself, its singular reality, to be 
that one Nature—but the fact remains, the belief in the existence of one Nature is the common 
currency of all objects.  
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We can begin to reconstruct Eliot's conception of the Absolute. Our own experience of 
the world, he writes, "does not consist in the contemplation of one consistent world but in the 
painful task of unifying jarring and incompatible ones" (147). The manifold of the All is messy. It 
is "swarming" with an infinity of finite centers, all of which solipsistically assert that they and 
they alone are the Absolute. New objects confront this whirlwind of incompatibility, and take 
their rise in an attempt to unify the chaos—by putting themselves forward as the new Absolute. 
We have seen that a finite center begins with the focalization of selective attention upon one 
object, a self-identity the object carries through each of its successive iterations. The Absolute 
exists "because and in so far as it appears to a finite centre, and yet it has in each appearance to 
mean to be more—to be real, that is, only so far as it is not an appearance to a finite centre" (142). 
The Absolute exists because each finite center presumes that the Absolute exists, because each 
finite center intends itself to be the Absolute. In order for the finite center to truly be Absolute, 
however, it cannot remain as a finite center—because finite centers are, by definition, finite.  
 The Absolute is One, we might say, because every finite center wishes it to be one; just 
as finite centers are themselves the product of an intention to be one world, so do they each intend 
the inconsistency around them to be singular and whole. This is the picture Eliot provides in his 
most valuable and cogent characterization of the being of the Absolute: 
The Absolute responds only to an imaginary demand of thought and satisfies 
only an imaginary demand of feeling. Pretending to be something which makes 
finite centres cohere, it turns out to be merely the assertion that they do. (202) 
 
There is a reciprocal process of presuming unity between the finite centers and their Absolute: the 
finite centers each intend the Absolute to be One, and they in turn presume themselves to be 
coherent because of the grounding Oneness guaranteed by the Absolute that they have presumed. 
It is a version, on the macroscopic level, of the strange suspension of time with which every 
object comes into being as an unreal abstraction. It is a logical extension of Eliot's contention that 
the 'real world' presumed within each system is itself unreal: it is unreal in the way that objects 
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simpliciter are unreal when they are mere intentions, for the Absolute is just this bare intention 
intended by the finite centers.  
 At the last, Eliot identifies the question of "how the worlds of these various centres may 
be said to form one world" if the Absolute itself cannot be said to be "an external solid world to 
which our individual presentations should conform" (140). If the Absolute is merely an intention 
formed by its constituent finite centers—then what contains the finite centers? Eliot's answer is 
along the lines we have indicated: "the real world," or the Absolute, or the manifold of the Real, 
"I have insisted, consists in the common meaning and 'identical reference' of various finite 
centres" (140). The language here would appear to place the Absolute in the same situation as one 
of its finite centers, vis-à-vis the relationship between thatness and whatness. The Real is the that 
of a real world to which each finite center both refers and intends: intends to be one, and refers to 
in order to ground its own self-coherence. But if the Absolute is the that, what then is the what? 
Given Eliot's evocation of the "identical reference of various finite centres," it would seem the 
finite centers themselves are the whats: finite centers act like different whatnesses of the same 
object, and the Absolute is the underlying identity of objectivity to which they all refer. Every 
finite center is actually a permutation of the Absolute, in a way that each whatness is referred 
back to the same that. But if this is the case, the Absolute would have to undergo a kind of self-
transcendence like any other that: not necessarily Hegelian Aufheben, but some manner of 
transformation. Transcendence, we have seen, involves an assertion of ideal identity—just what 
the finite centers demand of the Absolute, that they all may be One. But the Absolute, we have 
seen, is nothing but a pseudo-unity of incompatible, "swarming" finite centers. Finite centers 
emerge out of the Absolute—they emerge by selective attention, an attention which imparts to 
them the possibility of a unity which is, in itself, unreal.  
 It is here that Mallinson's characterization of immediate experience—which we have 
taken to be both the Absolute and unreal abstraction—as the "alpha and omega" of experience is 
so vital. Eliot does not provide a positive limit to the growth of each finite center, but he does (in, 
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incidentally, Richard Wollheim's favorite line from Knowledge and Experience) of the "rise and 
decay of objects," implying a limited timescale (156). We pass from unreality to unreality 
(Murder in the Cathedral, 28); our analysis has already floated this understanding before, and it 
may now be contextualized in light of the full cosmology of Eliot's Absolute.  
 It is true that all objects are characterized by "rise and decay": by their inception as 
unreal; their rise and gradual realization as the attempt to stake a monistic, singular reality; and 
decay as they return to the unreality which they, from a metaphysical standpoint, always were. 
But what is gained by their final becoming-unreal? In the internal worlds of finite centers, 
transcendence occurs when one stage of the object's reality becomes derealized, shrunk to the 
status of an atavistic avatar, against which the finite center, which has transcended itself, can 
differentiate itself. When a finite center becomes unreal, the Absolute, in some profound sense, 
transcendences itself with respect to this finite center: something in the Absolute has changed, 
and the Absolute moves a step close towards its own realization.  
 The Absolute is a manifold of finite centers constantly popping into existence through 
unreal abstraction, rising, and finally becoming unreal; as they finally become unreal, the 
Absolute establishes itself as real, for it has survived them, and they become part of the unreal 
record of the Absolute. 
 The Absolute has, in this way, having been split and splintered into itself and a finite 
center, returned to itself as One—though this Oneness is immediately splintered into another 
finite center (and there are always an infinite number of finite centers). For Eliot, every object 
means to be "more than an object, as something ultimately real" (140). But there is no ultimately 
real, only the manifold of the Absolute that is, as mere intention, itself unreal. And so when Eliot 
continues to say that "in this way every object leads us far beyond itself to an ultimate reality: this 
is the justification for our metaphysics," we take him to mean that the object, beginning as unreal 
Absolute, eventually returns to an unreal Absolute, with its own reality at the nadir of the looping 
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process between two unreal Absolutes; the genesis of the finite center makes the Absolute 
multiple, even as the Absolute's return into itself makes the Absolute One. 
 This cosmology is the final resting place of Knowledge and Experience; the Absolute is 
relative, for it is composed only of unreal finite centers—the Absolute is absolute, for the being of 
all unrealities tend towards the realization of the Absolute. The Absolute is the greatest unreal 
abstraction of all, but through its endless sundering and suturing of itself into unreal centers, it 
impels itself towards the realization of its own reality. This is Eliot's vision. It is powerful, it is 
unique, and it is profound. And yet Eliot came to abandon the study of the discipline of 
philosophy which had brought him this far—why? This question extends beyond the scope of this 
chapter; it queries what particular power the modernistic literature towards which Eliot turned 
possessed to explain, enact, or manifest the unreal Absolute Eliot identified within Knowledge 
and Experience. We can, however, offer something of a preview of the conclusions to come in 
the subsequent chapters seeking to answer this last question. Knowledge and Experience has 
described the unreal Absolute—but it has done nothing to show how the theory expressed could 
make any difference to our lives. Knowledge—epistemological or metaphysical—is one thing; 
praxis is another. We find Eliot, like his conception of the Absolute, was compelled to look 
further, and to find, under the auspices of the literary, the poetic and the dramatic, a chance to 
enact the desired realization of the unreal Absolute, within the context of a far narrower stage. 
 In order to contextualize an answer to Eliot's conversion to literature, a transitional 
bridge, making clear the stakes of this transposition from philosophy to the aesthetic, seems 
indicated. In the chapter that follows, before turning to Eliot's unreal drama in Chapter III, three 
contemporary philosophies of realism are identified, ranging across a continuum of philosophy, 
anti-philosophy, and literary history. In charting how each philosopher (or anti-philosopher) 
provides a contemporary window on the paradox Eliot identified with the unreal Absolute, it will 
be possible to clarify what is gained, and what may be lost, in the movement from a philosophical 
to a literary lens for viewing the absolute paradoxicality of unreality.  
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Appendix: A Summary of the Axioms in Knowledge and Experience 
 Eliot's finale to the original conclusion of Knowledge and Experience (166) provides a 
fitting summation of his conclusions, and a helpful compendium for reiterating the fundamentals 
of his approach to reality. I have included a cursory list of these fundamentals below, for the 
convenience of the reader: 
1. The "world is a construction": all distinctions between real and unreal, or less real and 
more real, are arbitrary and relative; there is no 'real world' out there for us to find, aloof and 
absolute in its externality. Neither can we say the world is " 'my' construction," for no "active 
agent" is implied. There is no absolute objectivity, but neither is there an absolute subjectivity; 
there are only degrees of less and more real within relative realities. 
2. The world is constructed "out of finite centres." These finite centers are pockets of 
pseudo-autonomous reality that emerge wherever there is the intention of an object (selective 
attention to a particular object); this pocket of reality is idiosyncratic to that object, and it will 
include the bare intention of the object and the relations into which the object enters as an 
expanding sphere of reality. 
3. Any particular datum—that is, any apprehension of an object in its reality-world—"can 
be certain only with regard to what is built upon it, not in itself." The bare intention (thatness) of 
the object is unreal: it is merely a that, and the whatness (specific relations) of the object emerges 
only over time, as an expanding radius that moves from the less real to the more real, in the 
direction of greater and more inclusive relations, while maintaining the self-consistency of its 
own reality-conventions. 
4. Every iteration of the developing object-reality "contains the principle of its own 
transcendence." In order to keep itself real, the object must consistently transcend its existence 
through the inclusion of new relations. The goal of every transcendence is the same as the 
original impulse for the object, "to be absolute," as the singular horizon of all reality; yet by its 
very need to continue its transcendences, it must repeatedly reveal its own reality to be "relative, 
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in that it somehow always goes beyond itself and yet never escapes itself." This escape and 
failure to escape we have called the persistence of the unreal as the past series of prior, less 
developed stages against which the more developed object must compare itself to ensure its 
movement towards the more real. 
5. Between each appearance (evolutionary stage) of the object there persists an "Ideal 
identity," and it is "this identity, together with the transcendence, which gives us degrees of 
truth." The identity of ideality is the holistic reality envisioned by the bare intention, though it 
exists only as a vector towards the "more real" of the object in-itself "at the end of the rainbow." 
Ultimately this goal would take the form of the entirety of all things (the manifold of the Real) 
rendered as a web of relations with the original that of the object's bare intention at the center. 
Practically speaking, this goal is never reached. The original that maintains its identity through 
every transcendence by continually negating the unreality of its past atavistic avatars, and so 
asserts its own identity with the past while calling its difference with the past the degree of its 
self-transcendence. 
And to this we might add a sixth point: 
6. Eliot's final sentence, in the typewritten manuscript that he and Anne Bolgan retrieved, 
was incomplete. The final incomplete sentence reads: "For if all objectivity and all knowledge is 
relative" (176, note 50). We might complete this sentence with the judgment of Mallinson: For if 
all objectivity and all knowledge is relative, then the Absolute itself is an unreal abstraction. The 
absolute is an unreality that strives with each new finite center to be real, though this must 
eventually lead to the final unreality of all finite centers as they are inevitably transcended by the 
Absolute, and return to the unreality that they, in a sense, always were. 
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Chapter II:  
 
The Unreal as Verb: Actualizing the Unreal in W.V. Quine's Rabbits, Graham Harman's Reversal, 
and Fredric Jameson's Revolutions in Realism 
 
 Whither realism? Is it possible to be a realist in the aftermath of Eliot's dissertation, and 
in the wake of the philosophical currents of the Twentieth century? Plainly realism is alive and 
well, though it has been modified from the original faith in the stability and comprehensibility 
that characterized its Nineteenth-century origins. We are a long way from Arnold's simple dictum 
"to see the object as in itself it really is," and there seems little hope for Emile Zola's dream to 
build the naturalistic school "on an indestructible foundation…born in the eternal depths of 
things" (Zola, 110). The works of analytical philosopher W. V. Quine, speculative realist Graham 
Harman, and literary historian and theorist Fredric Jameson each present three separate adoptions 
of the legacy of realism, and there is much to recommend them within their individual fields. But 
how would their systems of realism fare when confronted with the questions about reality and 
unreality Eliot raised within Knowledge and Experience? Each of these philosophies speaks to 
and from a diverse field—but could a reading of each through the lens of the unreal invoke a 
shared terrain where their individual contributions to the study of realism might be seen 
synoptically? 
What form should a parallel reading of W. V. Quine, Graham Harman, and Fredric 
Jameson vis-à-vis Eliot's dissertation take? Unreality does not appear as a philosophical concept 
in any of these appropriations of realism—the word is not even deployed in Quine or Harman, 
and it is mentioned only incidentally in Jameson's The Antinomies of Realism. To claim that their 
work expresses Eliot's unreal without knowing it (a "typological" reading) invites Hegel's 
criticism that to judge one philosophical system only as "accepted or contradicted" by another is 
to achieve only intellectual sterility (Hegel, 2). To this problem of methodology, there should be 
added a question as to our wider purpose. Eliot, we know, abandoned the study of philosophy, 
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refusing to engage in the final viva, the oral defense of Knowledge and Experience that was 
required for his Doctoral Degree. Biographical speculations into Eliot's motivations doubtless tell 
us something, but they can do little to answer the broader question of what makes literary 
modernism a more suitable medium for the exploration of the unreal than Anglo-American 
idealist philosophy. It is thus necessary, before turning to Eliot's approach to the unreal in his 
drama The Family Reunion, to see how the shift from the philosophical to the literary affects the 
unreal within another context. Yet, given that the unreal is an idiosyncratic concept promulgated 
only by T. S. Eliot, where are we to turn? 
 In point of fact, each of these problems offers a solution to the other. Quine, Harman, and 
Jameson diverge according to their methods and their disciplines, and this very divergence 
ensures that their engagement with the unreal will be different—yet all their approaches to the 
problem of realism rely, in some degree, upon the invocation of the literary. Quine approaches a 
particular problem of philosophy—the thorny issue of the relationship between verbal 
significations and sensory data; he does so within the terminology and the methodology of 
analytical philosophy, yet the central thought-experiment of "Translation and Meaning" unfolds 
very much like a work of drama. The necessity of Harman's engagement with the ontological 
status of fictional characters forces him to reveal the latent paradoxes on which his ontology is 
founded. Fredric Jameson's reading of realism is predominately concerned with literature, and the 
ontological transformations he envisions can only be promulgated within a literary frame. In 
turning to these philosophers of realism and translating the unreal into the terminology they 
employ, we can transform Eliot's unreal, which he describes from a distance, something like a 
noun which is, into a far more palpable and active force, much more like a verb which does. 
Quine, Harman, and Jameson all provide a separate vantage on the actions of the unreal, for its 
presence comes to influence each of their ontologies of realism in a different way: and yet, by 
synthesizing the unreal revealed in Quine with the unreal exposed in Harman, we come to 
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something like the unreal as agent of ontological transformation that comes to form the promise 
of Jameson's literary realism.  
 
I. The Rabbit's Revenge: A Melodrama 
 W. V. Quine's essay on "Translation and Meaning" has proved a lightning rod for 
scholars of analytical philosophy, achieving a notoriety—sometimes positive, occasionally 
infamous—far beyond any reach Eliot's Knowledge and Experience could ever hope to attain. Is 
it not then mildly ironic that Eliot's text, which adopts the traditional philosopher's tone of critical 
distance, dispassionate logic, and a marked allergy to practicality, has been overshadowed in 
philosophy by a treatise that reads in places like a work of drama? To be sure, there is nothing of 
the sublime poetic about "Translation and Meaning," and much of its substance remains grounded 
in the careful and precise language one would expect from a pivotal practitioner of the philosophy 
of language. Yet the central thought-experiment of "Translation and Meaning" still takes the form 
of an envisaged tableau, featuring a setting, a cast of characters, careful plotting, the unexpected 
guest, and something of a climax unintended by its author. Above all, the thought-experiment that 
grounds "Translation and Meaning" opens itself to close reading in a way that Eliot's Knowledge 
and Experience simply does not allow. While Eliot's realism of the unreal takes the form of one 
man's vision, Quine's inquiry into the meaning of radical translation is closer to a dialogic 
elenchus between two individuals, and adds to this conversation the philosopher who guides 
them, and the rabbit that, intended to merge the speakers and then quickly disappear from the 
story, will eventually destroy all their shared language shall achieve. 
 "Translation and Meaning," best known in the form of text presented in Quine's 1960 
collection Word and Object, begins with a prologue in which Quine sets forth the philosophical 
problem his forthcoming narrative is intended to demonstrate and to solve. It is not a new 
question with which Quine invites our interest: its twentieth-century formulation by Ferdinand de 
Saussure laid the groundwork for a generation of structuralist and post-structuralist investigations 
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into the limits and possibilities of signification, and the question would not be alien to 
Augustine's discussion of res and signum. In brief: what is the relationship between a signifier 
and its signified? The question has become so familiar that it is, perhaps, not the way in which the 
question is solved but rather the form in which it is presented that now invites our attention. We 
might ask, then, what innovation Quine provides in his setting forth of the problem? At the outset, 
the answer seems disappointing; we find Quine behaving, at the onset, like any traditional 
empiricist—or realist—in wishing only to make the signifier as close as possible to what it 
represents. There exists a gulf between what Quine terms the "past and present barrage of non-
verbal stimulation," which we sense, and the seemingly unrelated words and phonemes of our 
language, which we say ("Translation and Meaning," 119). Yet Quine insists we must still look to 
the non-verbal stimulation "for whatever empirical content there may be" ("TM," 119). 
 The reader of Quine might be forgiven for presuming "Translation and Meaning" to be 
just another reference manual for developing a language closer to the actual non-verbal 
stimulation of the senses—a language capable of transcribing Julia Kristeva's chora, if such a 
thing were at all possible. But this is not Quine's aim—he has a far different purpose prepared for 
the drama he is about to present. For Quine almost immediately admits that no such language of 
absolute correspondence between verbal formulations and non-verbal stimulations is possible; 
there can be no chance of simply capturing the object "as in itself it truly is," not a hope of 
unproblematically mining "the eternal depths of things." This does not bother Quine, for his true 
area of concern is not the relationship of non-verbal stimulation to the Saussurian parole, the 
individual speech habits, of each speaker, but rather to the langue, the larger linguistic rules and 
structures by which multiple speakers come to concur on the meaning of shared stimulations. 
Quine has reformulated the problem of signification by changing the emphasis, as it were, from 
the meaning of equos to the shared social behavior before the red traffic light. 
Quine contends that "the totality of the speaker's dispositions to verbal behavior" from 
another speaker "remains invariant," yet the two speakers can assign vastly different internal 
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meanings to this verbal behavior—the joint social understanding "is no mere correlation of 
sentences with equivalent sentences" from one speaker to another ("TM," 120). Although Quine 
does not mention Wittgenstein, that philosopher's well-known discussion of the box and the 
beetle does much to illuminate the stakes of Quine's prologue. If, Wittgenstein posits, two 
speakers look into two different boxes, and can only see into their own compartment, and each 
calls what they see a "beetle": "it would be quite possible for everyone to have something 
different in his box." So long as each speaker has a place for "beetle" in their own language game 
(their personal web of conventions and signifiers), the "thing in the box has no place in the 
language-game at all" (Wittgenstein, §293). 
Quine has adopted Wittgenstein's understanding of a stimulus-independent language-
game, but with a twist. If for Wittgenstein a different stimulus can result in the same signifier 
(different contents in the boxes are all signified "beetle"), for Quine a different stimulus can result 
in a different signifier, within the individual speaker's parole—and yet, something like an 
invisible hand or "systematical offset" within their shared langue will work to attenuate these 
differences for the sake of mutual communication:  
Sentences without number can diverge drastically for their respective correlates, 
yet the divergences can be systematically so offset one another that the overall 
pattern of association of sentences with one another and with non-verbal 
stimulation is preserved. ("TM," 120) 
 
"Respective correlates" refers to the interlocutor's own individual understanding of the same 
verbal signifiers; Quine envisions a systematic synchronization or linguistic self-smoothing 
whereby two different speakers, each using slightly different signifiers, can come to a common 
understanding of similar—though not necessarily equivalent—non-verbal stimulations.  
Quine presents this synchronizing impulse of language as though it were an observed 
fact, and doubtless he believes it to be so: but it is also the telos of his essay, and it is what he 
wants his readers to learn from the dramatic thought-experiment he provides. Quine's drama 
needs to demonstrate and to prove that two speakers, from two widely different linguistic 
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backgrounds, can view the same object, and eventually come to fully concur on what they should 
call the object they saw, and what that signifier truly means. The setting of Quine's story is thus a 
strange and foreign land: we are free to imagine any setting from the island of Defoe's Robinson 
Crusoe to the strange African kingdom of H. Rider Haggard's She, but what remains essential is 
the linguistic isolation of Artuna, the name Quine gives to this land in his essay on "Epistemology 
Naturalized" (Quintessence, 267). The place is strange, not on account of its flora or its fauna, but 
because of the utter untranslatability of the language of its native inhabitants. As such, it is the 
setting that contributes the most to the thought-experiment, because it forces us to wonder how to 
begin a radical translation of the hitherto untranslatable.  
Into this strange land of Artuna, Quine invites a cozy cast of but three characters: the 
intrepid anthropologist with a flair for learning languages; a native Artunan born to the language 
and to the land; and a rabbit, the unexpected and indispensible guest. Out of the interactions of 
these three personae the narrative will be woven. The plot begins in simplicity itself: the visiting 
anthropologist wants to learn the local speech—what better way to begin than by following one 
of the native Artunans on a hunt? The hunt proceeds in silence until— 
A rabbit scurries by, the native says 'Gavagai,' and the linguist notes down the 
sentence 'Rabbit' (or 'Lo, a rabbit') as tentative translation, subject to testing in 
further cases. ("TM," 121) 
 
End of Act I. In the intermission, Quine poses a simple question to the audience: what does 
"Gavagai" really mean? 
As we take up the challenge of Quine's question, we might ask how a view of Quine's 
narrative through the lens of Knowledge and Experience might answer the question. But before 
venturing an answer, we need to find a way of relating or translating these two works of 
philosophy into, as Quine might say, a common language. We can define the deviation within the 
dimension of practicality: Knowledge and Experience is a very dense and extremely abstract 
document. Its scope stretches from the microcosms of objective development to the majestic 
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paradox of the Absolute; it touches on the being of hallucinations and the nature of impossible 
mathematical shapes—and yet it gives no guide at all to what any of this has to do with ordinary, 
lived experience. There is simply no application of Eliot's abstractions to the lives which we live, 
nor are we able to place the developments of reality within anything like the practical example 
given by Quine. Quine's dramatic tableau might then be seen as a venue to observe something 
akin to the development of an object's reality. Once we have identified the object of such 
realization, we can begin align Quine's narrative with the key terminology of that and what. 
Eliot's "Degrees of Reality" defines objectivity or object-ness as "the capacity of anything 
to be, or to be the fringe of, a point of attention" ("Degrees," 58). To be an object is to be a point 
for selective attention. By this definition the rabbit to which "Gavagai" refers fits this criterion as 
object, only we add to Eliot criterion, given the context and the mission of Quine's drama, that the 
selective attention needs to be shared and relatable to a common signifier. The rabbit needs to be 
seen, it needs to be seen by both the linguist and the Artunan, and it needs to be linked to a set of 
vocal utterances, "Gavagai." If the Artunan had seen the rabbit and said "Gavagai" but the 
linguist's back was turned, the beginnings of translation could not begin, because the linguist 
would have no point of selective attention to work with. If the Artunan had said "Gavagai" but 
there were no rabbit visible, the linguist would again have no point of selective attention. Yet 
most important by far is the signifier by which the jointly glimpsed rabbit is confirmed as an 
object of selective, discursive attention. If both the linguist and the Artunan had seen the rabbit, 
but no signifier was proffered, it would have been no different than had they both seen a tree, or a 
river, or a blue sky: in each of these cases, the shared observation of the object could not be 
established, for the joint knowledge of the experience would not have been communicated. Once 
the signifier "Gavagai" is sprung, the linguist knows something has occurred that is worthy of 
attention, presumably within the recent temporal context. The crucial instrument, then, of the 
selective attention would appear to have moved from the sensorial apprehension so central to 
Eliot's "Degrees of Reality" to the linguistic trigger of a neologism, of a shared signifier. It is 
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"Gavagai" that contracts and focalizes the attention of both speakers to the short space of non-
verbal stimulations that occur immediately prior to the enunciation of the signifier. 
Quine's move of the medium for selective attention into the linguistic realm broaches a 
pathway unexplored by Eliot, and it provides an easy escape from the solipsism with which 
Eliot's philosophy has been reproached. Here the observation and creation of any object must of 
necessity take place within the medium of langue: even if the speaker is alone, the very definition 
of selective attention as the entry of the object into the web of signification imbues the act of 
objective genesis with a social valence. Quine's move does, however, give us pause to question 
how we might translate the terminology of Eliot's that into the Quine's system. Is the rabbit the 
that? It is, after all, the object under discussion—yet the rabbit seems to diminish in importance 
before the signifier it has generated. Yes, the rabbit running across the trail is an indispensible 
event that prompts the Artunan to say "Gavagai": but "Gavagai," we soon find, means much more 
than one measly rabbit. In what could be termed the second act of Quine's drama, Quine floats the 
idea that "Gavagai" means rabbit—but does it? Quine showers his readers with a battery of other 
possible meanings for the word, all reasonable in the context of the running rabbit: "Gavagai" 
could mean "animal," "a swift-moving white animal," or "whiteness" itself ("TM," 122). There 
are many other possibilities provided, and Quine's readers are doubtless invited to invent their 
own unique and innovative interpretations for "Gavagai," from the mundane to the bizarre.  
The aim of Quine's destabilization of our presumption of a certain objective event (the 
Sylvilagus floridanus, the animal known in English as "rabbit") acts something like a Derridian 
dissemination, widening the possible signification of the word by an erasure of its certain 
referent. Though the linguist might guess, there is no guarantee that "Gavagai" means precisely 
what "rabbit" means in English. There are two ways around this problem; one would be to 
explicitly define "Gavagai" as a reference to a that, and the that as the indeterminate event that 
triggered the Artunan to say "Gavagai." In this case, "Gavagai" would name only the non-verbal 
stimulations attendant upon this original rabbit—all other meanings would be foreclosed. This 
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would be something like the approach of Eliot in Knowledge and Experience, for it would 
establish a that that is defined only by its grammatical denomination as a subject of interest. But 
Quine does not pursue this course; he makes moves in this direction by defining the referent of 
"Gavagai" as an index of time, but then quickly shifts to a consideration of the stimulus meaning 
of "Gavagai," defined as follows:  
Fully ticketed, therefore, a stimulus meaning is the stimulus meaning modulo n 
seconds of sentence S for speaker a at time t. ("TM," 125). 
 
"Modulo" means duration; "Gavagai" is defined as meaning whatever it meant for speaker a, the 
Artunan, at the time it was spoken, and for however long this mental meaning persisted. Note the 
shift from the rabbit to the Artunan, for "Gavagai" is now indexed not to the event (as a bundle of 
non-verbal stimulations) but to the wider signification of "Gavagai" within the Artunan's mental 
lexicon.  
 This shift in the referentiality of the signifier "Gavagai" matters, because "Gavagai" can 
now refer to any number of events, which may or may not have happened—the original rabbit is 
now merely one such event. In this second act of the unfolding drama, the linguist begins to point 
to or designate different objects and to ask, with each denotation, "Gavagai? Gavagai?" Once 
significations for "yes" and "no" are established, "we have the linguist asking 'Gavagai?' in each 
of various stimulatory situations, and noting each time whether the native assents, dissents, or 
neither" ("TM," 122). But what would an affirmative response, an "assent," designate? Not 
merely the first rabbit who crossed the trail, if it could be located; rather, if we presume 
"Gavagai" to mean the English "rabbit," "Gavagai" would refer to every rabbit under the sun: 
For, consider again the affirmative stimulus meaning of a sentence S: the class Σ 
of all those stimulations that would prompt assent to S. If the stimulations were 
taken as events rather than event forms, then Σ would have to be a class of events 
which largely did not and will not happen, but which would prompt assent to S if 
they were to happen. ("TM," 127) 
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Quine, we come to find, does not limit the meaning of "Gavagai" to this one rabbit, but 
rather to "all those stimulations that would prompt assent to S, to "Gavagai?" What of the original 
rabbit? It is included within the class Σ, but it is no longer unique, and it is no longer the true 
referent of "Gavagai." This original rabbit is important, we might venture, only inasmuch as it 
provides a reference point for both the linguist and the Artunan to focus the selective attention 
that is indicated by the term "Gavagai." The rabbit qua object is only a placeholder, a "tentative 
translation" to allow the linguist to begin associating "Gavagai" with the English word "rabbit," 
and to begin the series of promptings by which the linguist's own translation of "Gavagai" will be 
populated.  
If the rabbit recedes in importance before the shared language and the accumulating 
series of affirmations and negations that begins with the Artunan's "Gavagai," should we then 
consider "Gavagai" to be the that? This will not quite fit, for, though its importance quickly 
diminishes, the rabbit was chronologically first, and it acted like a that to which the what of 
"Gavagai" was attached. At the same time, we soon find that "Gavagai" begins to act like a that, 
to which the whatnesses of "assents or dissents" are applied: these cluster around the that of 
"Gavagai," realizing its reality through the constructions of relations, as Knowledge and 
Experience would say. A quandary, then—and one which can only be resolved by a reference to 
Eliot's "Degrees of Reality," where, we find, the bare "sky" is immediately translated and 
transcended into and by "the blue sky;" the that is immediately replaced by a conjunction of a 
that and a what. Quine's drama has added something new, however—it is not merely that the that 
is transcended by a what, but that the what moves to replace or erase the overarching self-identity 
of the initial that. "Gavagai" replaces the rabbit as the true object, the locus of selective linguistic 
attention. In "Degrees of Reality," the bare "sky" immediately becomes "the blue sky," but "sky" 
still continued to be the focal point of the self-identity of the sky—"blue" did not become a that. 
But in Quine, "Gavagai" immediately becomes a that: it becomes the focal point of unity to 
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which the subsequent affirmations and denials will quickly accrue. We must then allow for a 
repression of the original rabbit's that within Quine's process11.  
 We can now answer Quine's question as to the meaning of "Gavagai" within the 
terminology of T. S. Eliot: "Gavagai" is a what which inserts itself into the place of a prior that 
by repressing the original that with which its signification began. And we can do more: we can 
account for this repression in terms of the process delineated by Wittgenstein: for the thatness of 
the rabbit is in the position of the beetle in the box; the non-verbal stimulation is unimportant 
from the point of view of the langue, for which it is a black box, the contents of which are 
unnecessary, save for their role in indexing a certain portion of time as the locus of selective 
attention. Quine cannot do without the rabbit altogether, for otherwise there would be no way to 
demarcate a particular slice of time as the signified of the initial "Gavagai" in the context of its 
promulgation, which is what his original formula required: 
Fully ticketed, therefore, a stimulus meaning is the stimulus meaning modulo n 
seconds of sentence S for speaker a at time t. ("TM," 125). 
 
The appearance of the rabbit is indispensible for setting the n and the t of the above equation. 
However, we have cause to doubt whether even this role accorded to the rabbit can be fully 
maintained. Here we must consider the context of the drama Quine has provided us. Much of 
Quine's arguments derive from the strangeness of the setting—from the impossibility of relying 
on any preexistent linguistic corollaries, and the necessity of building a new shared language 
from that one word, "Gavagai." However, we are forced to ask: how did the linguist come to tag-
along on the Artunan's private hunt in the first place? The story is supposed to begin with the 
encounter of the rabbit during the hunt, but there seems a strong implication that we actually in 
medias res: that somehow, through some pre-linguistic modality of social communication, the 																																																								
11 My use of the term "repression" is here informed by Freud's early use of the term, within his third case 
("Miss Lucy R.") in his Studien über Hysterie, as based in an " incompatibility between the single idea that 
is to be repressed and the dominant mass of ideas constituting the ego" (Hysteria, 155). 
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linguist indicated that a wish to accompany the Artunan, and this request was honored. Moreover, 
Quine's text in places seems to indicate the Artunan is somewhat aware of the linguist's mission, 
and has said "Gavagai" in the role of a teacher, acquainting the foreigner with the local 
terminology. Indeed, Quine's "second act" calls for the anthropologist to barrage the native 
speaker with questions, trying to elucidate the full meaning of "Gavagai." Clearly, there is some 
form of understanding operative between these two speakers prior to their ever laying eyes upon 
the rabbit. 
 The reason for my questioning Quine's account of the narrative on this point is to query 
the context of modulo n and time t. That is, on what timeline do n and t take place? If we say 
"within time itself," and make of time an unproblematic universal, we encounter the problem that 
"time itself" would include many, many events at time t, and over modulo n, from the deaths of 
men to the birth of stars. We have to narrow the timeline in which t and n occur; shall we say 
"within the lifetime of the Artunan and the linguist?" This works only if they are both the same 
age, down to the same second; so we have to say, "modulo n and time t occur within the shared-
timeline of the time the Artunan and the linguist have spent together." The implication of this is 
that the beginnings of their shared language have already occurred. This changes everything; it 
means that the rabbit, far from the beginning of their jointly constructed language, is actually an 
interruption of a process already begun, for the rabbit is an interloper that erupts to triangulate the 
dyad of the linguist's and the Artunan's intersubjectivity.  
 We can suggest that the pre-linguistic, social compact is the true that of Quine's drama of 
realization—although it might be more apt to call it the Absolute, inasmuch as "Gavagai," in 
itself a that, would also be a what as a modality of this Absolute, whose realization is a meeting 
of minds, a linguistic correspondence and synonymy between the Artunan and the linguist. This 
that of the pre-linguistic contract remains, however, entirely pre-linguistic until the advent of the 
rabbit, for the shared language is unable to initialize itself without the intrusion of an initial 
stimulus. Yet this very initial stimulus ruptures the pre-linguistic contract, for there is no 
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guarantee the mental interpretations of such non-verbal stimulation of the speakers will be the 
same—and we know it is not the same, for where the linguist would say "rabbit," the native 
Artunan speaker does say "Gavagai." In other words, the rabbit is a force of division, because it 
highlights the undeniable fact that the linguist and the Artunan speak separate languages. Yet this 
mammalian interloper is the lynchpin on which the linguistic synthesis between the verbal worlds 
of the linguistic and the Artunan is to begin. It is the stone in the soup: an aberration, something 
to be removed and repressed—but also simultaneously the beginning of an ontological or 
linguistic (or culinary) system that cannot initialize without it, and which forms around it.  
 According to this understanding, "Gavagai" as a signifier functions to repress its 
precipitating cause—even as its promulgation creates the selective attention by which the rabbit 
comes to be an object. "Gavagai" works to repress the very intrusion of the rabbit by which its 
signification can to be actualized. When understood in this light, the rabbit starts to look very 
much like the unreal abstractions in Knowledge and Experience, with a few modifications. In 
both cases, an aberration of the extant reality is called upon to instantiate a reality-building 
process, and in both cases, the successful development of the object's reality works to repress the 
unreality it secretly carries. Quine's drama of rabbits and realities, however, places something 
before the moment of unreal abstraction, in the form of the pre-linguistic contract between the 
two speakers. This implied and (by definition) unspoken agreement is retroactively abrogated by 
the rabbit in the moment the native speaker begins to say "Gavagai," which reveals the linguistic 
disparity between the speakers: and yet the moment it is spoken, there is present an implication of 
intersubjectivity—the native speaker wants the linguist to understand his meaning. In this way the 
rift is healed in the moment that it is opened, and we can say that the pre-linguistic contract is 
reified and reasserted within the intersubjective overtones of "Gavagai." "Gavagai" is a that, 
because is embodies or has had transferred to itself the initial that of the intersubjective, pre-
linguistic contract. This process transfers the (latent) origins of intersubjectivity to the (explicit) 
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promulgation of "Gavagai," utterly bypassing the role of the actual rabbit-stimulation in the 
process.  
 As a consequence of the move Quine here enacts, the nature of the realization of the 
object changes. In Eliot, the unreal abstraction was a strange loop in time, in which the non-
existence of the object in the present was converted into a retroactive origin of the whatnesses 
that were to accrue in the future. However, there was always the possibility (actually, an 
inevitability) that the object's reality would not sufficiently develop—and so the unreal always 
threatened to return. In Quine this possibility of incompletion is eliminated from the start: 
"Gavagai" already contains within itself every signification it will ever have, for its significations 
are defined according to a pre-set matrix of possibilities: "yes," "no," and "neither." Even a rabbit 
that existed before the dawn of human language, or thrived after the extinction of humanity, 
would be included within the stimulus meaning for "Gavagai," for "every sufficiently brief 
stimulation pattern, though it be one that never gets actualized or that the linguist would never 
use, still by definition belongs to the stimulus meaning of 'Gavagai' for a man at a given time if it 
is one that would prompt his assent at that time" ("TM," 130).  
Here we might extend Quine's contentions a little farther: Quine discusses "Gavagai" as 
including all affirmative meanings within its stimulus meanings, but since Quine elsewhere 
defines the stimulus meaning of sentence S as including both affirmation and dissent ("TM," 
132), may we not include all negative dissenting stimuli within the full stimulus meaning of 
"Gavagai" as well? When "Gavagai" was spoken by the Artunan to the linguist, it was not merely 
as though all rabbits were equally present in that one moment: it was as though all objects from 
all time were present, as both the realized and unrealized affirmations and the realized and 
unrealized dissentions. There is no possibility that will not fit into this matrix of permutations—
that is, according to Quine. For this reason, we can say that the reality of "Gavagai" is already 
fully realized; all that remains is for the linguist to query every object as "Gavagai?" "Gavagai?" 
and to incorporate the result into a growing definition for "Gavagai." True, the linguist cannot 
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hope to query every object in the universe as "Gavagai?"—but in practice this does not vitiate the 
reality of "Gavagai," for the affirmative and negative stimulation-responses are, as Quine has 
made clear, already present ("TM," 130).  
Because Quine's "Gavagai" is already fully realized, his ontology appears to have utterly 
eliminated the problem of unreal objects as such. Existence, that is to say, is not defined 
according to some criterion of being or of reality, but merely in terms of whether a particular 
object or idea would or would not prompt assent when applied to a signifier like "Gavagai." If 
assent is not prompted, the rejected object does not become unreal—it merely becomes "a 
negative stimulation of 'Gavagai.' " In Eliot's words, it is not unreal, "for there is no reality to 
which it should correspond, but does not" (KE, 55); the negative stimulation merely corresponds 
to the reality-category of "un-Gavagai." The round square presents no problems for this model—
there are simply no affirmative stimulations for the words "round square," and there is an infinity 
of negative stimulations. To be sure, Quine makes no mention of the Absolute, nor of the issue of 
co-existing incompatible realities, for in Quine's ontology, there is no common meeting-ground 
between objects, as it is only signifiers that matter, and every signifier necessarily includes the 
entirety of the universe—realized and unrealized—within itself. Eliot, we might safely conclude, 
with Quine's sensible linguistic empiricism by our side, could rest easy, with the problem of the 
unreal safely solved: there are simply no objects that would prompt assent to the question, 
"unreal?" 
 The removal of the foreclosing unreal is accomplished because every object gains its 
existence from the signifier which affirms or negates it; the annulment of the 
transcendent/creative unreal occurs as the that of a pre-linguistic contract is transferred to the that 
of a signifier such as "Gavagai." The cost of this annulment of the unreal is the repression of the 
unreal abstraction of the rabbit object, the event where the inert pre-linguistic contract was 
converted into an actual linguistic signifier, "Gavagai." In a sense, this is an evolution of Eliot's 
model in "Degrees of Reality," in which the unreal was not yet a factor. With further reference to 
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Eliot's pre-dissertation work, we could say that Quine has managed to merge the two models for 
the pre-scientific objects presented in "Objects: Content, Objectivity, and Existence." Here, the 
original rabbit object is lost, covered over by an alien web of significations: but it is done in such 
a way as to make it appear that the rabbit-object was never really there to begin with.  
 There seems little left to explain in Quine: the unreal has been vanquished, the problems 
of Eliot's "Degrees of Reality" have been resolved, and the repression of the rabbit is ever 
assured, for its nullification is renewed with each iteration of "Gavagai," which with every 
affirmation or dissent moves further away from the original rabbit-stimulation and into a wider 
pool of disseminations. We have only to resolve—before we can lay the drama of two speakers 
and a rabbit to rest—the lingering question Quine asked at the close of the first act: what is the 
meaning of "Gavagai"? But surely this has already been answered, as a what converted into a 
that, in the terminology of Eliot; or as a collection of affirmative or negative responses to future 
stimulations, in the ontology of Quine. However, since Quine has defined the meaning of each 
stimulation as an affirmation or a negation or a "neither" (reserved, doubtless, for cases of no 
linguistic interest), we are compelled to ask: into which of these three cases does the Artunan's 
first use of the word "Gavagai," considered as a collection of phonemes, fall?  
In other words, "Gavagai" too is a form of stimulation—and to be complete, the stimulus 
meaning of "Gavagai" should surely be able to give an account of its own first promulgation. At 
the first, we might answer an obvious objection, or rather a quick answer: the first "Gavagai" falls 
into the category of "neither," for it is a signifier, not a stimulation—and unquestionably not a 
non-verbal stimulation. However, the situation is not so simple. If we return to the Hawthorne 
reference in the etymology which began my search into the unreal, we have the case of a 
stimulation "less like articulate words than an unshaped sound" which cannot be called a 
signifier, because it is incomprehensible to Phoebe, and at this stage, she has no reason to think 
that a human being has formed the sound (Hawthorne, 300). The sound is, for her, mere 
compressions of her eardrum, no different from the non-verbal stimulation of a babbling brook or 
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a squeaky door. This is the situation when the linguist first encounters "Gavagai." Had the 
Artunan said the English word "rabbit," the linguist would have nearly instantaneously 
transformed the collection of phonetic sounds into a recognized signifier: but here, when the 
syllables of "Gavagai" are first uttered, there is no such instantaneous recognition. Of course, 
immediately after "Gavagai" is said, the linguist can recall the pre-linguistic contract, note the 
expectant look on the Artunan's face, perhaps guess at something in the tone of voice—but this 
only happens post facto. Which is all to say: before it is a signifier, "Gavagai" is a sonic 
stimulation, and thus liable to inclusion within the series of stimulations "Σ," the class of 
stimulations and responses which constitute the stimulus meaning of "Gavagai." 
 Is the stimulation-response of the signifier "Gavagai" to the utterance "Gavagai" 
"affirmative" or "negative" or "neither"? We have discounted "neither," and so the next best 
answer would seem to be a judgment of affirmation. Suppose the linguist make an audio-
recording of the trip. If, for whatever reason, the linguist played back the Artunan's first utterance 
of "Gavagai," then prompted "Gavagai?" of the playback, surely the Artunan would respond 
affirmatively. Even if we leave aside the practical objection that the Artunan might say "no" 
because he thinks the question refers to the recording-playback apparatus—this still would not 
mean the stimulus meaning is affirmative. For it would be a different stimulation: the first 
"Gavagai" had no pre-conceived meaning for the linguist; now, "Gavagai" has accumulated some 
degree of whatness. The Artunan would be replying to a stimulus for "Gavagai" that has already 
entered into the linguist's vocabulary—whereas the first promulgation of "Gavagai" was not 
within the linguist's vocabulary.  
 By process of elimination, our only alternative for the initial "yes," "no," or "neither" 
status of the first "Gavagai" seems to be a meaning of "no"—it is a negative stimulus, in that it 
indicates a presently fractured intersubjectivity: it is an index of the fact that the linguist does not 
yet know what the Artunan means by "Gavagai." The initial "Gavagai" is a "no," because it 
highlights the present untranslatability of the term between the native speaker and the linguist. If 
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we regard the first "Gavagai" in this light, then its initial "no" becomes a catalyst inviting the 
linguist to learn more, to begin the series of promptings that will gradually elucidate the potential 
meanings that are already contained and hidden within "Gavagai." At the same time, it cannot be 
denied that "Gavagai" indicates an intention to be understood: it is the opening by which the 
linguist is invited into the private language-world of the Artunan interpreter. By this reckoning, it 
seems the answer we must give to the affirmative or negative status of the first "Gavagai" is both: 
it is affirmative in its promise for a mutual meeting of minds between the two; it is negative in the 
immediate context of its promulgation, for the promised meeting of minds under the umbrella of 
"Gavagai" has yet to occur, for the linguist presently has no data to work with.  
 Within this admixture of the first "Gavagai," we do find the affirmation of the pre-
linguistic contract, now encoded into linguistic form—and yet we also find, almost in the form of 
an unreal record or hidden underside, a reference to the initial interruption or negation of the 
rabbit, preserved in the intention of Gavagai to be understood, which is forced to reference the 
fact that the linguist and the Artunan are currently mutually unintelligible. Of course, this 
dimension of negativity is quickly transferred into another kind of "no," the negative-stimulus by 
which the Artunan teaches the linguist all the subtle nuances of "Gavagai." "No" as a linguistic 
impasse is transformed into the "no" of a data-point of stimulus meaning, which is by no means 
the same thing—for whether a prompting of "Gavagai?" garners a "yes" or a "no," the linguist 
will have taken a step towards a fuller picture of the stimulus meaning of "Gavagai." It is by this 
transformation of the "no" that the rabbit's objectivity is fully and finally repressed. And yet, we 
have established that its negation is at least present, in encoded form, within the paradox of the 
stimulus meaning of the first "Gavagai." As Freud has noted in his Interpretation of Dreams, the 
contention of the repression continues to exist—even as "there is a simultaneous inhibition which 
holds them down"  (Dreams, 714). We can read this persistence of the repression as the result of a 
bifurcation between incompatible functions within the first utterance of "Gavagai": on the one 
hand the word spurs the linguist to overcome the linguistic gulf between speakers, and on the 
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other it represents a first step towards intelligibility. This is intriguingly reminiscent of the strange 
case of the round square, whose incompatibility pointed towards the contradictory unreality of the 
manifold of the Real—here, the incompatibility hints at a window towards the erasure of the 
rabbit with whose interruption or suspension of intersubjectivity the process all began.  
Is there then no hope for the return of the rabbit? The rabbit cannot recur within the 
negative stimulus responses of "no," for these are fully incorporated and provided for within the 
stimulus meaning of "Gavagai," and there is clearly no way for the rabbit to return within the 
affirmative stimulus meanings of yes. If we cannot find the return of the rabbit under "no" or 
"yes," then by process of elimination we come to the final category of the "neither."  
For Quine, "neither" has no signification: it is defined as a situation where the linguist's 
understanding of "Gavagai" is not moved forward by the prompting. Another name for this 
"neither" would be silence. Quine is well aware of this contingency, and includes it as a kind of 
an epilogue to his play, merely as a means of leaving no modality of linguistic communication 
unexamined:  
The stimulations belonging to neither the affirmative nor the negative stimulus 
meaning of an occasion sentence are just those that would inhibit a verdict on the 
queried sentence, whether through indecisiveness (as in the case of a poor 
glimpse) or through shocking the subject out of his wits. ("TM," 128) 
 
Quine is equally well prepared to meet this eventuality. The first case he identifies is relatively 
easily dispatched: suppose, after the first utterance of "Gavagai," the linguist sees the rabbit 
again, and points it out to the Artunan, who fails to spot the rabbit. Such a query should result in a 
"yes," but it is conceivable the native speaker will say nothing (lacking information), or may say 
"no," thinking the linguist is pointing only to a patch of grass. Suppose the informant is tired, or is 
suffering a temporary attack of laryngitis? Although these problems seem serious, Quine is quite 
correct that such misinformation or lack of information can be easily remedied over the course of 
time—the informant will catch a glimpse of the rabbit, and will eventually assent; the informant 
will decide to cooperate, or another voluble native speaker will be found. In effect, this case 
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amounts to little more than corrupt or junk or worthless data, and the discrepancy ("no" in the 
place of an expected "yes") will easily be resolved by the sheer weight of the rectified data 
garnered over the course of many future interrogations. The case of "neither" is no more and no 
less than a simple case of experimental error.  
 The second modality of "neither" appears—at first—to be just as deftly defused as the 
first. We can picture the scene: the linguist, intent wholly on the business of translation, fails to 
notice a tiger, in the grass, looking restive. The Artunan, spotting the danger, freezes, wishing to 
make no sound. The linguist continues to prompt—"Gavagai?"—and receives no response, 
neither "yes" nor "no." What then? It might appear that the linguist's prompting of "Gavagai?" has 
shocked the informant into silence, but this shock was, as it were, tangential and preexisting. 
Exigencies of survival aside, this case easily falls into the previously discussed category of junk 
data:  
To begin with, if the speaker is already stunned at time t, all stimulus meanings 
for him at t will be empty. This outcome of the definition of stimulus meaning is 
unnatural but harmless, since we can ignore stimulus meanings for stunned 
persons ("TM," 131).  
 
We can imagine one final act to Quine's drama, before the curtain is to be brought down. 
The linguist and the Artunan have seen the rabbit, parried the intricacies of "Gavagai" back and 
forth through affirmative and negative stimulations, and their mutual language has even survived 
the Artunan's silence in the presence of the stunning tiger—for the danger passed, the 
anthropologist has correctly concluded that the silence was of no significance: it was neither a 
"yes" nor a "no" and, within the framework of understanding in this play, neither has no meaning 
at all. And so the hunt is concluded: an exhaustive journey has demonstrated that "Gavagai" is a 
white animal that bears the English signification of "rabbit"—not a white cloud, nor a white 
mouse, nor the small white fly that buzzes around a rabbit's ear. "Gavagai" can include, however, 
the rough rabbit-shaped image the linguist has drawn in the dirt, or the photograph of the rabbit 
he has taken with his smartphone. Arriving at last at the village the native speaker calls his home, 
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the anthropologist looks around and spies, in the midst of a clearing, a large carving of a rabbit in 
obsidian. The anthropologist, completely confident that a perfect meeting of minds has been 
achieved over the word "Gavagai," says, with a desultory air, pointing at the sculpture, 
"Gavagai." 
 Silence.  
This final act has been imagined, because Quine does not discuss it as a separate case: he 
merely presumes that shocked silence has no meaning, whatever its cause. But surely there is a 
difference between a shocked silence that is external—being distracted by a fearsome tiger—and 
a shocked silence which is internal, caused by something that the linguist has said. One case of 
the latter is easily resolvable within Quine's system: laughter, or bemusement, at the ignorance of 
the speaker. In this case, the linguist would have gotten the meaning so wrong, the Artunan would 
merely be silent out of incredulity and amusement. This would, of course, belong to the negative 
stimulus, as it would silence one speaker and merely prompt a "no" from another speaker, 
presumably one with a diminished sense of humor ("TM," 131). In this case, shocked silence is 
merely an extreme form of "no." For all other cases of shocked silence, Quine apparently regards 
them as just so much junk data, placing them in the same group as "poor glimpses or shock or 
verbal instructions," that is, erroneous responses which the linguist "would not even bother to 
bring to fulfillment by a querying of the sentence"; these are experimental errors or verbal 
discrepancies that the linguist may safely "sift out, by varying his times and informants," and they 
are just as easily "explained away or dismissed as effects of unidentified interferences" ("TM," 
132). 
Quine lets the matter rest here; shocked silence is neither affirmative nor negative, 
because it is not anything at all: it is "unidentified interference," to be dismissed as readily as a 
biologist would dismiss a contaminated microbial slide. Quine always presumes shocked silence 
to be a temporary aberration, easily healed by the passage of time—but suppose it is not healed. 
Suppose, after the linguist has said "Gavagai" apropos the rabbit-totem, nothing, no words, no 
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entreaties, and no speech can induce the Artunan to say anything more. He merely stares, with a 
mixture of incredulity and horror, at the speaker, aghast and mute.  
Quine does not have a place for this within his system, although the very drama he has 
constructed, by introducing the matter of shocked silence, has enabled us to envision such a 
climax. We, however, can provide a name for such a contingency, or rather we can borrow one 
from the actual native informant discussed in Claude Levi-Strauss's Savage Mind, and that name 
is the sacred: 
A native thinker makes the penetrating comment that "All sacred things must 
have their place" (Fletcher 2, p. 34). It could even be said that being in their place 
is what makes them sacred for if they were taken out of their place, even in 
thought, the entire order of the universe would be destroyed. (Lévi-Strauss, 10) 
 
The rabbit-totem is a sacred object, and sacred because it is never, under any circumstances, to be 
named; to give it the name of a common rabbit, of the fare the villagers hunt for food, is beyond 
blasphemous—it is quite simply unthinkable.  
The sacred loses its place (or is shifted from its place) in the prompting that evokes 
shocked silence in the blasphemous case; silence is here not the effect of laughter or 
embarrassment or incidental circumstances, but a breakdown in the order of the universe for the 
native speaker—the Artunan is literally lost for words, because there are no words to handle the 
present emergency. What the unwitting linguist has done is to open a new category within 
Quine's neither, The Unspeakable, so named because it is a nearly physiological impediment to 
speech: it puts an end to discourse, and destroys the affirmative/negative binary Quine uses to 
define his objects. We can call The Unspeakable that which has no reality within the yes/no 
matrix that defines each object, and which cannot be explained away or dismissed. Quine wants 
to dismiss it, for it cannot be considered part of the progressive unfolding of the affirmations and 
negations out of which the budding language between linguist and Artunan is built. It is, after a 
fashion, within the class of Quine's junk data—since all cases of neither are junk data—but in a 
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far more pernicious form: it is not one accidental irrelevancy that can be safely ignored, but rather 
an active contaminant irradiating and imperiling the laboratory of experimental linguistics itself. 
 What, then, should be our reading of the shocked silence that destroys the capacity for 
discourse? Where does it fit into the evolving trajectory of the meaning of "Gavagai" that Quine 
has so carefully outlined? In truth, it is difficult to find a place for shocked silence anywhere. In a 
way, it is Quine's version of the round square. For Eliot, the round square indicated that the 
manifold of the Real is truly a swarming mass of incompatibilities; the round square occurs when 
the inherent incompatibility of geometrical forms can no longer be denied, and the unreality of 
each corresponds with an equal unreality in the other. Here, the circle and the square are the 
private language worlds of the linguist and the speaker: the emergence of shocked silence 
indicates that the mutual language that has seemingly sprouted between the two subjects is but a 
fiction. For all the accumulated knowledge of "Gavagai," the linguist was unable to anticipate that 
some signification-stimulations are Unthinkable to the native speaker.  
There were always two rabbits—the non-verbal stimulations were originally separate, 
and ultimately proved unbridgeable by language. In the language of Wittgenstein's thought 
experiment, in this final act to Quine's drama, the beetle was let out of the box—it is revealed that 
there is an unbridgeable chasm between language-worlds, and it is to this "beetle" that shocked 
silence truly refers. However, this shocked silence should not be read as merely the result of a 
happenstance, for it truly was always there, lurking as a possibility hidden deep within the 
unfolding language. According to this revised reading, the first "Gavagai" included, deep down 
within its pre-fabricated catalog of affirmations and negations, the possibility for shocked silence. 
With every subsequent affirmation or negation—every "yes" and every "no," the actuality of this 
shocked silence was temporally annulled—like a game of Russian roulette.  
What, then, did the initial "Gavagai" truly represent? Quine would have it represent the 
intention to discover an as-yet unrevealed world—but in point of fact, "Gavagai" represents an 
unbridgeable chasm between speakers. "Gavagai" is the fulcrum of a divide that can never be 
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crossed, although this meaning is "systemically offset" or, we might say, repressed as part of the 
natural operations of language. The beetle in the box will always be different—and although the 
careful constructions of language can obscure this fact from our social existence the vast majority 
of the time, the box is never quite secure. When it is opened it is the return of the repressed, the 
recurrence, in terrible form, of the primal interruption upon which the shared language of the 
linguist and the Artunan was founded. The rabbit has had its revenge, and the nature of that 
revenge can only be unreal mockery. 
After the very first utterance of "Gavagai," there was momentary silence—
understandable because the linguist could not be sure of the meaning; this was a productive 
silence, for it opened the door for future discourse: for the linguist to prompt "Gavagai? 
Gavagai?" and to record the affirmative or negative responses. But the lull of shocked silence is 
much different—it is a return to the bare that of incompatibility, but it does so within discourse, 
not as a prelude to further speech. In shocked silence, the progressive accumulations of discourse 
(the linguist's expanding vocabulary of affirmatives and denials that have led to the shocking 
utterance) unravel discourse itself.  
Quine's drama, in its fullness of implications and possibilities, has established that 
shocked silence emerges from the linguist's own promptings: this is not an external factor, but 
rather a possibility that, somehow, lay dormant in language itself. In Quine's model, it is not 
explainable—and so Quine does not explain it. Eliot's unreal gives a name to what Quine's model 
does not allow: that there is a record, as though written on the underside of affirmations and 
negations, of the latent incompatibility between subjects upon which all language is based. We 
might say that the promise of the both with which the word "Gavagai" begins is beset by the 
danger of the neither, the neither which threatens to foreclose the possibility of discourse itself.  
The drama presented in Quine's philosophy has, when viewed through the lens of Eliot's 
philosophy, unveiled the unreal in a valence of repression and return; a curious development—it 
is now the unreal as such which has been realized, rather than the reality of the object of 
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"Gavagai." The unreal here appears in the vein of both Hawthorne and Melville's readings: as the 
raw-material that is prior to speech, and immediately repressed in the normalization of speech—
and as the return of that raw material, as the depths of primeval sea, "which directly must receive 
back what it gave" (Melville, 118). Quine, leaving no room for the unreal, was forced to reckon 
with an unreal that exploded the unfolding of his ontology with a signification that could not be 
accounted as either affirmation or negation or harmless inertia. The unreal which has emerged 
takes the form of an undeniable foreclosure, for it denies the possibility of any reconciliation 
between diverse subjects within a singular language; in this context, it forces us to see the other as 
inherently Other—as the inhuman Other of Lacanian or Zizekian psychoanalysis, with whom no 
rapprochement is possible 12 . This is the Banquo who, dispatched and dispelled with the 
commandment "Unreal!" returns as the specter of visored vengeance.  
Our reading of Quine has terminated in a rather bleak place—our discourse is forever 
threatened with an unreality of the other, and we await, with each new signifier, to see whether 
shocked silence shall fall. We cannot deny this visage of the unreal—for Eliot has made its 
presence felt from the first, in the unreal which consigns all objects to decay, and which 
condemns all our achievements and accomplishment to "pass from unreality to unreality" 
(Murder in the Cathedral, 28). But we can re-invoke the dual etymology with which this analysis 
began: there must be an unreal of transcendence to balance the unreal of foreclosure.  
In what form shall we expect the transcendental corollary to Quine's repressed and 
returning unreal? It would not deny the foreclosure of discourse before shocked silence, but it 
would invite something new in its wake: it would turn from the unreality of destruction to an 
unreal abstraction of creation; it would be, in short, the role Bertolt Brecht accords to the positive 																																																								
12 This inhumanity of the Other is described in Zizek's essay "On Courtly Love"; although this inhumanity 
is here applied to the Lady of courtly romance, the Lacanian understanding applies it to the underside of all 
subjectivity: 
the Lady is the Other which is not our 'fellow-creature'; that is to say, she is someone 
with whom no relationship of empathy is possible. This traumatic Otherness is what 
Lacan designates by means of the Freudian term das Ding, the Thing—the Real that 
'always returns to its place,' the hard kernel that resists symbolization. (Zizek, 90) 
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powers to shock in his essays on theater: a complete suspension of the viewer's world: "a process 
which leads real conduct to acquire an element of 'un-naturalness,' thus allowing the real motive 
forces to be shorn of their naturalness and become capable of manipulation" (Brecht, §XL). What 
Brecht calls "un-naturalness" would be this transcendental valence of unreality, inviting the 
possibility of the new. It would accept the inhumanity of the Other—but it would not stop there. 
Such a definition of unreal would still need to be placed in the context of its baleful return: it 
would foreclose, in order to subsequently transcend. This is the unreal that our examination of the 
next theory of realism, speculative realism, must, to be successful, reveal. 
 
II. Harman's Unreal Reversals 
The transition between Eliot's "Degrees of Reality" and Knowledge and Experience 
required a subtraction and an addition: a subtraction of the privileged place of the observing 
subject, and an addition of the role of the unreal. These two moves were tied together by Eliot's 
replacement of the selective attention of the human observer with the unreal abstraction by which 
the object is an intention to be real before it is an object: this replaces the beginning of the object 
as a demarcation of human sensory data. Given Eliot's move, one could legitimately ask whether 
there may be any amity or translation of Eliot's dissertation into the contemporary Speculative 
Realism—sometimes called object-oriented ontology —as found in the works of Graham 
Harman, Ray Brassier, and Quentin Meillassoux.  
Speculative Realism has gained a wide notoriety for its diminishment—or annihilation—
of the place of the subject within ontological thought: in its more extreme forms, it finds there to 
be no difference between a granite rock and a bald King of France. There are legitimate ethical 
questions one might ask of this stance, but to concentrate solely on this one aspect of object-
oriented ontology is to neglect, perhaps, the wider context of its ontological formulations. A 
comparison of Eliot's Knowledge and Experience with a text like Harman's Quadruple Object 
would no doubt reveal many parallels between the philosophies, and additionally provides a 
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means of drawing out the latent implications of Eliot's move towards a consideration of the object 
over the subject. However, there is—and can be no—reference to the unreal within Harman's 
ontology, and it is worth questioning whether Speculative Realism can achieve the ontological 
heights of Eliot's dissertation in the absence of such a tool for answering the problem of non-
being. 
In the beginning of The Quadruple Object (2011), Harman identifies an impasse latent in 
realist ontologies that define the object as a mere experience of the subject; the impasse is the 
problem of one object and multiple subjects:  
If a house is encountered by three women, a child, a dog, and a crown in the 
same moment, each of these perceptions will have a very different character. And 
given a purely relational definition of what objects are, it would seem impossible 
to call all of them relations to the same house. The house itself vanishes into a 
mob of house-perceptions. (Quadruple Object, 12-13) 
 
If a house is simultaneously viewed by six different subjects, there will be six different 
house-objects, according to Harman's interpretation of the correlationist model where every 
object must be perceived by some observing entity. Eliot solved this problem by separating an 
object's thatness from its whatness: the house, in its purest form is a that: each subject's 
perception of the house provides a whatness for the base that. Harman envisions a far more 
radical approach. Perhaps the best introduction to object-oriented ontology is found within the 
fanciful picture of the cosmos painted in The Quadruple Object: "If we imagine the universe as 
an ocean, it would be an ocean without a floor, but with a turbulent surface of objects and nothing 
but empty sky above" (QO, 113). The "empty sky above" refers most obviously to the absence of 
any kind of deity (QO, 73), but it also refers, in somewhat oblique fashion, to the absence of any 
metaphysical ground. A metaphysical ground—say "being" or a Heraclitean flux, or even a 
Bergsonian élan vital—forms an overarching structure to contain all objects as predicates (or 
modulations) of itself, the all-encompassing ur-object. Harman's ontology does away with such 
overarching structures or metaphysical raw-materials altogether: there is no meta-entity or 
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substance to which all objects, to be objects, must belong, or out of which they must be made. 
Kant's noumenal-phenomenal distinction is, likewise, completely abandoned, for it ties the 
appearance of the phenomenal object to the categories of subjective apperception. Harman's sky 
is empty, because each object is, so to speak, a world, or a universe, all its own. There is nothing 
"over" the object, and there is no universal ground for all objects—at the same time, objects can 
be broken down into smaller component objects: molecules contain atoms, atoms contain protons, 
protons contain quarks. Thus the "ocean" of swirling objects is "without a floor," as the 
subdivision of objects into smaller elements is endless—provided an object is never reduced to 
the mere sum of its parts.  
The last axiom I have referenced—that no object is reducible to an admixture of other 
objects—is a clue towards the central and irrevocable principle of object-oriented ontology: no 
object can ever be defined by its properties; in fact, no object can ever really be defined at all:  
The only way to do justice to objects is to consider that their reality is free of all 
relations, deeper than all reciprocity. The object is a dark crystal veiled in a 
private vacuum: irreducible to its own pieces, and equally irreducible to its 
outward relations with other things. (QO, 47) 
 
We see the beginnings of Harman's deviation from Eliot's conception of thatness and whatness. 
On the one hand, object-oriented ontology agrees that an object's states of whatness—the 
properties it exhibits, and the relations it forms—are distinct from its thatness. On the other hand, 
Harman is adamant that the object is in no way defined by its properties or relations—that is, they 
do not even form part of the object's essence (whereas in Eliot they would be retroactively 
enfolded within the object's orbit of thatness).  
 We should not take Harman's words to mean that an object is utterly unknowable. When 
one interacts with a proton or a volcano, there are any number of attributes one can learn, and 
these relations that one forms with the proton or the lava are real qualities, "but these genuine 
traits will never be exhausted by the feeble sketches of them delivered to our hearts and minds" 
(QO, 28). Neither I nor anyone else nor any object-else will ever know all there is to know about 
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the proton or the volcano. This position is, in itself, hardly unique; what is unique is that even the 
limiting case presumed by Eliot and Quine does not apply. For Eliot, the object would be fully 
realized if it could somehow expand its web of whatnesses to enfold the entire cosmos; for Quine, 
the full stimulus meaning of a signifier is found in a full knowledge of every "yes" and "no" its 
prompting would ever garner. For Harman, in both of these cases the object would even then 
remain the "dark crystal veiled in a private vacuum"; it still would not be exhausted by all these 
relations and significations, for the private universe of each object remains sacrosanct and 
inviolable within its inner-sanctum. “For even if we were to perceive every quality of an object 
perfectly, we would still not reconstruct the thing in its reality” (QO, 154). 
 Eliot's object was defined as the locus of selective attention, whereas Quine's stimulus 
meaning was a function of the affirmations and denials a given speaker would generate when 
prompted. Harman's object is instead defined as "anything that has a unified reality that is 
autonomous from its wider context and also from its own pieces" (QO, 116). It is the autonomy of 
the object that makes it an object; an object is that which cannot be known, that which remains 
infinitely withdrawn from other objects. At this point, the reader is doubtless wondering how, if 
all objects remain at an infinite, autonomous remove from one another, any interaction is at all 
possible between objects. How can two billiard balls (or atomic nuclei, or galaxies, or persons in 
the subway) collide, if "real objects cannot touch" (QO, 73)? It is here that Harman, although he 
utterly eschews the existence of trans-objective, universal properties (cf. "Speculative Realism," 
326), does make an exception when required by his own ontology. All objects universally consist 
of two classes: the "real object," which remains at an infinite remove from all other objects, 
veiled in its private universe—and the "sensual object," the "caricature" of the real object which 
interacts with and is acted upon by other objects: 
The real objects that withdraw from all contact must somehow be translated into 
sensual caricatures of themselves, and these exaggerated profiles are what must 
serve as fuel for the causal reactions that are impossible between concealed real 
things. (QO, 75) 
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When two billiard balls meet, their sensual caricatures interact, collide, and transmit, somehow, 
the fact of this collision to the real objects which, although technically not involved in the 
collision, are nonetheless said to be "organising" ("Speculative Realism," 328) the reactions of 
their sensuous caricatures behind the scenes. 
 Before arraying Harman's sensual caricatures and real objects vis-à-vis Eliot's whatness 
and thatness, it is well to survey an area of ontological commonality between Harman and Eliot, 
in order to better prepare the way for their forthcoming divergence. For Harman's Absolute has 
much in common with Eliot's Absolute, even though the metaphysician of the 'empty sky above' 
would most likely deny that he has any Absolute at all. Harman would doubtless assert that each 
object is an Absolute unto itself, and there is no intermediate ground between objects, no 
"ultimate reality" to serve as a "deeper indeterminate basis" or ground "from which specific 
things arise" (QO, 10). The space between objects is utterly empty—less than empty, for it does 
not exist. Sensual caricatures form the bridges between objects: there is no need even for the 
manifold Real that holds all of Eliot's finite centers together. And yet, there is that curious 
statement, tucked deep within The Quadruple Object, almost a metaphysical footnote—the 
"world in itself is made of realities withdrawing from all conscious access" (QO, 38).  
Surely, Harman is using the singular formulation of "the world in itself" merely as a 
figure of speech, perhaps as a simple convenience to those readers mired in the antique 
formulations of post-Kantian philosophy. There is no "deeper indeterminate basis from which 
specific things arise": but there is, apparently, an operational capability common to all things. 
Harman's Absolute is not a noun, but a verb: withdrawal. The "withdrawal of objects is not some 
cognitive trauma that afflicts only humans and a few smart animals, but expresses the permanent 
inadequacy of any relations at all" (QO, 44 emphasis added). If an object is defined by its 
autonomy, then all real objects exist by virtue of their capacity to "forever withdraw from one 
another into the shadows of the world" (QO, 74). This capacity accounts for Harman's non-
universal universal bifurcation between real object and sensual caricature: the bifurcation is the 
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operational result or remainder of a constant process of "withdrawing from all conscious access" 
(QO, 38). If the traditional Absolute is an "indeterminate basis" from which objects emerge in 
their specific determinations of this indeterminacy (e.g., beings hewn out of Being, phenomena 
composed of Kantian categories), must we not admit that Harman's Absolute is an indeterminate 
puissance of objective withdrawal, just as Eliot's Absolute is an indeterminate ability to transcend 
the unreal Absolute through a process of self-division and abstraction from that Absolute?  
To be sure, Harman's Absolute qua ability-to-withdraw does not, unlike Eliot's Absolute 
as unreal, possess the quiddity of an ontological ground—Harman's objects do not emerge out of 
withdrawal, they merely exist because they can withdraw. There is a consequence here that 
should be noted: Eliot's ontology is far, far friendlier to multiplicity than Harman's, despite 
object-oriented ontology's avowed abhorrence of monistic conceptions of reality. Eliot's objects 
emerge out of the unreal-Absolute in and by their desire to be One, but they are consistently beset 
by the recognition that they exist within a manifold that is Many, because their very origin tells of 
their emergence from this swirling incompatible multiplicity of the Absolute, and their ultimate 
decay and end is tied to their return to this multiplicity in their own unrealization. Eliot's objects 
can never escape the memory or the record of their initial multiplicity—and this was, of course, 
what doomed the attempt to construct a singular language out of two subjectivities in Quine. 
Harman's objects are always already One, and they stay One, for real objects cannot interact, and 
objects themselves contain no reference to any essences other than their own. Harman's model is 
fundamentally Democritan, his cosmos populated by atomic singularities.  
Harman's support for the One over Eliot's acknowledgement of the Many prepares the 
way for the most striking inconsistency between Eliot and Harman. Eliot, as we have seen, 
presumes the originary object to be a bare that (fundamentally unreal, although this unreality is 
instantaneously transcended) that comes to gain whatnesses through a series of relations; the 
whatnesses, though they are enclosed and enfolded within a that retroactively, cannot be said to 
be present in the bare that itself. The original object is nothing but the bare intention of a reality; 
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"as we intended an object, the intended object is so far real, and as we experience an object, it 
realizes itself, and comes to require a certain degree of fullness of relations" (KE, 130). Harman 
will have none of this, for his ontology of autonomous objects is fiercely faithful to their internal 
Oneness:  
After all, if we strip away the swirling accidents of an object, what remains is not 
merely an empty pole of unity. The sensual dog, pine tree, and lighthouse are 
different objects not just because their shifting accidents are different. By 
stripping away this surface noise through Husserl's method of eidetic variation, 
what we attain is not the same featureless unity for every sensual object—a “bare 
particular,” in the terms of analytic philosophy. (QO, 27) 
 
Harman's object is both a that and a collection of whats. All qualities or relations the sensual 
caricature cares to exhibit "are imbued from the start with the reality or style of the [real] object 
to which they belong" (QO, 28). Any property, any quality, any configuration into which the 
object might someday enter is always already present within the object itself at its inception, 
much as medieval theology held that Adam contained the seeds of every human within himself. 
This is, of course, reminiscent of Quine's packaging of all affirmative or negative stimulus 
meanings within the signifier itself—with the caveat that, of course, Harman's objects are utterly 
independent of all signification: there need be no humans to decree the meanings or the properties 
of objects. For this reason, there can be no danger of shocked silence. 
 It is readily apparent that Harman's position would cut across Eliot's entire criteria for 
reality as relations evolving across an index of time; for Eliot, the bare that, the "object, purely 
experienced and not denominated, is not yet an object, because it is only a bundle of particular 
perceptions; in order to be an object it must present identity in difference throughout a span of 
time" (KE, 132). The object must remain a single that over the course of many whatnesses. 
Harman, of course, does not allow that an object can ever develop in any dynamic way, since all 
the qualities it has and ever will have "are imbued from the start," and they are imbued into the 
object qua object, without reference to an intersubjectivity or linguistic acts of exchange. He does 
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deign to label something like Eliot's position as "relationism," a position he finds only slightly 
superior to the foibles of the conventional correlationist line:  
This [relationism] denies that all reality is grounded in the human-world of 
relation, but still claims that nothing is real unless it has some sort of effect on 
other things. An object is exhausted by its presence for another, with no intrinsic 
reality held cryptically in reserve. (QO, 12) 
 
Viewed from the perspective of Knowledge and Experience, Harman's ontology is 
remarkably utopian: in Eliot, the objects must strain and struggle in order to prove and realize 
their ultimate reality—a task which is, we have seen, doomed from the start, for no object can 
ever achieve total cosmic dominance. Harman's objects, by contrast, are already there: they 
already have all the whatnesses coiled within their own private universes, and their true reality 
extends even beyond this plenitude of whatness. Is this understanding then superior to Eliot's? It 
seems to eliminate the necessity for the unreal abstraction of the object's inception, for once 
created, the object is already fully developed. And, since the presence of unreal abstractions are 
eliminated from objective genesis, do we not also nullify the threat of the repressed unreal, coiled 
and awaiting its return? If there is no unreal abstraction there is no repression—and how can that 
which has never been present possibly return? We are merely left with the lingering question of 
how the reality of the object is to be asserted and defined: if all objects are, from the moment of 
their instantiation, real, it seems reasonable to ask: what is the final criteria for reality within 
Harman's ontological system? 
 In his introduction to The Quadruple Object, Harman assures his audience that, despite 
many misunderstandings by friends and critics to the contrary, "I have never held that all objects 
are 'equally real.' My point is not that they are equally real, but that they are equally objects" (QO, 
5). This is a welcome clarification, but it is unfortunately not elaborated within The Quadruple 
Object; it is, however, the basis for an intriguing interrogation undergone by Harman in April of 
2007, at a colloquy conducted at the University of London under the banner of "Speculative 
Realism: A One Day Workshop," published in Collapse: philosophical research and development 
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in 2007. Harman was joined by other Speculative Realists Ray Brassier, Iain Grant, and Quentin 
Meillassoux for a round-table discussion concerning the true nature of reality. Pausing here to 
contextualize The Quadruple Object in the context of this colloquy enables us to understand the 
curious and complicated relationship between Harman's objects and their reality. During his own 
presentation, Ray Brassier invoked a certain question as to Harman's criteria for what is or is not 
real: 
And this ties into a second question, which is about the status of the distinction 
between real and imaginary objects for Graham [Harman], because, for Graham, 
it makes no sense to ask whether something is real: everything is real, everything 
is objective, so nothing is more real than anything else…For instance, what 
would be the distinction between a hobbit and a quark here? This is a very 
serious metaphysical question! ("Speculative Realism," 317) 
 
It is a very serious metaphysical question (though those with a taste for literary irony and a 
passing familiarity with James Joyce might note that both words began as imaginative groups of 
fictional entities), for it has the potential to trap Harman into a corner. If all objects are equally 
real, how may we account for, say, the difference between a fictional character and a scientific 
speculation on subatomic physics? It presumes that Harman's way of answering the question with 
which we began—what is the ontological status of that which is not real—is to grant reality to all 
things, existent and inexistent. Eliot, we have seen, answers this by differentiating between the 
Real of a grammatical subject—which is an unreal abstraction, an intention to be real—and the 
adjectival reality to which the object is said to belong. In point of fact, Eliot's answer, or 
something very like it, is immediately proposed by Brassier, before Harman has a chance to 
respond. Brassier even speaks of "degrees," "degrees of adequation" to replace the strict binary 
"between what's real and what isn't real" ("SR," 324).  
When Harman answers the question, therefore, he is responding to an argument that is 
very close to that of Eliot; Harman unsurprisingly eschews all talk of degrees of reality, for the 
degree of reality is indexed to an object's ability "to generate real effects" in the world ("SR," 
317). Harman's response is precisely what we would expect, given his view of relations: they 
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cannot be the criteria of reality, for they establish an object's reality externally—that is, as Eliot 
said, an object is real or unreal "because of certain other relations into which (in their reality 
otherwise than as objects) they fail to enter" (KE, 120 emphasis added). Harman would say to 
Eliot what he rejoins to Brassier: "it seems like you're defining the real by something outside the 
real. So it's not the real in its own right, but something outside of it—potential or something" 
("SR," 324).  
Harman's characterization of Brassier's position, if we take this position to be a form or a 
modality of Eliot's claim, is largely correct: but it does not take into account that the object's 
"degree of adequation" applies not to an absolute, objective standard of reality, but rather to an 
internal relativity. Eliot's object creates its own standard of reality, and the intended sphere of 
adjectival reality towards which the object moves has been created by the unreal abstraction of 
the object itself. It is, therefore, not entirely just to say that Eliot's model defines the real "by 
something outside of the real," because both the object's "potential or something" and the 
intended reality to which it belongs are one in the same, and entirely internal to the object. If the 
object fails to develop as it should, its own internal unreality ensures that it is not real; this is how 
Eliot would likely respond to Harman. 
Harman's insistence that the object's reality should be defined by nothing but the object 
in-itself is hardly surprising; what is startling is Harman's subsequent response to Brassier's "very 
serious metaphysical question," for in this passage Harman is forced to provide an explicit 
criterion for distinguishing between the ontological status of a fictional character and a posited 
scientific particle: 
The hobbit and the quark. For Latour, every kind of object is real, and you simply 
judge an actor by how many allies it has, and what sorts of...I almost said 
effects—how well it resists tests of strength that are made against it. Clearly a 
hobbit has to be a real object because I can ask, 'What is a hobbit?' 'What does a 
hobbit do?' 'How does it behave?', and this will never be completely reducible to 
all the things that Tolkien says in all of his novels, because you can imagine new 
scenarios. ("SR," 325-326) 
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Harman falls back on Bruno Latour's actor-network theory to derive his own criterion for what 
seems to be an object's degree of reality. An object is real because, in the terminology of Eliot, it 
can be a grammatical subject, it can be an object of scrutiny, of selective attention. A hobbit is 
real because one can say things about a hobbit—the same rationale Eliot applied to the "present 
King of France." Yet some objects are apparently more real than others—there seems no other 
way of reading Harman's invocation of the number of "allies" the object possesses. However, 
Harman's subsequent definition of the object's degree of reality is even stranger, for it sounds 
very, very close to Eliot's relations of whatness: the object's reality is to be judged by its 
robustness, by its resistance to "tests of strength that are made against it." Although Harman does 
not elaborate on this point, the meaning of "resists tests of strength" seems roughly synonymous 
to Eliot's criteria of an object's self-identity or self-consistency. Harman began by asserting that 
an object's reality must not be made dependent upon external factors—and yet, where Eliot's self-
developing objects are required to maintain their self-identity within their own evolving internal 
accretions of whatness, Harman presents the object maintaining its self-consistency against 
external tests of strength made against it. Where, we might ask, is the utopia of Harman's aloof 
and protected objects here, in what can only be cast as an ontology of ordeal, where the object is 
bade to prove itself the stronger in a Hobbsian bellum omnium contra omnes, a war of all against 
all? 
 Harman's admission of objective robustness as a criterion for reality is actually quite 
disturbing, for it appears an object could lose its reality when it loses the battle against its 
"strength": in other words, reality would be a dynamic property which the object could gain or 
lose on the basis of a relation into which it enters or fails to enter. Arminian objectivity, perhaps? 
However, there is an alternative that can salvage Harman's objective predestination, though it 
initially appears somewhat bizarre. The object does not gain or lose its reality within the "test of 
its strength" itself; such a test only takes place at the level of the sensual caricature—the outcome 
of the trial by ordeal, in other words, was always already a property of the real object, and is 
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merely announced via the sensual caricature. The object, strange as it may sound, lets you know 
how real it really is, when you ask it via the test of strength. This means we must consider reality 
itself to be a property of whatness. 
 Perhaps because of the strange currents into which his explanation of robustness led his 
answer, Harman quickly yields another explanation, more in keeping with his faith in the absolute 
singularity of objects. Harman begins by juxtaposing two objects with differing degrees of reality: 
five hundred real crowns (coins), and five hundred imaginary crowns. The question is what 
makes the real crowns real and the imaginary crowns imaginary, if they are identical in all other 
respects: 
But why not say that the five hundred real crowns and the five hundred 
imaginary crowns do not have the same qualities in the first place? They differ in 
essence, not just existence. That's my solution, and it's not fully worked out yet. 
The shiny gold lustre of the real coins is not the same as that of the imaginary 
coins, because somehow qualities are borrowed from the parts of a thing, I would 
say, and the five hundred real crowns have real parts, and the five hundred 
imaginary crowns do not. ("SR," 326) 
 
The case of the real and imaginary crowns extricates Harman from the correlationist impasse, but 
demands a somewhat startling contortion as the price of the escape. A real object and an 
imaginary object, otherwise totally identical, do not differ because of some external criterion; it is 
not the case that the two objects are identical, except for the human observer who pronounces one 
'real' and the other 'unreal,' or one an affirmative and the other a negative stimulus response to the 
signifier, "500 gold crowns." The real coins have real properties, and the imaginary coins have 
imaginary properties—but the realness and the imaginary-ness are immanent qualities within the 
objects themselves. In other words, reality is a property internal to the real (that is, to Harman's 
cryptically withdrawn) object, and the real object broadcasts or "emits" (QO, 65) such realness to 
the sensual caricature just as it would any other property; reality is a quality of the object, and not 
a universal one.  
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 Harman's second answer does not escape the conclusion reached by his first—reality is 
not a criterion, but a property, internal to the object. And yet, a curious shift occurs in Harman's 
explanation. "[T]he five hundred real crowns have real parts, and the five hundred imaginary 
crowns do not." He did not say, "and the five hundred imaginary crowns have imaginary parts," 
or, "and the five hundred imaginary crowns have unreal parts." Apparently, reality is a property—
but unreality is merely a lack? But surely, to say "object A has property X, and object B lacks 
property X" is to judge an object by a factor external to itself—the imaginary crowns are judged 
by a property that they are expected to share with the real coins. If Harman contends that 
"qualities of things are not universals" ("SR," 326-327), to say "the imaginary coins lack the 
reality of the real coins" would be to make the reality of the real coins into a universal, because it 
is external to the imaginary coins. If we take this admission to be a violation of Harman's axiom 
that an object may not be defined by any factor external to itself, must we not parallel the claim 
that real crowns have real parts with the corollary that unreal crowns have "unreal parts"? 
 For Eliot, of course, there is no issue. Imaginary or unreal crowns and real crowns both 
emerge in an unreal abstraction, but real crowns are able to form relations of whatness, while 
imaginary crowns merely remain unreal. The fact that Harman's ontology has no unreal leads 
him, intriguingly, to posit something much closer to a traditional being which real crowns have, 
and unreal crowns lack. If this is the case, we might push Harman's ontology to its limit, and to 
query whether an object might lose its reality or its being—say, if real crowns are melted-down 
and recast into bars of gold. In other words, if objects are to reside in a perpetual aloofness from 
their sensual caricatures, what is to be made of an object's dissolution, transformation, or 
destruction? This example is of interest, for it invites an example that Eliot's own dissertation 
does not fully explore. Harman's ontology makes no place for the unreal, but it does enable us to 
ask questions about non-being, or rather about the change from being to non-being that is 
attendant upon an object's destruction. This is a crucial juncture, for this is where the ontological 
drama of Quine had run aground—with the destruction of discourse, with the derealization of the 
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signifier "Gavagai." Once we have plumbed this question—not of "before the beginning," but of 
"after the ending," we can then translate this place of non-being into the paradigm of unreality to 
see how Eliot's own ontology might respond to the problem of destruction—and to query whether 
anything like a transcendence after foreclosure is possible within a realism of the unreal. 
Within The Quadruple Object, Harman discusses the question of the destruction of objects, and 
whether his ontology can still maintain that objects always withdraw before other objects: 
When fire burns cotton, it makes contact only with the flammability of this 
material. Presumably fire does not interact at all with the cotton's odor or color, 
which are relevant only to creatures equipped with the organs of sense. Though it 
is true that the fire can change or destroy these properties that lie outside its 
grasp, it does so indirectly: through the detour of some additional feature of the 
cotton that color, odor, and fire are all able to touch. The being of the cotton 
withdraws from the flames, even if it is consumed and destroyed. Cotton-being is 
concealed not only from phenomenologists and textile workers, but from all 
entities that come into contact with it. In other words, the withdrawal of objects is 
not some cognitive trauma that afflicts only humans and a few smart animals, but 
expresses the permanent inadequacy of any relation at all. (QO, 44) 
 
This is a key example for Harman, for it presents the most serious probing of his theory of the 
utter aloofness of real objects. Fire burns cotton. Suppose I watch the process. Just as I see only 
the sensual caricature of cotton that cotton presents to me, so too does fire "see"—interact with—
only a caricature of cotton. Fire cannot directly touch the real object of cotton, but its interaction 
with the sensual caricature causes cotton to "withdraw" far, far beyond the reach of the flames. 
After the burning, what do I see left in the place where the cotton used to be? Just ash. According 
to Harman's definition for the object as autonomous, we cannot say that the fire turned the cotton 
into ash, because fire, cotton, and ash are all distinct; nor can we say that the fire "created" the 
ash, for the fire may only interact with objects on the level of their flammability. 
 The key question for Harman's example is this: is the original cotton still "there?" 
Harman maintains "the being of the cotton withdraws from the flames, even if it is consumed and 
destroyed," so apparently the cotton is no more, and in its last defiant act of autonomy, it casts 
itself beyond the reach of the rapacious flames. Fair enough—but what has happened to its 
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sensual caricature? If cotton has a sensual caricature, and ash has a sensual caricature, what is the 
relationship between these two caricatures? Apparently, when the cotton is "consumed and 
destroyed," it stops emitting its sensual caricature. Very well—but suppose we pause the process 
midway, when the cotton is only partially burned: when it begins to look discolored and charred, 
but when it is still recognizable as cotton. Clearly, the cotton is still broadcasting its properties to 
its sensual caricature, for I could still make observations about the charred cotton that would 
reasonably match the properties of un-charred cotton. Is there then a point, somewhere during the 
burning, when cotton is spontaneously consumed and immediately replaced by ash, which has its 
own sensual caricature? This is to invite Zeno's paradox of the arrow, or of Achilles and the Hare: 
it will be impossible to locate the moment when cotton becomes ash, because for Harman it will 
always be fully cotton, or fully ash—there will be no moment when it is 50% of one and 50% of 
the other.  
Zeno's paradox could never be a problem for Eliot, because the object's existence is not 
dependent on any particular whatness; nor is it a problem for Quine, because it is perfectly 
possible for me to call the half-burned cotton "cotton" or "ash," as both would prompt affirmative 
stimulation responses. It is a besetting problem for Harman, because objects in of themselves can 
never merge or directly connect with other objects: there is no sense in which cotton can ever be 
or become ash. Or is there? True, real objects, veiled in their recessed and private universes, can 
never transform into other objects: but what about their sensual caricatures? Suppose—through a 
process that is beyond the reach of our understanding—the cotton wills or gives its caricature to 
ash? The sensual caricature of ash would then be identical with the caricature of cotton that I used 
to know: but the real objects themselves will never have touched.  
There is one impediment to this solution of shared caricatures: the caricature of the ash, 
since it is still technically the caricature of the cotton, must still be somehow tied or allied with 
the cotton. But the cotton has been consumed and destroyed, has it not? Actually, this forces us to 
confront Harman's elephant in the room, the problem of the object's non-being. Harman tells us 
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the cotton is "consumed and destroyed," and yet it still "withdraws from the flames"; Harman is 
speaking metaphorically, but we should take the statement literally: where? To where does a 
destroyed object withdraw? It cannot be said to withdraw into the ash, because objects cannot 
touch. If we say, "once cotton is burned, the real object of cotton no longer exists," then we face a 
yet larger conundrum. If fire can cause the real object of its fuel to cease existing, then the fire 
can operate directly on the real object, rather than upon its sensual caricature. Our only other 
option is to say that, once its sensual caricature is burned by the flames, the real object of cotton 
broadcasts the property of non-existence. In other words, just as the fire's burning of the sensual 
caricature causes cotton to emit the attributes of a raised temperature, gradual discoloration, and 
smoke, so too does cotton at the last emit the property of non-existence. But if all properties are 
inlaid into the object from its beginning, we would have to conclude that the cotton-object had the 
property of non-existence all along. This would mean, of course, that the real object contained 
within itself the properties of existence and non-existence simultaneously. 
Eliot's conception of the unreal is designed precisely to handle the paradox herein 
encountered. Metaphysically, the object is unreal: it does not exist, because its realization is 
always just an intention; epistemologically, however, the object is knowable by its whatnesses. 
Eliot does not appear to consider non-existence to be a possible modality of whatness, but 
Harman's example of cotton and fire does force us to consider this possibility. If we entertain the 
possibility provisionally, we find it does provide a way of understanding the paradox of Harman's 
bifurcated sensual caricature. Cotton and ash share the same sensual caricature, which is the ash 
that I observe in the grate after the fire. Ash contributes nearly everything to the caricature—
color, shape, texture, taste—except for one property: the ash-caricature also possesses the 
property of not-being cotton, it includes within itself the attribute that the cotton no longer exists. 
The cotton-ash caricature denotes the nothing that the erstwhile cotton has become. The object of 
cotton persists through the flames by turning itself into an object of unreality, an object that can 
be denoted (because it is still a real object), but denotes itself as nothing. This solves Harman's 
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problem of "where do destroyed objects go": they persist as the expression of but a single 
property that they emit to the legacy of their sensual caricatures, their full unreality, their non-
being. 
Eliot provides for objects to pass into and out of existence through the mediation of the 
unreal, but he never provides for objects passing from one object (cotton) into another (ash). Yet 
his ontology seems broadly compatible and amenable to the process Harman's discussion of fire 
and cotton has indicated. When cotton becomes ash, its former existence as cotton becomes 
unreal: and yet this unreality is preserved in the ash, as part of the unreal record with which the 
ash maintains its own internal self-identity as a legacy of the cotton. Yet Harman's conception of 
the sensual caricature adds something to Eliot's model, for it provides a way for the cotton to not 
merely persist in but also to create the being of the ash. Eliot's objects begin as unreal 
abstractions—but where does this initial unreality come from? Knowledge and Experience would 
say "the Absolute," but we do not encounter the Absolute as such within our daily lives. We do, 
however, encounter objects that are ever passing out of existence and transforming into new 
objects: such is the first law of thermodynamics, perhaps best presented in the epigraph (quoted 
from Wernher von Braun) with which Thomas Pynchon begins Gravity's Rainbow—"Nature does 
not know extinction; all it knows is transformation" (Pynchon, 1). We might transform the rule of 
the conservation of energy into a principle of the conservation of reality: every object begins in 
an unreal abstraction, and when it is extinguished, it bequeaths its unreality to form the start of a 
new object. This would be to merge the etymological trajectories of the Shakespearian and the 
Miltonic unreal within a modality of reversal—for the object's extinction, the foreclosure of its 
reality, would also be the genesis of a new object.  
There is one final component to add to the revision of Eliot in light of Harman's example 
of the fire and the cotton. Harman's objects are defined by their ability to withdraw from other 
objects. The limit to this withdrawal is for the objects to pass into non-existence—but what if we 
instead read there to be no limit to an object's withdrawal? Suppose we conceive of the object as 
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nothing but this capacity to withdraw—this would be every object's that, just as it is already the 
being of Harman's (unspoken) Absolute. This would account for the objectivity of Quine's rabbit, 
as every attempt to repress and to enclose the rabbit within the meaning of "Gavagai" only causes 
the original rabbit to withdraw further into the unreality awaiting a return. If objects are defined 
by such a will-to-withdraw, then would the ultimate act of withdrawal not be for the object to 
withdraw beyond its own internal properties? That is, Harman seeks to free the object from all 
fetters—yet he does this by applying a deterministic plenitude to all objects, since their 
characteristics, their properties, are always already hard-wired into their being for all eternity. 
When Harman says that to "be an object means to be itself, to enact the reality in the cosmos of 
which that object alone is capable," this is to ensure that the object will always and forever have 
only that one role to enact (QO, 99). What if, instead, we conceive of the object as withdrawing 
beyond this role, and transforming into the unreality out of which other objects are built? The 
object would transcend itself, and persist, as it were, in the unreal record that forms the underside 
of the object, the object's past atavistic avatars.  
The hybrid between Eliot's unreal and Harman's sensual caricatures presents a model that 
is powerful, robust, and provides a means for the unreal to have its gory locks shorn—to appear in 
the guise of a force for creation, rather than a baleful harbinger of unredeemed destruction. 
However, it presents a contrast to the picture of the unreal derived from our application of Eliot to 
Quine, for while Quine's repressed unreal reappeared within the unfolding of Quine's drama, there 
is no indication within Harman or Eliot that the unrealized object can ever return from its 
foreclosure as an atavistic avatar. We have, yet again, come upon a bifurcation within the unreal, 
this time most closely resembling an opposition between Bancroft's reference to the unreal as a 
force for scientific progress, and Melville's presentation of the unreal as a force that must 
inevitably return. Yet we appear to be on the verge of the awaited synthesis, if only the unreal-
inflected realisms of Quine and Harman could be combined in an ontology that would synthesize 
the unreal as creative, as repressed, and as returning. Fortunately we have one last theorist of 
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realism to consider—and it is here, in the power Fredric Jameson grants to literature to remember 
the past, to reveal the hidden, and to revolutionize the ontological status quo, that the synthesis 
we are seeking might yet be found. 
 
III. The Unreality of Jameson's Ontological Revolution 
 
 Fredric Jameson's The Antinomies of Realism (2013) is not concerned with reality as 
Harman, Quine, or the early Eliot would have understood it—rather, Jameson's work charts a 
dialectical history of realism as a literary genre divided between two forces. But what are the 
consequences of such a shift for our budding conception of Eliot's unreal, as translated into 
contemporary modalities of realism? Moving from "reality" to realism enables Jameson to 
analyze the formulation of reality within literary works as an intertwined, inimical weave of two 
forces, which he labels the récit of the narrative, and the affect which opposes it. Jameson wishes 
for his affect to represent freedom from the deterministic impulses of the récit; such a 
characterization of affect enables Eliot's unreal to be analyzed from a new vantage, as the former 
is presented as always working towards its autonomy, an agency which Eliot's unreal does not 
explicitly possess. However, Eliot's unreal can also contribute something that is presently lacking 
in Jameson's analysis. Jameson's later chapters seek to find a place for revolutionary, ontological 
transformation within the realist genre—yet there is no explicit link between these transcendental 
narratives and the affect that has always been opposed to the ontological status quo of pre-
determined narratives. Eliot's unreal, both foreclosed and transcendent, can bridge this gap by 
appearing as both affect and as the agent of ontological transformation—and, in the process, we 
may synthesize the two etymological trajectories of Shakespeare and Milton.  
 Eliot's Knowledge and Experience required that the real and the unreal should "develop 
side by side," and then provided a model where their parallel development, though reciprocal, 
was anything but amicable (KE, 136). This is likewise the model of agonistic, dialectical struggle 
Jameson employs to schematize the developments of literary realism: for him, the poles of the 
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antinomy are storytelling, styled "récit"; and affect, which should not be confused with emotion, 
as affect escapes all categorizations and symbolizations. Storytelling is, of course, at the heart of 
narrative—but in the guise of the "récit," Jameson's conception of the story resembles nothing so 
much as the Shakespearian definition of the unreal as a move of foreclosure. The term récit is 
itself borrowed from André Gide's use of the word to denominate "the tale of a unique personal 
existence or destiny" (AR, 17), and it is destiny that is the operative word, for the récit implies 
inevitability, determinism, and fundamentally a foreclosure of alternatives: 
The time of the récit is then a time of the preterite, of events completed, over and 
done with, events that have entered history once and for all….It omits, in other 
words, the present of time and turns the future into a "dead future." (AR, 18) 
 
Time, in this view, is an unbroken sequence of deterministic steps, each defined and 
declared in advance. There are no surprises, and no possibility for an alternative future, or even of 
a mutable interpretation of the past: the time of the récit is defined by its "irrevocability" (AR, 
19). The récit is predestination, taken to its fullest extreme: that which will happen has already 
happened, and the present is completely predetermined. Quine and Harman would both accept 
this formulation, for they consider the reality of the signifier or of the object to be ready-made, 
already imbued with every attribute it will ever have from the moment of its inception. The 
reality of "Gavagai" or of Harman's aloof objects is arrayed along a solid, undeviating timeline, 
frozen and fixed beyond change. Would the philosopher-Eliot agree? Possibility the Eliot who 
penned "Degrees of Reality," in which the object is conceived as absolute value, fully knowable 
in time, would concur. But as Jameson begins to develop his antinomy, and to put forward a 
temporality in opposition to the closed, "dead future" of the récit, something more akin to the 
unreal of Knowledge and Experience begins to take shape.  
Récit, we are told, "must form part of an opposition, must be defined against something 
else" (AR, 16). It is defined against an alternative temporality, one Jameson isolates in the 
writings of Jean-Paul Sartre as "the open present of freedom, the present of an open, undecided 
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future, where the die has not yet been cast" (AR, 18). How would such freedom fare vis-à-vis 
Eliot's unreal? It is true that unreal abstraction creates an intention for the object to be realized—
but there is no content to this intention as such. The bare that is, as Harman charged, a “bare 
particular” (QO, 27), an openness without determination, save its self-identity. Before the specific 
relations and concrete attributes of whatnesses have accrued, Eliot's object simpliciter appears 
remarkably amenable to Sartre's "undecided future." Jameson's stark characterization of the time 
of the récit as the temporality of the "preterite" thus casts the development of Eliot's object in 
terms of a gradual shedding of freedom. With every relation of whatness that Eliot's object 
develops, we have seen, alternative possibilities are foreclosed, and they come to join the unreal 
record of the object. The unreal underside of the object may thus be cast as a narrative of the 
demolition of freedom.  
Here we should clarify a slight divergence between Eliot's conception of unrealized 
possibility and the récit's "linear" temporality (AR, 27): in Eliot, the possibility is present until it is 
negated as the road not taken; in Jameson's récit, the situation is closer to the road that never was 
and could not be. Récit forecloses, in advance, even the possibility of deviating from its temporal 
trajectory—Jameson employs "preterite" in the most theological of senses. Récit is a closed loop 
of temporality, and as such it is different from the temporal looping in Knowledge and 
Experience. Eliot's unreal abstraction employs a loop in time, but this merely assures that the 
inexistent object may "borrow" existential credit (existence in the present) from its anticipated 
reality in the future. Here there are no strings attached, no strictures as to how the object is to be 
realized, or what form it must take—merely that it should be realized in some form, and that it 
should develop its own rules for reality and unreality during its realization. Jameson's closed 
temporality does impose conditions: from the moment the narrative begins, the precise nature of 
its ending has already been assured and assigned.  
Eliot's unreal, which is present at the genesis of the object and ensures the original 
freedom of the bare that of the object, appears strangely passive in comparison with Jameson's 
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affect, which, although it cannot claim to be present at the inception of the récit, nonetheless 
actively strives against the determinism of the récit, never ceasing to agitate for the open 
temporality of the "undecided future." Is there any way to merge the strengths of these two 
formidable forces—to mix the imminence of the unreal with the tenacity of affect? Perhaps we 
can, if we re-consider the process of unreal abstraction with reference to the conclusions drawn 
from our reading of Harman. As presented in Knowledge and Experience, unreal abstraction 
works by taking an extant whatness and transforming it into an autonomous thatness. Eliot does 
not provide many details about this process, but it seems to occur relatively smoothly: a whatness 
simply becomes a separate that. Harman's bellum omnium contra omnes between objects, 
however, hints at a far more antagonistic struggle. Objects do not want to lose their reality, which 
they are required to do in our unreal reading of Harman's cotton and ash; unreal abstraction does 
not, then, take place against an indifferent backdrop, but is rather a struggle to create the new 
against the opposition of the old. If unreal abstraction is understood in this capacity, then it would 
seem at least feasible to grant the unreal a measure of the activity of Jameson's affect. But might 
not this translation work both ways? The unreal is at the heart of the object's realization, for it is 
in truth the very genesis of the object's intention to be real. Might this mean that Jameson's affect 
is, in some sense, tied to the inception of the récit—is there any sense in which the récit takes its 
rise in an affective version of unreal abstraction—in an affective abstraction? It remains our task 
to give shape to such a contention, through the terminological terrain Jameson provides.  
Jameson has already hinted that the relationship between affect and récit is more 
complicated than it may first appear. On the one hand, Jameson is at pains to separate affect from 
"emotion," as the latter consists in named categories ("happy," "sad," "anxious"), a nosology 
which expresses the "insatiable" desire of récit for the "colonization of the as yet unexplored and 
inexpressed" (AR, 31). This appears to hint that récit, whatever its additional functions may be, is 
axiomatically compelled towards the "colonization" of the affect that is beyond its grasp; the 
temporal sequencing of this construction would seem to imply that affect comes first, and récit 
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moves to contain and confine and define that which is already present. Jameson soon confirms 
this temporality, declaring "poets and novelists" must face "new representational tasks" "in the 
effort somehow to seize [affect's] fleeting essence and to force its recognition" (AR, 31). A 
paradox, then: affect remains radically out of reach (or withdrawn, in the speculative realist 
sense), but its very withdrawal stimulates new representational innovations on the part of the 
récit.  
Perhaps we might better understand this paradox by applying it to a situation that we 
have already explored in detail—Quine's drama of the rabbit and "Gavagai." The rabbit, as non-
verbal stimulation, is unnamable, yet its unnameability prompts the expansion of "Gavagai" into 
all manner of affirmative and negative stimulus meanings. Would the rabbit, as physiologically 
perceived, qualify as Jameson's affect? It would seem so, given Jameson's most lucid definition of 
the indefinable affect as "the more global waves of generalized sensations" which the "isolated 
body begins to know" (AR, 28). Allying affect with the body is essential to Jameson's 
mobilization of affect against the récit, for he finds language, symbols, and words to be 
"incompatible with the body and its affects" (AR, 37). We could then consider the rabbit, which 
we have defined through Quine as the latent and unbridgeable divide between incompatible 
language-worlds, as an affective effect of the body, unnamable, and wholly localizable to a 
sensory stimulation that cannot be symbolized. However, while Jameson's affect may start with 
the body, it does not end there. In an intriguing twist affect comes to resemble Eliot's developing 
objects, inasmuch as it must struggle to realize its own reality, and to liberate itself from its 
percipient cause, the physiological resonances which have caused it:  
For affect to achieve a genuine autonomization, either in its experience or in its 
representation, however, it must somehow achieve independence from the 
conventional body itself. (AR, 38)  
 
We are well within our rights to ask whether such "autonomization" of affect away from 
the body, its inclination to become "somehow self-sufficient, feeding on itself, and perpetuating 
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its own existence" (AR, 35), is merely another form of Quine's dissemination of the singularity of 
the rabbit-stimulation within the linguistic erasure of "Gavagai." It is a fair question, but it 
ignores the passage of the rabbit into its full un-realization as shocked silence. In Quine's drama, 
what began as a repressed rabbit ended in shocked silence—a shocked silence that revealed the 
essential incompatibility of linguistic worlds between speakers, revealed that there were two 
different rabbit-stimulations, with no hope of a linguistic synthesis. The question, then, is whether 
there is anything like shocked silence in Jameson, and whether it can be seen as the 
destabilization of récit by an affect which, present at its origin and subsequently repressed, returns 
in the guise of an undeniable multiplicity or incompatibility. 
In seeking to align affect's effects with shocked silence, we must be wary of Jameson's 
desire to keep affect free of any telic inflections: affect is not to be constricted by prescribed 
behaviors, lest it succumb to the colonization of the récit. Jameson does speak, however, of the 
propensity of affect "to activate the body" (AR, 32). Activation could be misunderstood as 
"instrumentalize," much as an enzyme activates or unlocks a certain organic reaction for the sake 
of some anatomical function, so we must tread carefully. We should understand this activation in 
terms of Jameson's protracted discussion of how affects may be quantified without being 
"colonized" into a systemization of metrics:  
This is then the point at which we must evoke another feature (explored in recent 
times by Deleuze and Lyotard), namely intensity: that is, the capacity of affect to 
be registered according to a range of volume, from minute to deafening, without 
losing its quality and its determination. Indeed, Lyotard’s usage makes it clear 
that we could just as well substitute the term “intensity” for that of “affect” itself, 
provided we use it in the plural…Affects are singularities and intensities, 
existences rather than essences, which usefully unsettle the more established 
psychological and physiological categories. (AR, 36) 
 
Jameson's insistence on the plural identifies his fidelity to the persistence of the multiple—though 
it leads him to precisely the same atomic conclusions as Harman. Affects are multiple, but each 
affect in itself is singular. Yet the intensities of the singular affect are multiple, and this is not the 
multiplicity of the degrees of gradation or continuum ("more" or "less") that we found in Eliot. 
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Intensities refers to the multiplicity of an affect as it is registered upon a perceptual apparatus 
(i.e., the body) in a modality of chromaticism, a musical term by which Jameson denotes "a 
waxing and waning of the scale, a slippage up and down the tones which dismisses all respect for 
their individual implications" (AR, 39). We conceive of the body of the subject as a recording 
apparatus, and we then add a singular affect; the affect, by its very nature, cannot be confined to a 
single value (or point of data, or intensity), instead "waxing and waning" "across the very scale 
and gamut of each nuance" (AR, 39). Affect is singular; registration of affect is multiple—and, if 
we consider affect as an "activation" of various stimulation-modalities of the body, we find 
affect's activations of the body serve to render the singular body into a multiplicity of 
stimulations.   
 It is in chromaticism that Jameson's corollary to Quine's shocked silence may be found. 
This seems absurd—to compare absolute silence to utter cacophony—but both states represent a 
moment of unavoidable incompatibility, and they signal a breakdown within traditional systems 
of classification and containment. Both shocked silence and chromaticism are, as it were, 
encounters with the round square, moments when a system of reality—which is, as Eliot has 
defined, fundamentally only the intention to be one world—is shattered into an undeniable 
multiplicity of worlds. If the activation of affect is understood as moving towards the realization 
of this chromaticism, we can now understand affect as destroying the foreclosures of the récit by 
undermining the very principle upon which the récit is founded—that only one path of possibility 
may be followed, and that once it is followed all other trajectories have been disallowed. 
Reversing and contradicting this move towards singularity, the chromaticism of the intensities of 
affect forces the body realize several different possibilities simultaneously, inundating the bodily 
scale with a multitude of possibilities all firing momentarily across the entire spectrum of 
available values.  
At this point, it is necessary to admit an apparent difference between chromaticism and 
shocked silence. Jameson describes the chromaticism of the composer Wagner as constructing "a 
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virtually imperceptible passage of perception from one level to the next," in which a "new kind of 
phenomenological continuum is asserted" in the passage from "absolute heterogeneity" into 
"some new kind of homogeneity" (AR, 41). The reference to homogeneity might appear to 
contradict the characterization of chromaticism as making the singular multiple, until we realize 
that a single affect has invited—and united—a multiplicity of possibilities into its waxing and 
waning arc of intensities. Jameson seems to believe, however, that such a shift merely occurs 
within perception: the passage is phenomenological, rather than ontological. We see and hear, 
perhaps, differently than before—but it is still the same world with which we are confronted. 
Shocked silence shatters the reality of this world. Yet is it possible that, with the aid of the 
conception of the unreal, we might conceive of such a "passage" not from one perceptual level to 
the next, but from one ontological horizon to another?  
 With its third chapter on "Zola, or, the Codification of Affect," The Antimonies of 
Realism moves from abstract theory to close readings of literature, and consequently, it is here 
that the promise of a connection between perceptual transformation and ontological realization is 
the most palpable. It is possible to trace, in the examples from canonical French realism the 
chapter cites, the process by which a perceptual chromaticism can precipitate ontological change, 
provided we use the example of Quine's shocked silence as our guide.  
In Jameson's reading of Zola's La Terre, the chromaticism of the perceptual emerges as 
the protagonist Jean passes through a bucolic scene of trees and furrows. It is here, in a strange 
doubling of perception, that affect is said to emerge: 
Affect is perhaps here present as a kind of invisible figuration, which doubles the 
literal invisibly; a convex that shows through, as though reality itself blushed 
imperceptibly, and some strange new optical illusion separated the trees from one 
another stereoscopically, allowing their three dimensions to be visible three-
dimensionally. (AR, 47) 
 
We can easily read such a passage according to Jameson's claim that it is only the perceptual that 
changes—here the object is made to multiply, to split from a single into a doubled visage. Yet 
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might another interpretation, derived from the example of Quine, also be possible, in which it is 
not the object but rather the perceiving subject that is doubled? In Quine, one rabbit becomes two, 
as it was first observed as non-verbal stimulation by two subjects; the two subjects sought to 
become one in their signification of the rabbit-stimulation, but the final revenge of the rabbit 
resulted in a splitting of the one language into an undeniable plurality of subjects. May we not 
have something similar in La Terre, if we take Jameson's terminology of "stereoscopically" 
literally, as though two scopes, two perceptual apparatuses suddenly came into being side by 
side—although this time, it is a single subject that, in seeing double, somehow becomes two. 
 What might be the consequences of the stereoscopic duplication of the perceiving 
subject? In Quine, we were left with the shocked silence of an unbridgeable gap—in Jameson, it 
stands to reason, we should encounter an undeniable chromaticism, which is precisely what is 
found in Jameson's subsequent analysis of the chaotic market scenes in Zola's Le Ventre de Paris. 
The protagonist Florent, newly appointed inspector, finds himself confronted with "a chaotic 
multiplicity" of objects and wares as the Parisian street-market begins, and the narrative struggles 
to establish some semblance of order over the voluminous masses that confront the new inspector 
(AR, 52). We begin, in other words, with an incompatible manifold of multiplicity, which is 
immediately colonized by a singular movement of systematization, a récit which at first appears 
to be successful as the "enormous lists and catalogues would seem to be subsumed under generic 
categories and everyday common-sense universals" (AR, 54). Narrative, begun as the intention of 
one world, or one catalogue to which all perceived items must belong, appears to have won—and 
yet, Jameson finds, there is a "second movement which undermines" the nominalization and 
categorization, an undercurrent of multiplication that reasserts "an ecstatic dizziness" through an 
explosion of inassimilable sensation: 
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Finally the realm of the visual begins to separate from that of the verbal and 
conceptual and to float away in a new kind of autonomy. Precisely this autonomy 
will create the space for affect: just as the gradual enfeeblement of named 
emotions and the words for them opened up a new space in which the 
unrepresentable and unnameable affects can colonize and make their own. (AR, 
55) 
 
If it is only the perceived object that is doubled, it is difficult to see how a secondary, 
affective "movement" could come to parallel the primary movement of the perceptual 
colonizations by the récit, for the two movements would then have to occur within different 
domains. If, however, it is the subject's sensation-as-perception that exhibits such a secondary 
tendency, we can align such "colonization" of the affect to the "activation" of the body Jameson 
put forward in his second chapter; it is a curious move—for Jameson, having already identified 
affect as the fundamental agency of the doubling of perception, here positions affect as emerging 
out of the "space" such a doubling provides. We can understand such a move with Eliot's unreal 
for, if the call to catalogue the Parisian markets arises out of an encounter with an untamed 
multiplicity, Eliot's model of unreal development would predict that the multiplicity would 
subsist as a repressed underside to the récit—in other words, the demands upon the perceptual 
apparatus of the subject would cause the creation of two tracks: one authorized by the récit, and 
the other the raw affective (or non-verbal stimulatory) multiplicity out of which the récit is 
fashioned. The second track is not merely a doubling of perception, but something like an ulterior 
subjectivity, a subjectivity of chromaticism whose aim is to "colonize" and destabilize the track 
of the récit.  
Jameson's literary examples have shown how a doubling of perception can indicate 
something of a split in the perceiving subject, a split which can be identified as a reification of the 
antinomic forces of récit and affect—however, the very multiplicity revealed in the split itself 
lends itself to the support of affect. Yet we have still to establish whether there lies any potential 
for ontological transformation within the chromaticism of affect. To this end Jameson provides 
one last example, where he introduces his term of "derealization" to account for a particular 
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modality of affect. In reading Doctor Pascal, Jameson becomes fascinated with the figuration of 
light, which he finds "allegorical" of the affect it records (AR, 68). Such a light, in Zola's text, is 
doubled in a juxtaposition between daylight and the night-light of dwindling candles: 
Day was breaking, a dawn of a delicious purety [sic] at the heart of the great 
clear sky washed clean by the storm. Not a cloud stained its pale rosy azure. A 
gay awakening of the dampened countryside everywhere came through the 
window, while the candles, melting and dwindling away, grew pale in the ever 
stronger light (qtd. in AR, 68-69). 
 
Jameson then analyzes this passage, claiming that each form of light "derealiz[es] the other, dawn 
turning the candle flame yellow and garish, the flame itself making of dawn light something 
watery and unhealthy." Such a derealization is, Jameson continues, one of the "deepest secrets" of 
affect:  
Its inner mirroring and division, an internal pli, prepares it as a vehicle for the 
investment of affect insofar as it mimics scale and differentiation, save that, as in 
this case and unlike music, it is a lateral dissociation, an opposition of the thing 
to itself which produces it as a thing at the same time that it effaces itself. (AR, 
69) 
 
Jameson contrasts such an internal opposition to the "slippage of chromaticism," but the equation 
of chromaticism with the multiplication of the recording medium—the enforced stereoscopy of 
the perceiver—enables a reading of the production of the thing that "at the same time that it 
effaces itself" as precisely the multiplicity that is the ambivalence of two or more outcomes that 
appear simultaneously possible. Both forms of light, derealized as soon as they appear, point to 
the inherent multiplicity within light itself, a multiplicity that can only exist, as with Eliot's round 
square, in the moment each mutually-incompatible possibility appears to be vanquished by the 
other, in an endless circularity. However, whereas such incompatibility represented a denotation 
of "nothing" in Eliot—or the bare origin of unreal objects simpliciter at most—such an 
incompatible doubling achieves a new valence with Jameson's chromaticism. The perception of 
the perceiver has split into a récit track and an affective track of chromaticism: both perceive the 
same object, but the second affective track sees, as it were, all around the object, a multi-
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dimensional object, viewed from all its multiple perspectives at once. The récit track, accustomed 
to knowing but one possibility at a time, and habitually foreclosing all other alternatives by such a 
focalization, is forced "to move back and forth between alternative mirror-images, neither of 
which is satisfactory in itself—candle or sun, sun or fire?—in such a way that the effect 
transcends either" (AR, 69).  
 Eliot's unreal object represented a world of possibility transcended and foreclosed for the 
sake of the real object's self-identification and assertion of self-transcendence. Here, it is as 
though the unreal ghost of the roads not taken returns, somehow, as a simultaneous explosion of 
possibility in a flurry of chromaticism. Jameson has employed the incompatibility present in 
Eliot's unreal-as-origin, in other words, and made it into the permanent feature by which affect 
both escapes and opposes the constrictions of the récit. 
 Yet, for all this, Jameson's derealization still appears fleeting and chimerical. What 
changes after the derealizations of light? The subject might be momentarily shocked witless by 
the multiplicity, but if this rapid alternation is all that occurs, it is difficult to conceive of any 
permanent revolutionary potential within the powers of affect. Affect ultimately appears to be but 
a temporary force for destruction of the monism of the récit—nothing more permanent.  
 If Jameson's affect is allied with Eliot's unreal, the unreal would have the power to 
occasionally return, not as a singularity, but as the imposition of multiplicity, as though all the 
"roads not taken" within its unreal record were simultaneously made present, in a blind flash of 
the incompatible, to the récit of the object, to the object that had labeled all these possibilities as 
invalid and unreal. This would be to satisfy the potential of the unreal to return from its status of 
repressed—but in what way could this be said to be anything like a Miltonic transcendence? In 
order for the full synthesis between Quine and Harman, and Shakespeare and Milton, to be 
achieved, the unreal's apparition in the kaleidoscopic multiplicity of chromaticism would have to 
be transformed into a more lasting result. What form might such a result take? Clearly, the 
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simultaneity of chromaticism must be seen as a means to an end—but how can this be possible 
without undercutting the anti-telic aspects of affect?  
The answer is to come in Jameson's chapter on the revolutionary potential of realism, 
"The Experiments of Time: Providence and Realism," although the beginning of the chapter, a 
dismal history of the "happy ending" within the realist literature of the mid-Nineteenth century, 
initially suggests otherwise (AR, 195). The history is pessimistic because Jameson seeks not the 
comedic endings of love and marriage, but rather something more akin to the "the open present of 
freedom, the present of an open, undecided future" (AR, 18) with which he began his program of 
opposition to the récit. Jameson wishes to transform his opposition between the récit and affect 
into a divide between literary ontologies of the status quo and something vaguely styled "the 
future," "what does not yet and may never exist" (AR, 213). For the ontology of realism is firmly 
fixed within the present—not the open, eternal present of affective possibility, but rather the 
"imminence" of a self-contained ontology that cannot conceive of a radical future where its own 
conventions and strictures might cease to apply:  
Is it conceivable, within the world of immanence, for this or that existent, this or 
that already existing element, to breathe “the air of other planets,” to give off 
even the slightest hint of a radically different future? That the realistic novel 
absolutely resists and repudiates this possibility can be judged from its 
conventional treatment of political characters, of figures whose passion is 
political, who live for the possibilities of change and entertain only the flimsiest 
relationship with the solid ontology of what exists right now. (AR, 213) 
 
 It is quite easy to see how the récit would oppose such a "radically different future," as it 
forecloses all open temporalities—but the place of affect is less clear. Jameson's only invocation 
of affect in this chapter appears in his characterization of the ending of Bleak House as "universal 
glee," the spontaneous outpouring of laughter as "the sign of this event, in which a whole old 
world is swallowed up and a new one born," in the moment the court case of Jardyce v. Jardyce 
implodes for wants to funds (AR, 221). Yet here affect as laughter or glee is called a sign of the 
transition—not its agent, and not its medium. Surely such a construction goes against the role of 
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affect as asemiotic, and surely this places affect as an effect, and not a cause. What then does 
Jameson put forward as the agent of such ontological transforms, such new futures of radical 
different quiddities? Here matters become more vague, but we are told that whatever this 
transformative cause is to be, it must be found within the immanent, self-contained ontology of 
realism itself, an "immanent transcendence, in which a transformation of being would be 
somehow implicit in being itself, like a strange kind of wave running through matter" (AR, 216). 
Somehow, at the heart of the récit, in the midst of the present ontological horizon, there must be a 
capacity for both radical alterity and self-transcendence to be realized in a revolutionary future. 
 This is the moment where Eliot's unreal comes into its own. The unreal, we have found, 
"develops side by side" with the real, but it is not the real: it is a repressed or rejected underside to 
the real, indispensible and yet (from the point of view of the real) abject. It is by definition the 
presence of a radical alterity within the midst of reality (or the ontological conventions of reality) 
itself, and it is also the possibility of the transformation of that reality, through the generative 
possibilities of unreal abstraction. But if Harman has opened the possibility of the unreal 
transferring itself from object to object, has not Jameson also indicated that the unreal might be 
said to act as a transformation, not of one object into another, but of one ontological horizon into 
another? Of course, for Eliot, the thatness of the object is precisely this ontological horizon—
accordingly, there seems to be little in Eliot that would foreclose the possibility that the unreal, 
were it ever to return, could transform the nature of the reality in which the developing object is 
located. 
 Is there then a place for the unreal within Jameson, as just such a force of transformation 
and change? Might the unreal not form a bridge between the powers of affect—which are 
formidable, but unfocused and temporary—and the "immanent transcendence" that is capable of 
ontological transformation? Jameson does provide a specific place for the unreal in his chapter on 
providential realism, and it is exactly at the point of ontological overlap between multiplicity, 
denomination, and zero. Gustave Flaubert's L’Éducation Sentimentale faces a problem: how to 
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"represent the unrepresentable," "how to lend ontological weight to the representation of figures 
and elements defined virtually in advance as lacking being" (AR, 211). Such figures are denizens 
of the Jacobin clubs of 1848, populated with "obsessives and maniacs necessarily plural in their 
nature." Flaubert's answer is something like a pure multiplicity of empty conversation, leading 
such chaotic scenes to "be taken as empty forms, structures of empty heterogeneity," denoted, but 
denoting nothing but incompatibility and inconsequence: 
The empty form of the obsessive exchange and multiplication of maniacs and 
their words (rather than thoughts) thus allows a representation to be set in the 
place of the ontologically thin and unreal. (AR, 211) 
 
Flaubert's obsessives and maniacs appear almost as a reification of the chromaticism of affect, 
present in their plurality, yet failing to conform to the standards required for ontological reality—
that is, they appear as an anomaly within the ontological horizon allowed within the conventions 
of the récit. They are in the same class, we might say, as Eliot's round square, or Quine's shocked 
silence, denoting nothing, but denominating the specific nothing of multiplicity. Using Eliot's 
characterization of the round square, we can align such figures of ''ontological thinness'' with a 
meeting place of realities, in which multiplicity takes the form of an impossibility of conjunction 
that, at the same time, cannot be denied.  
Eliot, we saw, maintained such moments of encountered incompatibility as the necessary 
origin of the object simpliciter, and possibly as windows into the manifold nature of the Absolute, 
but he did not accord them a larger role. Jameson gives them a richer valence. Eliot's objects—
with occasional special exceptions—are only briefly acquainted with the swirling multiplicity of 
the Absolute, for they are immediately made into the intention to be one world through the 
process of unreal abstraction. Jameson's affect, which we have allied with the unreal, is by 
contrast a perpetual presence: Jameson forces us to ask how Eliot's unreal conjunctions would 
look were they to erupt into the midst of the reality of the récit. Flaubert's multiplicity, set in the 
place of the ontologically thin and the unreal, is the unreal as a verb, rather than a noun: it is the 
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experience of the multiplicity of a chromaticism that, transferred from empty point of origin to 
the midst of the récit, enacts a shifting Jameson identifies "from the diachronic to the 
synchronic," the moment when the singularity of one "favored narrative" gives way to the 
multiplicity of many destinies within the same récit (AR, 222). Jameson's claim, which seeks to 
undermine the singularity of the récit, may be taken yet further. In the explosion of multiplicity, 
which is the chromaticism of the unreal as the momentary eruption of possibility after possibility, 
there is a chance for a shift in polarity, for a past foreclosure of possibility to be undone, for the 
conventions of reality, or the destiny of récit, to switch to another road.  
That this switch to another road represents the true nature of Jameson's conception of 
ontological transformation is revealed in his reading of the realization of the unrealizable in 
George Eliot's Middlemarch: 
Fred Vincy will administer the estate after all (even if he does not technically 
inherit it), and this loop in time, in which the lost chance comes again against all 
odds, and the old hope is fulfilled after its definitive disappointment, is the 
concrete narrative embodiment of that religious iconography of resurrection. (AR, 
229-230) 
 
Fred's hope, foreclosed, disappointed, and unrealized, becomes, through some strange "loop in 
time, in which the lost chance comes again against all odds," retroactively fulfilled—a form of 
"resurrection," to borrow Jameson's word. But what is the nature of this loop in time? Jameson 
gives only a vague allegory of temporal relativity in which time is conceived as "many train 
tracks, parallel and infinite," a confluence of possible worlds, realizing and derealizing each 
other—until "every so often they overtake, not the other's but their own past; they speed ahead of 
themselves and run through the line a second time" (AR, 229). But what is this "line" through 
which they run a second time? We can give it a name, through a synthesis of Quine and Harman: 
recrossing the line is the moment of the unreal's return and realization in which one temporal 
avenue is foreclosed, and another is chosen, an operation Eliot might well term objective 
transcendence.  
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Eliot made such a process of unrealization and transcendence a one-way street; Quine 
invited the possibility that the repressed unreal record of incompatible worlds might return in a 
moment of shocked silence; Harman let us understand the unreal as a force transforming the 
death of one object into the life of another. Yet Jameson's loop—a concept that is echoed within 
the "loop in time" of Eliot's The Family Reunion—is something else altogether. Eliot's loop in 
time provided the means for unreal abstraction to instantiate the inexistent object by drawing on 
its future realization—but this unreal abstraction's capacity to curve or to bend time quickly 
dissipated, and the unreal meekly assumed its station as the record of all roads not taken. But 
Jameson's reading of Middlemarch suggests this loop in time may recur in moments of 
realization, when the road not taken becomes the path to the future.  
We can begin to understand the unreal in a slightly different light: it is the creation of the 
object, and it is the record of the object's selections and foreclosures—but it is also the 
anticipation of its own return. The moment a developmental pathway is consigned to unreal, 
another sort of unreal abstraction takes place—an anticipation, or perhaps only a possibility, that 
the unrealized will return. In order for it to return, the object's ontological horizons—the criteria 
by which the object has decided what will and will not be a part of its reality—must be shifted: 
for the unrealized to return, the reality of the object itself must be transformed. The unrealized 
object works to transform the reality that has abandoned it—this is the meeting-point for Eliot's 
unreal and Jameson's affect. The purpose of the unreal is to create a loop in time that is 
punctuated by the reemergence of itself as both object and world.  
We can now present the verb form of Eliot's unreal in its entirety. Harman's ontology 
identified the real object as darkly veiled and infinitely recessed, yet organizing the activities of 
its sensual caricatures; this organization, seen through the prism of Jameson's affective struggle 
for autonomy and Quine's revelation of the return of the repressed, is the unfolding of the unreal, 
working to realize itself within the reality that has denied and foreclosed it. Ultimately the real 
object will be transcended when its own ontological strictures—its act of foreclosing its unreal as 
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impossible—collapse, and the unreal becomes real. And then, in the moment the impossible 
appears as possible, it shall be the impositions of ontological closure or impossibility that will be 
rejected. The formerly real object will become, in its belied prognostications of impossibility, 
only the past, unreal avatar of the newly real object's realized possibility. It is in this way that we 
can make sense of Eliot's self-transcending Absolute. As one finite center is derealized, it 
becomes the past avatar of another, new finite center; the relationship between the two centers is 
that the latter unrealizes its own impossibility, the impossibility that was expressed and 
maintained by the former.  
We have our synthesis of Harman and Quine, Milton and Shakespeare. The unreal is the 
return of a repressed incompatibility or multiplicity, in the reassertion of a previously negated 
path of possibility; the unreal is the creation of unreal abstraction, in the elevation of this 
foreclosed road, which has no value within the present ontological status quo, into a reality-world 
all its own; the unreal is the transformation from one object into another, as the new ontological 
possibility replaces the older ontological foreclosure; and the unreal is the Absolute, for it is the 
agency by which incompatibilities, in their reversal and in their exchange, come to make the 
impossible real. 
These excursions through contemporary adoptions of realism have done much to lift 
Eliot's unreal beyond the abstract, purely descriptive context in which it was promulgated in 
Knowledge and Experience; they have shown how the unreal acts, in addition to what it merely 
is. And they have demonstrated how the literary—in Quine's drama, and in Jameson's close 
readings, and even in Harman's explorations of the object in its fictionality—have indicated that 
the unreal, in order to be understood, must be performed: it must be observed to be acting upon 
both objects and their reality, and it is within the literary that the shifting of ontological horizons 
can be most productively charted. With these conclusions in hand, it is time to return to Eliot: an 
older Eliot, who had turned from philosophy to poetic drama, but was still concerned with the 
problem of the unreal. For although we have glimpsed into the praxis of unreal transformation, 
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we have yet to see it set within a context that is wholly literary, and to observe the unfolding of 
the unreal as the goal of a narrative. Eliot's The Family Reunion, performing the realization in 
time, in the subject, and in the dramaturgical experiments of form, will give the unreal just such a 
starring role.   
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Chapter III: 
The Eumenides at Home: A Reading of Time, Alternate Selves, and Unreality in T.S. Eliot's  
The Family Reunion 
 
 Despite the formative role T. S. Eliot played in the development of the literary 
modernism of the inter-war years, and in contrast to his earlier dramaturgical experiments with 
poetic and liturgical dramatic forms in Sweeney Agonistes (published 1932) and Murder in the 
Cathedral (performed 1935), the setting, dialog, and initial dramaturgical staging of The Family 
Reunion appeared very conventional, reminiscent of the traditional drawing-room naturalism of 
Henrik Ibsen. What could be a more natural setting than an English country home, and what more 
conventional than a drama unfolding over a single evening—with a cast comprised of a Lord, a 
Lady Dowager, and an assortment of cousins, uncles, and aunts? And yet The Family Reunion is 
well known for its contravention of the naturalistic model by its introduction of three uninvited 
guests, supernatural visitors styled the Eumenides after the specters that haunted Aeschylus's 
Orestes.  
Raymond Williams finds the "fully furnished country house" setting absolutely 
"incompatible" with Eliot's supernatural elements, and much of the criticism of the drama has 
accepted and deepened his charge (qtd. in Evans, 145). How then should we classify The Family 
Reunion—as a naturalistic drama undone by intrusive and asynchronous supernatural visitants, or 
as a creative experiment working to undermine the conventions of naturalistic drama from 
within? Perhaps there is another option—perhaps The Family Reunion should be read as a 
spiritual successor to Eliot's dissertation, a literary examination of the problem of the unreal, a 
problem Eliot's dissertation could describe but not solve. We find that "the unreal" is mentioned 
by name more often in The Family Reunion than in any of Eliot's other post-philosophical works. 
Perhaps we should then regard The Family Reunion as an attempt to bring the conceptions, 
paradoxes, and innovations of Knowledge and Experience to the literary stage: an audition, 
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perhaps, of a realism of the unreal. Eliot's dissertation could describe the unreal, and even elevate 
it to the heights of an Absolute—but it could not realize the unreal: it could not display or 
perform the crucial moments when an object forms in unreal abstraction, nor had it the power to 
examine the unreal in its praxis, as a verb, operating on other objects. Worse, the philosopher 
Eliot could not give voice or provide a guise for the appearance of his unreal Absolute in 
anything but the most obscure and abstract philosophical paradoxes. Eliot required a venue to 
stage his unreal Absolute.  
 The title for this chapter is lifted from James Agate's parodic review of the inaugural 
performance of T. S. Eliot's The Family Reunion in 1939, which appeared in the Sunday Times 
under the banner of "The Eumenides at Home: Audience at Sea." The review was intended to 
mock the poetical form and the obscure content of The Family Reunion, but it also delineates the 
three primary areas where Agate and generations of later critics reproached Eliot's play with 
failure. It is my aim here to consider each of these three supposed deficiencies in turn, to identify 
a place for the unreal within the Eliot scholarship that has flourished in the wake of Agate's 
challenges, and to demonstrate how Agate's criticism actually highlights Eliot's performative 
explorations of his earlier philosophical unreal Absolute.  
The first charge against The Family Reunion is its mishandling of time: Agate found The 
Family Reunion's juxtaposition of pagan specters and drawing-room naturalism as baffling as 
having "To read a B.C. cross-word by an A.D. light" (qtd. in Browne, 150). In his retrospective 
Poetry and Drama, Eliot himself classified The Family Reunion as "a failure of adjustment 
between the Greek story and the modern situation" (PD, 36); in both criticisms, and in the 
"incompatibility" noted by Raymond Williams, there is an implied critique of The Family 
Reunion's non-linear modality of time. Several commentators, most notably Anne Ward, have 
attempted to rebut this charge by imbuing The Family Reunion with a cyclical model of time—
unreality, however, requires a temporal model all its own. Such an unreal temporality can be 
traced in The Family Reunion within the Choral revelations of secret curses written on the under 
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sides and the hidden surfaces of the "fully furnished country house," and the realization of the 
unreal may be glimpsed in the fulfillment of these curses within the unfolding of the drama. 
 To his bafflement over incompatible modalities of time, Agate adds a dubious belief in 
the motivations of The Family Reunion's protagonist, confessing: 
Yet try as I would I, a modern Englishman, could not see why 
Because a man's aunt ought to have been his mother 
He must push his wife overboard 
And I just could not accept the explanation 
That it was all because Harry's soul 
Had got mixed up with the Wishwood drains (qtd. in Browne, 150) 
 
"Harry" is the Lord Monchensey of the play, who returns to his childhood home of Wishwood in 
the wake of the suspicious disappearance of his wife on a trans-Atlantic ocean liner. Harry is a 
difficult character to understand, or even to like—Eliot's later Poetry and Drama dismissed his 
hero as "an insufferable prig" (PD, 38), and recent attempts to salvage the reputation of The 
Family Reunion have accordingly centered on the rehabilitation of Harry. Yet to read "Harry's 
soul" as "mixed up with the Wishwood drains" is to associate Harry with the unreal record that 
subsists on the under side of the Wishwood estate: it is to read Harry as Eliot's attempt to 
construct a subjectivity out of the unreal. Harry, as an alienated subject of modernity, would then 
be alienated precisely because he himself is an unreal abstraction, lacking reality in the world of 
Wishwood. However, we may also understand Harry's unreal subjectivity according to the 
previous chapter's discussion of the unreal within Quine, Harman, and Jameson—to be real Harry 
must become an agent of change, and his salvation at the play's end must involve a sweeping 
transformation of the ontological horizons of the world from which he is alienated. 
Harry's salvation is signaled by a change in the strangest elements of The Family 
Reunion, the silent and spooky Eumenides, invisible tormentors seen only by Harry and the 
audience; the Eumenides transform, as Harry resolves to leave Wishwood, into "bright angels" 
now eager to join and to guide Harry's exodus (111). Agate found himself at a loss to understand 
the Eumenides, whom he glibly dismissed as "Methylated spirits" waiting "round the corner"—he 
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allowed, however, that his comprehension of the drama "might be easier if I had the Eumenides 
nearer my finger tips" (qtd. in Browne, 150). Eliot himself became wearied with trying to stage 
the Eumenides in a believable manner. Having "tried every possible manner of presenting them," 
and achieving results ranging from "uninvited guests who had strayed in from a fancy-dress ball" 
to "shrubbery just outside the window," Eliot found they "never succeed in being either Greek 
goddesses or modern spooks" (PD, 37). The failure of the Eumenides was considered by Eliot to 
be "a symptom of the failure to adjust the ancient with the modern," but in light of Agate's belief 
that a clearer Eumenides would render the play comprehensible, it might be possible to reverse 
Eliot's conclusions, and to see in the Eumenides the pivot on which the successful staging of 
unreality in The Family Reunion turns. The Eumenides are linked to the theme of temporality by 
a reference to "the loop in time" when "the hidden is revealed, and the spectres show themselves" 
(18); yet their transformation also indicates that we cannot read such a loop only cyclically, as 
their role changes from tormentors to guides. This transformation is a direct result of changes 
within Harry's understanding of his subjectivity and his place within the world of Wishwood; the 
Eumenides are associated with the "the world around the corner" (21) Harry is bidden to 
inaugurate. Without an adequate presentation of the Eumenides, therefore,  neither time nor 
subjectivity can be fully transformed by unreality. In order for The Family Reunion to be a 
success the Eumenides must then take center stage, and their final transformation must be a 
representation of the realization of the unreal in a form only the theater could achieve: it must 
somehow enable Eliot's audience to be "suddenly illuminated and transfigured," as by a flash of 
blinding light, or as through an eclipse of the conventional realities they have never questioned 
(PD, 32). 
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I. The Clock and the Drains: Amy and her Chorus  
 The classic scholarly analysis of The Family Reunion's relationship with time was 
published shortly after the drama's post-war revival. Anne Ward's article on "Speculations on 
Eliot's Time-World: An Analysis of The Family Reunion in Relation to Hume and Bergson" was 
first published in American Literature in 1949. Noting Eliot's attendance at—and antagonism 
to—Henri Bergson's 1911 lectures at the Sorbonne, Ward reads The Family Reunion as invoking, 
expanding, and repudiating Bergson's duality of mechanical and vital time, and she accordingly 
envisions a multi-tiered system of competing temporalities in Eliot's drama. We shall consider her 
tiers one at a time, pausing to note subsequent critical efforts to refine her classification and, 
whenever opportune, to query where a niche for an unreal modality of time might be found.  
Ward's "first level of awareness of time, which might be called a mechanical awareness," 
directs us to the character of Amy, Dowager Lady Monchensey (A. Ward, 23). Amy is Harry's 
mother, awaiting the return of her son for her birthday party, where she hopes to convince Harry 
to remain at Wishwood permanently. Amy is unquestionably a character bounded by time, and 
her association with clocks, designs of time, and mechanical motion is well attested in both the 
play and within the play's post-Wardian critical legacy. Amy's first and last words in The Family 
Reunion express an obsession and fascination with temporality: her opening soliloquy is a lament 
for a bygone past where "clocks could be trusted, tomorrow assured/And time would not stop in 
the dark" (11). Amy's final line, delivered off-stage near the close of the play, predicts the 
imminence of her own death: "The clock has stopped in the dark!" (126)  
 If we wish to exculpate Eliot's play for its strange anachronisms, we might start by trying 
to understand whether Amy's obsession with time provides any clue as to how we should 
understand temporality within the play. D. E. Jones interprets Amy's oracular anxieties about the 
stopped clock biologically: she "dreads the passing of time, and, above all, the stopping of time 
which is death" (Jones, 105). This is fully in keeping with Ward's characterization of Amy as 
attempting "to ignore the fact of real change in the relations of Harry and the other members of 
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the household during the years of his absence" (A. Ward, 23). Jones expands and hones Ward's 
argument, claiming that Amy's plans, schemes, and designs arise out of fear, a catalyzing terror of 
death that prompts an organized "defense against time," a bulwark whose aim is "to arrest change 
and to perpetuate the Wishwood she has 'supported' and which has 'supported her' " (Jones, 105). 
The expansion of Jones is further refined within Giles Evans's book-length treatise on The Family 
Reunion, which ties Amy's fear of the stopped clock to "her fear of Wishwood being without a 
new master" (Evans, 164). Since the play ends with Harry's abandonment of Wishwood, Evans's 
contention would mean that the time that Amy fears is actually the progression of the plot of the 
play. Time would then be a gradual unfolding of inevitable events: a breaking-in of reality that 
threatens "the falsehood [Amy] has built around her" (Evans, 63).  
If reality comes with the unfolding of the play, then unreality would be, by contrast, the 
fantasy-world Amy has constructed, her unrealistic dream that her boy shall now come home for 
good. This understanding would be an utter rejection of the unreal found within Knowledge and 
Experience, and an endorsement of the conventional understanding of the unreal as that which 
has no place in our reality. However, a closer examination of the text would seem to weigh 
against the characterization of Amy as afraid of time, for it hardly accounts for Amy's frequent 
and optimistic invocations of time and the opportunities afforded by it. Amy looks forward to 
opening her birthday presents "After dinner/That is the best time," and she eagerly awaits her son 
Harry's return as the "first time/For eight years that we have all been together" (16, 17).  
We can again turn to Ward's schema, and to give its terms a slightly dialectical twist: 
Ward's first tier of time is mechanical, and it is opposed to a Bergsonian time of the organism—
but Ward understands this second modality of time in opposition to a certain linearity: "not 
progress, but something resembling a cycle of birth and degeneration in the organic time-world" 
(A. Ward, 28). Could we then understand the first, mechanical tier of time as a linear 
progression? This would be closer to the way in which D. E. Jones characterizes the terrors of the 
play's Chorus of Harry's Aunts and Uncles, "afraid because their comfortable conception of time 
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as an orderly succession is threatened" (Jones, 108). Given the widespread contention that the 
Chorus shares its aims and attitudes with Amy13, might we not say that Amy's time is a 
temporality of orderly succession, conceived as a series of predictable moments in an unbroken 
linear progression?  
It is Grover Smith who melds the interpretation of Amy's mechanical time with a 
linearity of unbroken succession, and the object by which this fusion is allegorized is the clock. 
We might say then that the Lady Dowager's relationship with time is primarily instrumental: 
"Amy," summarizes Grover Smith, "lives in a pattern of timed moments, by the clock; like the 
works of a clock she is a machine" (G. Smith, 198). If the understanding of time as regimen, as a 
measured and ordered schedule under the absolute control of the scheduler, is the "good" time 
embraced by Smith's Amy and Jones's Chorus, then the "bad" time threatening their vision is 
precisely the possibility of the past and of the future. Amy's time is the closed time of what 
Jameson has called the deterministic récit, forever foreclosed to the open possibility of the future, 
or the changeable understanding of the past. "To Amy time is only a succession and a measure of 
succession; the past and the future do not exist even as determining forces" (G. Smith, 198). 
Grover Smith's reading invites us to consider regimental time as a perpetual present, though this 
phrase should not be misleading: past and future do exist, but only as an absolutely inflexible 
forward and backward, links within a chain of succession that has already been scheduled, like 
stations on a railroad track. There is no "might have been," and no uncertainty as to what may be: 
everything is deterministically defined by the timetable, whose unit of temporality is always the 
Now. 
We can test the reading of Amy's time as a perpetual present or as an insistence upon the 
Now by reference to the staging instructions T. S. Eliot sent to E. Martin Browne, The Family 
Reunion's first producer. In a letter of 19 March 1938, composed shortly before the play's 																																																								
13 Anne Ward (pp. 24, Footnote 24) finds they "behave like marionettes," and Evans (pp. 81) contends they 
are "manipulated by Amy." 
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inaugural staging, Eliot notes that Amy "understands nothing: she is merely a person of 
tremendous personality on one plane…The tragedy is the tragedy of Amy, of a person living on 
Will alone" (qtd. Browne, 107). Is the "one plane" of which Eliot speaks proof positive that Amy 
indeed lives within a perpetual present? Is this how we should read Amy's repeated instructions to 
her household that "nothing must change," that Harry's Aunts and Uncles must "behave only/As if 
nothing has happened in these last eight years" (18, 21)? If this is the case, we run the risk of 
again reading Amy's time as an unreal fantasy, constantly threatened by the contingency of real 
reality. This would, of course, be in greater accord with Jameson's model, in which contingency 
and the unpredictability of time work against the constrictive determinism of the récit, of a pre-
ordained narrative. Narrative would then be the unreal, and the ambiguity of an uncertain future 
the reality from which Amy's "one plane" of existence tries to run. Amy's "Will" would then be a 
will to create a private unreality all her own.  
If we turn to the text, however, we again find that The Family Reunion does not quite fit 
in with such a notion of time—or, by implication, does not accord with such a disavowal of the 
unreal as merely fantastical or a result of self-delusion. Smith's claim that "the past and the future 
do not exist even as determining forces" needs to be balanced against the fact that, on the level of 
syntactical reference, the past and future appear to be very much a component of Amy's 
mobilization of time. The opening words of the drama are, after all, Amy's instruction to her 
parlormaid Denman, "Not yet! I will ring for you," when Denman moves to close the curtains. "It 
is still quite light," Amy explains, and she will wait for a more propitious moment to shut out the 
twilight (11). Amy's perpetual present, it would seem, can take account of diurnal transitions from 
day to night, and Amy can patiently await a more propitious moment for putting her plans into 
action—suggesting, for Amy, that the present is not the totality of her temporal horizon.  
Perhaps we should turn to another of Amy's critics, one within the drama itself. Mary, 
daughter of Amy's cousin, provides her own interpretation of Amy's awareness of and attitude 
towards the past. Amy once entertained matrimonial designs for Harry and Mary, and although 
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Harry made an unsuitable match and fled Wishwood, Mary was kept on, in her view, solely 
because Amy "couldn't bear to let any project go" (48). Amy herself reveals Mary's interpretation 
is only partially correct, for Amy's temporality will admit a failed past for the sake of a possibly 
successful future: Amy reveals Mary should have been wed to Harry "if things had gone as I had 
intended/Harry's return does not make things easy for her/At the moment: but life may still go 
right" (15). Amy's conception of time, it appears, acknowledges the past as the repository for 
abortive projects: the future subsists as an opportunity for the discarded designs to yet "go right." 
By this reading, the "one plane" of Eliot's letter to Browne applies less to a perpetual present and 
more to a willed conjunction of past, present, and future. For Amy, each moment contains the 
promise of a new beginning for an old plan that miscarried; the "Not yet!" of awaited opportunity 
replaces the "Now" of the perpetual present as the fundamental structure of Amy's understanding 
of time.  
This interpretation of Amy's dreams and schemes seems much closer to the unreality 
described in Knowledge and Experience, whereby a record of past, abortive projects is preserved, 
and the anticipation of their realization within the future is the basis for their continued existence 
in the present. It is true that the strange reciprocity of unreal abstraction—using the future to 
justify the past, in a reversal of the linear flow of time—shows signs of correlation to Carol H. 
Smith's reading of temporality in The Family Reunion, for she finds Amy's "refusal to accept 
change is based, ironically, on her belief in the world of time; if change can be avoided, the clock 
can be turned back" (C. Smith, 136). The key to the redemption of the unrealized past lies in a 
circularity whereby the future will realize what is impossible in the present.  
Smith does not elaborate on the precise mechanism of the clock's reversal, but it can be 
traced from her overall conception of Eliot's time: Carol Smith reads The Family Reunion as a 
ritual drama where the "old god" Amy must die to purify the stage for the ascendency of Harry, 
who represents a new, Christian alternative to "the human will or self unwilling to accept divine 
guidance" (C. Smith, 136). Smith supports her reading, in part, by reference to an exchange 
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between Amy and Dr. Warburton, a friend of the family tasked with curing Harry's strange 
visions and fancies: 
The ritual procession and feast are introduced by Amy's request to the doctor to 
escort her into to dinner, "since we are very much the oldest present" and "as we 
came first, we will go first, in to dinner." The Doctor's comment that he hopes 
next year will bring him the same honor and that it is only when he gets an 
invitation to dinner that he ever gets to see Amy, hints at the continuance of the 
annual fertility rites despite Amy's refusal to accept her dependence on the realm 
of existence which he symbolically represents. (C. Smith, 143) 
 
We can read the passage Carol Smith cites as the mechanism by which Amy believes she can turn 
back time: through the automatic recurrence of a well-established cycle. Dr. Warburton's hope 
that "next year will bring me the same honour" (66) expresses precisely the credo of Amy's 
temporality and the secret foundation of her designs: that cycles provide a guarantee of the 
continual renewal of the extant regimen. Amy's time relies on moments and successions, but it is 
most dependent upon repetition, and a particular kind of repetition. When Amy says, "As we 
came first, we will go first," she expresses a fundamental axiom of the subordination of cyclical 
time to the ordinal: first (in a temporal sense) becomes first (in a spatial sense)—to be oldest 
means to be first in line. There is one plane of numerical subordination, like a clock face 
(demarking ordinals of first hour, second hour, third hour…) applied to many different circuits of 
movement. 
 Amy's cycles rely upon the pre-existent cyclicity of time, the way that the words within a 
couplet rely upon the pre-existent demands of rhyme and meter. Thus, to modify Smith's 
construction, we might say that it is not so much that the clock is turned back as it is that the 
hands of the clock always return to the same positions. Mary punnily observes, "I must go and 
change for dinner/We do change—to that extent" (51); the pun is that one definition of "change" 
becomes another, but the deeper truth is that change is permissible within Amy's system once it is 
subordinated to a regimented cyclicity. The hands on the clock themselves change, and they are 
always changing: it is merely that their motion is constrained to a singular cycle that always 
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recurs; change enables changelessness. Amy's temporality is merely an extension of this 
principle: there are many sub-cycles of habituated change (for example, the changing of apparel 
for dinner), but they are all synchronized within Amy's regimen, which Mary takes to be the 
master cycle from which all other cycles derive the set circuit of their revolutions. And yet Amy's 
cycle is nothing but, as it were, her replacement of the conventional numerals upon the clock with 
her own values: without the pre-existent motion of the clock, Amy would have no control over 
time.  
Anne Ward's multi-tiered schema for time in The Family Reunion requires, perhaps, 
some adjustment—though its fundamental categories still hold. Amy's understanding of time is 
mechanical, in the sense that it is instrumental—but it is also cyclical. Ward positions such 
cyclicality as a biologically dynamic time that has become "an active force," "sweeping away" the 
demarcations and regimens of Amy's mechanistic schemes; "Harry's time-world, like Bergson's 
world of real duration, wears the aspect of a stream or an organism, rather than of a machine" (A. 
Ward, 27). However, whereas Bergson sees the flux of real or organic time as vital and 
generative, Eliot's aversion to natural (that is, un-redeemed or secular) time leads him to stress 
"the fact that time the creator is also time the destroyer." "Abortive and although loathsome," the 
products of Bergson's second-tier of organic time appear in The Family Reunion as processes "of 
dissolution and decay [that] are always disintegrating Harry's world" (A. Ward, 27). Anne Ward's 
two tiers of time—the mechanistic and the creative/destructive—can be productively synthesized 
into the two mutually dependent elements of Amy's temporal model. Amy's model is, without 
question, dedicated to attaining the mechanical inertia of Ward's first-tier of time, but her means 
are those of Ward's second-tier cyclicity. Ward defines the second-tier of time as simultaneously 
creative and destructive: "not progress, but something resembling a cycle of birth and 
degeneration in the organic time-world" (Ward, 28).  
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Although Ward does not elaborate on this cyclical understanding of Bergsonian organic 
time, a subsequent 1952 article by Morris Weitz on "Time as a Mode of Salvation" attempts to 
trace the implications of a cyclical mode of time in "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock":  
There are two sorts of time in "Prufrock," which we may call true time and false 
time. False time has to do with those experiences that get nowhere, like the 
aimless streets of Prufrock's wanderings. This is the time of the third stanza, a 
time which seems to allow for everything but actually for nothing since all the 
events turn back on themselves. (Weitz, 53-54) 
 
The key to understanding Amy's cyclical instrumentalization of time is the 'turning back' of 
events upon themselves. What is the goal of Amy's "mechanical awareness" of time? "Nothing." 
If "nothing is changed," then change (which, Mary's pun confirms, does occur) is nothing—or 
rather, change produces nothing. The Weitz reading enables us to conceive of nothing as a 
productive cyclicity that, always in motion, goes nowhere by turning back upon itself—the 
"gesture without motion" one finds in "The Hollow Men" (ll. 12), or the empty return of the 
seasons that "Little Gidding" renders as "the unimaginable Zero summer" (ll. 19). "Nothing" is 
not the nullity of non-existence but instead the inertia of a completed cycle which, in returning to 
where it began, forms the typography of a "0," or the geometry of a clock face. The "0" of the 
clock face is the key to understanding one of Harry's more obscure visions: 
In and out, in an endless drift 
Of shrieking forms in a circular desert  
Weaving with contagion of putrescent embraces  
On dissolving bone. (104) 
 
Harry's vision, associated in his next stanza with "the wheel" and "the noise of machinery" (105), 
invokes the "gesture without motion" of static movement around a circle: could it be that Harry is 
here becoming aware of Amy's design, and of her concept of nothing, that of a wheel revolving to 
confirm its shape in place?  
If we have plotted the geometry of Amy's cyclicality of progressive nothing—an orderly 
succession of moments, which take account of the past and the future, but only to constrain the 
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ordinary changes of life to the changelessness of external or cosmically reoccurring cycles—we 
can begin to take account of this empty recirculation with respect to Eliot's unreal Absolute. If we 
ignore the developments charted in the application of the unreal to Quine, Harman, and Jameson, 
Amy's utilization of the unreal appears very much in keeping with the unreal of Knowledge and 
Experience. In Knowledge and Experience, the unreal appeared as the beginning and ending of 
objects: as the unreal abstraction of their rise, and as the ultimate doom of their fall. In this sense, 
the unreal Absolute was an endless cycling between moments of unreality, consigning each 
reality, ultimately, to self-dissolution. Is this suspension between points, leading inevitability to 
nullity, not what we find in Amy's cycles? Like some great synchronizing pulse, Amy strives to 
link her cycles to the cosmic cycling between unreal beginnings and unreal endings. Weitz's 
reading of "Prufrock" demonstrates a model of inertia-through-motion, which we can align with a 
cosmological Absolute in The Family Reunion, and with Ward's characterization of natural cycles 
as "the fact that time the creator is also time the destroyer" (A. Ward, 27); Amy merely short-
circuits this process, making the creation of time into the destruction of time—and across this 
zero-sum of nothing, the recurrent nullity of her clock face cosmology is strung.  
 This inert unreal is the abstract Absolute of Knowledge and Experience, and it is the 
dispiriting fate of all realities in "The Waste Land," and also the dismal passage "from unreality 
to unreality" in Murder in the Cathedral (MC, 28). Yet our research into the unreal as a verb, as 
an active force chartable within contemporary adoptions of realism, has hinted at another course: 
here the unreal actively works towards the return of some repressed pathway, and towards the 
transformation of ontology. To this we might also add the one tier of Ward's schema of time that 
has yet to be charted. For in addition to mechanical and natural-cyclical time, Ward suggests Eliot 
has introduced a third-tier of temporality: spiritually inclined characters are said to glimpse the 
"transcendent permanence" of "timeless" time against the backdrop of secular, degenerative 
cycles (Ward, 32). Ward considers this timeless time to be ineffable in Eliot's writing, as the 
author considers language to be "too involved in temporal processes to communicate the aspect of 
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eternity" (Ward, 32). Such ineffability is perhaps the reason why Ward's analysis appears so 
strangely silent on the form this final vision of time takes in The Family Reunion, a form she 
finds amorphously present only in "hints and guesses" (Ward, 32). 
 We can perhaps begin to make Ward's amorphous third-tier more concrete by a return to 
the soliloquy with which the play opens, in an attempt to find cracks within the temporal 
cosmology of Amy's cycles, and to see in the "Not yet!" with which Amy initiates the play the 
first glimmers of tertiary-tier, an unreal modality of time: 
Not yet! I will ring for you. It is still quite light. 
I have nothing to do but watch the days draw out,  
Now that I sit in the house from October to June,  
And the swallow comes too soon and the spring will be over 
And the cuckoo will be gone before I am out again.  
O Sun, that was once so warm, O Light that was taken for granted  
When I was young and strong, and sun and light un-sought for 
And the night unfeared and the day expected 
And clocks could be trusted, tomorrow assured 
And time would not stop in the dark! 
Put on the lights. But leave the curtains undrawn. Make up the fire. Will the spring never 
come? I am cold. (11) 
 
Amy appears to exist in a reciprocal relationship with external, seasonal time, a relationship that 
is at once symbiotic and fearful. Amy will not call for the curtains to be drawn until the extinction 
of light: her design of time, for all its potency, must be synchronized with the diurnal cycling of 
light to dark to light, as though Amy's cycle requires the 'raw material' of an older, eccentric, and 
original cycle (like molding a circular pot upon an already spinning platter). Clocks do not, after 
all, create time: they regularize and demarcate an already-extant cyclicity. This is all well in 
keeping with the model of temporality we have constructed out of a synthesis of Ward's first- and 
second-tier temporalities. And yet something is off in the relationship between Amy's clock and 
the ur-cyclicity: the parlormaid is early, but the light is already going. Amy speaks of a failure of 
the cosmic cycle—tomorrow may not be assured, and light might not follow the dark. She orders 
electric lights and fires early, before the proper time of the diurnal cycle. Her attitude towards 
night echoes the sentiments of Marie in "The Waste Land," where the natural cycles of day and 
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year are abrogated by artificial lights ("I read, much of the night") and seasonal avoidance ("and 
go south in winter") (TWL, ll. 18). Amy's own actions, in other words, contribute to her 
asynchronous relationship with external time. She attributes the asynchrony, it would seem, to the 
departure of Harry: when her past plans bear future fruit, tomorrow will again be assured. The 
fear of time identified by Jones is the fear that the eccentric cycles on which her master-clock 
relies will not be renewed: that she has departed so far from the cycle that she cannot 
resynchronize with the time of tomorrow, that today will always be too late, and tomorrow will 
never come.  
 Amy's great hope is that she can catch-up with the future and so return to an Edenic past 
"when clocks could be trusted," when Amy's clock and natural time were in perfect accord. Into 
this cozy plan breaks the prophetic utterance of her youngest sister Agatha. Agatha never directly 
challenges Amy's conception of time—but the implications of her "remarks invariably pointed" 
(89) always seem to signify alternative conceptions of temporality, and provide an inkling of 
Ward's mysterious third-tier. Hers are the first words in the play after Amy's opening speech, and 
they cut like a knife into Amy's vision of synchronicity: "Wishwood was always a cold place, 
Amy" (12). Agatha is really saying, Your memories of a synchronized past are chimerical, Amy—
time was ever out of joint.  
 If time was ever out of joint, we will have to reexamine the premise of the nullity of the 
unreal Absolute. If the entire aim of the Absolute is merely to produce nothing, to return all 
realities to some preexistent equilibrium, then the revelation of an omni-existent disharmony is 
ontologically destabilizing to Amy, for it would mean that nothing is not null. We return, in a 
way, to the experience of Macbeth, finding a something in the place reserved for nothing, and we 
find ourselves again at the shocked silence of Quine, in which the harmony of an ontological 
structure is shattered by a contamination at the point of origin. Quine's rabbit destabilized the 
shared language-world of the two speakers because it pointed to a prior, irrevocable multiplicity. 
We might pursue such a reading here, for it is what emerges in another telling remark by Agatha, 
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in reply to Amy's question as to whether Dr. Warburton should be invited to her birthday party. 
Agatha cryptically replies, "It seems a necessary move/In an unnecessary action" (33). Agatha's 
move is deft, and it is targeted precisely to destroy Amy's temporal ontology; in Amy's 
regimented time, things are either necessary or unnecessary—there is only one action, only one 
regimen, only one "plane." In effect, Agatha is saying, Amy, in your time-world, this is a 
necessary step (but there are other time-worlds, and they render your designs inconsequential). 
Agatha has introduced multiplicity into Amy's conception of time. 
 Reality, Eliot's Knowledge and Experience has made clear, arises in the unreal 
abstraction of its intention to be a single unified world; extensive scrutiny of this unified world 
within Quine's "Translation and Meaning," however, indicated this unity encoded an inescapable 
repression of multiplicity within itself. If we align this understanding to The Family Reunion, 
might it be possible to eventually understand Ward's tertiary-tier of time as the unveiling of this 
multiplicity, plus its transcendence of the singular reality that has denied and repressed it into 
unreality? This would seem to fit Ward's requirements that the third-tier is to represent "the 
resolution beyond time" of experiences which are "within time," and the specifying and 
illustration of this "resolution beyond time" will be our guiding aim throughout the rest of this 
exploration of time in The Family Reunion (A. Ward, 33). Yet we cannot turn to Amy in order to 
understand this alternative temporality, for she remains stubbornly attached to her cosmology of 
cyclicity and nullity until her death at the end of the play. This fatality, however, might provide a 
clue, if Carol Smith is correct in finding that Amy's expiration signals the turn to another 
understanding of time.  
At the end of the play, after Harry has fled and Amy's clock has finally "stopped in the 
dark," Mary and Agatha chant an enigmatic rune, accompanied by what Carol Smith calls Amy's 
"death-day," a bizarre inversion of the birthday-party to memorialize Amy's death and to 
solemnize "Harry's birth-wedding day, his day of union with eternity" (C. Smith, 145). Amy's 
birthday cake is produced, lighted with candles. The lights fade; "Agatha and Mary walk slowly 
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in single file round and round the table, clockwise. At each revolution they blow out a few 
candles, so that their last words are spoken in the dark" (129). The imagery is fraught with overt 
symbolism—the lights of Amy's life going out, the coming of the night, and the closure of the 
drama, which ends after the final rune is chanted. However, the notation of turning "clockwise" 
suggests another implication: the replacement of one form of time with another, a human clock 
enacted in the words of Agatha and Mary. 
Here we need to note the strange punctuations of the ordinary, conventional speech of 
characters in The Family Reunion with moments that seem derived from the liturgical chanting in 
Murder in the Cathedral—every so often two or more characters, typically the Chorus of Aunts 
and Uncles, but occasionally pairs of more central characters, speak as one or in antiphony, as 
though in a hypnotic trance, or under the possession of some supernatural force gathered within 
the wings. It is one of these moments, an antiphonic duet between Agatha and Mary, that 
accompanies Amy's "death-day" celebration, and it introduces the strange theme of the curse, 
which Agatha begins by describing according to its temporal form:  
A curse is slow in coming 
To complete fruition 
It cannot be hurried  
And it cannot be delayed (129-130) 
 
This is the clearest formulation of Ward's third-tier as curse-time, though it is present within all 
the Choral episodes within the play. If we were to characterize curse-time on the basis of this 
stanza, we would align it, in contrast to Amy's understanding of time, with Grover Smith's 
perpetual present. The curse is not subject to human intervention; distended over time, it cannot 
be scheduled, it cannot be delayed, hurried, or denied. Is this then yet another case of Jameson's 
closed-temporality of the récit? If so, it is a very strange kind of récit, for it is never presented as a 
narrative as such—indeed, it is only described via negativa: characters can only speak of the 
curse in terms of its effects when it is repressed, and of the consequences of its denial.  
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"Any attempt to avert it," Mary continues in antiphonic response to Agatha, "Only 
implicates others at the day of consummation" (130). We should understand this line in the 
context of earlier Choral passages, in which the Aunts and the Uncles, firmly under the thumb of 
Amy, work to forestall the curse by taking refuge in what D. E. Jones calls "the pseudo-realities 
of social convention" (Jones, 108). Before the Chorus first speaks, their words are given a kind of 
prologue by Agatha, who glosses their speech by describing the "knot of confusion" with which 
the fruition of curses is to be repressed and ignored through collective wisdom and fictional 
intersubjectivity. If we can provisionally align the fruition of curses with the realization of the 
unreal, we can thus read Agatha's description of this "knot" as a corollary to the repression of the 
unreal—we can link the following passage with the intersubjective constructions of Quine's two 
speakers, to the tyranny of Jameson's récit, and to the process of objective selection and 
realization in Knowledge and Experience:  
Thus with most careful devotion 
Thus with precise attention 
To detail, interfering preparation 
Of that which is already prepared 
Men tighten the knot of confusion 
Into perfect misunderstanding,  
Reflecting a pocket-torch of observation  
Upon each other's opacity 
Neglecting all the admonitions 
From the world around the corner  
The wind's talk in the dry holly-tree  
The inclination of the moon 
The attraction of the dark passage 
The paw under the door.  (21) 
 
The "interfering preparation" with the "already prepared" is the attempt to avert the curse through 
the implication of others; here, the implication is the "perfect misunderstanding" that, like the 
"necessary move/In an unnecessary action," neglects the "admonitions/From the world around the 
corner," the "paw under the door" of curse-time. The "pocket-torch of observation" is, perhaps, 
the artificial light with which Amy banishes the uncertain night, the belief in human rationality 
and reason, and the projection of artificial identities that veil the unfathomable depths of the self. 
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Thus Amy, purveying roles to the Aunts and Uncles "in the social game of the reunion" (Evans, 
74), provides a collective and personal identity—or dramatic role—to each member of the group, 
and so renders opaque the interior depths of each within the collectively constructed "knot of 
misunderstanding." This would then be to read Quine's rabbit, as it were, as the hidden, veiled, 
and repressed inner depth to each subject, something which is lost within the fiction of communal 
identity that attempts to avoid the realization of the unreal, the "admonitions/From the world 
around the corner," the world which Jameson's Antinomies would call "the future." 
Within Quine's drama of rabbits and realities, the fiction of intersubjectivity was 
maintained through many stimulus meanings, and in Knowledge and Experience, the object may 
continue its self-realization as long as its unreal remains behind the scenes—but in The Family 
Reunion, there is an immediate rupture within the collective intersubjectivity that is predicated on 
the repression of the unreal. The Chorus, in its first speech and immediately after Agatha's 
imagery of the pocket-torch, confesses to the anxiety of "amateur actors who have not yet been 
assigned their parts," an unease that soon turns into a deeper fear akin to "amateur actors in a 
dream when the curtain rises, to find themselves dressed for a different play, or having rehearsed 
the wrong parts" (21-22). There is a subtle shifting here, and it reveals a greater tectonic 
movement within the drama itself: Amy remains forever within the first scenario of "not yet," 
where the misalignment is merely a matter of time: the right parts will become available, the 
future shall see the long-awaited synchronicity. The second admission, however, is much more 
serious: the parts are wrong, because the play is wrong. To adapt Agatha's analogy of 
necessary/unnecessary, the members of the Chorus have been provided the right parts for the 
wrong drama: the implication is of an inherent multiplicity, of a deeper or greater drama with 
which the members of the Chorus, costumed by Amy, are incapable of negotiating.  
The Chorus has been given the costumes and the parts for one time-world, but they 
slowly begin to realize they are actually within another, which functions like Jameson's affect as a 
parallel track, unfolding side-by-side with the script Amy has stage-managed. And yet, whereas 
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Jameson attributed the multiplicity of chromaticism to a singularity of affect in a new 
"homogeneity," the unfolding final duet between Agatha and Mary implies there is not one 
alternative curse-time but rather a manifold of curse-times:  
 Each curse has its course 
 Its own way of expiation (130) 
 
Apparently, there are many curses, each possessing and pursuing their own locomotion through a 
unique path in time. Intriguingly, an earlier line by Agatha links these multiple curses to 
individual subjectivities, describing a curse coming into being "as a child is formed/In both, the 
incredible/Becomes the actual" (106). Curse and child are here separated, the "as" clearly 
functioning within a simile—but in the same speech, Agatha refers to Harry as "my child, my 
curse/You shall be fulfilled," equating "child" with "curse" (107). Might we then read each curse 
as idiosyncratic to each self?  
 If we pursue the connection between the time of curses and the temporality of 
subjectivities, we might note that Agatha describes the child and the curse as similar in that "In 
both, the incredible/Becomes the actual." This is the language of unreal abstraction—in which the 
impossible comes to exist through its own intention to be realized. And yet such unreal 
abstraction was described in Knowledge and Experience as an intention to be one—yet here, there 
are two—the child, and the curse. We could say that the child is the curse, but this reading is 
foreclosed by Agatha's employment of "both" in the above-quoted line (106).  
 In order to answer the paradox—how both a curse and a child are linked in the unreal 
abstraction by which each is expected to be a singular intended world unto itself—we might turn 
to an old friend, and use The Family Reunion's new terminology of the curse to give greater 
definition to a concept that remained underdeveloped in Eliot's Knowledge and Experience, the 
"immediate experience" that is "a timeless unity which is not as such present anywhere or to 
anyone" (KE, 31). Within Eliot's dissertation, immediate experience is presented as an impossible 
starting point, a limit to our experience, and vaguely analogous to the concept of original sin: for 
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by "the failure of any concept to be merely immediate, by its lack of harmony and cohesion, we 
find ourselves in a world of objects" (KE, 31). Immediate experience is the impossible origin of a 
union between subject and object, self and other; it disappears immediately but, as Eliot quotes 
F.H. Bradley, "it remains at the bottom throughout [our experience] as fundamental"; immediate 
experience "contains" every subsequent development in the world of sundered subjects and 
objects, and "in its own way acts as their judge" (qtd. in KE, 17).  
Immediate experience is not wholly coterminous with the curse (as the curse exists in 
time, and immediate experience is timeless), but might there be some similitude in their roles as 
origin and impossible limit to each subject? The child begins in an immediacy of experience that 
is quickly superseded by development into subject and object, though the immediacy of 
experience remains, always, at an unfathomable depth within each subject. The very process of 
the reading of self and others by the "pocket-torch" of reason creates the opacity of the "private 
world" (89) of the subject, for it assumes, axiomatically, the division of subject and object 
(indeed, it makes every subject regard him or herself as an object of observation, an object of 
predication—"I am this, I have that attribute"). This act of division includes, equally 
axiomatically, a division of experience into real and unreal, for "without the unreal, as without the 
element of negation, you cannot have a world of finite experience at all," a process of building a 
"real" world on valuations of "selection and emphasis" (KE, 136).  
The passage out of immediate experience into the world of subjects and objects of 
observation leaves, as a kind of remainder or residue, the category of the unreal, in the role of the 
repressed. This represents a subtle shift in Eliot's conceptualization of the unreal, and places him 
closer to the dual-track development of Jameson: when a child is created as a subject, the 
subjectivity of the child is created out of the unreal abstraction of a singular world of 
subjectivity—the child is, as it were, solipsistically presuming that they are the only thatness in 
the universe. At the same time, a parallel unreal abstraction occurs, in which the unreal—as a 
parallel track to this subjectivity along the lines of Jameson's affective parallel to the récit—is 
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created as a curse, as something of a countdown to unreality. In other words, Eliot has separated 
the unreal from the realizing object (in this context, a growing subject), although the two still 
remain closely linked; ultimately, the curse will come to fruition, and the inner unreality will be 
exposed.  
It is of this countdown to exposure which the Chorus comes increasingly to speak, filled 
with anxieties that specify the way in which a latent unreality threatens to explode within 
personal and collective histories as the curse comes closer and closer to fruition: 
I am afraid of all that has happened, and of all that is to come; 
Of the things to come that sit at the door, as if they had been there always. 
And the past is about to happen, and the future was long since settled. 
And the wings of the future darken the past, the beak and claws have desecrated 
History. Shamed 
The first cry in the bedroom, the noise in the nursery, 
mutilated 
The family album, rendered ludicrous 
The tenants' dinner, the family picnic on the moors. 
Have torn 
The roof from the house, or perhaps it was never there.  
And the bird sits on the broken chimney. I am afraid. (66-67) 
 
D. E. Jones has equated the "family album" in this passage with the "complacent picture of family 
history as a series of innocent snapshots" that confirms the "conception of time as an orderly 
succession" (Jones, 108). The family album represents selection and filtration of memories as the 
construction of what might be called an orthodoxy or canonicity of authorized history. There is 
something buried beneath this history, however—things that "sit at the door, as if they had been 
there always," invoking Agatha's imagery of "The paw under the door" (21). The connection is 
strengthened by the "beak and the claws" of the "wings of the future" that have 
"desecrated/History," "mutilated/The family album," "shamed/The first cry in the bedroom, the 
noise in the nursery." That which is to be revealed—the coming to fruition of the curse—
contaminates the innocent, orthodox vision of a regulated, filtered past. These contaminations, 
however, are not alien or external: the paw at the door "had been there always," and the torn roof 
was, perhaps, "never there."  
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 There is key imagery in the above passage related to the actual mechanism by which the 
unreal is encoded into the under side of history, and the form which its eventual explosion is to 
take—however, before examining these specifics, we should address the connection of these 
architectural metaphors to an earlier passage in which the unreal is invoked by name. This 
momentary detour is for the purposes of examining the word "unreal" within The Family 
Reunion, as the subsequent exegeses of "the first cry in the bedroom" depend heavily on the 
meaning of this "unreal"—and there are other, alternative critical interpretations of this term as it 
is deployed by Eliot in the following Choral passage: 
We only ask to be reassured 
About the noises in the cellar 
And the window that should not have been open. 
Why do we all behave as if the door might suddenly open, the curtains be drawn, 
The cellar make some dreadful disclosure, the roof disappear, 
And we should cease to be sure of what is real or unreal? 
Hold tight, hold tight, we must insist that the world is what we have always taken 
it to be. (43) 
 
The architectural modality here is clearly that of containing structures which, like Agatha's "paw 
under the door," should have kept out some terrible externality, but which collapse upon the 
beating of the wings of the future. The sequence here is key: all containing structures fail, but 
they fail because, in some profound sense, they were already opened long ago—thus the window 
"that should not have been opened," and the roof, which might here disappear, was in fact "never 
there at all." These images culminate in the ultimate failure of containment: the loss of the 
division between "real and unreal." The unreal's realization does not, in fact, take the form of a 
"dreadful disclosure": it is, rather, the utter failure of structure itself; the unreal does not become 
real, it renders everything equally unreal—and yet it does so, in the context of these failures of 
containment, because it was always already there, on the inside of reality, awaiting the time of its 
realization. 
 As stated earlier, mine is not the only reading of the unreal within The Family Reunion—
other readers of Eliot have noticed this term, and they have provided their own interpretations, 
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which should here be considered. Ronald Gaskell reads the juxtaposition between natural time 
and spiritual time as a clash of realities in which the truth of the former reveals the unreality of 
the latter. "So long as we live in sin," Gaskell claims, "we live, for Eliot, in a world of illusion in 
which time carries us towards death" (Gaskell, 136). Harry, caught in the clutches of Amy's 
vision of time, "has returned to Wishwood in the hope that the unreality of the last eight years 
would fall into place"; unfortunately, "he has not yet learned that his entire life in time has been 
unreal, because rooted in his parent's sin" (Gaskell, 132-133). When Harry finds salvation, "the 
years of illusion, of unreality are shed…The unreal past is annihilated. The future is to be built 
upon the real past" (Gaskell, 134-135). 
In support of Gaskell, we should also cite Edward Lobb's recent article in Connotations 
(2008/2009), which refers to the " 'unreal' surface reality" that hides deeper depths of spiritual or 
mystical realities (Lobb, 106). The implication of Gaskell and Lobb is that there are two forms of 
reality, one true and one false, and the aim of Eliot is to instruct his audience as to which reality 
they should follow. However, if this is the case, we must utterly disregard Eliot's Knowledge and 
Experience, where he makes clear that all designations of reality and unreal are relative. "The 
process by which this world," the world of reality in which we live, "is constructed has of course 
two aspects": a "selection of certain experiences as real," and the concomitant "rejection of 
others" as unreal; the concept of a singular reality is only "the assumption of a real world [that] 
gives a standard for such choice" (KE, 90). In other words, the singularity of reality—the idea of 
One True Reality—is a referential convenience we employ to ground an otherwise arbitrary 
selection of one group of experiences as real and another as unreal. One should stress that Eliot is 
not asserting that everything is real—rather, he affirms that we live in a world that is not "ready 
made," but is instead "constructed, or constructing itself at every moment." "We have not first a 
world to which we add our imaginings; nor have we a real world out of which we select our 'real 
world,' but the real and unreal develop side by side." (KE, 136). 
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The discussion of unreality in Knowledge and Experience would seem to cast some doubt 
upon Gaskell and Lobb's appropriations of the term—and yet, is it quite impossible that Eliot 
might have utterly repudiated Knowledge and Experience, and turned to a more conventional 
understanding of the unreal in his play? True, when the Chorus invokes the "unreal," it signals a 
collapse of the ability to judge real from unreal, and hints at the ontological collapse we have 
observed in Quine—but against this, and in support of Gaskell and Lobb, we have the term's 
evocation by Harry, who blasts the Chorus with the charge that "What you call the normal/Is 
merely the unreal and the unimportant" (88). The unreal is here associated with the normative 
vision of time that fails to appreciate the spiritual undercurrent of Ward's third-tier, and is 
reminiscent of Milton's usage of the term to designate the terrestrial in comparison with the 
celestial. However, we must also note that Harry immediately and violently recants this definition 
of the unreal in his next speech:  
Do you think that I believe what I said just now? 
That was only what I should like to believe… 
I have a private puzzle. Were they simply outside, 
I might escape somewhere, perhaps. Were they simply inside 
I could cheat them perhaps with the aid of Dr. Warburton— 
Or any other doctor, who would be another Warburton, 
If you decided to set another doctor on me. 
But this is too real for your words to alter. (89-90) 
 
Harry's unreal is, perhaps, much closer to this "private puzzle": what he attempts to avoid is both 
outside and inside. The unreal is, as the Chorus describes, "all that has happened," and "all that is 
to come": the paw outside the door, the window that was left open, and the roof that was always-
already gone; it is the past that struggles to be born, and the future where the specters shall be 
revealed.  
 We can interpret Harry's unreal according to the desecration of history described in the 
previous Choral passage: 
And the past is about to happen, and the future was long since settled. 
And the wings of the future darken the past, the beak and claws have desecrated 
History. Shamed 
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The first cry in the bedroom, the noise in the nursery, 
Mutilated (67) 
 
The "first cry in the bedroom" shamed and "the noise in the nursery/mutilated" provide crucial 
contextual coordinates for reading Harry's private puzzle vis-à-vis a secret unreal history waiting 
to be revealed. The "first cry" refers, in an era before childbirth in hospitals became the norm, to 
birth in the bedrooms of Wishwood. The first cry in the nursery was an incoherent scream—it 
was the "unshaped sound" to which Hawthorne refers (Hawthorne, 300); it only assumed the 
quiddity of proto-rationality when incorporated into the later history of the articulate speaking 
subject. As the child-subject grew, certain sounds in the nursery were taken to be the beginnings 
of words—others were relegated to the mutilated nonsense of "noise." There is, in other words, a 
retroactive selection—like the filtration of the family photo album—of events into admissible and 
inadmissible, real and (from the perspective of the reality of the coherent, rational subject) unreal. 
The assumption of the pocket-torch purveyors is that the unreal events do not count—however, as 
Eliot had theorized in Knowledge and Experience, "real and unreal develop side by side" (KE, 
136). Curse-time is, in the terminology for unreality we have developed within the last chapter, 
the return of this unreal that, repressed, has yet persisted.  
 Yet how can the repressed—all that has been denied reality, all the foreclosed 
developmental possibilities of the past—be preserved? All the theorizations of the unreal with 
which we have been engaged presumed such a preservation. Eliot's Knowledge and Experience 
suggested this was a necessary aspect of the maintenance of the realizing object's self-identity; 
Quine's "Gavagai" was shown to have been encoded with a trace of the original, erased rabbit; 
Harman's objects apparently incorporated the unreality of older, derealized objects; and Jameson's 
affect developed in parallel with the récit. Yet in all of these ontologies, the practical mechanism 
of such incorporation remains unexpressed. In the subsequent chapter on Henry James's "The 
Altar of the Dead," a Freudian explanation will be suggested—but here, in The Family Reunion, 
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Eliot's Chorus paints a unique picture of the relationship between the foreclosed and the unreal 
record of preservation. All things are, according to the final speech of the Chorus, recorded: 
In an old house there is always listening, and more is heard than is spoken. 
And what is spoken remains in the room, waiting for the future to hear it. 
And whatever happens began in the past, and presses hard on the future. 
The agony in the curtained bedroom, whether of birth or of dying, 
Gathers in to itself all the voices of the past, and projects them into the future. 
(93) 
 
There is an act of filtration (or censorship) inherent in all speech—certain things are said (or 
retroactively presumed to have been said), and others are silenced (or kept silent). That which 
remains unsaid, the Chorus believes, remains mystically preserved within the cracks in the walls 
of the "old house always listening," on the under sides of the furniture and architecture of this 
fully furnished country estate. And yet, perhaps we can come a little nearer to the mechanism of 
unreal preservation, for what we are told is that "more is heard than is spoken/And what is spoken 
remains in the room," hinting that the unsaid is present within the interstices of conversations. 
Since "more is heard than is spoken," we are to understand that it is in the gaps between words—
within the lacunae of conversations, where an expected thought lies unexpressed, but is 
conspicuous by its vacuole of absence—that the unreal is preserved, as though in miniscule 
momentary eruptions of (shocked) silence, quickly hidden. This is, we might say, the practical, 
semiotic mechanism of preservation—but there is also a temporal dimension. In a curious 
concatenation, all the "voices of the past" are "gathered" into the unshaped sound of the birthing-
cry, and the death rattle, and so are preserved, we surmise, from one generation to the next. These 
voices, these repressed unrealities, are said to "press hard" upon the future: in a process we have 
come to know as unreal abstraction, they anticipate and intend their own realization—and it is 
this force, this "pressure," which ultimately defines temporality in The Family Reunion. The 
process is not wholly dissimilar to Amy's belief in the redemption of past projects—only here, it 
is to be the realization of that which never was, which was repressed before it was ever vocalized. 
The time of curses anticipates the return to realization of that which was always already unreal.  
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 We can refine this understanding of the preservation of unrealities with reference to 
Agate's parody, in which he glibly admits: 
I just could not accept the explanation 
That it was all because Harry's soul 
Had got mixed up with the Wishwood drains  (qtd. in Browne, 150) 
 
The drains to which Agate refers are invoked by Harry shortly after he observes the Eumenides 
for the first time, and they provide a final gloss on the revelations of the Chorus: 
You do not know 
The noxious smell untraceable in the drains,  
Inaccessible to the plumbers, that has its hour of the 
night; you do not know 
The unspoken voice of sorrow in the ancient bedroom  
At three o'clock in the morning. (28) 
 
Harry's remarks are, admittedly, uncomfortably akin to an advertisement for septic clearance 
services, and Harry's invocation of the plumbers has earned Eliot not a little censure. The line is, 
however, key to connecting the "smell untraceable in the drains" to the "opacity" of other souls: 
both cannot be excised with technical skill or human reason. If Harry's drains function as 
repositories for the excision of unreal waste, they have malfunctioned, backed-up, reversed 
themselves and returned their refuse at "its hour of the night." Such an hour might be aligned with 
the time of the apparition of the curse that is: 
Written 
On the under side of things 
Behind the smiling mirror 
And behind the smiling moon (130-131) 
 
The "under side of things" record the unreality that is forbidden from the light of day, 
hidden beneath the artificial enlightenment of the pocket-torch. This under side waits and abides, 
in the drains, inside containing structures that, designed to keep it at bay, only prepare the way for 
its return. Agatha designates this return as "the loop in time" when "the hidden is revealed, and 
the spectres show themselves" (18). The time of curses functions, in the final analysis, as a loop. 
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After Agatha introduces this looping imagery, Gerald, a member of the Chorus, immediately 
responds, "I don't know in the least what you're talking about/You seem to be wanting to give us 
all the hump" (18). The remark goes well beyond public-school slang: the loop has the shape of a 
hump, or a blister. In Gerald's view of time, the lineal flow of time encounters a kernel of 
unreality and swerves or curves around it. Agatha sees this swerve, however, as a recurrent loop, 
the beginning of cycle that recurrently and recursively orbits around the pocket of unreality, 
awaiting the encounter with the unnamable center around which it detours. 
 Agatha's model of revelatory loops thus parallels the relationship between secular and 
spiritual time envisioned by Weitz. Weitz identifies the "going nowhere" of "Prufrock" as an 
endless circulation around the "overwhelming question": ordinary time contains, within itself, the 
"ultimate moment" of an awareness of the spiritual. The "going nowhere" of secular time is an 
orbit around the deeper truth that it cannot accept, in a constant circularity of swerving around a 
transcendence natural time will not let itself admit. Spiritual time is present within ordinary time, 
and its presence takes the form of an insistent, irrepressible multiplicity: the "flux is not an 
illusion, but it is an illusion to regard it as the only reality" (Weitz, 52). To translate into the 
schema of Anne Ward's three levels, we find the third ineffable tier expressed as a latent unreality 
within the second tier, but it is this very unreality that gives the second tier its cyclical motion. 
That is to say, caught between a desire to reveal and an axiomatic necessity to conceal the inner 
reality of redemptive time, natural time can only repeat its circulation towards and away from its 
center in a cyclicity that is a kind of metaphysical stutter. Amy's cycles, in other words, do not 
repeat themselves in order to produce nothing, but rather recirculate to repeat the opportunity of 
revealing the specters at the hidden center of each loop in time, specters that are the unreality of 
each opaque self.  
 The cyclicity of unreality upon which Amy relies, the "passage from unreal to unreal," in 
the language of Murder in the Cathedral, is here given a new meaning, for the recirculation is not 
aimless, but rather a stuttering towards speech, towards the annunciation of the repressed unreal. 
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The Family Reunion presents time as doubling back on itself time after time, in expectation that 
one of its recursions will, at last, transcend the cycle by bringing the hidden to light. "When the 
loop in time comes," Agatha has said, "The Hidden is revealed, and the spectres show 
themselves"—but, we may add, it is only on special occasions that the Hidden, in being seen, can 
bring the curse to fruition, and transcend the time of cycles with the temporality of unreal 
realization. 
  The time of Eliot's The Family Reunion can thus be productively schematized by Anne 
Ward's system of the three-tiers, though the divisions between strata are far from fixed. Amy's 
conception of time is mechanical, but it is also cyclical—and this cyclicality is likewise the 
grounding for unreal time, even as unreal time progresses towards a linear goal. We have, 
however, established that there is a connection between unreal or curse time and a hidden self or a 
shadow self of the subject, and this invites us to consider Agate's second criticism. It is in the 
subjectivity of Harry that the realization of the drama's unreal must take place, in the fulfillment 
of unreal time—but it remains to be seen whether this is to be a substitution of one self for 
another, or rather a recognition of the inherent multiplicity of Harry's "real" and unreal selves. 
  
II. The Hollow Tree and the Corner: Harry and Agatha 
 As with the question of time, the problem of the subjectivity of Harry has provided a 
focus for critical inquiry into The Family Reunion since its first performance; here, the trajectory 
begins with Maud Bodkin's 1941 exploration of The Quest for Salvation in an Ancient and a 
Modern Play, and continues with the recent revival of interest in The Family Reunion found in 
Edward Lobb's "The Family Reunion: Eliot, James and the Buried Life" (Connotations, 2008) 
and Miriam Chirico's "Response to Edward Lobb" (Connotations, 2011). Chirico and Lobb agree 
that the salvation of Harry can only come with the integration of his present, false self with a truer 
version of selfhood derived from his past; where they diverge is upon the question of the number 
of past selves Harry must integrate. Lobb reads The Family Reunion by way of an inter-textual 
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reference to Henry James's 1908 short story "The Jolly Corner": at the coming of the loop in time, 
Agatha declares Harry will have to face "another Harry": "round the corner/Of the new wing he 
will have to face him—And it will not be a very jolly corner" (18). Lobb compares The Family 
Reunion's Harry to the Spencer Brydon of "The Jolly Corner": both characters "divide themselves 
in two, and associate the denied and rejected self with the imaginary and the unreal—the ghost of 
a prophylactically aborted self or the self of 'a dreaming moment' " (Lobb, 111). The ghostly-self 
is made unreal because Brydon and Harry feel they must suppress the reality of its immanent 
"radical flaw" or inner "evil."  
 Lobb's reading seems a quite promising place to begin in our exploration of unreal 
subjectivity—for has not Lobb employed precisely the reading of the accursed self, a 
"prophylactically aborted self" derived from the strangled cry in the nursery, the aggregation of 
all the developmental pathways not taken? Such a reading would be entirety compatible with the 
repressed unreal identified in Quine—and yet Chirico's model, while borrowing much of its 
overall structure from Lobb, inclines towards a more Jamesonian reading, emphasizing 
multiplicity over unreality. Chirico differentiates Spencer Brydon's alternative self who "appears 
like 'an evil twin left behind at some fork in the road' " from Harry's own return "to a series of 
different selves he associates with the estate: a childhood self who met his cousin Mary by the 
hollow tree at midnight, or an adolescent self who returned from school to find this hideaway 
demolished," or the self that learned of the death of his father (Chirico, 339).  
Perhaps we can begin to untangle the knots of the controversy by turning to the text, and 
focusing our attention on a particularly poignant scene between Harry and Mary in which they 
begin to reconstruct Harry's childhood as a history of the creation of his artificial or false 
subjectivity—for the existence of such a false self, either as a repression of the unreal self or as a 
denial of multiplicity, is a key premise for both Chirico and Lobb. We can thus look for the 
alternative subjectivity—or subjectivities—here, as that which was put aside or denied as Harry 
became enmeshed in the false, theatrical subjectivity of Wishwood.  
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As we begin to unravel the scene where Harry and Mary, erstwhile childhood friends, 
reunite for the first time in the second scene of Part I, we increasingly find their conversation to 
circle around a particularly prominent image, which appears both allegorical and historical—the 
hollow tree. As the old friends remember their youth, they recall their attempts, even then, to 
evade Amy's designs: 
Harry 
No, it didn't seem like that. I was part of the design 
As well as you. But what was the design? It never came off. But do you 
remember 
 
Mary 
The hollow tree in what we called the wilderness 
 
In the immediate context of the passage, Mary suddenly evokes the hollow tree in order to cover 
over an awkward moment in the conversation: the design of Amy that never came off was to be 
the marriage of Harry to Mary. However, we find this symbol of the hollow tree holds a wider 
significance: it was a locus of childhood imagination, "Down near the river. That was the 
blockhouse/From which we fought the Indians," and a place of spooky ritual, "the cave where we 
met by moonlight/To raise the evil spirits" (52). Above all it was a secret place, for which the 
children "were punished for being out at night/After being put to bed. But at least they never 
knew/Where we had been" (53). Unfortunately, although the adults "never found the secret," 
when Harry returned from boarding school, having made his "escape/To find the old hiding 
place," he found "The wilderness was gone/The tree had been felled, and a neat summer-
house/Had been erected, 'to please the children'" (53). Allegorical interpretations naturally 
accrue—the refuge of wild freedom, secretly cherished, was felled for the sake of sanctioned 
pleasure: the architecture of supervised design was founded on the destruction of "one's only 
memory of freedom," "a hollow tree in a wood by the river" (53). 
 The adult Harry, recalled from his reminiscences, himself interprets this sacred memory 
of the hollow tree as "absurd" (53)—and yet, this is precisely what the models of Chirico and 
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Lobb would lead us to expect, if the hollow tree truly symbolizes some repressed past self or 
selves. There is a fair degree of critical weight behind this interpretation that the tree is a 
significant moment for the changing subjectivity of Harry: it has been interpreted as a symbol for 
irretrievable innocence in David Ward's T. S. Eliot: Between Two Worlds, where the Harry who 
"has lost innocence…cannot creep back into the hollow tree, but must follow the narrow and 
difficult path pointed by the Eumenides" (D. Ward, 203). Giles Evans detours somewhat from the 
Edenic reading of "lost innocence," but does maintain that the destruction of this symbol, "sacred 
because the adults never knew the importance of the hollow tree," serves to explained the 
"neurotic" and fractured subjectivity of the adult Harry (Evans, 35-36).  
 If we follow the interpretative path of David Ward, we find the hollow tree as a marker of 
singularity, as it comes to stand in for the loss of innocence, and the foreclosure of a 
developmental pathway; if we adopt the perspective of Evans and read the tree as a "mutual 
memory where the two [Harry and Mary] recall the one place of happiness which they shared as 
children," we are propelled to see the tree as index of multiplicity, positioning the confederated 
secrecy of the children against the "adults" who destroy the tree. But is there another 
interpretative pathway? Harry immediately dismissed the tree as of no importance, but the symbol 
recurs within his subsequent speech in a rather peculiar fashion: he confesses to Mary that his 
return to Wishwood was born of "The instinct to return to the point of departure/And start again 
as if nothing had happened"; unfortunately, Harry now wonders whether his instincts were "all 
folly," and concludes: "It's like the hollow tree, Not there" (55).  
 To the readings of Ward and Evans, we might add an additional gloss on the hollow tree 
as the memory signifying the object that is not there. In between the tale of the hollow tree's 
destruction and Harry's invocation of the tree as "not there," Harry speaks of "the unrecapturable 
emotion/The glow upon the world, that never found its object" (54), just as the adults "never 
found the secret" of the tree (53). Perhaps we can use this third interpretation of the hollow tree as 
the object not there as a "none of the above" answer to the debate between Chirico and Lobb: 
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instead of "one unreal self," or "many unreal selves," we have rather "the unreal as no-self." 
There is some textual evidence for this solution—in an earlier revision of the text, the "smiling 
mirror" which Mary, in the final version, uses to demark the curses written on the under side of 
time, is here employed by Agatha as the "unexpected mirror" that reveals the unreal self as 
nothing: 
One day, walking down a heedless passage 
Or in a strange room in an unexpected mirror, 
You will meet yourself, and catch the altered look of eyes 
That you do not know. And you will have to begin again 
When you are old, to try to be, beginning as nobody. (qtd. in Browne, 139) 
 
The encounter with the ulterior self in the mirror would seem the closest to the situation 
envisioned by Chirico and Lobb, and it connects nicely with the hollow tree that has come to 
stand in for something long-sought and never found, yet which is a determinate nothing, leaving 
something of an auric residue of a "glow upon the world." 
 In order to understand the stakes of this subjectivity as nobody, and to provide a greater 
concreteness to this "glow" of an unfound loss, we might turn from the youngest to the most 
senior criticism of subjectivity in The Family Reuion, to Maud Bodkin's Quest for Salvation in an 
Ancient and a Modern Play, which appeared in 1941, very soon after the publication of The 
Family Reunion. Bodkin concludes Harry's memories of childhood are emblematic of the loss of 
a freedom that was never actually there. "From the objects and persons that made up the 
environment of his childhood," Bodkin claims, "there returns upon him in this homecoming the 
impression of a grasping for something lacking" (Bodkin, 33). To qualify this lack, Bodkin 
invokes Alfred North Whitehead's conception of causal efficacy, "the 'conformation of fact, in 
present action, to antecedent settled fact,' or environment, and again, as 'perception of the 
pressure from a world of things with characters...moulding our natures' " (Bodkin, 34). Existing at 
a level more primary than that of sense data, Bodkin reads Whitehead's casual efficacy as a 
shaping or a molding of childhood or infantile sensory experience; such shaping occurs according 
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to preexistent forces of filtration and control that are imposed by adults. Thus when Harry's adult 
mind searches backwards, it is "on such primitive emotional awareness of determining presences 
that it is apt to fasten": at a level deeper than sense impressions, Harry finds "a happening for 
which there is no word but an image—'I felt the trap close'" (Bodkin, 34). We might say that the 
first cry in the bedroom was always-already stifled. 
 If we accept Bodkin's reckoning of an awareness of designing, determining forces deeper 
than immediate experience itself, it is possible to read the hollow tree as precisely the object 
which is not there. The implication of Bodkin's reading is that freedom was always already 
lacking. In the hollow-tree, Harry found an object outside the control of his designing mother; 
this freedom, although it was chimerical (one tree hardly had the power to undo years of intricate 
design), became something of a surrogate for Harry's understanding of his own condition after it 
had been felled "to please the children." Before, Harry was unaware of his lack of freedom; after, 
the destroyed tree came to stand in for the free self of Harry that had been already annulled and 
annihilated before Harry was even born. The hollow tree represents the fantasy of an origin, "the 
point of departure" that never actually existed. It is, in short, an unreal abstraction for an object 
that never successfully developed, and that remained always-already unreal.  
 Bodkin thus gives a plausible account of a reading for Harry as no one, and for how the 
hollow tree can represent a freedom that never was. What Bodkin's reading is less able to account 
for, however, is how this self—which never was—can nonetheless leave a residue, a "glow upon 
the world," and how this residue can form the basis for an unreal subjectivity that is to be realized 
in Harry's salvation. The models of Chirico and Lobb, of course, face no difficulty here, for the 
unreal self or selves has actually been created—and then immediately repressed. Chirico and 
Lobb, therefore, represent a perspective closer to Knowledge and Experience, while Bodkin 
inclines closer to Jameson's affective model, in which the road not taken was never a possibility. 
A more careful attention to the theoretical underpinnings of Chirico's position, which lends itself 
to a Deleuzian reading of subjectivity, will thus make clear what is at stake in the difference 
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between unreal subjectivity as multiplicity and unreal subjectivity as "nobody." It shall 
additionally indicate the textual basis for replacing this Deleuzian model of "larval subjectivity," 
and will demonstrate what a theoretical foundation for Bodkin's position needs to accomplish to 
act as substitute. 
In Difference and Repetition Gilles Deleuze, like Whitehead, identifies a force that 
transcends the purely phenomenological data of sense experience, but for Deleuze, it is a passive 
effect of the syntheses of repetition (something like an automatic operation of pattern recognition) 
whereby the "passive self is not defined merely by receptivity—that is, by means of the capacity 
to experience sensations—but by virtue of the contractile contemplation which constitutes the 
organism itself before the sensations" (Deleuze, 78). The implication, as Deleuze immediately 
makes clear, is that there is a self—and a different, distinct self—every time there is a contraction 
of sense data into an apprehended pattern (Deleuze, 78). These selves or proto-selves "are larval 
subjects" that take form "wherever a furtive contemplation has been established, whenever a 
contracting machine capable of drawing a difference from repetition functions" (Deleuze, 78). 
There are a myriad of Harrys—formed "Round by the stables/In the coach-house, in the orchard" 
(18)—as with every new encounter, the possibility of a new subjectivity was inscribed in larval 
form. The "glow upon the world" is thus the larval self that formed in Harry's every encounter 
with an object, but which could not be integrated with the Harry-self that came to dominate as the 
"official" Harry. 
The Deleuzian model, though not explicitly invoked by Chirico, is a functioning, 
plausible alternative to Bodkin's vision, and a mechanism for providing Harry with a host of 
ulterior selves, all arising in moments of contraction or expectation, and all repressed under the 
domination of Amy's scheming designs; the "glow upon the world" are the rejected larval selves. 
However, there are problems with this interpretation: primarily, that it has already been presented 
to and rejected by Harry himself. In his talk with Mary, she suggests a version of the Deleuzian 
vision and the interpretations purveyed by Chirico and Lobb:  
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But surely, what you say 
Only proves that you expected Wishwood 
To be your real self, to do something for you 
That you can only do for yourself. 
What you need to alter is something inside you  
Which you can change anywhere—here, as well as elsewhere. (55) 
 
Is this not the reading of Harry as possessed by an inauthentic self, and requiring only the 
remediation of an inner change, an exchange of 'good self' for 'bad self?' Must Harry not merely 
acknowledge his inherent multiplicity, "the present potential" of another self "that must be faced 
and accepted" (Lobb, 114)? Is redemption not as simple as acknowledging the reality of a host of 
unrealized larval selves, the admission that "what did not happen is as true as what did" (105)? 
Mary's advice fits perfectly for the interpretation that the unreal self is merely repressed, and must 
be brought to the surface—alas, this quick fix is precisely the solution that Harry angrily rejects, 
citing the stygian imagery that has been identified with the time of the curse: 
Something inside me, you think, that can be altered! 
And here, indeed! where I have felt them near me,  
Here and here and here—wherever I am not looking,  
Always flickering at the corner of my eye, 
Almost whispering just out of earshot— 
And inside too, in the nightly panic 
Of dreaming dissolution.  
You do not know,  
You cannot know, you cannot understand. (55) 
 
Harry's angry rejection reveals a number of problems for the Deleuzian reading of Harry's 
alternative self or selves. Whether singular or multiple, the ulterior cannot be grasped—it flees 
before Henry, visible only in the liminal space of his vision. The ulterior self is not merely one or 
many selves selected from a storehouse of other selves in the world; it is, rather, a "dreaming 
dissolution" that comes at the nightly hour of the drains. Later in his conversation with Mary, 
Harry is prevented from implementing Mary's solution—to choose the alternative self of a Harry 
who could come to find love and happiness with her—by the apparition of the Eumenides, "That 
apprehension deeper than all sense/Deeper than the sense of smell, but like a smell…From 
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another world" (59). It is this "smell" that corresponds to Harry's "dreaming dissolution," "a vapor 
dissolving/All other worlds, and me into it!" (59).  It is not another self that Harry seeks—it is 
something more like another world, or a rift in this world: a unique self dissolving all possible 
selves into unreality. 
 It seems, then, that we will have to unlock Harry's "private puzzle" by a different route, 
exchanging Deleuze for Whitehead and Bodkin. Our detour has, however, revealed the nature of 
the "glow upon the world" to be an "apprehension deeper than all sense," and having the property 
of dissolving all possible selves. In order to find a theoretical model for subjectivity that can 
clarify and ground the dynamics of Bodkin's subjectivity of denied development, we might return 
to David Ward's Edenic characterization of Harry and Mary's hollow tree, and turn to the Danish 
existential philosophy of Søren Kierkegaard, who uses the Biblical narrative of the Garden of 
Eden and the Fall to query the possibilities for a subjectivity crafted on negativity within his 
Concept of Anxiety. 
Kierkegaard's Concept of Anxiety is concerned with the problem of freedom in the 
Garden of Eden and, consequently, with the emergence of Adam's prelapsarian subjectivity. 
Kierkegaard's reading of the prohibition against eating from the forbidden Tree of Knowledge can 
be used to interpret Amy's felling of the hollow tree, as both are figured as moments where the 
possibility for subjectivity ironically arises from freedom's foreclosure. The forbidding of the 
Tree to Adam "induces in him anxiety, for the prohibition awakens in him freedom's possibility"; 
the possibility of freedom is more precisely "the anxious possibility of being able" (Kierkegaard, 
44). Adam, according to Kierkegaard, has no idea what the prohibition means, only that there is a 
possibility for him to do something, to make a wrong choice (Kierkegaard, 45). In other words, 
prior to the prohibition, Adam did not conceive of himself of capable of action, capable of losing 
his divine grace—only with the "thou shalt not" came the implied possibility of the "thou 
couldst..." Harry's situation is similar after the annihilation of the hollow tree: having had no 
knowledge of freedom, the possibility of the act (of falling outside Amy's designs) is now raised 
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in the moment it is annulled: the "glow upon the world" is the possibility of an alien world where 
freedom exists that is inaugurated once it is rendered impossible. Unreal abstraction as the 
creation of subjectivity is thus conceived as beginning in the moment the possibility of its 
realization is forever foreclosed.  
The difference between Adam and Harry is that, whereas Adam now possesses a measure 
of freedom, Harry is merely imparted an awareness of Bodkin's causal efficacy: he now realizes 
that he is controlled, knows the nothingness of a freedom whose absence he had not previously 
missed. What Kierkegaard adds to our discussion is the revelation that the "anxious possibility of 
being able"—the possibility of freedom, however chimerical—is derived from an earlier anxiety 
present before the prohibition, in "innocence." "This is the profound secret of innocence, that it is 
at the same time anxiety" (Kierkegaard, 41). The apprehensive glow upon the world was always 
already there—this begins to align unreal abstraction with the ontology revealed in Graham 
Harman, where an undercurrent of unreality was passed from object to object. But how might 
such an underlying unreality—or anxiety, in Kierkegaard's terminology—appear within the 
beginnings of subjectivity, before subjectivity has even begun to be annulled? 
 For Kierkegaard, the human subject "is a synthesis of the psychical and the physical" 
(Kierkegaard, 43); Kierkegaard sometimes renders these two terms as "soul and body," but for the 
sake of simplicity they might be glossed as "the cognitive" and "the sensory." The hinge of this 
synthesis is "spirit," a tertiary term that unites the psychical and the physical. Without spirit 
(which we can oversimplify as something like "consciousness"), the contingent union between 
soul and body lacks "endurance," though it does possess "persistence" (Kierkegaard, 44). The 
persistence consists, it would seem, in momentary flickers of union (what Deleuze would call 
larval selves of contraction) between cognition and sensory experience—e.g., an infant 
correlating the thought of raising an arm with the sight of a lifted limb. These flickers do not, 
however, persist longer than their contingent conjunctions: the infant who lifts the arm is not the 
same as the infant who later cries for food. The unitary ground for an enduring, more permanent 
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physical-psychical union is missing. Spirit provides this unitary ground, but in a remarkably 
unstable guise. "Dreamily," writes Kierkegaard, "the spirit projects its own actuality, but this 
actuality is nothing," "an intimated nothing" of pure projection (Kierkegaard, 41, 42). 
 Kierkegaard's model for projected actuality sounds remarkably close to Eliot's unreal 
abstraction—and we can now begin to understand this process, which for Eliot is ontology, in 
terms that are more psychological. Kierkegaard's "intimated nothing" can be glossed14 by way of 
inaugural lecture (13 November 1968) of Jacques Lacan's Seminar XVI, From an Other to the 
Other, where Lacan identifies the being of thought as "inter-sense" or "beyond-sense." "The 
being of thought is the cause of thinking qua beyond sense. It was always and ever the being of a 
thinking before" (Lacan, 3). That is to say: a human organism experiences a flood of sensations, 
intermingled with larval flickerings of cognition; the inchoate cognitive apparatus cannot bear the 
possibility that these sensations are not part of a unity of perception, so it invents this unity 
retroactively, assuming all sensation-cognitions are "always and ever the being of a thinking 
before," of a prior act of unitary thinking (Lacan, 3). Lacan's unconscious—here analogous to 
Kierkegaard's projecting spirit—is thus a "rule of thinking that has to guarantee itself from non-
thinking," that is, from the dissolution into an endless phantasmagoric parade of Deleuzian larval 
proto-selves, "as being that which may be its cause," the unitary self (Lacan, 3). Rendered in a 
less Delphic style, Lacan is saying: the unconscious invents itself to account for the fact that it is 
automatically thinking, because if it did not invent itself there would be no ground for the unity of 
thinking. 
 Kierkegaard's dreaming spirit "projects its own actuality" by presuming itself to be an 
already-existent unity to which contingent psychical-physical flickerings may be affixed, like 
tossing multi-colored apples in the same sack. This actuality is, however, grounded on nothing 
but the spirit's own projection of unity, a self-grounding of "intimated nothing." Like Harry's 																																																								
14 The intimacy of Jacques Lacan's familiarity with Kierkegaard's Concept of Anxiety comes through in 
Seminar X, Anxiety. 
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apparitions of anxiety at the corners of his vision, Kierkegaard's "actuality of spirit constantly 
shows itself as a form that tempts its possibility but disappears as soon as it seeks to grasp for it, 
and it is a nothing that can only bring anxiety" (Kierkegaard, 44) Spirit emerges, unifies sense 
impressions, and, looking to understand itself as a substantial unity in the world, finds itself to be 
only a nothing of contingent conjunction. Finding itself nothing gives rise to anxiety. The 
prohibition of God organizes this anxiety, turns it from an existential anxiety into a practical 
anxiety, the anxiety of being able.  
 Kierkegaard's reading of Genesis lets us understand the "causal efficacy" of Bodkin's 
reading as possessing a deeper significance than merely the annulment of freedom. Beneath the 
dearth of freedom is a yet deeper lack, the non-existence of self, but a non-existence that takes the 
form of anxiety. The never-found object was Harry's subjectivity, and the "glow on the world" 
was the anxiety that accompanied the projection of a unified self out of nothing. The hollow tree 
came to stand for Harry because it was not there, but its destruction (and retroactive prohibition) 
converted the anxiety of non-existence into an anxiety of loss-of-freedom. 
 What are the consequences for the understanding of Harry's ulterior subjectivity as the 
anxiety-of-nothingness that gives way to the anxiety of prohibitive freedom? Agatha's encounter 
with the altered self "in an unexpected mirror" as "nobody" becomes the recognition of the 
original, faux-unified self that is, in fact, built upon nothing. But if this is the case, what is the 
unreal self that is hidden and recorded and projected by curse-time? What is it that "remains in 
the room, waiting for the future to hear it" (93)? How can a nothing, even the determinate 
negativity of an anxiety-nothing, persist to be projected into the future? And how is redemption 
possible—how is it possible for Harry to recognize and accept a self which is not, and never was, 
there?  
Harry himself cannot provide this answer: he understands the self-as-nothing as rendering 
all his possible selves unreal (because they are all based on the non-existent origin of a unity that 
was "Not there"), but he does not have the power to convert this unreality into a transcendent and 
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redemptive form. We are left, as it were, at the level of shocked silence in Quine, although the 
role of multiplicity has now changed. From having too many selves (the reading of Chirico and, 
in a sense, Lobb), Harry is now exposed as having no self at all: the purported multiplicity of 
selves, in other words, is a cover for a deeper fundamental lack. This is a return, from the 
productive multiplicity of chromaticism, to the swarming manifold of incompatible finite centers 
in Knowledge and Experience—multiplicity, in other words, appears as the undermining of every 
attempt at a coherent finite center, because the finite centers are built only on unreal abstractions 
of inexistent and impossible unity. Is Harry, then, to be understood as merely another in the series 
of dispiriting unreals in Eliot—his vacuous subjectivity to be read alongside the falling cities of 
"The Waste Land" (ll. 367-377), or the passage "from unreal to unreal" in Murder in the 
Cathedral (MC, 28)? 
Possibly, Harry would be subject to such a baleful fate if left to his own devices—if not 
for the intervention of the oracular and benevolent Aunt Agatha, who replaces Harry's recurrent 
glow of the nonexistent hollow tree with the aura of an unrealized yet promised "world around 
the corner" (21). To understand the salvation of Harry, we must then turn our attention to the 
remarkable ontology of Agatha, and her own formative role in implanting the seed of unreal 
subjectivity within Harry's earliest history, and bringing that seed to fruition within the unfolding 
dialogue of the drama. For it is only after Agatha has revealed certain truths—about herself, about 
Harry's father, and about Harry himself—that Harry can say, in a moment of epiphany, that 
"Everything is true in a different sense," and that "Everything tends towards reconciliation" (101). 
 The character of Agatha is perhaps the most undervalued of all The Family Reunion's cast 
of characters; one reader, Helen Gardener, goes so far as to characterize Agatha as lacking 
"reality," utterly withdrawn from meaningful contact with the audience (qtd. in Towner, 69). For 
this very reason—by dint of her apparently inherent alterity—those readers who do notice Agatha 
assign her the pivotal role as an otherworldly character: Theresa Towner considers Agatha a "soul 
in motion," "in the process of liberating itself from the flesh that holds it" (Towner, 69); Grover 
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Smith sees her as a "guardian" of the "threshold" of the spiritual (G. Smith, 198); and Bodkin 
finds her "penetrating the barriers" that divide the temporal realm from the spiritual (Bodkin, 15).  
Against the characterizations of Agatha as otherworldly, revelatory, and beneficent, we 
must balance Giles Evan's reading of her as "destroyer," the destroyer of the plans of Amy 
(Evans, 65). Yet in his earliest synopsis of the play, Eliot defines the relationship between sisters 
somewhat differently:  
The MOTHER (widow) distinctly head of family (successful marriage, money, 
three sons) but beneath the surface of dignity due to accidents of misfortune a 
bewildered person dependent in any emergency upon her younger sister 
(spinster), who has had a hard life and sees things as they are. (qtd. in Browne, 
91) 
 
Though her role as foil to Amy is present in Eliot's synopsis (Agatha's hard life is juxtaposed with 
Amy's apparent success), Amy's life is grounded, in some hidden way, upon the protection of 
Agatha, a supervision predicated on Agatha's perspicacity. In the final version of the play, Amy 
declares that Agatha alone "seems to discover some meaning in Death/Which I cannot find" (16). 
We have already noted Agatha's critiques of Amy's view of time: that Amy has excised the 
multiple, and that Amy presumes an original synchronization of her clock with natural time, a 
synchronicity that Agatha considers chimerical. To Harry's understanding of himself as "Not 
there," we might then oppose Agatha's understanding of the nothing within Amy's cycles as 
indicative of the multiplicity of realities and exteriorities of time. "Nothing" is, for Agatha, the 
window opening onto another world—and a world that, in the case of Harry, her own actions 
have helped to found. 
It is through the revelation of Agatha's deepest secrets that Harry's journey towards 
salvation begins. At the beginning of the play, Agatha had introduced her alternative conception 
of time by contradicting Amy's Edenic past with the chilly rejoinder that, "Wishwood was always 
a cold place, Amy" (12). This is not entirely true, however: Agatha reveals to Harry that 
Wishwood indeed had one "summer day of unusual heat/For this cold country" (12). That was the 
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day Harry's father and Agatha fell passionately in love, the day a particular cycle of destruction 
was broken, and this is the secret that will change how Harry understands his inexistent, unreal 
subjectivity. Agatha tells Harry the marriage between Amy and Harry's father had been a farce—
moribund, and loveless. Although Amy blames Agatha for the collapse of her marriage (112), 
Agatha reveals the couple were already "alone in a lonely country house together/For three years 
childless, learning the meaning/Of loneliness" before Agatha arrived for her summer of unusual 
heat (99). Amy would let nothing stand in the way of her plans, including the unwillingness of a 
husband who was merely the means to an end. Amy herself reveals: 
Seven years I kept him, 
For the sake of the future, a discontented ghost, 
In his own house. What of the humiliation, 
Of the chilly pretenses in the silent bedroom, 
Forcing sons upon an unwilling father? 
Dare you think what that does to one? Try to think of it. 
I would have sons, if I could not have a husband. (113) 
 
Amy's relentless pursuit of her design to have sons had produced, the text would seem to 
suggest, a murderous obstinacy in Harry's father, even as it produced the yet-unborn Harry. 
Agatha reveals that six months pregnant with Harry, Amy became the object of her husband's 
homicidal plot: 
 You would not have been born in that event 
I stopped him… 
I did not want to kill you!  
You to be killed! What were you then? Only a thing called 'life' (100) 
 
Amy's plans and schemes would have reached their natural termination in Harry's destruction. 
Without the intervention of Agatha, Harry would never have been born. Amy herself, Agatha 
believes, would have survived—Harry's father "would have bungled it"—but the result of the 
botched plot would have been, Agatha is sure, the stillbirth of Harry (100). Anne Ward's 
prediction of the final outcome of the second-tier of Bergsonian time as destruction has come to 
pass: death of her child is the price that would have been demanded of Amy—that is where 
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Amy's designs, without her knowledge, would have taken her, if all had occurred according to 
plan. Having relied on the nullity of passage from unreality to unreality, she would find her own 
son derealized—a fittingly bitterly ironic ending to all her plans, and the final return to unreality 
of an empty and pointless cycle.  
 Agatha derailed Amy's fate by saving Amy for the sake of Harry; she parleyed the love of 
Harry's father for her into the salvation of Amy's son. This is the context in which we should 
understand Harry's "crime," his unshakable conviction that he murdered his own wife, "pushed 
her over" the side of a trans-Atlantic ocean liner (29). No one believes Harry, whose wife was 
highly unstable and appears to have fallen accidentally or to have committed suicide, and Eliot's 
earliest synopsis for The Family Reunion confirms that Harry's complicity in the crime amounts 
to "Stain, not guilt" (qtd. in Browne, 100). Leo Hamalian, writing in "The Figures in the 
Window," finds that Agatha expiates Harry's role in this "crime" by enabling him to realize that 
"somehow he has objectified a fantasy, and then accepted the objectification as true"; Harry 
accepts the objectification as true "because the whole scene of shoving her overboard has passed 
through his mind before" (Hamalian, 109). The objectification is thus linked to a preceding 
memory, a recurrent memory of wanting to kill his wife. A passage, excised at the request of 
Eliot's director but present in the penultimate draft, adds that Harry's father intended to murder 
Amy by pushing her "Into a well" (qtd. in Browne, 115), hinting at a connection between this 
abortive crime and Harry's objectified fantasy of "pushing" his wife into the sea. Eliot's letter to 
E. Martin Browne of 19 March 1938 makes the connection between forestalled murder and 
fantasy-crime certain: Harry "is really expiating the crime of having wanted to kill his wife, like 
his father before him" (qtd. in Browne, 108). The crime that has ever passed before Harry's 
consciousness is thus the unrealized project of his father's own murderous designs: as Harry's 
father wished to kill Amy, Harry becomes obsessed with having successfully killed his own wife. 
Though Harry's crime has been much discussed in the critical history, there is one aspect 
of the event that has, to my knowledge, remained overlooked: if Harry is reenacting his father's 
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desire to kill his mother, then the outcome that Harry is really seeking is for himself never to have 
been born. Harry has objectified the fantasy that would have retroactively left him stillborn in 
Amy's womb. This is not a mere suicidal impulse, for it runs deeper: Harry's fantasy is for a 
world that would have never held a Harry Monchensey. We have seen this desire to redeem a 
certain vision of the past before—it is the modality of Amy's time, the obsession with the 
recapturing of unsuccessful projects. If we accept that the goal, in some providential sense, of 
Amy's schemes was to be (without her knowledge, and in fulfillment of the demands of natural 
time) the abortion of Harry, Harry's fancies fall into place: the birth of Harry was the moment 
Amy's clock stopped in the dark—the point at which she fell out of sync with natural time, and 
her passage "from unreality to unreality" was detoured.  
Harry's "crime" was then a desperate attempt to fulfill the unknown agenda of Amy's 
design; his "original sin" is the fact that he was born at all, that something new was introduced 
into Amy's world of nothing, breaking the cycle of destruction. Agate's perplexity that "Because a 
man's aunt ought to have been his mother/He must push his wife overboard" can now be resolved. 
Because Agatha saved Harry she permitted his birth knowing that she, as a surrogate mother, 
would "have no other child" (101). Because the circumstances of this birth set time "out of joint," 
Harry can only repeat the fantasy of his non-existence in, as Hamalian claims, objectified form.  
Agatha's revelation to Harry enables him to see himself in a new light—it is only after 
Agatha reveals the strange circumstances of his birth that "Everything is true in a different sense" 
for Harry, that he now finds "Everything tends towards reconciliation" (101). We are now in a 
position to give meaning to this reconciliation. In Kierkegaard, the nothing found by anxious 
existence, by the seeking spirit, was an indeterminate nothing, the lack of an authentic self; after 
Agatha's revelation of the murderous desire of his father, Harry understands it as an antagonistic 
nothing, an active, determinate, negating nothing of a world that was not meant to hold him. 
When the spirit of Harry (to borrow Kierkegaard's terminology) looked around, he found not only 
the absence of himself, but also a world that actively worked to deny him any place in that world. 
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Bodkin's casual efficacy is not merely a sense of exterior determination, but the legacy of a 
design of annihilation. Harry was never supposed to live: that is Agatha's secret. 
Amy's designs would have excluded Harry from her world; Agatha reveals that, by her 
actions, she introduced an aberration into Amy's designs, and the name for that aberration is 
Harry. Harry's existence reveals the radical inconsistency of the world. There should be no Harry 
Monchensey—his very being is at odds with the natural world, and with the true consequences of 
Amy's plans. The "dreaming dissolution" of the world "at the corner" of Harry's eye is this very 
inconsistency; Agatha reveals Harry is, as it were, a crimp or a corner in the midst of one of 
Amy's cycles—the failure of the cycle to recirculate, and the opportunity for a perpendicular 
movement into another "world around the corner," like a tangent flying off of a circle. 
"Harry," Eliot's synopsis confirms, "realizes or re-incarnates his father's feelings towards 
Agatha" (qtd. in Browne, 100); this should not be read Oedipally or romantically, but rather in 
light of his father's forbearance of the destruction of the unborn Harry for the sake of Agatha's 
belief in "life." Harry, like his father, comes to believe in the vision of Agatha, the vision of a 
new world of which Harry is the seed, a world beyond the sterile nullity of Amy's designs. Thus, 
at the end of their tortuous scene of revelations, Agatha declares herself relieved "from a burden 
that I carried," for the "burden's yours, now, yours/The burden of all the family" (102). The 
burden is the revelation of the meaning of the curse that "comes to being/as a child is formed," in 
which the unreal world (seeded in Harry), being "the incredible," "Becomes the actual" (106). 
Harry is to be, in Agatha's description, the curse of sin that struggles in "its dark instinctive birth, 
to come to consciousness/And so find expurgation," "the bird sent flying through the purgatorial 
flame," destined "To resolve the enchantment under which we suffer" (101-102). 
Agatha's gambit is successful, for Harry comes to realize that happiness consists not "in 
getting what one wanted/Or in getting rid of what can't be got rid of/But in a different vision" 
(102). Harry's redemption comes not, in other words, by the attainment of a new self or selves, or 
in the exorcism of a phantom or evil self, but in the vision of a new kind of world, presently 
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unrealized, but promised by the existence of Harry himself, who is unreal with respect to Amy's 
world. An object, according to Knowledge and Experience, is unreal when there is a "reality to 
which it should correspond and does not" (KE, 55); Harry is unreal in precisely this sense, but his 
unreality has become the window that reveals the multiplicity of many realities and the possibility 
of other worlds. His multiplicity is not found in the uncovering of many internal selves, but is 
rather the multiplicity of a revealed manifold of the Absolute, which allows, in Jamesonian 
fashion, for a transition between this present world and the hitherto-impossible world, in which 
"the lost chance comes again against all odds, and the old hope is fulfilled after its definitive 
disappointment" (Antinomies of Realism, 230).  
The unreality identified as singular by Lobb is the inexistent subjectivity of Harry; its 
resolution, in which the manifold of the Real is to show itself as a window to ontological 
transformation, is the multiplicity of subjectivities envisioned by Chirico. Harry comes to 
recognize the Eumenides as a representation of this window: by their incongruity, in their very 
contravention of the naturalistic setting of Wishwood, "they shatter confidence in the most sacred 
of dramatic conventions, the belief in the reality of the make-believe occurring on stage" (C. 
Smith, 117). The Eumenides represent the true subjectivity of Harry inasmuch as it does not 
belong in the Wishwood world-stage, and their final transformation into guiding angels of light 
(111) indicates that Harry has embraced the founding of this new world.  
This action, this coming of a new world, cannot be rendered on stage, for it goes beyond 
the world of Wishwood, and it is the world of Wishwood that Eliot has endeavored to portray in 
this text. This new world can only be realized on the "margins of the impossible" (34), in the 
possibilities of performance that extend beyond the printed text, into the realm of stagecraft, and 
within the dramaturgical struggle to find a theatrical habitat suitable to the world of the 
otherworldly Eumenides.  
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III. The Embrasure and the Window: The Eumenides and their Audience 
 
 Where are the Eumenides most at home? We might answer, with Harry, "Wishwood": 
"the last apparent refuge, the safe shelter/That is where one meets them. That is the way of 
specters" (110). This answer is, however, of little aid to the theatrical producers of The Family 
Reunion. The production history of the drama is littered with a host of attempts to stage the 
Eumenides as, for want of a better term, really unreal. Without a believable Eumenides, Harry is a 
clown or a madman, his visions are delusions or hallucinations, and his "redemption" is really a 
final descent into incoherence. When Harry leaves Wishwood to follow his "bright angels" (111), 
the audience needs to have been prepared to understand the Eumenides' transformation as the 
promise of a new world, the un-realization or dissolution of the reality of the present world, and 
the transfiguration Eliot's lecture on Poetry and Drama presupposes as the goal for all poetic 
drama:  
to bring poetry into the world in which the audience lives and to which it returns 
when it leaves the theatre; not to transform the audience into some imaginary 
world totally unlike its own, an unreal world in which poetry is tolerated….Then 
we should not be transformed into an artificial world; on the contrary, our own 
sordid, dreary daily world would be suddenly illuminated and transfigured. (PD, 
31-32) 
 
The key to the inclusion of the Eumenides is to transform not the world within the play but the 
world of the audience. This is not something one can easily measure; the Second World War 
overshadowed early performances of The Family Reunion, though later post-war performances 
were more favorably received. We cannot be certain of the illumination of the inner world of the 
audience, but we can track, in the history of the stagings of the Eumenides, the attempts to 
inculcate this world by representing its transformative process through the auspices of theater.  
In the final text, there are no instructions prescribing the appearance of the Eumenides, 
merely a stage direction that "The curtains part, revealing the Eumenides in the window 
embrasure" (60). Such descriptive minimalism was not always the case. The first design for the 
Eumenides occurs in Eliot's earliest synopsis: "Towards the end the EUMENIDES appear in the 
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embrasure of a window: one man and two women, in evening dress" (qtd. in Browne, 91). As 
designs go, it must be confessed that this one is rather sterile—it is difficult to fathom how the 
Eumenides, so attired, could appear in the least terrifying, or do otherwise than confirm Eliot's 
later fear that they "looked like uninvited guests strayed in from a fancy dress party" (PD, 37). 
The Eumenides appear far too human and, fancy dress aside, there is little to suggest Carol 
Smith's "shock-tactic" shattering the coherent reality of the naturalistic stage (C. Smith, 117). 
The anemic shock-value of this iteration of the Eumenides is, perhaps, the reason why 
Eliot's first full draft ("D5") omits the description after the colon, keeping only "The Eumenides 
appear in the window embrasure" (qtd. in Browne, 117). Yet Eliot was, apparently, still not quite 
convinced, adding the following annotation to the line in the Harvard manuscript ("FR/H"): 
 
 (reproduced from Browne, 117) 
 
Eliot's uncertainty is possibly a trivial aesthetic ambivalence as to the degree of sartorial excess. 
On the other hand, might we not risk a slightly deeper reading here? The ambiguity between 
Black/White is perhaps indicative of a character trait of the Eumenides, an inherent ambiguity or 
ambivalence that echoes their liminal status within the window embrasure, both within and 
without Wishwood manor, caught between two worlds—or rather, as exemplifying the 
multiplicity of reality-worlds itself.  
Grover Smith has criticized The Family Reunion for depicting "two different orders of 
reality according to the potentialities of the characters moving within it" (G. Smith, 197). The 
charge or assumption is that different orders of reality exist, but that they exist only, as D. E. 
Jones claims, to contrast Harry's "spiritual election" with the Chorus's patent imbecility (Jones, 
103). Whereas Jones chides The Family Reunion because the "gap between the two levels" of 
Harry's enlightened reality and the ignorance of the benighted reality of the Chorus "is too wide" 
for the average theatergoer to jump the gap from the latter to the former, the Eumenides' 
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ambivalence reveals that it is not the bridging but rather the awareness of the gap between levels 
that is at stake (Jones, 122). It is less a propulsion across spiritual boundaries than a revelation of 
the multi-tiered structure of reality itself.  
The implications of the multiplicity of reality and temporality are what are at stake in the 
laments of the Chorus: not a selection of one reality over another, but rather a collapse of 
containing structures of exclusivity—not the exchange of a false world for a truer world, but 
rather the dissolving of the boundary between worlds: 
That apprehension deeper than all sense, 
Deeper than the sense of smell, but like a smell 
In that it is indescribable, a sweet and bitter smell  
From another world. I know it, I know it! 
More potent than ever before, a vapour dissolving 
All other worlds, and me into it. (59) 
 
If the first phase of the redemption of Harry was the revelation, not of alternative selves, but of a 
becoming-nobody, the implication of this first, solely textual iteration of the Eumenides in Eliot's 
Harvard manuscript is a becoming no-world, the rendering problematic of "the exclusiveness to 
any one view of reality" (Evans, 162), a revelation of the inherent relativity of the insistence by 
the Chorus "that the world is what we have always taken it to be" (43).  
 Eliot's initial textual conception of the Eumenides could not, of course, be staged, for 
their sartorial ambiguity is textual, or perhaps paratextual. In the final production draft, all advice 
to the production designer was removed, and designer Stella Mary Pearce was given no 
instructions for their first appearance at the Westminster Theatre in 1939. "Independently, she 
decided Harry was haunted by, perhaps, Amy, Agatha, or Mary; thus, she costumed the 
Eumenides as life-sized, somewhat bird-like dummies, dressed in the colors of the characters she 
felt were haunting Harry" (Malamud, 94). All characters were, for this first production, arrayed 
according to individual color schemes, making the identification possible—although, as Pearce 
herself soon realized, the effect was lost on the audience (Malamud, 94). This second conception 
of the Eumenides is quite brilliant, according to a particular line of interpretation: here, Harry is 
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haunted not by past selves or by phantoms of his past, but rather by the incompatible demands 
placed upon him by the women in his life. The ambiguity of Eliot's earlier draft is here rendered 
as a conflict between different paths Harry might take—the design of Amy, the transcendence of 
Agatha, the allure of physical love and human companionship with Mary. What is preserved from 
the first conception is, in other words, a pure ontological tension between possible future Harrys. 
Pearce's imagining of the Eumenides rendered their humanity deliberately uncertain, 
"having bird-mask faces with beaks and the hands were claws" (Evans, 137). The avian aspects 
were inspired, according to Pearce, by the classical origins of The Family Reunion, where the 
bird-like Furies pursue Orestes (Evans, 137); attentive bird-watchers of the play surely noted, 
however, the connection between the avian Eumenides and the Chorus's terror of the "wings of 
the future" that have torn the roof from off the house, or the "beak and claws" that have 
desecrated history (67). These feathered fiends have clawed away at the sheltering faith of 
history, destroyed the security of a single and remote past of authorized family album snapshots; 
Pearce's Eumenides point to an unstable past and a far from certain future. 
The Eumenides of Pearce are quite powerful and fit well with the exploration of multiple 
realities within Eliot's play; their deficiencies appeared, however, in the inability of a modern 
London audience to recognize their mythological signification, and in their contravention of a 
letter to Browne in which Eliot makes clear, "the furies are divine instruments, not simple hell-
hounds" (qtd in Browne, 107). Reacting, perhaps, to this advice by Eliot, Pearce completely 
reimagined the Eumenides for a later northern production of the play, replacing the bird-like 
personae with "three small glass prisms on invisible threads [which] descended and, revolving a 
little, caught special lights in a rather eerie way" (Evans, 137). 
This third revision of the Eumenides began the great effort to redeem their presence on 
stage through radical impersonality. Following the three-crystals experiment there came attempts 
at rendering the figures as "constellation of green headlamps, or signal lights" beyond the window 
embrasure (Williams, 245), and, in a 1948 performance in Sweden to honor Eliot's Nobel Prize 
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for Literature, there appeared a spectacle Eliot described as "a sort of rugby team of fifteen huge 
leprous giraffes, swarming out when the bookshelves parted in a library that looked like St. 
Pancras Station" (qtd. in Malamud, 95). Each of these renditions is entirely understandable, and 
each latches onto a particular aspect of the textual Eumenides. The three prisms, focalizing and 
reflecting light, provides something of a celestial aura, a "glow upon the world" that finds its 
object in the Eumenides. The distant signaling lights seem lifted from Agatha's explanation that 
the figures whom she has seen have led Harry "across the frontier: he must follow/For him death 
is now only on this side" (117), and the leprous rugby team tackles the Eumenides' multiple and 
contaminating guise, something like an amorphous swarm of the pure, chaotic multiple. 
 All of these renditions, including Eliot's ambivalent draft and Pearce's avian efforts, 
contribute their own piece to the Eumenides puzzle, but none, by the time of Eliot's Poetry and 
Drama lecture in 1951, had come close to providing The Family Reunion with the crucial pivot it 
needed to lay claim to an illuminated and transfigured world. The Eumenides, Eliot lamented, 
"must, in future, be omitted from the cast, and be understood to be visible only to certain of my 
characters, and not to the audience" (PD, 37). E. Martin Browne, the first producer of The Family 
Reunion, came to concur: in all of Browne's stagings, the Eumenides were placed upstage, 
leaving Harry to face them "with his face away from the audience, for the climactic moment." 
Thus "however eerie the sounds or lighting effects which accompany them," Browne believed the 
Eumenides "cannot involve the audience in an experience which cannot be seen upon the face of 
the character who alone can mediate it" (Browne, 117). Although one could demure that the 
Eumenides, when properly staged, do not need mediation, there is no escaping the fact that a 
"group of figures who neither speak or move" can "have in fact no life for the audience" (Browne, 
117).  
This solution of exclusion, dubbed the "air-drawn dagger" solution by Giles Evans 
(Evans, 140), has much to recommend it. The reality to which the figures in the window refer and 
belong becomes wholly ineffable, though its effects on the naturalistic world of Wishwood 
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remain; Harry becomes the focal point of their presence, and the actor is given license to convey 
their reality by way of facial countenance; finally, if the latent subjectivity of Harry is the anxiety 
of non-existence, the terror of these invisible specters seems the only way of realizing this 
interpretation dramaturgically. There are, unfortunately, just as many drawbacks: there is a very 
real (almost overwhelming) temptation to read Harry's vision pathologically, as an effect of 
hallucination. The Eumenides would be subject to the same repressions as "the sobbing in the 
chimney/The evil in the dark closet, which they said was not there" (32). Hallucination would 
collapse the multiplicity of realities into a singularity: Harry is neurotic or mad, the Eumenides 
exist only in his mind, and the world truly is only "what we have always taken it to be" (43).  
Evans concurs in negatively assessing the invisible Eumenides solution, finding that it 
"reduces belief in their autonomous existence" and enables the audience to evade the encounter 
with the intrusion of the supernatural (Evans, 141). In addition, when the Eumenides remain "an 
air-drawn dagger" of dubious reality, there can be no substantial change wrought in their 
transformation, and there is absolutely no chance of their signifying the transformation of the 
world of Harry or of the audience. Finally, and somewhat ironically, the barring of the audience 
from sharing in Harry's superhuman spiritual vision would surely only heighten the charge that 
Eliot's "hero," so fond of dismissing the blindness of others, is "an insufferable prig" (PD, 38). 
 Ultimately, we can use Browne's comments to critique both the visible and the invisible 
iterations of the Eumenides that appeared prior to Eliot's remarks of 1951. The Eumenides are 
stationary and stagnant; they have no life for the audience, and the audience has no investment in 
them—they may as well be invisible. The problem is, one might glibly say, that the window 
embrasure has been misread as an enclosure when it should have been glossed in its modern 
French equivalent of ébraser—to widen.  
 In the decades that followed the publication of Poetry and Drama there were two 
noteworthy innovations in the stagecraft of The Family Reunion; these performances led to the 
success of Eliot's vision through the widening of the place allotted to the Eumenides. In 1956 
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Peter Brook gave a performance of Eliot's play where the Eumenides, "bat-like apparitions," were 
introduced with a gentle dimming of the lights (Evans, 146). The renaissance of Stella Pearce's 
bird-mask personae would at first seem to promise nothing new, but J. C. Trewin's account of the 
Brook staging tells quite another story: 
the shapes are seen beyond the tall windows of Wishwood. The lights fade; fire-
glow pulses round the room, filled now with curving, wave-like shadow. The 
curtains slip back, and outside the window are dimly visible the pursuing 
shapes—in any form in which we like to picture them. We are aware of their 
presence; each onlooker must define them as he wishes. Later in the play, before 
Harry knows he must “follow the bright angels,” light glimmers where all has 
been grey, as though a moon is shining serenely over the estate and touching the 
tall dim forms with silver. Peter Brook has let our imaginations take charge. We 
see what we want to see. It would be wrong to be more explicit, and Brook is not 
a director to misjudge an effect...what stays with me most is atmosphere, not text. 
(qtd. in Evans, 146) 
 
There are several points worthy of note in this performance. The alternations between night and 
fire, shadow and light recall the Black/White polarity of Eliot's Harvard draft. The Eumenides are 
gradually revealed through an embrasure that genuinely seems like a window opening outward 
onto darker, half-real realities of pure shadow. Finally, the transformation from pursuing shadows 
into bright angels affects the ambient texture of the entire stage, replacing the artificial lighting of 
Amy's electric lamps with the argent moon, a symbol linked to the alternative time of curses.  
Brook's most precious contribution, as both Trewin and Evans have indicated, lies in the 
relocation of the Eumenides from distant stage to the audience's mind. The effect is not merely 
one of imagination, for it has been prepared by a subtle dissolution of the naturalistic world: "the 
fluid wave-like patterns of the fire-light across the walls of the country house diminish their 
appearance of solidity and make plausible the visitation of less substantial figures, massive yet 
spiritual" (Evans, 146). The Eumenides are no longer static and lifeless, but they become rather a 
holistic effect of light, an enervating aura that "affects the whole stage: in terms of theatrical 
communication they really do transform the reality of what we see on the stage" (Evans, 147). 
Brook's 1956 presentation does justice to the suggestion floated fifteen years prior by Maud 
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Bodkin, who found, in Amy's delay in drawing the curtains at the play's opening, a subtle 
orientation of the audience towards the uncurtained window, "a material blankness wherein we 
are to create the image central to the drama's meaning," generating "that sense of anxiety…as if in 
the darkness there might lurk hostile presences, spectators other than human" (Bodkin, 6). Brook 
has, in other words, successfully cultivated an anxiety over absence, and that absence is precisely 
the dissolved "solidity" of a supposedly unchangeable and singular world corroded by Amy's 
initial asynchrony with natural time. 
 The triumph of the Brook production is rightly tied by Trewin to the movement from text 
to atmosphere: the audience were made to play an essential part, first in observing the dissolution 
of the naturalistic surface of the text, and subsequently in their creation of meaning for the vague 
shapes of the Eumenides. Bodkin's "material blankness" has been invoked by a dismantling of the 
naturalistic coherence of the world on stage through the careful instrumentalization of light—a 
more apt utilization of the principle underlying the three-crystals staging. It is through light that 
the shadows feed the anxious imaginations of the audience, and it is by light again that the whole 
stage is illuminated and suffused with the moon: the audience first sees the world dissolved into 
indeterminate shadows, and then again sees that dissolved world re-rendered into a translucence 
of transcendence. 
It is only in comparison with Michael Elliott's dramaturgical experiments that the unused 
opportunities of the Brook production appear, for in Elliott's production, the geometry of the 
stage itself is altered to enable a new relationship between audience and drama. Beginning with a 
student cast in 1966 and culminating in 1973 and 1979 productions at the Royal Exchange 
Theatre in Manchester, Elliott performed The Family Reunion "in-the-round," with the audience 
seated in a circular formation around "a skeletal room with realistic furniture in the centre of the 
theatre" (Evans, 147). Staging The Family Reunion in-the-round has a decisive effect upon the 
dynamics of audience experience. The dissolution of the walls, rendered in Brook's production as 
a gradual evaporation that begins with the onset of the Eumenides, is here instantly accomplished 
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by the "skeletal furniture" at the center of the theater: we are prepared, from the onset, for a world 
whose reality is already fluid, allowing "other dimensions of reality to flow in and out" (Evans, 
147). The Eumenides, we might say, are always-already present in the dissolution of the very 
architecture of Wishwood manor, a hint at the unreal that always lies beneath the surface of the 
seeming solidity of reality. 
Elliott's staging presents a number of possibilities for the integration of the audience into 
the transformative experience of the drama. What follows is by no means a claim for what any 
individual audience member did experience, but is rather a hypothetical sketch of how members 
of the audience may have experienced, through Elliott's staging, many of the interpretations of 
subjectivity and reality we have discussed here. Theatre-in-the-round means the actors and 
actresses must pass through the audience itself in order to enter and exit the stage. Thus, as 
Katherine Worth notes, when Harry anxiously speaks of having watched the drawing-room of 
Wishwood from outside, through the window embrasure, "Elliott was able to involve us in an 
uneasy complicity with Harry's point of view; we too spied on the oblivious family" (qtd. in 
Evans, 149). The window embrasure, no longer upstage, is now our portal-vantage on Wishwood, 
and it permits us to identify, Evans claims, with the unease of "actors who have not been assigned 
their parts": the audience is made to feel, in some degree, complicit in the anxieties of the stage, 
and is led to gradually shed their faith in the reality of the stage-world (Evans, 148).  
Katherine Worth interprets in-the-round staging as leaving the audience vulnerable to the 
Eumenides' "inquisitorial eye" as the specters materialize, without warning, between the audience 
and the stage (qtd. in Evans, 149). However, perhaps we can extend the implications of Worth's 
"uneasy complicity" between audience and actors to its final degree. We, like Harry, are outside 
the window, looking in; it is from within the space of the audience that the Eumenides 
spontaneously materialize: our complicity is not merely voyeuristic but progenitive. If we have 
identified with the Harry who looks in through the window embrasure, is it not possible that we 
should also feel some complicity with the specters who come to inhabit that window between 
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audience and stage? In Elliott's production, Maud Bodkin's anxiety of "hostile presences, 
spectators other than human" has the potential to be redirected back onto the spectatorship of the 
audience itself. At the same time, the Eumenides have interrupted our view of the Wishwood-
stage: they come from us, and their silent spectatorship emulates our own tactic of watching and 
waiting, but they objectify this disembodied ocular vantage apart from us, as an impediment to 
our vision. We are, perhaps, led to feel the unreality of Harry's being "parted from myself/From 
the self which persisted only as an eye, seeing" (96). 
Elliott's production called for the sudden emergence of the Eumenides as "essentially 
shapeless bundles of old clothes which might or might not contain life" (Katherine Worth qtd. in 
Evans, 149). The ambiguity of Brook's earlier production is maintained, but with a strange echo 
of Eliot's earliest sartorial ambivalence: we see the trappings of humanity, but we are unsure 
whether any life lies beneath these spectral forms that have appeared as surrogates of our 
spectatorship. Our view is interrupted by the question of whether these dry bones can live 
(Ezekiel, 37:3), whether life can be found in the chaotic flurry of light, motion, and possibility 
that simultaneously comes from and interrupts ourselves as spectators. Identified with the 
Eumenides and yet divided from them, the Eumenides become the fulcrum of the separation of 
the world of the theatre from the world of the audience, and they locate the fault-line of that 
fracture within the world of the audience.  
In the final transformation of the Eumenides from Furies into bright angels, Elliott has 
attempted to remediate this separation with one final trick of stagecraft:   
When they appear to Harry and Agatha there is a flash as of lightning across the 
white figures so bright that the audience is momentarily blinded; when the 
normal lighting is restored the audience is not quite sure what it saw, but knows it 
has witnessed a revelation. (Evans, 150) 
 
Elliott's final innovation of lighting is seen by Evans as wholly divergent from Trewin's account 
of serene moonlight, but here the difference seems one of degree and not kind: the stage is still 
uniformly enlightened by a texturing of moonlight white, only here the illumination passes 
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beyond the stage and out of the ocular range of the audience. It represents, in miniature, the 
sudden and immediate dissolution of the world, the shock of a revelation inassimilable to the 
phenomenological: our eyes, having been made to feel the inconsistency of the pure eye parted 
from itself, are taken beyond themselves, brought to their physiological limit and beyond. This is 
as far, perhaps, as the stagecraft of The Family Reunion can go; perhaps the effects of light and 
stagecraft and Eliot's exploration of the unreal as embrasure within the real have transformed the 
world of the spectator, perhaps they have not. But the world of the audience has been—if only in 
the revelation, within a momentary blindness, that we are always blind to the under side of 
reality—"suddenly illuminated." 
 Agate was, in his way, prophetic. The Eumenides are the key to unlocking the latent 
potential of The Family Reunion: they must bring the momentary blindness that precedes the 
falling away of the scales that only see reality "as we have always taken it to be." Yes, in a way it 
all came down to a blinding draught of "Methylated sprits."  
 
 It is here that T. S. Eliot's journey to understand the unreal ends, having been transformed 
from a problem of descriptive philosophy to a challenge of performance, solved by Peter Brook 
and Michael Elliott's involvement of the audience. The unreal has been staged as a temporality of 
record and return, as a subjectivity that never was and yet transforms the world, and as a potential 
for illumination of the audience at the periphery of their vision. The unreal is the index of 
foreclosure from reality—and it is the promise of a transformed reality in return. Here the 
synthesis of the etymological polarities is finally achieved—and yet our own journey is not quite 
concluded. For we have to ask whether this journey is unique to Eliot—or whether his unreal 
might have appeared under different guises, with different names—and with a different climax of 
transcendence. It is true, The Family Reunion ends with time redeemed, Harry saved, and the 
world of the audience—possibly—transformed. But, we are forced at the last to ask—what does 
any of this mean? How should this affect our own lives, outside of the quasi-supernatural 
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contours of Wishwood manor? Is there a more quotidian mechanism for unreal realization, a 
more prosaic lesson for the realization of the unreal in our own everyday reality? 
 All these questions have a chance of being answered by turning back the clock, away 
from Eliot's highly developed modernism, towards an earlier stage in the literary movement—to 
Henry James, whose short story "The Altar of the Dead" encapsulates, in miniature, the journey 
of T.S. Eliot towards the unreal, and more. For "The Altar of the Dead" weaves its lessons of 
realities—their construction, and the consequences of their unreal exclusions—within a far 
smaller stage, telling a tale of unreal redemption between two subjects, a constructed reality, and 
a third subjectivity who is rendered unreal in order to inaugurate an immortal reality to which he 
can never belong. 
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Chapter IV: 
 
"And What Do You Call the Last?" A Reading of Death and Unreality in Henry James's  
"The Altar of the Dead"  
 
In his preface to Volume XVII of the New York Edition of The Novels and Tales of 
Henry James (1909), the author educes a certain perplexity as to the sequencing of his tales: the 
novella "The Altar of the Dead," here foregrounded as the first, was initially withheld for the last 
when it first appeared in the Terminations of 1895. In addressing this perplexity, James confesses 
to another: having "lost every trace" of the text's own beginnings, his act of reflection can only 
"help myself back to the state of not having had to think of it" (v). Henry James admits "The 
Altar of the Dead" has no beginning, even as its formative compulsion to address "some imaged 
appeal of the lost Dead" had "always, or from ever so far back, been there." Though composition 
came later, the deed to un-write the altar of the dead had already begun. 
 The initial de-composition of "Altar" is yoked to its composition by a figure of abeyance; 
"not interfering with other conceits, yet at the same time not interfered with," the deferred text 
patiently abode until "Altar" "found expression at the first hour something more urgently 
undertaken happened not to stop the way" (v). "Altar" persisted behind and before, between and 
beneath a series of supplanting textual interlopers. Deliberately unwritten, it transformed the 
silent and empty background from which these "other conceits" emerged into a pregnant silence 
awaiting its own deferred composition, a restive vacuum in which the conceit of "Altar" is always 
there and ever withheld, becoming visible, briefly, in the flash of an occupied interstice between 
the apparition of the obscuring conceits that form the penumbra of "Altar." When yet another 
intervening conceit could no longer be found, the silent gap between conceits came forward to 
speak upon the first hour, as though this time of awaited inscription were likewise the inception 
of ordinal time, a deferred beginning in medias res. At the last what had been silenced unto death, 
consigned to a background unwritten, stood exposed as having awaited from the first. 
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 The body of "The Altar of the Dead" echoes the themes of suppression and emergence 
latent in its preface. James encapsulates the motive and the message of his text according to the 
double fatality of death, "the great fact that the poor dead where nowhere so dead as there; where 
to be caught in any rueful glance at them was to be branded at once as "morbid" (ix). The first 
death is biological; the second is a death of narrative, an omission, a suppression, a failure to be 
heard: and the response of George Stransom in "The Altar of the Dead" "is that of the poor 
gentleman who simply at last couldn’t 'stand' it" (ix). "The Altar of the Dead" is the story of dead 
voices that refuse to be silent, and of the consequences of their speech. Stransom, a Londoner 
bereaved of his affianced Mary Antrim early in life, dedicates the spiritual spaces of his heart to 
the remembrance of the forgotten Dead; shocked upon the discovery of the second marriage of 
his widower friend, Stransom constructs a more permanent, physical altar to the dead in the 
vacant alcove of a local church, where every deceased acquaintance will be assured the memorial 
of a single candle, lit into perpetuity—every dead, that is, save one. Whilst venerating his dead, 
Stransom succumbs to a rising fascination with the unnamed Lady who worships side-by-side at 
his altar. Eventually invited in to the Lady's boudoir, he finds it, and her, to be absolutely 
dedicated to the veneration of the late Acton Hague—the one dead for whom no candle, Stransom 
has decreed, may ever rise upon any altar of his. Hague, denied a place upon Stransom's altar, 
now has an altar all his own. This revelation rends the co-worshipers asunder until Stransom, on 
his deathbed, offers the Lady a candle for Hague, even as she rescinds her demand for the 
inclusion. Dying, Stransom insists the altar itself demands "just one more" as he collapses amidst 
the forest of blazing light, "on his face the whiteness of death" (58).  
 There exists a division in the critical consensus regarding the efficacy of James's attempt 
to address the forgotten dead. With the exquisite nuance of a reverential autopsy, Andrzej 
Warminski's "Endless Histories: Henry James's 'Altar of the Dead'" (Yale French Studies, 1988) 
pathologizes the narrative of "Altar" as "an echo that disarticulates the original sound by showing 
that it was always already disarticulated, a translation that kills the original by showing that it was 
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always already dead" (Warminski, 284). In this reading, James succeeded: he succeeded in un-
writing his own narrative, by exposing the very fiction of self-coherence upon which every 
narrative is founded. Amidst the peal of deconstruction's death knell for totalizing narratives, one 
also hears the Jamesian epitaph for the doubly dead, the moribund echo relegated to the morbidly 
Unspeakable. In Warminski's vision—a persuasive vision—James's tale dies a literary death, the 
result of a failed narrative mechanism; "what is left is a story of mechanical, dead repetition: the 
candles continue mechanically to burn," but they only signify "endless death without 
resurrection" (Warminski, 283). "Altar" is the record of a suicide whose execution enacts a latent 
desire to un-write itself, a story about redeeming death that is, upon its own altar, self-slain.  
 If a deconstructionist reading underscores the self-suppressive predilections present in 
James's preface, Sigi Jöttkandt's psychoanalytic rejoinder highlights rather the irresistible 
compulsion of the dead to speak. "Lighting a Candle to Infinity" (the third chapter of Acting 
Beautifully: Henry James and the Ethical Aesthetic, 2005) appropriates Warminski's claim to a 
failure of narrative as the signal of deconstruction's unknowing brush with the Lacanian Real, the 
ineffable and unspeakable void upon which all symbolic systems ultimately run aground. When a 
deconstructionist reading encounters the Real, it sees the immanent failure of James's narrative; 
where Jöttkandt's Lacanian analysis encounters the Real, it recognizes the death of death—the 
trace of the death drive's failure to fully foreclose the narrative. The death drive—Freud's meta-
psychological hypothesis that all organic matter contains an immanent wish to return to its 
inorganic roots, a will-to-inertia—is indeed the subtext of "The Altar of the Dead," but only in its 
failure to fully circumscribe the text. Since Jöttkandt's death drive equates to an unequivocal 
collapse of signifier into signified (a totalization of narrative closure where every loose end is 
knotted), the textual encounter with the Real that "manages to escape all our symbolic 
determination" thus reveals the "strange, enigmatic, unanswerable materiality of the signifier that 
derails the death drive," a derailment in which "psychoanalysis discovers a form of immortality" 
("Infinity," 138-9). The failure of narrative mechanism is thus the stroke by which death dies, and 
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the Jamesian gambit to speak the return of the dead succeeds in a text that tells the tale of a 
deathless recirculation about endless exegetical desire. 
 The following analysis seeks to intervene in the foregoing critical debate by a reading of 
"The Altar of the Dead" in light of T. S. Eliot's conception of the unreal. For Eliot, all systems, 
whether textual or scientific, are constructed views of reality that function by arbitrarily isolating 
the real from the unreal and treat the latter as an abnegated, disavowed exclusion. Stransom's 
altar—or his series of altars—are then reality-systems for realizing the memory of the dead. 
While the analyses of Warminski and Jöttkandt appear to presume Stransom's altar remains static, 
my reading suggests there are many altars of the dead within this text, comprehensible as 
differing systems of signifying Stransom's catalog of dead, or what Deleuze and Guattari call 
differing regimes of signs. There must be multiple altars, for Stransom's system for venerating the 
dead modulates throughout the story, as one shock after another propels him to reconstitute his 
relationship between signifier and surface: beginning with no altar save a sacred memory of Mary 
Antrim, Stransom is led to construct a physical altar arrayed according to logical principles, and 
finally to offer himself as blazing signifier for the excluded dead.  
The transitions between these altars demarcate the stages of the story, transitions divisible 
according to the evolving place—and shape—of the unreal, for it is the unreal, as the excluded, 
which reappears, under a multiplicity of guises, to thwart every altar until Stransom's final 
climax. An analysis of the unreal would therefore note the fluctuation of the excluded aspects of 
Stransom's series of systems, and trace the progression of this exclusion from indeterminate to 
determinate negation, ending as the precise shape of the signifier for Hague that is lacking. Such 
an attention to exclusion might begin with what is excluded in the readings of Warminski and 
Jöttkandt, in order to anticipate the shape our own reading of this text must take. Warminski's 
reading of the narrative is predicated upon the figuration of Stransom's altar as radically 
zeugmatic, bifurcated into two separate "his and hers" altars by the incompatible interpretations 
of Stransom and the Lady (Warminski, 279); what is excluded here is precisely the possibility of 
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the altar having been or ever becoming one. And yet, a reader might legitimately ask, what is to 
be made of the first two chapters of "Altar," before the physical altar is constructed, when 
Stransom already has an undivided internal altar, "lighted with perpetual candles," having reared 
itself in the spiritual spaces of his heart? (5) My reading seeks to track the construction of this 
initial altar and to query the motivations for the evolution of Stransom's system, and to inquire 
why the altar evolves in the direction of divided readings and immanent rupture. Why cannot 
Stransom's altar remain one, undivided, and securely ensconced within his head? What is it that 
drives the altar—and the plot of the text—forward towards the fracturing of "his and hers" altars 
that ultimately reveals the need to realize the unreal signifier for Acton Hague? In other words, 
how does the text write its journey forward to un-writing—what is the history of constructions 
that lead to endless deconstruction? 
Likewise, since Jöttkandt's intervention into Warminski's reading requires the 
mobilization of a certain narrative impossibility as the immortal persistence of an ever-unfillable 
lack, it is well to question the state of Jöttkandt's reading should this lack ever be fulfilled. If, as 
Jöttkandt claims, "Stransom’s was a system designed around a central absence," ("Infinity," 114) 
and that absence is a candle for Acton Hague—how do we read Stransom final wish to include a 
candle for Hague? What happens to Stransom's reality system when its barred, excluded unreal—
Hague—appears as specific object—the offered candle—ready to complete the system that exists 
round its central hollow? If the death drive's failure is predicated upon such an exclusionary rift 
remaining unhealed—if the final signifier of Hague's inclusion is to remain "intrinsically 
unphenomenalizable" ("Infinity," 143)—does the final inclusion of Hague then signal the victory 
of the death drive? I hope my analysis may chart a third way in this regard, for at the last one does 
not find the inertia of the death drive, but rather Stransom's death phenomenalizing Hague's 
candle. Stransom, in death, provides the human candle that makes the unreal real, giving 
expression to the long-lost dead. An introduction of the concept of the unreal, therefore, provides 
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a way of understanding the filling of Jöttkandt's unfillable lack. In the place of the last, in the 
shadow of death, there glows the impossible candle for the unreal other. 
 
I. All-Encompassing Mortality 
 The beginnings of Stransom's altar remain shrouded in mystery, though they have not 
remained wholly unexplored. Perhaps, like the text of "Altar" itself, there is no beginning: thus 
"at the origin of the figure of the altar," Warminski contends, "lies no figure but rather the sheer 
positing power of the name" (Warminski, 270). Stransom's story is a fiction that begins by 
exposing the fiction of beginnings, and Stransom's altar has its faux-origin in what Paul de Man 
terms a "denominational aberration," a progenitive naming that covers over the nullity of an 
actual beginning; so begun, the text "can only repeat this aberration on various levels of rhetorical 
complexity" (qtd. Warminski, 270). When Stransom "formed little by little the habit of 
numbering his Dead," he grouped them together as members of a singular set, yet sans any real 
singularizing principle save their contingent union (4-5). T. S. Eliot has a name for this as unreal 
abstraction, the creation of unity out of but the as-yet unrealized intention to be One. In 
Warminski's reading, this contingent unity is indeed the effaced, fictive origin of the altar, and it 
functions like a blank or a lacunae within the narrative: just as no eye can see itself15, no narrative 
(or altar cum narrative) can come to name its own beginnings. Warminski accordingly cites 
Stransom's own admission that, as to the origin of his altar, "quite how it had arisen he probably 
never could have told you" (qtd. Warminski, 270). Stransom's altar, precariously resting on the 
fiction of a real (non-contingent) beginning, has already begun to un-write itself, and Stransom 
has already begun to kill his dead all over again, for the very unity of their catalog is a unity built 
upon an unreal nullity. 
																																																								
15 Cf. Wittgenstein's Tractatus, Proposition 5.633. 
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 It is true that the deed of unifying the dead appears spontaneous and autonomous; 
however, attention to the entirety of this passage of forgotten origins reveals that the place of 
union (and surface of inscription) for the dead was already in place prior to the denominative act:  
Quite how it had risen he probably never could have told you, but what came to 
pass was that an altar, such as was after all within everybody's compass, lighted 
with perpetual candles and dedicated to these secret rites, reared itself in his 
spiritual spaces. (3) 
 
An altar is present, in embryo, in "everybody's compass," and the latter term warrants some 
elucidation, as it is the pre-existent material out of which denominational aberrations are 
apparently hewn. In his other writings, James uses "compass" to indicate a certain potential or 
personal possibility presently un- or under-explored; Gertrude Wentworth is thus glossed in The 
Europeans as "a peculiar girl, but the full compass of whose peculiarities had not been exhibited 
before they found their pretext in the presence of the two foreigners" (Europeans, 45). The 
compass is a possibility space that precedes the instantiation of the denominative deed, effacing 
itself as precursory origin before the fiction of Stransom's narratorial parthenogenesis. That which 
is unwritten is, as it were, the possibility that encompassed the origin before the original. 
 To give the pre-origin of the compass a more definitive shape we might turn to the 
pretense of a figure noted in the first lines of "Altar": a figure that is not a figure, but which is no-
figure just as counterfeit currency is no-money—a determinate negation with reference to a prior, 
abnegated possibility of the real thing, the true figure. Such an incipit merits quotation in full: 
He had a mortal dislike, poor Stransom, to lean anniversaries, and loved them 
still less when they made a pretence of a figure. Celebrations and suppressions 
were equally painful to him, and but one of the former found a place in his life. 
He had kept each year in his own fashion the date of Mary Antrim's death. It 
would be more to the point perhaps to say that this occasion kept him: it kept him 
at least effectually from doing anything else. It took hold of him again and again 
with a hand of which time had softened but never loosened the touch. He waked 
to his feast of memory as consciously as he would have waked to his marriage-
morn. Marriage had had of old but too little to say to the matter: for the girl who 
was to have been his bride there had been no bridal embrace. She had died of a 
malignant fever after the wedding-day had been fixed, and he had lost before 
fairly tasting it an affection that promised to fill his life to the brim. (3) 
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We, like Stransom, are promised from the first the figure of an anniversary that is immediately 
negated—or rather, coopted and occupied. The anniversary ought to be a wedding anniversary 
(the true figure), but at the invocation of the date—in Stransom's positing of the wedding-day as a 
future date, as future-tense—the wedding becomes an un-event, a barred consummation, a record 
of the date that never was, and the trace of a possibility that never shall be. A compass of 
potential subsists in the vessel of the marriage-morn "that promised to fill his life to the brim," but 
this brim, having been established in the setting of the date, is condemned to the nullity of the 
funeral urn: an emptiness, but the emptiness of a defined vessel, the haunted abode of a specific, 
if unknown, shape. That shape is uncharted, and cannot be measured: but its determinacy is 
present in the impossibility of its infilling fulfillment: Stransom "had tried to put into his 
existence whatever else might take up room in it, but had failed to make it more than a house of 
which the mistress was eternally absent" (4).  
 In Knowledge and Experience, T.S. Eliot concludes that if "the world is as essentially 
connected as idealists would often have us think, the unreal object must still persist and influence 
reality" (Knowledge and Experience, 120). It would seem that in Stransom's life the unreal date 
does indeed continue to influence his reality, for the pretense of a figure inscribes Stransom 
within its repetition, as his keeping of the recurrent date gives way to his being kept by the 
enclosure of the anniversary. Whereas in Knowledge and Experience the object was threatened by 
unreality as dissolution and the loss of its self-consistency and unity, here it is the unreality of the 
unrealizable consummation which continues the regularized return of the nullified date. This 
return is characterized by a certain reversal—from regularity to regulation. And yet such a 
reversal is not unique to the Stransom anniversary, for it is truly traceable within the etymological 
ground of the figure of "compass" itself, a tracing which can reveal the geometrical semiotic 
regime that grounds Stransom's keeping and being-kept by the anniversary. 
The Oxford English Dictionary is strangely uncertain about the origins of "compass." The 
perplexity comes from an ambiguity of priority, as there are many possible entries of the word 
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into high-medieval discourse: one takes one choice between the 12th century Old French 
"compas," meaning "measure, pair (of compasses), circle"; the equally probable Spanish 
"compas" as "rule of life, pair (of compasses), pattern"; the Italian compasso, "a round"; or the 
Germanic kompass, signifying a sun-dial (OED, "compass, n.1"). There is a movement—
sometimes within, and sometimes among the definitions—between a keeping as regularity, 
patterning, or measure; and a being kept as circumference, circular-boundary, or enclosure: both 
are present in the cyclicity of the sun-dial, or of the anniversary which ever returns upon the 
circulation of the year. 
The alternation between keeping and being kept is equally present within the Middle 
English adoptions of the compass trope. Gawain and the Green Knight employs the term to 
indicate a regularity or fitness of proportion, as of the temptress who was "þe fayrest in felle, of 
flesche & of lyre & of compas & colour"; Chaucer's roughly contemporaneous usage in "The 
Second Nun's Tale" takes the "trine compas" to mean the shape and circular fullness of the 
cosmos. And the Germanic allusion to the cyclic does not go unrepresented, as Wycliffe's 14th 
Century Bible renders the Greek κυκλω (kuklo, cycle) of St. Paul's circumambulatory preaching 
as a perambulation "by cumpus," just as Shakespeare would later deploy the term with respect to 
time in Julius Caesar, "where I did begin, there shall I end/My life is run his compass" (OED, 
"compass n.1"). 
  In Stransom's unhappy anniversary, one finds the transition from the regular measure of 
cyclicity (the keeping of the date "every year") to a circumference of enclosure or encirclement 
(the being kept by the date "from doing anything else"). We find the precise shape of Stransom's 
compass is that of one center that keeps many points: there are "other ghosts" in Stransom's life 
aside from Mary Antrim, ghosts linked to a multiplication of memories—yet though his 
memories and ghosts are many, "there weren’t other dates" (4). This sole date "orders" (4) all 
other experiences by de-centering them into a peripheral orbit around its center, arranging 
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Stransom's life "round its central hollow," "a life in which a single experience had so belittled all 
others" (28).   
Stransom's compass is a peculiar circle indeed: in point of fact, it behaves more like a 
Möbius strip. Stransom has a very special way of celebrating the return of his vacant anniversary: 
having "no arranged observance of it," "his nerves made it all their own" (4). The "keeping" of 
Stransom, the encirclement of and by the date, passes into a pathology of nerves, which "drove 
him forth without mercy" to the small London cemetery where Mary Antrim is buried—the 
vacant center, as it were, of the compass as it is translated into physical space. And yet it is at 
precisely this time, "on the recurrent December day that his tenacity set apart," that Antrim is 
most absent, just as it is before her grave "that his eyes beheld the grave least" (4). The center 
truly is vacant, a nullity, a no-thing with respect to space and time: the un-fillable brim translates 
to a center that does not exist—literally, a central hollow. Yet strangely, the negation of the no-
place is less a blank-wall than a conduit, less a black hole than a wormhole. True, his eyes before 
the grave behold the grave least: instead they "looked at another image, they opened to another 
light. Was it a credible future? Was it an incredible past? Whatever the answer it was an immense 
escape from the actual" (4). What sort of compass is this? When beholding the barren center, one 
sees instead the plurivocity of a circumference populated with other experiences, other memories: 
if anything, Mary Antrim's central hollow turns the compass into a Klein bottle, as the approach 
to the center somehow turns the circle inside-out, teleporting the viewer from center to periphery. 
 If, as Warminski says, something kinky is going on at Stransom's church, something 
creepy is going on down at Antrim's cemetery. We need to account for the center of the compass, 
qua vacancy, opening-out or enclosing the entirety of the ulterior experiences of its circular 
periphery. This is, fortunately, the precise paradox Jacques Derrida seeks to articulate in his great 
work on the circumference and circumvention of dates, the chapter "Shibboleth: For Paul Celan" 
in his collection Sovereignties in Question (2005). A date—so evaluates Derrida—occurs only 
once, and because it can occur but once, this one-and-only-time is "at the same time en meme 
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temps, the first and the last time"; as alpha and omega, first and last, the date turns into "a 
wedding-band, the anniversary date and the return of the year": in a date's very singularity there is 
recursion, recursion as singularity ("Shibboleth," 2). If this duality of once-and-many is murky, 
Derrida at least acknowledges the murkiness: "how can one date what does not repeat if dating 
also counts for some form of return? How can one date anything other than that which never 
repeats itself?" ("Shibboleth," 2) 
The mystery is that of the conjoined etymology of the compass, the measure that is both 
an enclosure and the patterning of a cycle. To this Derrida adds another mystery, the puzzle of the 
poetic date that carries "its utterance beyond its date," as though the poem refers not merely to the 
referenced date but from the date to other exterior experiences—in effect, the Möbius-effect of 
Mary Antrim's grave ("Shibboleth," 8). Derrida deftly resolves both paradoxes with reference to 
what he terms the unrepeatable: it is "necessary that in the date the unrepeatable (das 
Unwiederholbare) repeat itself, effacing in itself the irreducible singularity that it denotes" 
("Shibboleth," 15). In other words, the irretrievable nature of the date must be confirmed time and 
time again and, within these repetitions of singularity, the unrepeatable may itself form a kind of 
nucleus for accrued material. "The metonymy of the date designates part of an event, or a 
sequence of events"; this sequence forms a "multiplicity of events, in dispersed places, [which] 
may have come together at the heart of the same anniversary" ("Shibboleth," 20-21).  Derrida 
appears to suggest that, if we conceive of the compass in its twinned-etymology as both the 
regularity of a circle (a radian) and as the periphery of the circle (the circumference), then points 
along the circumference, in signaling the impossibility of repetition, form the cycle of the date or 
the anniversary as a reification of impossibility. That is, after the initial event, each subsequent 
event or element in the series reveals, by its invariable placement upon the periphery and not at 
the center, that it is not a repetition of the original date.  
What might be termed the periodicity of the date, its measure of recurrence, is precisely 
the axiomatic and incessant dis-placement of every subsequent occurrence that comes to join the 
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train of un-repetitions. The date itself is the verity of the "un" in the unrepetition. Each time, with 
each repetition, "what one commemorates will be the date of that which could never come back"; 
yet at the same time this barred-recurrence itself recurs in a form that is legible, having "given 
itself to be read in a form sufficiently coded, readable, and decipherable for the indecipherable to 
appear in the analogy of the anniversary ring" ("Shibboleth," 18-19). This is another way of 
saying, with respect to Mary Antrim's grave, that it is most present in not being present, but that 
its non-presence is manifested legibly in the string of other memories and experiences associated 
with the date—experiences which co-exist upon the same periphery, one might say, in that each 
one fails to fill the unfillable brim of Mary Antrim's absence. It is well to recall Plato's definition 
of a circular figure here: "the round is that of which all the extreme points are equidistant from 
the centre" (Parmenides, 99). The equidistance from the center is the un-repetition of each object, 
that is, the object's failure to reach the brim of Mary Antrim's rim. The "no" of Warminki's "no 
figure" is then the continual and perpetual re-inscription of the non-being of the origin of the altar 
that recurs in the negation of Mary Antrim's return as every experience fails to meet the 
requirements for the filling of the brim, and revives the disappointment and negativity of a date 
that is the record of a non-event, the anniversary of the wedding that never was. 
We note, at this juncture, a strange modulation of the potency of Eliot's unreal abstraction 
as a strange interweaving of present and future. In Knowledge and Experience, the object is 
formed as an intention to be realized—and this promise of realization in the future enables a 
fictive origin of such realization in the present. But here, in Derrida and in James, there is no 
question of realization: the reality-regime of the anniversary is predicated on the inevitable denial 
of any future signifier realizing Mary Antrim's promise, presumes no future event could fill the 
unfillable brim. Unreal abstraction, in other words, converts the nothing upon which it is based 
into the reality of the object, a reality which is already realized, because its realization consists in 
perpetual non-existence. This intriguing solution to Eliot's ontological problem of unreality—the 
problem of how to account for objects which denote nothing—is unique to James, and it puts our 
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own discussion of unreality into something of a quandary. What in Stransom's first altar is 
unreal? From the vernacular understanding, practically all of Stransom's "escape from the actual" 
qualifies as imaginary, or hallucinatory, or as sheer wishful thinking, as his system is predicated 
upon ghosts, absences, and imaginary altars of the mind. T. S. Eliot's definition, however, is more 
restrictive, as an object can only be considered unreal "with respect to something else which we 
declare to have been affirmed at the same time and which continues to be real, while the other 
[unreal object] does not" (KE, 117). Stransom's experiences, memories, and ghosts are real with 
respect to their position along the compass periphery: they occupy a position and continue to hold 
a certain value with respect to their place within the sequence of unrepetitions; at this stage, no 
ghost, memory, or experience is excluded. Likewise, Mary Antrim is real—as an absence: her 
central hollow is as real as the signs which her litter her periphery, and which verify the reality of 
her gravitational pull with their equidistant orbit.  
Is the conceptual category of the unreal, then, itself unreal? Not quite. What is 
remarkable about Stransom's system is its multiplicity: his system contains multiple (perhaps, 
infinite) experiences, memories, and ghosts; that is to say, there is not just one object of 
"unrepetition" (which would be one long continuum of blank negation, "the night in which all 
cows are black"), but rather a seemingly endless parade of unrepetitions: one after another after 
another object fails to fill the unfillable brim, and so joins the string of unrepetitions. It is not glib 
to say there is a repetition of unrepetition, for the simple reason that the "un" in the 'unrepetition' 
needs to be reasserted every time: that is to say, for however brief an interval, the possibility of a 
repetition appears and is rejected. This possibility inherent in unrepetition receives some 
elaboration in Derrida's subsequent chapter, "Poetics and Politics of Witnessing," where the 
return of the date comes to signify the turning of "the ring, to affirm or to annul" the possibility of 
a return ("Witnessing," 60). As at Passover, one always checks the door to see if the long awaited 
Elijah has arrived.  
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In every negation intendant upon the unrepetition, there is an unreal possibility, annulled 
in the instant of its promulgation, of a true repetition—a repetition as transcendence, repetition as 
rupture, "repetition raised to a new power," as Kierkegaard would term it (Fear and Trembling, 
294). Something enigmatic, as Jöttkandt would term it, resists the totalization of death: some 
shard of a possibility, appearing and annihilated within every turn of the 'un,' returns to 
reconstitute the next "un" as criteria for the filling of the brim. That is, Mary Antrim's central 
hollow is a determinate negation: there is something specific about this lack, and this specificity 
emerges, as the criteria that is sought and found wanting, in the judgment that relegates every 
repetition (every turning of the ring, to affirm or to annul) to das unwiederholbare.  
The chimerical apparition of the unreal is thus the trace of an impossible beginning and 
the criteria for an impossible ending: like a loop in time, the compass-cycle around the Antrim 
anniversary is a pause in time, endlessly repeating the conditions of unfufillment which began the 
unrepeatable, even as the possibility of an ending appears, as the impossible consummation, 
within an endless series of false starts. Yet the unreal is still the possibility of time's resumption, a 
hopeless possibility latent in the specificity of the negation; Mary Antrim is dead, but not 
forgotten, preserved in the criteria of the "un" that persists in the very periodicity of the cycle. If 
one may put it thus, the specific lack of Mary Antrim is the precise length of the compass radian, 
the distance each peripheral object falls short of filling the absence at the center. In this sense, the 
realization of Mary Antrim, her return and her filling of the unfillable brim, is what is unreal—
and because it is unreal, as our prior analysis has shown, it is preserved. 
Like the hands of a clock face these radians circle the hollow at the center, awaiting the 
catastrophe—or the transcendence—that is to come. In beginning the story, the omniscient James 
has already destabilized this first (or, perhaps, "zeroth") altar of Stransom, for he has put the 
unsayable and the ineffable into words. Warminski's characterization of denomination as 
aberration aptly diagnoses the contamination that unravels Stransom's system the moment we 
read the first words of "The Altar of the Dead," for they lead inevitably to Stransom's naming of 
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his figure as "compass," putting into words what had remained in the silent background. The 
beginning of Stransom's altar in the text is the beginning of the end for this phase of the altar's 
evolution—for it forces Stransom to consider the authorship of this figure, and to do so in terms 
of his own subjectivity.  At the end of the first chapter, Stransom returns to the concept of the 
compass within the grasp of all, seeking to clothe the nature of this strange system in words, a 
denomination that comes to replace the premiership of Mary Antrim with altars of an altogether 
different authorship. "The poorest," Stransom assures us, might make their altars blaze, for the 
"cost, in the common phrase, of keeping them up fell wholly on the generous heart" (6). Now it is 
not Antrim's date but Stransom's rich heart that is the center and the being of the altar, and 
Stransom who, it appears, is the progenitor of this figure. We cannot, perhaps, blame Stransom 
for this move—for the moment the compass is named it is brought into language, and the 
question of its enunciator, of its author is raised. This author should be Mary Antrim—but this 
would be to denominate her as an enunciating subject—and that move, of course, would grant her 
a measure of reality that would destroy her unrepeatability at the center of the cycle. Stransom is 
forced to put himself in the place of author—and, in so doing, he sets the story, and himself, to 
the path to cataclysm out of which a new unreality, and a new understanding of unreality and 
authorship, will be born. 
 
II. Caveat Emptor 
 
 The first stage of Stransom's altar was defined by a compass with a recurrently negated 
Mary Antrim at the center. The price Stransom paid for this altar was a "house of which the 
mistress was eternally absent," and a mourner who will never attain the cherished bridal embrace 
(4). And yet, at the beginning of the second chapter, we find forbidden embrace is suddenly 
realized:  
Walking home at the close of a busy day he was arrested in the London street by 
the particular effect of a shop-front that lighted the dull brown air with its 
mercenary grin and before which several persons were gathered. It was the 
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window of a jeweller whose diamonds and sapphires seemed to laugh, in flashes 
like high notes of sound, with the mere joy of knowing how much more they 
were " worth " than most of the dingy pedestrians staring at them from the other 
side of the pane. Stransom lingered long enough to suspend, in a vision, a string 
of pearls about the white neck of Mary Antrim, and then was kept an instant 
longer by the sound of a voice he knew. (7) 
 
Apparently, Mary Antrim is no longer confined to the absent center of a London 
cemetery—she is there, present, revivified within the relation of an economic transaction, in the 
visionary plane of a shop window. Naturally, the reimagining of a long lost love is hardly 
unusual, but there is an added irregularity: Stransom himself appears, doubled and projected, on 
the hinter side of the window, and he touches Mary Antrim through the intermediary medium of a 
string of pearls. Apparently these are pearls of great price, for they have the power to enact, 
visually, the infinitely differed bridal embrace, the touching reunion of Stransom and Antrim.  
We might pause to ask what special power this window possesses to enact this theatrical 
resurrection of the dead—and how this signals the beginning of a new semiotic regime, grounded 
in the mechanisms of economic transaction. The window presents the vision of a mise-en-scene, a 
staged encounter wherein Stransom and the reanimated Mary inhabit certain roles or 
subjectivities within a theater of "worth." The window-pane is a screen or a surface where values 
are assigned, granting that which is behind the window more " 'worth' " than that which is 
outside, and enabling Stransom and Antrim to meet in a way that would have been impossible if 
not for the valuable puissance of the pearls. At the same time, we might speculate, the window 
enacts an internal valuation—it corresponds to what Marx calls the "third, which in itself is 
neither one nor the other," that triangulates the worth or price of two commodities in mutual 
terms, equating "one quarter of corn and x cwt. of iron" (Capital, 439).  
 Jöttkandt's second chapter of Acting Beautifully reads a passage from The Wings of the 
Dove according to this triangulation of characters via an impersonal, economic mediator:  
Just as Kate's redoubled gaze of Milly watching Densher resulted in the advent of 
a third person position—the strange perception of seeing oneself from the point 
of view of the (nonreciprocal) other—so, too, paper money creates an 
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intermediary subject whose function is identical.…With the creation of a third 
(reflexive) discursive space, the cycle of reciprocal inversion is broken to make 
way for  new compositional patterns. If until now the action has been dominated 
by oppositional pairs engaged in what might be considered a Hegelian life-or-
death power struggle (for recognition, power etc.), the addition of this third 
discursive space has the ability to change these relations. The way this is 
formalized in the novel is through a peculiar propensity of the characters to 
exchange places with one another. ("Poor Girl," 61) 
 
In Jöttkandt's reading of the historical context of James's composition, paper money is 
simultaneously a medium of exchange and the tertiary mirror upon which all exchanges are 
enacted. If we read the end of the first chapter of "Altar" as the beginning of a "Hegelian life-or-
death power struggle—" or, indeed, as a life against death struggle—between Stransom and 
Antrim for pride of place at the center of the compass, the shop window opening to the second 
chapter corresponds to Jöttkandt's resolution as the dynamic of a tertiary exchange: Stransom and 
Antrim can both coexist within the same altar, provided they are both defined as objects of 
exchange and interchange within a larger frame. In the process the altar has transformed from a 
compass of remembrance to a transparent surface or projection screen that enables the two 
separated souls to mingle in the vision of an economically mediated union. 
Alas for Stransom's dreams, there is a complicating factor: someone—or something—
gets in the way of this long awaited reunion. At the zenith of his consummation, Stransom finds 
himself again "kept," this time by a familiar voice. His old friend Paul Creston, likewise lately 
bereaved, appears "with a lady on his arm," "talking with the lady of some precious object in the 
window" (7). The ambiguity of the genitive "of" is deliciously vague—is Creston talking with the 
lady apropos the precious object? Or is Creston talking with a lady who is associated with or 
sprung from the precious object? After all, if Mary Antrim has sprung, fully formed, from the 
precious pearls—why not another? On the contrary, this second offspring of the window is far 
from a passive projection. She is on Stransom's side of the glass, and she is anything but 
visionary. A gauche American, a "hired performer," "monstrous" in appearance and manners, a 
counterfeit of Creston's dead wife: Stransom learns with horror this abomination is the new Mrs. 
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Creston (8). Something has gone dreadfully wrong with the economic transaction. Mary Antrim 
is gone, replaced—on the wrong side of the screen—with not a repetition, but a replacement, a 
replacement that does violence to the original. The shop window is less a place of exchange than 
the impromptu stage of a ghastly masquerade.  
 We can gain some purchase on the monstrosity of the new Mrs. Creston if she is seen less 
as an interruption than an exemplification of the process of commodity exchange, and a 
consequence of Stransom's replacement of the compass with the commodity. In this connection 
another Derrida text, Specters of Marx (1993), can, with a little modification, link the ghostly 
character of the apparition with the process of commodity production. Derrida differentiates the 
specter from a spirit according to the corporeality of the former, "for there is no ghost, there is 
never any becoming-specter of the spirit, without at least an appearance of flesh, in the space of 
invisible visibility" (Specters, 157). The resurrected romantic partner was supposed to stay 
suspended on the other side of the jeweler's window, aloof, silent, and incorporeal. Now, in the 
space that should have remained visionary, there appears flesh, a body that is altogether too 
present, unbearably-visible, wearing "a face that shone as publically as the jeweler's window, and 
in the happy candour with which she wore her monstrous character was an effect of gross 
immodesty" (8-9). The shop window, it seems, has turned from an immaterial surface of 
projection to the masquerade of a face, a movement from translucency to an opacity that will not 
be hidden. 
 The new Mrs. Creston cannot be repressed, bearing "a foolish air her husband's confused 
cordiality was unable to conceal," "shrieking" and "screaming" her presence to every echo (9). 
Yet amidst all her excessive bodily presence there is, as ghost-hunter Derrida predicted, a degree 
of artificiality: the specter returns to an "artificial body, a prosthetic body" (Specters, 158). Even 
as the new Mrs. Creston shrieks and screams, she is still the "hired performer" who "wore her 
monstrous character" like a costume; her husband is likened to a "forger" who has "shown" this 
"wife for foreign service or purely external use" (9-10). There is something inherently theatrical 
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about the new Mrs. Creston, as though she is a deteriorated photocopy of some original, or 
perhaps the prosthesis of her own last name. 
 Derrida identifies the specter as the Marxian commodity, and localizes the origin of its 
spectral nature to a peculiar effect of the act of commodity-creation: that is, to the 
"denaturalization and a dematerialization of the thing become commodity, of the wooden table 
when it comes on stage as exchange-value and no longer as use-value" (Specters, 197). Derrida is 
referring to that moment in Marx's theory of the commodity when the commodity ceases to be 
merely a useful object for its owner (defined solely in terms of use-value, as personal utility) and 
becomes rather an object of exchange upon the "stage" where all commodities are defined by 
their reciprocal valuations in terms of one another. Yet at the same time, Derrida invokes Marx's 
great insight that the commodity was always already an exchange-value, a priori liable to 
fungibility; Marx's singing and dancing table was, in essence, from the first a prosthesis of itself 
(Specters, 192). Even as Marx sunders use-value from exchange value, this "limit-concept" of an 
original and primary use-value is revealed to be a fictive origin, "in advance contaminated, pre-
occupied, inhabited, haunted by its other…[by] the commodity form, and the ghost dance" 
(Specters, 201).  
Derrida's hauntology wants some unpacking here. He identifies the ontological being of a 
commodity as subsisting in a kind of self-prosthesis, an automatic doubling or repetition of itself 
in the moment of its origin, for the very inception of the commodity lies in the sheer positing of 
itself as liable to exchange. "Since any use-value is marked by this possibility of being used by 
the other, of being used at another time, this alterity or iterability projects it a priori onto the 
market of equivalences. In its original iterability, a use value is in advance promised to exchange 
and beyond exchange" (Specters, 203). That is a way of saying, in the realization of the 
commodity qua commodity, before it even enters into the vanity fair of exchanges with other 
commodities, it has already doubled itself: "from the first it will have come second. Two times at 
the same time, original iterability" (Specters, 204). The commodity has to become real by 
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projecting itself as its own mask. By this logic, to become real, the commodity has become unreal 
to itself, separated from its objective essence in the very "dematerialization" by which it is 
invested with the props and costumery of the commodities' dramatic society. Such a sequence 
suggests the object must become nothing when it assumes the role of the commodity—that is, it is 
to be nothing in of itself, instead awaiting its definition from the other commodities that form the 
phantasmagoric cast of characters upon the commodity stage. The commodity becomes a nullity 
to be wholly described in terms of the valuation of other commodities. " 'Worth,' " in other words, 
is not the addition of a predicate to a commodity-subject, but rather a subtraction of the subject 
from the predicate, a "hollowing out" (Specters, 202) which, the new Mrs. Creston reveals, is far 
from free. 
 Derrida's system is a closed system, an auto-generative system, where the aberration of 
the specter is an effect of the process of double-inscription; the commodity never was prior to its 
inscription and did not exist before its investment with the theatrical guise of a commodity-stage 
performer: use-value is "a pure beginning to which no object can or should correspond" 
(Specters, 201). However, this inscription, this self-duplication in the moment of commodity 
creation, imparts an excess motive force of propensity-for-reduplication ("iterability") that 
enables the commodity to "emancipate itself on its own initiative: all alone, autonomous and 
automaton, its fantastic silhouette moves on its own," grows unwieldy, generates "a whole lineage 
of fantastic or prodigious creatures, whims, chimera...the lineage of a progeniture that no longer 
resembles it" (Specters, 191). 
 We find in Derrida's "mad, capricious, and untenable table" one explanation for the 
monstrosity of Mrs. Creston. Simply put, the projection of Stransom and his late lady on to the 
screen of commodity exchanges could not be controlled, and produced a specter in the place of 
spirit. The new Mrs. Creston is what happens when the projection into the commodity-stage, left 
to its own devices, goes too far, becomes too theatrical, and rends the illusion of the stage curtain 
cum show window. However, we can perhaps risk a more radical re-reading of Derrida here, 
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prompted by what may be called a want of depth. In Auerbach's reading of the Old Testament and 
Homer in "Odysseus's Scar," the first chapter of Mimesis, he diversifies the two literary texts with 
respect to depth, and the same division might be enacted with respect to the way Derrida and 
"The Altar of the Dead" handle systemic aberrations. In Homer all is externalized, all occurs 
within the cosmological compass of the Mycenaean world, and the literary schemata of Homer 
are more than capable of expressing the interconnection of all things. In effect, there is no exterior 
to the system, "there is never a glimpse of unplumbed depths" (Auerbach, 7). Likewise, for all its 
ghostly aberrations, the one thing that cannot be said of Derrida's invisible visibility is that it is 
hidden. Derrida's spectral haunting is suppressed, and it returns with baleful countenance, but one 
cannot, in the final analysis, label Derrida's specters as unreal.  By contrast, for Abraham, the call 
of his God "enters the scene from some unknown height or depth and calls: Abraham!", and the 
author of this voice "always extends into depths" (Auerbach, 8, 11). In the Old Testament, there is 
an intrusion of the absolute ulterior, a mixing and meeting of worlds; in Derrida, there is but one 
world, and a single stage—and, when Derrida's system is applied to "The Altar of the Dead," a 
sole altar. 
In the system Marx has envisioned and which Derrida has haunted, all begins from an 
assumption of pure nullity—from the moment of the first haunting of the commodity-object, it 
emerges as "a nothing that takes on a body" (Specters, 176). The commodity is nothing before it 
is a commodity, the doubling and becoming-prosthesis is wholly posterior to its incipient nullity, 
and it is the doubling of the thing—not the return of some a priori, hidden depths of pre-
commodified essence—that forms the ecto-logical being of Derrida's specters. The stage 
populated by Marx's commodities and haunted by their specters is vacant prior to their entrance, 
and there is nothing beneath the commodities' masks. Into this empty stage the multiplicity of 
altars in "The Altar of the Dead" dares to ask: what transpires when this purported nullity of the 
pre-commodity is not pure?  
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In this dissertation's second chapter's reading of Harman, it emerged that unreality might 
be passed, or encoded, from a destroyed object to its successor. What if, in the world of "The 
Altar of the Dead," the surfaces upon which the commodity-theatrical personas were inscribed 
turned out to be palimpsests? What if the object, in becoming commodity, was not utterly 
nullified—what if a remainder, a reminder of its previous abnegated existence, persisted? What 
occurs when an older altar system is only incompletely overwritten by the new order of the 
commodity? It would at the very least render Derrida's visitant more of a visitor; the ghost would 
arise from outside the system rather than as a consequence of its internal dynamics of origination. 
Depth would intrude into the flatness of the system—there would be a radical encounter with an 
exterior world utterly alien to the closed-world of the commodities, intruding in the way that a 
not-quite-completely erased line of script irrupts within the whitespace of an overwritten 
message. Moreover, the very nature of nullity within the overwriting system would be 
compromised or contaminated, like a misreporting scale with an improperly calibrated value of 
"zero." This would be a manifestation of the De Manian aberration passed from level to level, 
recurring with every subsequent invocation of "zero." Every time the overwriting system would 
invoke its internal notion for the empty-place of zero it would include, unawares, an occupation, a 
visitor from before, the negation of zero, an occupation within the supposedly open place of 
nothing. This would be something like Jöttkandt's enigmatic signifier, except that it would not be 
"produced by the counting system itself" ("Infinity," 121), nor would it form some internal, 
structural, or axial limit; rather it would be elaborated as a consequence of that system's erroneous 
reference to a presumed space of nullity, a "0" that is actually a portal into an entanglement of 
worlds.  
Warminski conceived of the physical altar as a zeugmatic figure, divided between 
incompatible interpretations. Such a spatial conception of zeugma might be here deployed 
temporally, with respect to the incompatible altars of the compass-phase and the subsequent 
commodity-stage. Mary Antrim emerges at the crux of this zeugmatic relation as the locus of 
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incompatibility. The first Mary Antrim was unrepeatable, beyond price, unknowable yet, at some 
profound depth, present as a determinate negation, subsisting as the possibility that prevented the 
implosion of Stransom's first altar into fatal singularity, the night in which all cows are dead. 
What would happen when such a present absence—a nothing which is a determinate nothing, a 
recessed nothing, the non-being of a depth—were subjected to the de-materialization process of 
commodification? How can you de-materialize nothing? "Nothing will come from nothing," so 
the depths of nothing, unexplored, would be presumed to be an indeterminate nothing, a 
hollowed-out shell, an empty space ready for repurposing as a prop within the mise-en-scene 
prepared for Stransom. Instead, the presence of Mary Antrim would emerge, in the role of an 
unreal mockery, in the place where the commodity operation expects to find zero, and would 
recur in the all the places allotted to zero. This was the experience of Macbeth, but also of Amy in 
The Family Reunion—for the latter assumed the cosmic progress from unreality to unreality to be 
a production of nothing, when it actually labored to bring forth the hidden repressions of its under 
side. 
In the mind of Stransom, the space occupied by the new Mrs. Creston was likewise 
supposed to be zero: Paul Creston was to be Stransom's mirror, the doubling of his empty space 
of bereavement, Stransom's deceased Mary Antrim mirrored by Paul Creston's departed Kate 
Creston. Instead, Stransom finds a bitter enmirrorment of his own attempt at theatrical forgery—
finds, in the hired performer, the exposure of an artificiality upon which all commodities are 
founded. The new Mrs. Creston breaks the mirror by exposing it as theater. What happens when 
the commodity process absorbs an object without dematerializing it? It reveals that the object is 
not null, it exposes the hidden depths of the object, but only as an abject, an un-assimilatable 
excess or abscess. The supposedly transparent medium of commodification reveals its own 
imposition of theatricality in the exposure; like an actor whose street-clothes are just visible under 
the costume, the artificial appears when the incompatibility of surface and depths is revealed. 
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There is one final consequence of the meeting of incompatible altars, and it can only be 
called the coming of the absolute abject. In the Antrim-compass, the "un" of the unrepetition was 
a pure possibility, the criterion that appeared "to affirm to annul" each turning of the ring. But 
there is no place for this trace within the commodity system: there are no diachronic cycles, 
because there is no time, only the cohesion of an internal synchrony of the stage. The depth of 
Mary Antrim can no longer subsist in the compass-anniversary form: it is carried along, but 
compressed, as it were, from the wormhole into the black hole, into a singularity, shorn of 
multiplicity, of the singular and inevitable "un" that denies the return of the Anti-Antrim of the 
shop window phantasy.  
There is only one form this singular "un" could take, to wreck the altar of the commodity, 
to ruin utterly the hope of Mary Antrim's return, and to seal forever the unrepetition as fixed and 
eternal, "the threat of the absolute crypt: nonrecurrance, unreadability, amnesia without 
remainder" ("Witnessing", 46). In his first meeting with the new Mrs. Creston, Stransom cannot 
but wonder whether this monster, only "perhaps human," is really alive—for a fleeting second 
there is the strange uncertainty of the question, "was not Mrs. Creston dead?" (7). One wonders 
whether the "open grave" into which Stransom and Creston looked at Kate Creston's funeral was 
not perhaps a little too open (8). Perhaps Mrs. Creston is a revenant, a reanimated return of the 
un-living dead? The ambiguity is immediately resolved into the second marriage of Creston, but 
might we yet entertain the possibility: not of a reanimated Mrs. Creston, but of an abjectified 
Mary Antrim? If there is no longer a possibility of return, if the "un" has been compressed into 
the singularity of absolute death—then at the center of the London cemetery lies what Stransom's 
eyes would not let him see: a grave whose depth enfolds just a decomposed corpse. Mary Antrim 
is not coming back. The ghost dance is a dance of the dead, without hope of resurrection. The 
shop window stage is a cadaver synod.  
The second chapter of "The Altar of the Dead" thus presents us with the consequence of 
introducing the problem of authorship—and, through authorship, subjectivity—into Stransom's 
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zeroth regime of the compass. Once the figure of the compass was introduced into language, an 
authoring subject become necessary; Stransom put himself forward, in large part to preserve the 
ineffable unreality of Mary Antrim as the Queen of his Dead. Unfortunately, this move, which 
brought both him and his lady into the realm of subjectivity, opened the door for the mise-en-
scene of the shop window, which provided what the Lacanians would call a phantasmatic screen 
where Stransom and Antrim might be arrayed like actors or props in a drama—that is, purveyed 
with identities and roles from an external scheme of valuation. The temptation proved too much 
for Stransom: he yielded to the charms of the phantasy, which James here chooses to cast in the 
terms of an economic transaction. 
Yet something went horribly wrong with the process of subjectivization, for the unreality 
of Mary Antrim, which within the compass system had been merely the assurance of a repetition 
of the unrepeatable, now reasserted itself as something like Quine's shocked silence at its worst. 
Death was converted from a principle of repetition into what the Lacanians call an indigestible 
kernel of the Real, impossible to symbolize. We can cast it as the terrifying unreal of "The Waste 
Land" or of Murder in the Cathedral, dissolving and destroying all realities, and leaving 
Stransom staring at a corpse in theatrical garb. For a text about immortality, the message is clear: 
although Stransom's zeroth altar might work in a world without text, the moment it is brought into 
textual form the question of subjectivity arises; and when the question of subjectivity arises, the 
problem of the mirror-other begins. Here this problem is understood according to the valuations 
of economics, but the problem remains that of the Real that is excluded in the phantasy of 
subjectivity. In the coming section Stransom begins to remediate his terrible encounter at the shop 
window with a new regime that adopts another tact towards exclusion: exclusion is still to take 
place, but it is to be refined. The unreal is not merely to be ignored, but rather subjected to a 
sustained campaign of denial, one whose mechanism are made to complement—and, ultimately, 
to ground—the signifying regime itself. Mary Antrim is to resume her primacy of place as the 
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driving force of Stransom's regime—even as a new scapegoat, in the form of an old nemesis, is to 
be placed at its center. 
 
III. The Lesion and the Light 
Chapter Three sees Stransom's physical altar rise upon the ashes of the shop window 
cataclysm as the text turns, quite literally, from night into light. The morning after the catastrophe 
Stransom enacts his dutiful peregrination to Mary Antrim's grave, only this time the trip has an 
uncharacteristic aftermath. It was Stransom's nerves that led him to the cemetery, but it is his feet 
which now lead him on a "devious course," propelling him out of the cemetery center and 
towards another "warm center," "a temple of the old persuasion" where the interior is ablaze with 
altars and candles. Here, in the shower of light where "endless meanings" could glow, the vision 
of the physical altar is born (14). 
It is worth asking how this new altar addresses the issues raised in the second chapter, 
and the greatest clue to what has changed is found in this moment of transition, between the now-
defunct center of the old compass model and the new physical altar in the midst of the template of 
the old persuasion. Warminski presents his own account of this crucial moment of transferal, 
finding that Stransom enacts a series of "metaphorical transfers" between his internal altar of the 
enumerated dead and the exterior "roll-call of his Dead" where "each starry candle" in the chapel 
(15) corresponds to one of Stransom's numbered dead. Warminski's reading notes that the extant 
altars of the church, which appear in the text chronologically after Stransom's "shine in his mind," 
here become the "original type" that Stransom's mind-shrine merely copies or echoes; this is 
attributed to a figure of reversal that bespeaks Stransom's dialectical prowess (Warminski, 273). 
Warminski's reading of the reversal is undeniable, but this is not necessarily the sole reversal 
present in this moment of transference. Indeed, it might be said to itself be a "type" of a prior 
series of metaphorical transfers that place Stransom's act of externalization within a larger 
sequence of reversals that have led him from the cemetery to the church, and beyond: 
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In the dreadful cemetery alone he had been on his feet an hour. Instinctively, 
coming back, they had taken him a devious course, and it was a desert in which 
no circling cabman hovered over possible prey. He paused on a corner and 
measured the dreariness; then he made out through the gathered dusk that he was 
in one of those tracts of London which are less gloomy by night than by day, 
because, in the former case, of the civil gift of light. By day there was nothing, 
but by night there were lamps, and George Stransom was in a mood that made 
lamps good in themselves. It wasn't that they could show him anything, it was 
only that they could burn clear. To his surprise, however, after a while, they did 
show him something: the arch of a high doorway approached by a low terrace of 
steps, in the depth of which—it formed a dim vestibule—the raising of a curtain 
at the moment he passed gave him a glimpse of an avenue of gloom with a glow 
of tapers at the end. (13) 
 
The first reversal is one of diurnal expectations: day, which is "nothing," is gloomier than night, a 
less-than-nothing offset by the effect of lighted streets. Stransom, enamored by the lights, wishes 
them to but "burn clear," defining clarity as a self-sufficiency of purification. The clarity is 
reversed, however, in the lamps' turn from inside to out: it is not enough for each lamp to burn 
clear in itself—clarity is rather a signaling or a denotation of the string of lamps that lead into the 
depths of the vestibule. Following the lamps, Stransom finds himself propelled into a third 
reversal, or rather into a loop where the church's interior "avenue of gloom with a glow of tapers" 
replicates the darkling London street offset by the glow of lining lamps.  
To these reversals, whose result is a passage from outside to inside that prefigures 
Stransom's transfer of the altar from internal to external, we might add one final reversal. The 
blaze of the altars enraptures Stransom, but the actualization of his own physical altar requires 
something special. He wanders, "pausing in the different chapels, all save one applied to a special 
devotion," until he finds a vacant alcove. "It was in this clear recess, lampless and unapplied, that 
he stood the longest, the length of time it took him fully to grasp the conception of gilding it with 
his bounty" (15). The ideal of clarity first appeared as the purity of a self-sufficient flame, and 
then in the smooth flow of motion from flame to flame; now it would appear that clarity resides in 
its opposite: in the stillness of a virgin altar, and the clear recess of a lampless dark. 
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Clarity, then, is the key to understanding the transition between old and new modalities of 
Stransom's altar—a clarity, we might venture, which now works to eliminate the dreadful 
contamination of the unreal abject seen on the wrong side of the shop window. But how is this 
clarity to be achieved: how might it delineate and filter out the unreal, and in what sense can this 
drive towards a "burning clear" and a "clear recess" provide the grounding for Stransom's new 
semiotic regime?  
 In his letters, James makes clear his personal regard for Emile Zola and Matthew Arnold, 
speaking of the former as doing "the only kind of work, to-day, that I respect16." Both Zola and 
Arnold wrote on the practice of achieving clarity, and while Stransom's understanding of the term 
is hardly lifted from either, examination of their participation in the contemporary discourse of 
clarity helps to define the contours of the term's conceptual geography. In his lengthy essay on 
"The Novel," Zola dedicates his first section to "The Reality" of the novel, linking an observer's 
"sense of reality" to an "ability to see" (Zola, 214-215). To be able to see is to see clearly, and to 
see clearly is portrayed in negative terms:  
Each eye has a particular way of seeing. Then again, there are eyes which see 
nothing at all. There is doubtless some lesion, the nerve connecting them with the 
brain that has become paralyzed in some way that science has not been able to 
determine as yet. One thing is certain, that it is no use for them to look at the life 
throbbing around, as they will never be able to reproduce a scene from it 
correctly. (Zola, 212) 
 
To see clearly is to lack the obscurity that appears the moment the instruments of seeing reveal 
themselves as mediating instruments, the instant some intervening lesion makes the objects of 
sight byproducts of a contaminated ocular medium.  
 Zola's invocation of an intervening medium or lesion helps to explain the streetlamps that 
seem to create something out of nothing: the lamps work by negating an objective medium of 
occlusion that was not present during the day, but which appears in the stygian obscurity of night. 																																																								
16 See James's letter to Charles Eliot Norton of 6 December 1886 for his intimacy with "Matt Arnold," and 
the letter to W. D. Howells of 21st February 1884 for his praise of Zola's novelistic experiments. 
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During the day, there is nothing: during the night, this "nothing" (the empty air) becomes less 
than nothing, a physical, reified impediment to seeing, like a cosmic veil. Night makes, as 
Milton's Comus might say, "one blot of all the air" (Comus l. 133). London's lamps, in negating 
this objectified negativity, actively clarify by burning an opening into the obscuring medium of 
darkness—they burn clear, inasmuch as the latter word can be read as a noun.  
 Matthew Arnold provides a more capacious—if esoteric—elaboration of the mechanism 
of clarity as a modulation between purity and motion. In "The Function of Criticism at the Present 
Time," Arnold (infamously) declared the aim of inquiry to be "to see the object as in itself it 
really is" ("Function," 3). Such an in-itself is, thankfully, elaborated in Arnold's tripartite lectures 
On Translating Homer: in these lectures, the object "as in itself it really is" corresponds to the 
Homeric original, and "clarity" becomes an index of the translator's fidelity. Like Zola, Arnold 
positions the clarity of the translation as the negation of a distorting negative, faulting the 
Homeric translations of William Cowper and Alexander Pope for conveying their poetic object 
"through a medium [while] Homer, on the other hand, sees his object and conveys it to us 
immediately" (Homer, 22). The function of all translation is to elide this occluding medium—
Arnold likens the clarity to Coleridge's nirvana:  
Whene'er the mist, which stands 'twixt God and thee 
Defecates to a pure transparency (qtd. Homer, 10) 
 
Arnold's understanding of the intervening mist or occluding medium unfolds in his 
critique of Cowper's translation of the Iliad. "Instead of moving on without check, as in reading 
the original, the reader twice finds himself, in reading the translation, brought up and checked" 
(Homer, 14). Here, clarity is more of a movement than an act of viewing, and the obscuring mist 
less a visual impairment than an impediment of motion. To see any one textual object "as in itself 
it really is" is to see it as part of a wider series of vantages traversed in turn by the reader. This 
motif of motion recurs throughout Arnold's series of lectures as he contrasts Homer's movement, 
"flowing" and "rapid," with Milton's "laboured, self retarding movement" (Arnold, 73). The 
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difference is key to Arnold's argument, for movement is not a matter of speed but rather an ease 
of passage that drives the reader ever onward from stanza to stanza: "with Milton line runs into 
line, and all is straitly bound together: with Homer line runs off from line, and all hurries away 
onward"; thus where Milton conflates "a thousand things into one," Homer "says a thing, and says 
it to the end, and then begins another" (Arnold, 73.). There is a sense of inner-propulsion, but also 
of internal fitness in Homer's work: Arnold's conception of clarity is not so much the proper 
viewing of one object than of each object having its metrical place and its due attention in a text 
so constructed as to seamlessly propel the reader from one movement into the next. Arnold's 
clarity is, for lack of a better word, the conceit of a work so knit as to be, in the natural flow from 
object to object, one movement, and one vantage.  
 Stransom's strings of streetlights burn clear-in-themselves precisely by their forward 
force of prolusion: their clarity is their role as way-stations within a wider series that replicates 
the shape of the whole in the motif of each part, with part leading on to part as a natural 
progression. Clarity is, in other words, not the clarity of each light, but rather the clarity of the 
holistic series as seen in the interconnection and motion through each part. We can see then why 
the final vantage is a "lampless" recess, for the sequence awaits Stransom's own series of 
constructions, and the next series of lighted glows are to be his own.  
What is less clear, however, is why the lampless ground continues to persist long after 
Stransom's altar is well established. Fully realized, Stransom's altar is a collection of candles, 
each standing for a particular dead in its own right, but coming together in the altar to form a 
"scheme of cross-references" with "subtle and complex relations," a complicated geometry of 
"lines," "juxtapositions and contrasts" (53). Yet, when the system is at its height, the clear 
lampless beginning still seems to persist—indeed, its annihilation forms the motive principle for 
the dynamism of the altar. Stransom "shifted this and that candle, he effaced the disfigurement of 
a possible gap," a gap which, Stransom later confirms, cannot be effaced (53). Having sought the 
clear recess, Stransom now seeks its obliteration.  
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 We can turn, for an illustration of the workings of Stransom's concert of candles—and for 
the obscure part played by their immanent gap—to the logical system envisioned in Ludwig 
Wittgenstein's Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus as it touches upon the utility of negative space. In 
the Tractatus, space (Raum) first emerges in an analogy: just as all spatial objects (räumliche 
Gegenstände) are inconceivable apart from space (außerhalb des Raumes) and all temporal 
objects take place inside time, "so we cannot think of any object apart from the possibility of its 
connexion with other things" (Wittgenstein, Proposition 2.0121). This similitude of proximate 
space and objective interconnection is not merely an analogy of convenience, for in Proposition 
2.013 Wittgenstein further declares that every object exists "in a space of possible atomic facts 
[möglicher Sachverhalte]17. This space I can imagine empty, but I cannot imagine the thing without 
the space." We might say, at this point, that the clear recess Stransom finds is the space of pure 
ontological possibility—possibly empty, but providing an assembly-area for candles to combine 
into larger structural units. However, as Wittgenstein moves to consider propositions and their 
relationship to the space that surrounds them, this null-space comes to be anything but empty, and 
its function far from nugatory.  
 The proposition is said to determine "a place in logical space" (Wittgenstein, 3.4). This 
logical space (logischen Raum) enables there to be one—and only one—place for each 
proposition, but nevertheless "the whole logical space must already be given by" the proposition 
(Wittgenstein, 3.42). The beauty, one might say, of logical space is that the space itself is not 
empty, but rather a connecting bridge between any and all propositions: each proposition is 
present or given doch durch schon, already through or across, the whole of logical space. Because 
propositions exist within specific places, they are intimately linked with all other propositions 
within the same logical space (a space that is, ultimately, the totality of a language, per 4.001). 
The logical space is, to some degree, like an index of propositional places, but it is at the same 																																																								
17 This phrase has been translated elsewhere as "possible states of affairs." The emphasis is, as in 2.0121, 
on interconnection and complex interrelations. 
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time (to continue the analogy) the paper upon which the material cited in the index is written. 
Wittgenstein elaborates that the proposition "reaches through [durchgreift] the whole of logical 
space": the German durchgreift adds to the previous movement durch (through) the greifen of a 
grabbing, touching, or seizure (the contemporary connotation of durchgreifen is "crackdown"): 
the proposition touches upon all other propositions within the same logical space—logical space 
is the medium in which all propositions are interconnected (Wittgenstein, 3.42).  
We can now begin to chart the origins and promulgations of Stransom's system by way of 
the clear recess, its formative negative logical space. At the first, this logical space is not 
indeterminately empty, because it possesses a primary unity as a unit of discrete emptiness, a clear 
dark recess unique among the other altars bright and intense. The streetlamps have already set the 
pattern: points of light subtract from the raw material of night. Here, the string of lamps lead 
Stransom to a pocket of night, isolated like a grain of sand in an oyster, as an autonomous unity, 
like a block of marble. Stransom sculpts into the block of darkness with his every addition of a 
new candle, additions that are actually subtractions, hewn into the original block of darkness, 
which retreats or contracts with each new starry vow but maintains its original unity. In this 
manner all candles are connected, because the original unity of darkness always remains a single 
unit. The position of every candle—its place within the logical system—is ensured by the impress 
or cut it leaves within the original unity, whose negations—like a photographic negative—
correspond to the complex configurations of the candles.  
The altar is the gap because the gap's contracted shape is a record of Stransom's series of 
lighted subtractions from an original darkness. In Eliot's terminology, reality is hewn from a 
series of contractions whereby an unreality—the unreal abstraction upon which the reality is 
initially founded—is gradually replaced by the signifiers of reality which, in replacing the unreal 
with their constructed and interwoven significations, assert their reality and, piece by piece, 
obliterate the darkness whose singularity is their foundation and whose continued existence is 
their nemesis.  
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IV. The Gap in the Array 
 The picture outlined above is a sketch, one might say, of the functioning of the altar in its 
ideal conception: it is something like the phantasy presented to Stransom in his enraptured vision 
when first entering the church. Clarity takes the form of a neutral ground, unified yet blank, a 
clear recess awaiting the imprinting and logical interconnection of candles that are to be 
subtracted from its unity. There are, however, a few loose ends to address, a number of minor 
deviations that accrue as Stransom's system begins to take shape in its actuality. At the end of 
Chapter Three, the gap, the negative space of the array, is not presented as entirely null or neutral. 
"Of course," Stransom admits, "there were gaps in the constellation, for Stransom knew he could 
only pretend to act for his own"; some figures are excluded, for "it wasn't every figure passing 
before his eyes into the great obscure that was entitled to a memorial" (19).  
Realistically, Stransom cannot expect to redeem every person he has ever met from the 
obscurity of death. After all, Wittgenstein's empty space offers many möglicher Sachverhalte, 
multiple possible combinations, of which only a finite number are ever actualized. In this 
adjustment, the gap represents something like death, but death as raw material for salvation. 
There is an implication in Wittgenstein—present only by way of hints—that it is out of the 
material of the surrounding space that the objects within that space are composed (or, one might 
say, hewn); thus in 2.0131 the material-possibilities of the space condition the field of possibility 
for the objects within it. "A speck in a visual field need not be red, but it must have a colour; it 
has, so to speak, a colour space [Farbenraum] round it." Thus, Stransom can say of his altar that 
the "day was written for him there on which he had first become acquainted with death, and the 
successive phases of the acquaintance were marked each with a flame" (18). Death, like 
Wittgenstein's Farbenraum, is the material of the gap itself (as potential dead to include), with 
each successive flame actualizing the nascent possibility of a specific dead chosen for inclusion. 
 There is, however, a more serious impediment to Stransom's vision, again concerning the 
development of this gap, and touching here upon a structural exclusion. "The greatest blank in the 
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shining page was the memory of Acton Hague, of which he inveterately tried to rid himself. For 
Acton Hague no flame could ever rise on any altar of his" (19). This is a rank contravention of 
Stransom's "fundamental" precept "that there should always be room for them all" (17). Worse, it 
has effected a change in the gap-medium itself: rather than representing death-in-abstraction, or 
the vast plethora of anonymous and yet-unremembered dead, the gap represents a specific dead 
abnegated from the system. The situation lends itself to one of Wittgenstein's exception-cases for 
logical space, the contradictory proposition that "ﬁlls [erfüllt] the whole logical space and leaves 
no point to reality" (Wittgenstein, 4.463).  
The contradictory proposition saturates all of logical space with the repercussions of its 
contradiction, and it is considered an extreme aberration. Hague, as Jöttkandt's analysis has 
definitively shown, is the contradiction upon which the altar-regime is structurally founded: 
"Hague’s absence from Stransom’s system is the system’s founding principle, the law that 
enables all the other candles to correspond to their signifieds" ("Infinity," 107). We might 
accordingly say that for Stransom's physical altar, Wittgenstein's exception does not merely prove 
the rule, it is the rule: the saturation of this contradiction is the unity of the altar's logical space. 
Hague, as gap or founding exclusion of the array, comprises the interconnecting medium of the 
gap to which every candle is related; "Hague’s exclusion is the guarantee that each will find a 
place after the shuffle, much like in a game of musical chairs" ("Infinity," 106). Jöttkandt does 
not elaborate on the precise mechanism of this Haguian glue, but perhaps the text suggests that, if 
the absence of a candle represents an unredeemed death, the deliberate exclusion of Hague is a 
perpetual putting Hague to death, or at least a deliberate act of not-remembering, a consistently 
revived refusal to redeem. In this unified front of negation all candles receive their role in the 
system, working together to efface "the disfigurement of a possible gap," incessantly excluding 
the presence of Hague in the negative space of the array (53).  
The presence of Hague as the specific dead in the gap of the array has been explained, 
and so too Stransom's later realization that there was no need to give Hague his own candle, for 
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"he was present in the whole array": (35) Hague is present in the whole array because he is the 
negative space of the array, and this negative space represents the totality or wholeness of the 
array, its unity in excluding Hague. However, there is a final mystery of the gap to solve, what 
one might call its zeugmatic or fracturing role: it is the gap in the array—rather than the array 
itself—that fractures the ability of Stransom and the unnamed Lady to worship side by side. We 
need to account, from the Lady's perspective, for why the negativity of a lack should have the 
puissance of a wedge. 
 When Stransom accepts the unnamed Lady in the role of co-worshipper, she secretly re-
dedicates the array entirely to Hague. Upon the revelation of Stransom's exclusion of Hague, they 
are both horrified, and the Lady forswears further use of his altar. Why? The Lady had been quite 
content to appropriate Stransom's candles before, when she believed him to have no knowledge of 
Hague (39)—why should the knowledge of Hague's deliberate exclusion make any difference? 
Perhaps she merely wants to respect Stransom's wish of "an elaborate exclusion," to which she 
can no longer be a party. Warminski's characterization of the Lady's appropriation of Stransom's 
altar, however, provides a powerful critique of this reading: 
In "passionately converting" (273) Stransom's shrine for her own use—
appropriating all the candles for Hague—she turns his altar of memories into a 
museum of reminders, into "scraps of writing framed and ghosts of flowers 
embalmed"—that is, into writing not as meaningful but as material inscription, 
into figures (as in "flowers of rhetoric") not as sensuous manifestations of ideal 
meaning but as disfigured, mummified corpses of flowers preserved in a ghostly 
(material) after-life, living on like dead figures in a handbook of rhetoric. 
(Warminski, 281) 
 
By this reading, it is difficult to see how the second death of Hague, upon Stransom's altar, would 
contravene the Lady's manner of memorializing Hague as memento mori—or objective mori. 
Stransom's exclusion of Hague would fit right in with her museum, as yet another dead figure, the 
muffled echo of a dis-articulated trace. Rather than reject the reading of Warminski, we might 
explore the meaning of the exclusionary gap according to his reading of the Lady, and add to it 
Jöttkandt's claim that the Lady is, in her "resistance to the idea that ethics can ever be formalized 
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as a discourse," able "to dwell ethically in the Real, which is to say in an unmediated, that is, 
unphallicized relation to the lack in the big Other" ("Infinity," 124, 142). 
Jöttkandt leaves the precise nature of the Lady's inhabitation within the big Other's lack 
deliberately vague, but the Lacanian heterodoxy of Julia Kristeva provides, perhaps, a glimpse 
into this asymbolic realm of the Real. Kristeva's chora, a proposed state of infantile existence 
before the onset of symbolic discourse, entails a "modality of significance in which the linguistic 
sign is not yet articulated as the absence of an object," a zone of un-differentiation between self 
and other, before individual objects emerge in the form of semiotic notations (Kristeva, 26). This 
Real is hardly idyllic; rather, "the semiotic chora is no more than the place where the subject is 
both generated and negated, the place where his unity succumbs before the process of charges and 
stases that produce him" (Kristeva, 28).  
The Lady has, we are told, suffered some great wrong at the hands of Hague, which she 
will forgive, but never reveal. When pressed, "What was it he did to you?" she can only reply, 
"Everything!" This "Everything" is, perhaps, the founding of the Lady's world upon the lack in 
the big Other—the rupture of the ethical that grounds a new ethics beyond the symbolic. It further 
functions, as the waves of negativity to which Kristeva's choric proto-subject succumbs; here, we 
might mix Kristeva's negativity with Freud's model in "Mourning and Melancholia," where the 
devastated subject comes to exchange their own ego for an identification with the external object 
that has caused a rupture of the self. According to Freud, the "shadow of the object"—the rupture 
caused by Hague's action—"fell upon the ego, and the latter could henceforth be judged by a 
special agency, as though it were an object, the forsaken object. In this way an object-loss was 
transformed into an ego-loss" ("Mourning and Melancholia," 3047).  
We can thus understand why, for the Lady of the chora, there are no discrete objects, 
because there is no discrete subject: she identifies wholly with Hague, but with the Hague who is 
ever negated, always absent, infinitely deferred. In a sense, her ego is fully identified with the 
Hague that is always already dead. We can also explain an otherwise enigmatic fear that haunted 
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the Lady. When her aunt was alive, the Lady never invited Stransom to their apartment, out of the 
great fear that Hague's sin "would have come out--she would have told you. That fear at my 
heart--that was my reason!" (41) The Lady's show of fear is, frankly, uncharacteristic and 
shocking. In Kristeva's developmental model, it would have represented the introduction of the 
thetic, the "break" separating subject and object "in a space that becomes symbolic because it 
connects the two separated positions" (Kristeva, 43). The aunt's revelation would have contracted 
the negating waves of Hague's recurrent rupture into a singular (doubtless, rather quotidian) 
object of such-and-such a wrong, and it would have placed the Lady in a grammatical 
construction with herself as subject and Hague's rupture as object. Any such annunciation 
requires an identification where "the subject must separate through and from his image, from and 
through his objects" (Kristeva, 43). The aunt would have had to say, That blackguard Hague did 
this to my niece. The Lady would appear as a separate self outside the objective contraction of 
Hague's rupture. Her "Everything!" would be reduced to just a-thing, and she would be left, 
stranded, as an ego forlorn of its object, a stranger to the shattering totality of Hague's omniscient 
absence. The Lady would be cast into the trap with which Stransom was caught at the beginning 
of the text: she would have to cast herself as a grammatical subject. We are already told that she 
makes her living "by her pen," but only under the cover of pseudonymity (29); the danger she 
must avoid is to be cast as the true author of the "dead figures" Warminski has identified.  
What is it, then, that the Lady sees in the elaborate exclusions of Stransom's altar? 
Stransom provided the answer, literally. He caught "a glimpse of the void so sensible to the 
woman who wandered in exile, or sat where he had seen her with the portrait of Acton Hague" 
(53). The gap is sensible, an object of sense, an isolated shape—the portrait, rendered in the 
language of candles and gaps, of Acton Hague. The gap that Stransom cannot efface has changed 
its position, sculpted and honed with Stransom's every attempt at effacement, until Stransom is 
left staring "at a conception of the total, the ideal, which left a clear opportunity for just another 
figure" (53). "Just another figure" means the specific shape of one—and only one—candle. 
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Doubtless, the Lady saw Hague present in the array many times—but only as her projection upon 
the array, not in the gaps of the array itself. In the gaps, Hague is brought forward as a discrete 
object, set against the image of Hague she had before formed in the candles. In the negative space 
where the Lady did not project, Hague appears, separate from the Lady's projection of her own 
ego-loss into the array, an object in its own right. 
Somehow, the negative space of Hague's absence has evolved, contracted, become as 
complex as the system that excludes it. Stransom's efforts to exclude Hague have but led the Lady 
to see Hague produced as the specific object of the negative space of the array. It is Freud's Totem 
and Taboo that provides the crucial mechanism for explaining the crystallization of Acton 
Hague's candle within the altar gaps, for Freud's text is a psychohistorical myth (not purporting to 
represent actual history) of the founding of civilization upon a trauma that continually returns in 
the guise of the repressed. In the Freudian myth, at the threshold of human development a primal 
horde of all-powerful fathers ruled their enclaves with a tyrannical brutality, slaughtering or 
exiling their many sons (in the manner of Uranus or Cronus) to keep all power and all women for 
themselves. "One day the brothers who had been driven out came together, killed and devoured 
their father and so made an end of the patriarchal horde" (Totem and Taboo, 176). This signal 
event was a result of their uniting to kill the common enemy that none of them alone could have 
vanquished, and this act of unity proves the first socializing impulse towards larger social 
affinities of kinship. It is, as it were, over the corpse of their father that the brothers began "social 
organization, moral restrictions, and religion" (Totem and Taboo, 176), and the first compact of 
social organization is their joint declaration "that no one of them must be treated by another as 
their father was treated by them all jointly" (Totem and Taboo, 181). The position of dominance 
once occupied by the father is to remain vacant, as Freud notes in Footnote 76 that none "of the 
sons had in fact been able to put his original wish—of taking his father's place—into effect" 
(Totem and Taboo, 177). Yet running parallel to this barred position or unfillable brim—
preserved as possibility by way of barred actuality—is a common identity over this central hollow 
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of exclusion, a "fraternal clan" whose "society was now based on complicity in the common 
crime." (Totem and Taboo, 181)  
The murder of the father is never to be repeated, and the position of the father is to 
remain vacant—yet both these prohibitions, which come to be repressed, form the basis of the 
social compact. The effect is precisely that of the exclusionary methodology Jöttkandt derives 
from contemporary set theory, wherein "a system whose ability to 'count' everything depends on a 
certain stumbling block generated within the system itself, a blind spot that can never be proven 
but on which the entire iterative process depends" ("Infinity," 122). Thus, in Freud's mythology of 
repressed social origins, the original crime is forgotten, annulled, like the blank of a traumatic 
memory, though it remains preserved in the totemic ritual, which is "as it were, a covenant with 
their father, in which…they undertook to respect his life, not to repeat the deed which had 
brought destruction to their real father…in this fashion, totemism helps to smooth things over and 
to make it possible to forget the event to which it owed its origin" (Totem and Taboo, 179). 
Jöttkandt and Freud diverge, however, on a small but essential point: the being of this 
fatherly specter of repressed blood-guilt is not static; Jöttkandt's blind spot may be generated 
within the system, but Freud's blind-spot evolves with the system. "The scene of the father's 
vanquishment," eventually codified in tragic drama, "had become the stuff for the representation 
of his supreme triumph" (Totem and Taboo, 186). The father wins. It is relatively easy to 
understand the preservation of the father's lacunae as the exception upon which the social system 
is grounded, and perhaps even passed down through the system as an echo of originary 
aberration. But how are we to account for the father's gap growing in strength, doubling and 
redoubling like Nemesis, dispelled time after time and yet returning ever stronger than before? 
Freud, fortunately, is not remiss on this most crucial of points. The agent of the father's redoubled 
vengeance is no specter or demonic apparition, but rather an internal consequence of the sons' 
own compact:  
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A sense of guilt made its appearance, which in this instance coincided with the 
remorse felt by the whole group. The dead father became stronger than the living 
one ever had been. What had up to then been prevented by his actual existence 
was thenceforward prohibited by the sons themselves. They revoked their deed 
by forbidding the killing of the totem, the substitute for killing their father. 
(Totem and Taboo, 178) 
 
The founding of the social compact coincides with the inception of the totem, which 
converts the actual existence of the father into a symbolic repetition, a repetition that grows in 
strength as it comes to embody the growing guilt of the group. As the guilt grows stronger, so too 
does the father's representative, or the totemic reification of the father's gap. The guilt grows 
stronger because it possesses a crucial ally, a psychological positive-feedback loop. There 
exists—subconsciously, at the level of a cultural reservoir of repressed memories—hostility to the 
father, an awareness and anger at the continual presence of the father's present-absence qua guilt. 
"The hostility is then shouted down, as it were," in order to conform with the social conventions 
of repression, "by an excessive intensification of affection, which is expressed as solicitude and 
becomes compulsive, because it might otherwise be inadequate to perform its task of keeping the 
unconscious contrary current of feeling under repression" (Totem and Taboo, 61). To maintain 
the social compact is to continue to repress the crime; to repress the crime requires an ever-
increasing supply of affected affection to keep the hostility damped-down, but as the compulsion 
to affection increases, the pressures of the hostility grow. The father grows stronger in being 
repressed; the brilliance of the Freudian model is to see in exclusion a means, not merely for the 
preservation of the excluded (as gap or blank or founding trauma), but for its elaboration and 
increase of puissance.  
 "In every judgment," T.S. Eliot writes, "there arises the contrast between reality and 
unreality" (KE, 138). There is nothing intrinsically real or unreal: it "is only because we have 
arbitrarily separated one portion of reality from the rest", in order to standardize a system of 
reality, "that we are obliged to relate the rest to unreality" (KE, 118). Stransom's altar is very 
simple: all is real except for Acton Hague—his is the only signifier that has no place in 
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Stransom's altar. Every candle added acts by de-realizing Hague, who is present in the negative 
unity of the gap: all candles possess their mutual coherence over the ground of Hague, as Freud's 
band of brothers relate to each other over the ground of their deceased father, whose central perch 
remains vacant. But what becomes, "The Altar of the Dead" asks, of this unreal? The answer of 
"The Altar of the Dead" is as simple as it is profound: the unreal grows until it takes the shape of 
an object whose inclusion will make it real. 
As Warminski has predicted, Stransom's system will never, on its own internal merits, 
achieve closure; as Jöttkandt discerned, there will always be an enigmatic signification that 
escapes the narrative, precisely because this is the exclusionary contradiction on which the 
narrative is founded. Yet, through the positive-feedback mechanism deployed by Freud, we can 
read the Hague signifier becoming, as it were, clearer and clearer with each negation, until there 
is "left a clear opportunity for just another figure" (53). With every negation of Hague, a record is 
preserved in the constellation of the candles' unity—the subtraction of candles from the span of 
darkness is their effacement of the gap-of-Hague, but their subtractions are always encoded in the 
new shape of the gap that is left as operational result. The gap grows smaller, but it also grows 
more determinate—and hence, closer to the revelation of Hague's presence in the gap. More 
elaborate exclusions—greater complexities of arrangement—are employed as the gap assumes a 
more determinate shape. This cycle of contraction and negation-revelation continues until there is 
but a single point of darkness left in the altar: the space whose contours, whose geometry and 
whose dimensions, correspond exactly to the silhouette of Hague's forbidden candle. That is the 
portrait the Lady recognizes in the array.  
And, unfortunately, it is precisely the candle that Stransom could not provide, even had 
he wanted to. 
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V: Beyond the Last 
 "What do you call the last?" the Lady asks with the shadow of a smile. Stransom, reeling 
over the revelation of Hague's persistence "in the whole array," had asked whether, if the Lady's 
devotion to Hague had always remained hidden, they "might have gone on in our ignorance to the 
last?" (37) Stransom's response to her own question about the meaning of "the last" is rather 
strange, and highly aberrant in the situation, like an in-joke where the reader is decidedly left out:  
"What do you call the last?" she asked, smiling still. 
At this he could smile back at her. "You'll see—when it comes." 
She thought of that. "This is better perhaps; but as we were, it was good." (37-38) 
 
What are we to make of this "last," apparently known to each? The most likely candidate is the 
exchange that concludes the previous chapter, where the Lady, upon the addition of a new candle, 
"used the expression that the chapel at last was full" (29). Perhaps the last is the fulfillment of the 
altar, the fullness of the blaze? Stransom demurs. Their altar will "never be full till a candle is set 
up before which all the others will pale. It will be the tallest candle of all": Stransom's own. This, 
then, is surely to be the last: Stransom (by his lights) began the altar, and Stransom's death shall 
end it, while the Lady tends his candle, a superintendress or vestal virgin of the altar to the dead. 
It is then the Lady's turn to demur, refusing the role by asking, "And who will kindle one even for 
me?" 
 We have, in this discussion of last things at the end of Chapter Five, the possible 
strategies for reading the ending of "The Altar of the Dead" arrayed in miniature. Stransom's 
solution is the phantasy of narrative totality, of the supremacy of the "I" over the narrative, 
rendered typographically in the vertical pillar of the candle. As Warminski has remarked, this 
strategy is a dead-letter, a failure that only tells the story "of the impossibility of self-reflection 
and self-reference" (Warminski, 283). The Lady's original suggestion—to draw an arbitrary limit 
and to declare the altar complete—is actually Jöttkandt's vision of an ending: to declare the altar, 
with its inherent and enigmatic lack of Hague, to be complete as a lack, to read the incompletion 
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of the incessant Real as, in a manner of speaking, the telos of narrative. In this version of the 
ending, the incomplete completeness of the altar clothes "impossibility in symptomatic form," 
bearing "ethical-aesthetic testimony to an impossible encounter with the Real" ("Infinity," 144). 
Likewise, the Lady's final plaint, highlighting her own exclusion from the altar, is the final 
summit to Warminski's own reading—"first Hague, then Stransom, then the woman, have all 
been left out" (Warminski, 283); here, the last is what we call the catching-up of the text's fictive 
origin ("the fable of fable," the fiction of self-coherent fiction) with the characters as they fly, 
centrifugally, out of the compass of the narrative. 
 What, then, do we call the last? Perhaps, the unreal object that transforms itself through 
the many stages of Stransom's altar, beginning as the flash of a possibility of redemption, 
immediately annulled—but visible for just that moment of exegetical suspension, in its capacity 
to be affirmed or to be annulled in the turning of the anniversary ring. This unreal becomes the 
absolute caesura of un-redemption in the guise of the commodity-altar's abortive abject, 
compressed into the impossible obstacle of irreparable mortality—until it is transformed again, 
into the contradiction of universal exclusion that grounds the unity of all the candles in 
Stransom's physical altar as a joint repression of Acton Hague. But this amorphous unreal of 
negative space, driven inexorably forward by the mechanisms of repression itself, contracts, 
compresses into the shape of a gap whose fulfillment would, at long last, complete the set. At the 
last, then, the unreal morphs into the inexistent candle for Acton Hague. 
 In the readings of Warminski and Jöttkandt, Hague never gets his candle, and the text 
would at first appear to support this tragic interpretation. "Where should he put in another, where, 
if there were no other objection, would it stand in its place in the rank?" (52) Stransom concludes 
of the space for Hague's candle "that it would be difficult to determine that place." True, the 
shape of Acton Hague's gap is there, present, undeniable—but how could it be filled without 
reducing, as it were, Acton Hague to just another candle, one more member of the set? How 
would the altar maintain its structural cohesion in the absence of its founding exclusion? 
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Stransom's array of candles calls for Hague's inclusion—but this inclusion remains impossible. 
With this deadlock unresolved, Stransom's dead die again, and he is left with the vision of an altar 
that "had ceased to exist," reverting to the barren "dark cavern" from which it had begun, as black 
as night, and as gloomy as the grave (50). 
 There is, however, just a speck of hope, in the guise of one final mystery. In Chapter 
Nine, the final chapter, the Lady has gone, and Stransom is dying. He drags himself to his altar 
and finds, on the threshold of mortality, the voice of Mary Antrim in his altar, herself interceding 
for Hague's inclusion. At this juncture—having only now resolved to accede to the Lady's 
demand—he finds the Lady there, in her wonted place, prostrate before the Altar of the Dead. 
And it is now, with his breaths numbered, barely able to stand—that Stransom has to audacity to 
claim that a candle for Hague is just around the corner? "Don't you hear what you say?" Stransom 
asks his co-worshiper. "They offer the very thing you asked of me….They say there's a gap in the 
array—they say it's not full, complete. Just one more," Stransom repeats in the throes of death, 
"isn't that what you wanted? Yes, one more, one more" (57). 
To Stransom's ecstatic "yes," we must reply, "no." For he has no candle ready to hand to 
give—and even if he did, it is doubtful whether his enfeebled limbs could even reach the altar. 
Even if there were a space in the array for Hague's candle, the practicalities of the situation would 
preclude its addition to the extant array—and yet, this is not precisely what Stransom had offered. 
They, the candles upon the altar, offer the Lady the very thing she asked of him. A few more 
details contextualize his offer. Returning to the altar, Stransom finds the candles "burned clearer" 
than ever, their center "gathering itself into form, and the form was human beauty and human 
charity, was the far-off face of Mary Antrim." Has the unfilled brim at long last been filled? 
Almost—but Mary Antrim's glow now demands something more of Stransom: "he felt his buried 
face grow hot with some communicated knowledge that had the force of a reproach…the descent 
of Mary Antrim opened his spirit with a great compunctious throb for the descent of Acton 
Hague" (55-56). The meaning of "for" in the above sentence is ambiguous; it could mean, "to 
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wish for the descent of Acton Hague," or it could mean, "for Stransom's spirit to receive the 
descent of Acton Hague." In the latter reading, Stransom's hitherto-unfilled brim becomes the 
vessel, somehow, for Acton Hague—who was, after all, the friend whose departure once left 
Stransom's soul "without an occupant" (11). At the last, Stransom's "face had the whiteness of 
death," (58) white as the candles of the altar burned their "white fire" (18) with the "white 
intensity of one clear emblem" (52). This, combined with the descent of Hague immediately after 
Stransom's face is said to "grow hot" with some communication from Antrim, leads to one final 
possibility. Stransom himself provides the missing signifier for Acton Hague: a human candle, his 
face illuminated in the reflected refulgence of the altar of the dead. 
What is left, at the last? Stransom, collapsed, enmeshed in the whiteness of death; the 
Lady, beset by "a great dread" "of what still might happen"; the altar, doubly aglow in the mirror 
of Stransom's face, its multiplicity unified in the reflection of white death; and, perhaps, Hague, 
mystically descended upon Stransom face, a human candle (58). Into this tableau we must also 
add the presence of death, the instrument of the transformation, and the exchange—if exchange it 
is—between Stransom and Hague. But which death? Warminski has defined two kinds of death 
in "Altar": the redemptive, metaphoric, salutary death of salvation within the remembrance of 
narrative? Or the anti-redemptive, annihilating, death-in-death of the failure of memory and the 
collapse of narrative? (Warminski, 268) There is no between the two deaths here; but there is, 
perhaps, a union of the two. The unreal other becoming real in the un-realization of the self is the 
union. Here, at the last, the three characters of this final macabre tableau—Stransom, the Lady, 
and their altar of the dead—all become unreal, and die, in a sense, to what their regimes of reality 
have commanded them to be. And in so doing, in becoming unreal and dying to their own 
narratives, the path is cleared for the descent of Acton Hague, and the redemption from death. 
Stransom, it has been said, lost himself in his own text. The final candle was to be his 
own, the tallest candle before which all others would pale. Now it is Stransom who grows pale, 
who finds himself, literally, the tallest candle—but not as signifier for himself. His reality-system, 
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like his altar, was predicated on the exclusion of Hague from his heart—now, in yielding his own 
place on the altar to and for Hague, by the standards of his own system, Stransom is himself 
excluded. Worse, by his own system, he has died twice, lacking his own candle upon the altar of 
the dead, condemned to the great obscurity of non-remembrance. In exchange, Stransom gains a 
measure of immortality: he has proved a corpse can signify, and what it signifies is that in a 
moment one can give birth to what an entire lifetime has labored to destroy. But above all 
Stransom's double death has cleared a space, the space that was said to be ruled by the pale ghost 
of a departed love, but which was, perhaps, the space where the "cost of his own generous heart" 
had instead reared a temple to the narratorial "I" in Stransom's sacred spaces. Into this space, 
willingly cleared of the self, Acton Hague may descend, and the anniversary, ever awaiting to 
affirm or to annul, affirms, in the embrace of Mary Antrim, the use Stransom has found for the 
wedding-gift of the unfillable brim. 
The Lady, in embracing death-in-life, had denied death; she denied her separation from 
Hague by instead putting her own ego to death, living in the uncertain terrain of the Real, beyond 
symbol, beyond objects, and beyond repetition. She wanted to die with Hague: that is, perhaps, 
the secret her aunt would have revealed. Now, in denying herself death, she stands outside death, 
a witness to the last testament of Stransom, denominating the whiteness of death that confirms the 
human candle for Hague. In her alone is vested the possibility of futurity—hers is the "great dread 
of what might still happen," but there is nothing that "might still happen" in this text, only the 
dread whitespace following that final line. There are no more words in "The Altar of the Dead." 
She awaits this void, looks past it with a vision beyond that of Henry James himself, to affirm or 
to annul whatever follows in a world beyond the text. The world of "The Altar of the Dead" was a 
world where Acton Hague's descent was not welcome, and that world has come to an end, with 
only the Lady to superintend its passing. Her unreality is the unreality of life, the lived life 
banished from the mausoleum in which she dwelled. In withdrawing from death this Lady who 
"earned money by her pen" (29) has the power to write meaning into death: to her is entrusted the 
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memory of both Hague and Stransom, and hers is the puissance of the pen over death itself, 
extending past the final words of the story's termination.   
In the final tableau, the altar of the dead has become one, unified, not by its internal gap 
of negativity, but in the reflected unity of Stransom's face. The reality of the altar had been 
predicated on an immanent tension between light and dark, between the candles and the unity of 
darkness they had sought, impossibly, to destroy. Now, projected upon the vellum of Stransom's 
face, any gaps in the array would be transformed, not into darkness, but onto the projection-
screen of flesh. Death has become the raw material for the mirroring of the array—no longer the 
unwilled death in Mary Antrim's date, nor the willed killing of Acton Hague's memory: but rather 
in the given death of George Stransom before the altar. At the last, the altar's compass has 
become the clear recess of the self's abnegation of itself for the inscription of the other.  
The mise-en-scene of the climax of "The Altar of the Dead" is now complete. Three 
actors—Stransom, the Lady, and the Altar—once real, are now unreal. The agent of their 
unreality is Acton Hague who, suspended and supported in the midst of their triangulation, is 
realized, in memory, in influence and—in his return from the two deaths, biological and 
exclusionary—momentarily immortal. Thirty years before Eliot penned The Family Reunion, and 
before the unreal of Knowledge and Experience was conceived, Henry James had already enacted 
a model of the unreal's repression, development, and return—only where Eliot cast the unreal into 
a problem of performance, for James it remained a question of subjectivity—and it is here, silent 
before the flickering altar's glow, that we have a scene to call the last. Perhaps it is in the depths 
of the absent other's shadow that we first encounter the death that is to be our own; if so, at the 
last we become the first spark of the unreal candle that illuminates the realization of the other's 
return. 
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Coda 
 With the death of George Stransom and the theatrical innovations of The Family Reunion 
our analysis of the concept of the unreal draws to a close. In beginning with the splitting of an 
etymology betweesn a denial of reality in Macbeth and an opening to greater realities in Milton, 
we now end with yet another pair of pathways for the unreal. The terms of the division, however, 
have shifted over the course of our reading. The initial bifurcation was fractured between closure 
and openness; Eliot's dissertation maintained this fulcrum while converting it into a single 
concept of an unreal that both creates objects and is repressed by them. The post-Eliot 
developments of realism in Quine, Harman, and Jameson have given us the tools to read Eliot's 
unreal as repressed, as returning, and as transforming the reality of the status quo that has denied 
it. The Family Reunion and "The Altar of the Dead" can each be read as mobilizing literature to 
accomplish the return and transformative puissance of the denied unreal—yet there still remains a 
difference in the role accorded to literature within their narratives of unreality and return.  
The Family Reunion, having evolved the concept from a paradox of philosophy into a 
problem of dramatic staging, understands the unreal as the possibility for the Absolute to realize 
itself by enabling the impossible to come true out there, in the world of the audience beyond the 
footlights. The aim of literature and of poetic drama is thus "to bring poetry into the world in 
which the audience lives and to which it returns when it leaves the theatre," and thus to realize the 
presently unreal dream of a world "where poetry can be spoken" (PD, 30). For Eliot, then, the 
return of the unreal is the transformation of the spectator: the purpose of literature is to implant 
the seed of a new, transformed world—and the subject, the focal-point of the realization of the 
unreal, is to be external to the literary work.  
We can balance and complement Eliot's dramaturgical solution of enlightenment and 
transformation with what we find in "The Altar of the Dead." The early modernism of Henry 
James looks inward, rather than outward, to stage the literary unreal. Where Eliot expects the 
final reversal between real and unreal to occur as the audience leaves the theater, ready to 
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transform their everyday reality into the unreal world of possibility they have only glimpsed in a 
final flash of illumination, James's "Altar of the Dead" enacts a reversal that is wholly internal to 
the story and its characters, without reference to the transformation of the reader. Transferred 
from semiotic regime to semiotic regime, from altar to altar, the unreality within "The Altar of the 
Dead" is realized at the last in the welcomed return of Acton Hague, the departed Other. In a 
sense, the reader is only necessary inasmuch as they are there to turn the pages, and to witness a 
purely internal affair between two characters, an altar, and an unreal ghost. 
The difference between The Family Reunion and "Altar," then, lies in who or what is 
supposed to be transformed by the unreal. We could cast this division as a choice between 
revelation and realization. In Eliot's drama, the aim is to reveal to the audience their own 
unreality, the unreality of the world as they "have always taken it to be"; however, the realization 
of this unreal within the audience cannot be assured by The Family Reunion. Eliot's theater can 
explain the concept through the interactions of the characters on stage, and it can provide a 
blinding flash wherein transformations might occur—but the onus of the realization is placed 
upon the audience. "The Altar of the Dead," by contrast, does not involve the reader, nor does it 
explicitly reveal its internal dynamics of unreality and redemption—but it does assure the 
realization of Acton Hague, for this event is necessary to bring the story to a close.  
A literary critical model might accordingly make use of the unreal by charting what is 
excluded within a particular literary system, tracking how this exclusion is gradually eroded, and 
noting the form taken by the return of the unreal—but it can also ask the question of how the 
literary text does or does not involve the reader or the spectator within this process. Such a model 
might also query, given the differing media of The Family Reunion as drama and "The Altar of 
the Dead" as novella, whether the medium of the literary work automatically determinates what 
the role of the spectator is to be. Is the short story or the novel axiomatically inclined towards an 
internal development of the unreal, with the drama, of necessity more public, just as inclined 
towards the external realization within the spectator? This is a way of posing one final question: 
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is the literary power of the unreal constrained by its formal medium—or is the unreal able to 
transcend its medium, and even to achieve some final synthesis between internal and external 
paths?  
 For this reason, it is perhaps fitting to end on the note of one last Eliot play, for it is here 
that Eliot takes a turn to the Jamesian path of unreality through the realization of the Other within 
the internal landscape of the drama—without losing the power of the play to point to a wider 
transformation of subjectivity beyond the boundaries of its stage.  
The Cocktail Party (1949), perhaps the most successful of Eliot's plays, reads like a 
traditionally sculpted drawing-room comedy with darkly existential overtones. The informal, 
naturalistic setting of The Family Reunion is preserved, but without supernatural visitants, 
oracular odes, or priggish characters impelled to follow their destiny. There are also no special 
effects, no climactic engagement with the audience, and no sustained treatment or development of 
the philosophical concept of the unreal, though the term continues to be mentioned. There is, in 
other words, more of Noël Coward in Eliot's drama than Aeschylus—and yet, The Cocktail Party 
contains some of the deepest engagement with the problem of unreality of any of Eliot's post-
philosophical texts. A question is broached, early in the play, by young Peter, who thought he had 
found, for the first time in his life, something like reality with a young lady named Celia—but she 
soon turned her affections elsewhere. And so Peter, bereft of the experience of reality, asks: 
I was saying, what is the reality 
Of experience between two unreal people? (The Cocktail Party, 143) 
 
We note that unreality, so long a philosophical and an ontological subject for Eliot, is 
now a state of subjectivity, and a threat to our existence as persons, rather than as reality-builders 
within a developing cosmology. We have, in other words, a turn to the personal by the poet of 
impersonality. Even in comparison with "The Altar of the Dead," The Cocktail Party appears 
remarkably open: the problems are those of social relationships among the living rather than 
between the living and the dead, and the social spaces of the play range from drawing-rooms to a 
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psychiatrist's office, instead of enclosed, isolated spaces of darkness and mystical obscurity. But 
beneath this open, accessible setting, uncomfortable and disturbing questions are asked—if in The 
Family Reunion it is only the chorus who "articulate darker fears that they dare not admit on a 
conscious level," in The Cocktail Party these fears are an open topic of conversation. (Chirico, 
338).  
Peter's question, which introduces the idea that we are all unreal—not in a cosmological 
sense, but according to the falsity of our subjectivity—becomes less whimsical and more 
disturbing as it is developed throughout the evolution of the drama, for the unreality is, as it were, 
doubled. Celia, spurned by her lover Edward, suddenly realizes that the self she had fashioned for 
and imputed to him, the agential subjectivity she had envisioned to be his—is but the unreality of 
a false reality that never fully developed: 
The man I saw before, he was only a projection— 
I see that now—of something that I wanted— 
No, not wanted—something I aspired to— 
Something that I desperately wanted to exist. (CP, 154) 
 
Celia's revelation could have been lifted from Knowledge and Experience, for it speaks to the 
unreal as the threat of underdevelopment—only in Knowledge and Experience this threat was part 
of a remote, aloof discussion of developing objects and comical coiffures: here it bespeaks the 
unraveling of ourselves as subjects. Even this soon moves to a deeper, darker level. In his earlier 
works, Eliot's baleful unreal was a force for nullification, and for destruction of established 
structures—it was the lamentation of history for inevitably falling cities in "The Waste Land," 
and it was the rendering-meaningless of objects of desire in Murder at the Cathedral. The Family 
Reunion painted a more severe portrait of "mutilated cries" at the moment of birth and 
desecrations of family history, but this was fundamentally in the service of a transcendence—it 
was part of the destiny of Harry's salvation. Here, the succumbing of Celia's "projection" to 
unreality does not reveal meaninglessness, nor is it apparently in the service of some higher 
transcendence or revelation—it uncovers something far worse. In the place of this phantom-
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existence, this unreal, superficial self of the mask, there lurks a deeper self, a self that is true yet, 
at the same time, also horrid, a self that is utterly unreal according to our conventions of 
subjectivity. "What I heard was only the noise of an insect/Dry, endless, meaningless, inhuman" 
(CP, 154). Celia is pinioned between unrealities, much as poor Stransom was caught between the 
hired performer of Mrs. Creston, and the horror of the abject Antrim; the artificial selves we 
construct are unreal, because they are false; our true selves are unreal because they are 
Unthinkable.  
Quine's rabbit, an index of the unbridgeability of separated language-worlds, is the 
closest we have yet come to this valence of the unreal as Unthinkable—only there, it was a 
stimulation that was ultimately external to the two speakers; the rabbit demarcated a difference, 
and led to the shocked silence of revelation, but this "beetle," to use Wittgenstein's term, was still 
to some degree outside the personal subjectivity of each speaker. In The Cocktail Party, the beetle 
is out of the box, but it is not outside ourselves:  
I looked, 
And listened for your heart, your blood; 
And saw only a beetle the size of a man 
With nothing more inside it than what comes out 
When you tread on a beetle. (CP, 154) 
 
 It is a curious concoction of the internal and the external avenues we find in The Cocktail 
Party. The setting is more accessible—there is none of Shklovsky's defamilarization here: the 
audience cannot escape the implications of the dialogue by regarding the worlds of Peter and 
Celia as absolutely removed from their own. Yet the very naturalness of the setting makes the 
shock of the beetle-self all the more terrible, because the audience cannot escape the universality 
of this condition: the quotidian setting and the absence of the anti-naturalistic elements of The 
Family Reunion make the revelations of unreality all the more powerful and all the more 
applicable to the spectator. But by the same token the solution—actually, two solutions—Eliot's 
play provides has the power to be all the more effective. In this manner, as it were, the more the 
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literary work turns inward—and what can be more inward than the deepest levels of the 
subjectivities of its characters—the more its capacity to influence the audience outward.  
 In The Cocktail Party, the role of the sagacious Aunt Agatha is reprised by a genial 
psychologist who enters the play singing music-hall ditties about One-Eyed Riley—quite a far cry 
from the almost painful seriousness of Agatha. This Dr. Reilly, in the guise of a marriage 
counselor to Edward and his estranged wife Lavinia, provides one solution to the problem of 
crushing unreality. He begins by identifying the unreality of each, but according to a more 
palpable description, casting the problem as one of the falsity of the marital roles they inhabit: 
Lavinia is incapable of being loved, and Edward is incapable of loving. 
LAVINIA. 
It seems to me that what we have in common 
Might be just enough to make us loathe one another. 
REILLY. 
See it rather as the bond which holds you together. 
While still in a state of unenlightenment, 
You could always say: ‘He could not love any woman’; 
You could always say: ‘No man could love her.’ 
You could accuse each other of your own faults, 
And so could avoid understanding each other. 
Now, you have only to reverse the propositions 
And put them together. (CP, 182) 
 
This is a form of reversal with which we have become familiar. Edward blamed the unreality of 
the marriage upon the unlovability of Lavinia; Lavinia believed Edward's lack of love made their 
relationship unreal. Their marriage might here be understood in the same vein of the failed 
intersubjectivity of Quine's two speakers, only here, each attributes the failure to the unreality 
they see in the other—a common event, with which we are all familiar, this imputation of 
unreality to an Other. Only, counsels Reilly, when each can recognize that the unreality lies not in 
the other but in him or herself—only then can there be the reality of a union.  
This, then, is a recapitulation, in miniature, of the ending of The Family Reunion: the 
members of the audience, here Edward and Lavinia, are forced to confront their own unreality, 
and to face what they had long kept hidden behind masks of propriety. But the problem for 
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literature remains: the unreality might be revealed, but it has not been realized—it may have been 
unmasked, but it has not transformed or redeemed the reality by which it was repressed. The only 
other alternative is to realize the unreality internally—but this would leave the reader out of the 
realization, unable to break into the enclosed world of the drama. Eliot is not satisfied with this 
choice between mutually incompatible pathways; neither is his character of Celia. She too comes 
to Dr. Reilly, and it is she, in confessing her own unreality, who draws the connection between 
the absence of love and the unreal: 
Can we only love 
Something created by our own imagination? 
Are we all in fact unloving and unlovable? 
Then one is alone, and if one is alone 
Then lover and beloved are equally unreal 
And the dreamer is no more real than his dreams. (CP, 188) 
 
 Into Celia's mouth, Eliot pours the problem of unreality in the subject. The subject cannot 
love the Other, for it only makes an image of the Other; and the subject can never love itself, for 
it creates only an image of itself. We create an unreal self so that we might love ourselves, and in 
being unreal we cannot love or be loved. This is the unreal of "The Waste Land," and of Murder 
in the Cathedral, applied to the actual existence of human beings; it is, perhaps, the question that 
lay dormant in the unfinished final sentence of Knowledge and Experience, and it was the 
question that The Family Reunion could ask but not answer. Yet there is something new here—an 
answer to the question of how realization and revelation can be made possible: to interpolate the 
spectator into an unreal Absolute which is revealed at a level deeper than the beetle-self, a level 
that is so far inward that it includes spectator and literary character alike within the omnitude of 
its development. For beneath this unreality of personal subjectivity Celia finds something far 
deeper—she has, in spite of herself, felt something within yet apart from her that is capable of 
love: 
I have thought at moments that the ecstasy is real 
Although those who experience it may have no reality. 
For what happened is remembered like a dream 
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In which one is exalted by intensity of loving 
In the spirit, a vibration of delight 
Without desire, for desire is fulfilled 
In the delight of loving. A state one does not know 
When awake. But what, or whom I loved, 
Or what in me was loving, I do not know. (CP, 189) 
 
The unreal self is dissolved in the love that realizes the Other. The surface-self, which is unreal 
(as artificial) derealizes itself, and finds the beetle-self, which is unlovable, and cannot love—but 
deeper than this is the Absolute, which is an unreal abstraction: the possibility of loving the 
Other, of giving, as Lacan says, precisely what one does not have the power to give (Lacan, 141). 
This is the answer to Peter's question, this is the reality of experience between unreal selves. This 
is where T. S. Eliot's journey towards the unreal leads. A strange thing, for the unreal self to be 
unrealized, but in the unrealization, so says Celia, a reality deeper than the reality of finite centers 
or separate selves is opened, and it is the reality of the unreal Absolute, binding all selves that 
have renounced the solipsism of artificial masks. In Henry James, this realization took the form of 
Acton Hague's immortal flame, binding Stransom, the Lady, and their altar in the briefest flicker 
of immortality. In The Cocktail Party, Celia surrenders her artificiality of selfhood and departs 
England to care for the diseased and the dying in the forgotten corners of the Earth; she will meet 
her death in this service, but she will have become what the play calls transhumanized (193): she 
will have given up her illusions of thatness as a finite center to become a what within the 
constellation of the Absolute.  
 
 When a much older Eliot reviewed the typewritten manuscript he had retrieved from the 
Harvard vault in which it had lain for half a century, he discovered that a page of his dissertation 
was missing—or perhaps it was never there at all:  
What may at first appear more serious is the loss of one or several pages of the 
conclusion of the essay. The last page of the typescript ends with an unfinished 
sentence: For if all objectivity and all knowledge is relative.... I have omitted this 
exasperating clause: it is suitable that a dissertation on the work of Francis 
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Herbert Bradley should end with the words 'the Absolute'. Mr. Jackson [curator] 
tells me that these pages were missing when the script came into his care. (11) 
 
We can redeem this "exasperating clause" and still honor Mr. Eliot's desire that his Knowledge 
and Experience should end with the Absolute: 
"For if all objectivity and all knowledge is relative," the love that is the impossible reality 
between unreal subjects is the final form of the self-realizing Absolute. 
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